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This study of the instruction of readirq comprehension would.not
have been possible without support from the following three .

sources:

The Office of Educational Improvement, U.S. Department of
Education provided the major three-year grant. A project
the size of this study could not have been coordinated and
conducted without external research funds. But More
importantly, we felt that we had the strong cooperation and
support of Eleanor Chiogiogi, then Acting Division Director,
and the project monitor, Clara Lawson Copeland.

We are also grateful to the College of Education, University
of Arizona for providing monetary support for this project.
In addition, faculty members and graduate students from all
divisions in the College and the Dean's office were involved
at one point or another with this'project. It is rare
indeed fol. a College of Education to contain this amount and-
variety of talent; and we thank our colleagues for
participating.

Most importantly, our elementary school teacher colleagues
with whom we cOhducted our research spent many hours over
the course of this three-year effort talking with us,
responding to questionnaires, and facing disruptions in
their classrooms. Without their help, and that of the
principals and students, this research could not have been
conducted.

The work of many faculty members and vacillate students--now
faculty members in other institutions--is represented in this
report. Rather than name them all, here, we have included a list
of books, papers and chapters on the following pages that
emanated from this imoject. In addition, we would like to mention
the names of two wonderful secretaries/administrative assistants
who worked so thoughtfully, conscientiously, and enthusiastically
on this project: Barbara Shults and Marie Erickson.
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Virginia Richardson
Patricia Anders

College of Education
University of Arizona

August 14, 1990
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I. BACKdROUND
, e

Oyer= the .last, ten, years , a substantiaL body of ..repeorott, '4# 'the
teaOhing,and learning, A6f; reading:$as,-,fiee;v0pripl'eteCand,
disseminated. '*W*O*e**6144iWti*'Ai44Wg4000W0i"440-t,4L
040**00 through .4*140044Watnsks-#014,04009.0.0.1= tot
, of: s4*Ok ;01444. itE.it'0,0,':9141.4,eil*IWC040.';'-g#' "VWstOdy''ot Reading Icsity at the. Universicy of. x(5444,
InstruatiOnal reSearCh- 'haft ,iSeem :an? 44-0,
aatikritY and is; a high,Pribrity ,(0*,:ttio,,:RFIrIi# the
Reading -Research, ancl:,B Ucla#44,
this emphasis 0,* tocwim-;#00#0-,,,--tow:0:#0* 4# I:04,4*,
partiPuXariy im .04 '*sii.kk:: '40:15i0.0;t4:#.4cteite, are not ±ising at;
e*,6 #ect ,(The ruttwi..r.ittiir014#1.c
studieS, indicate- -that-;:ftany' teacherst-,40;:.liwoto.ii* :-
corapreheniiion (e. 4. BOitt;ik, 1981; 1984,7, .Dukkint.
1978-79; Neilson, Rennie & Connell, 19821 'MaSari

,
During., this same period .of tithe, ,signifiCant gains ;halie.been made
in implementation of resear.04.,on teaChingiilearning,t:,,ar4
schoOlifig. HoWeirer, a 'Major: iii*iblOr *41**P24,rit tet'lepit.t040.44t,'resisthnceto using researOh. The:-,:ci4erent:resa.r*Ogodot in
reading- and the' interest in teacher0Q-,i.*:,§f:.*.ese#4 to affect
teaChing .0raOtiCeS, 'and student achIevement far* i,,Strong link.
By Combining.tilieSe..itio ,zirea3 .-0t:irriiestigatiOn4--, -the stidy
described herein4ae: dedigned, to infori both the.inotrlictional
researoh commUnity :and teacher edUcatora d'e0igning, preService andinservice prograta.

Thus, the purpose of this research program wacwto,examine the
knOwledge base available to teachersi,,,the-40904ie'* .inyolved in
transkorming' -that iiiiiwiedge to and Within.t4e..dahoOl, Context, and
the iinPlicatiCris. af *that lirOcese for transfOrting teaCher
education.

Current research in reading comprebenSiOn as its roots in schematheory. This theory suggaStS that knowlecje is Sti7uatUred in
larrtak. complex,. ,abstradt.,'Units. or04-w, infOrmation called
schkatata (RUMelhart, 1981), Learneik`iinderritand''tekt by
detertining how the ideaS they read relate to their existing

10
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schemata or knowledge. This description implies that
comprehension is a constructive process by which readers
interpret text according to their own understandings, or
sometimes misunderstandings (Spiro, 1980).

The theory has important practical implications. Readers must
have appropriate prior kncwledge of the concepts presented in the
text, sufficiently developed knowledge s-ructures to meet the
concept demands of the text, and the ability to access prior
knowledge (Rumelhart, 1980). A related variable that affects
comprehension is the accuracy of the reader's prior knowledge,
since misconceptions impact comprehension (Anderson & Smith,
1983).

Schema theory also has important instructional implications.
Good teachers probably acknowledge the importance of prior
knowledge; however, the questions tgagherg need answers to are:
What does one do when students apparently have little or no prior
knowledge? How does one activate students' prior knowledge? How
does one manage the variables of differing qualities and
quantities of prior knowledge in the typical classroom setting?

These questions are best addressed by instructional research.
Tna quantity of research conducted in classrooms with ecological
validity considerations operating as a primary constraint has
been a high research priority among teacher educators/
instructional researchers. Our own research (Anders, Bos &
Filip, 1984; Irwin & Mitchell, 1986; King & Bradley, 1986; Lloyd,
1985) is indicative of the movement across the country toward
instructional rPsearch.

This exciting and important work is available to teachers in
scholarly journals, and can also be found in magazines and other
publications that are intended to speak directly to
practitioners, such as gdAgAtiglaal_L2ORK2hiP, ThAPKY_Into
Practice, B.(22_m_i)p_g_g_y_Aticie (Anderson, et al. 1985),
and What Works (1986). Further, instructional research has become
an integral component of many preservice teacher education
programs, and some inservice programs. It is also addressed at
teacher conferences. Why, then, do teachers consistently state
that they do not use research in their teaching? (See, for
example, Berger, 1976 and Waxman, et al., 1986.) And why do they
apparently not adopt research-based reading practices in their
classrooms when they hear about them? (SeG, for example, Florio-
Ruane & Dohanich, 1984 and Vacca & Gove, 1982.)

One reason may be the way researchers have asked the questions of
teachers. Teachers, in fact, do not use research--they use
practices that may or may not be research-based. These practices
rime from a variety of sources that may or may not identify their
research base. For example, most elementary teachers in the
United States know the term 'time-on-task', and the majority of



them Inve received training on
predict that few know anything
and investigated the concept.
Fisher & Berliner, 1985).

3

the notion. However, we would
about the research that identified
(See a description of this work in

A second reason teachers may report not using research is that
the research support for many practices simply has not reached a
large enough critical mass o affect the typical teacher. Thus,
the teacher may not be aware of research that supports the
practices being employed.

Third, the majority of teachers in our elementary classrooms have
been there for a number of years. In 1983, teachers vith ten or
more years experience comprised two-thirds of the public school
teaching force (Plisko & Stern, 1985). The reading courses they
took as preservice students did not incorporate the theory and
research of the last ten years. As Tabachnick and Zeichner
(1984) have pointed out, teachers acquire Ondamental
perspectives and understandings in their pteservice programs and
hold onto them during their years of teaching. Tips for practice,
scattered inservice programs, and the rare suggestion from a
supervisor may not be able to change strongly held beliefs about
practice that would result in experienced teachers changing their
practices.

Finally, the adoption of research-based practice involves a
process of transforming that particular practice to the
school/classroom context. We doubt that practices aro adopted
wholesale; rather, practices are molded, adapted and adjusted to
fit teachers' perceived reality. Thus, in addition to reported
and observable practices, teachers' rationales and theories
behind practice need investigation. The language and arguments
provided by teachers could be indicators of the quality of their
practices.

The questions of interest in this research project included the
following:

o What are the research-based teaching of reading
comprehension practices?

o To what degree are teachers using research-based
teaching of reading comprehension practices?

o What are the barriers to the use of research-based
practices?

o Can a school-based staff development model affect
teachers' use of research-based instruction of reading
comprehension?

o Does the use of research-based teaching of reading
practices affect student reading achievement in a
positive direction?

12
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II-. LITERATURE REVIEW

Reading

KamiI (1984) described reading,research asbeing, dhaP4c1,bYAhr0,0.
groups of professionald: thA enerime.0:44Ptq/-

e,Pr49.4.4.ti90q;s4
and the translators who "Specul#:e Om:th01714141049,4#1,On-94*
expertmental research and:thealr er 44.
fikst blush, the lines, of demarc4 ion these. ...r9111_00
would appear 4uite Clear. H040,64'gg.,44t0444***04/, the
process of ntranslatingP-researtheACIasSrOomui*Ilotl*s
simple as one might expect. Further,

. tlagia:Iihq havea'tadoPtedthe
role of translator are finding rich, territory for ihVeStigation.
The purpose of this section is to exemplify reading researOh one
would expect to be translated.

The process orientation of reading research during the, past
several years has moved both basic and applied researdhers into
the context of instruction--clasprooms.,_Reading_reSearchers,
initial steps into classrooms were taken tO:12.0,eatigate
strategies evolving from particular 2heOretical lentations.
That is, a strategy being tested coeId 'be linked',J a particular
theoretical stance (i.e., schema theOry or pdircholinguistiC
theory). This instructional researCh has sesulted in research-
based practices that should improve:achievement if they were
implemented into classrooms. BeCOminTa-Nation_ofaleaders
(Anderson, et al., 1985) summarizes mat/ of those practices.
Included among the many recommended. practices, the following
examples of reading research-supported findings suggest the rich
information and knowledge base available to teachers:

1) the quality and quantity of readers, prior knowledge
can be predicted, and instructional ledsons can be
designed to accommodate that ,prior knowledge (e.g.,
Anderson & Smith, 1983; Langer, 1982);

2) strategies' can be designed t&activate prior knowledge,
orqanite prior and forthcoting knowledge, and set
purPOsegfor reading coMprehehsion-and learning of
concepts in conteWarea.dIassrOois .( Anders, !los &
Wilde, 1946; Tearsön is Gallagher, 1943);

3) comprehendion indtruction does work--stedents can
comprehehd whether it by direct instruction
(Rosenshine & Stevens, 1980, explicit'instruction
(Pearson & Gallagher, In Press), reciprocal teaching

13
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(Palincsar 1984),.or wholpelpingage iGoodman, 1986;
Goodmani:

4) the strUctUif4 0010t0#0014WOfficW4tip;104060ps0 of
text influendes ',#te:eaualitt i:**,_44,4,10.0;4#0101140'
(Andersone& ArmbruiPlir, 11A8.41, ip014_49134.iimeirOt '1985) .

-
This knowledge base bOdes'well forthe44roVeMent Of:Teadinci
comprehension and high level. thinkingeSkills,of inter#ediate and
upper elementary grade.stUdentS. AS, repOrtedin peObilihgea
Nation efRoaderS- (-Anderser4 et ale, qami if theereSe4rOhewe
presently know wre used in. every classroom across the cotfitry,
reading cotprehension would be improved.

Teachers, Research and Change

The Context: Lortie (1975) described the ethos of school
faculties as consisting of three aspects: conservatism,
presentism, and individualism. This, he-felti is due in large
part to the anxiety surrounding the uncertainty about classroom
outcomes, and the lack of an agreed-upon professional knowledge.
The conservatism norm implies that teachers may not accept,new
organization objectives because they rely on personal values and
past experience. The presentism norm is indicated by the fact
that teachers do not plan for long continuous periods, nor do
they feel assured about their future performance.

The individualism norm implies little reliance on others for
sources of knowledge, skills, or experience except during the
first two years (Fuchs, 1969). Trial and error and individual
personalities are the bases for developing good practice. Sinoe
students, circumstances and personalities of teachers differ:
there is a tolerance for widely different practice as well as
strong egalitarian norms. Differences in practice are therefore
viewed as "matters of philosophy" judged by considerations of
more scientific evaluative procedures (Metz, 1978).

While the concept of the improvement of practice is accepted, it
is accepted within a framework of individual teacher
experimentation and judgment. Lortie (1975) suggested that the
"built-in resistance to change" may be due to the belief that
"their work environment has never permitted them to show what
they really can do" (p. 235).

One can think of Lertie's description as the culture of the
teaching profession (Feiman-Nemser & Floden, 1986). Within this
culture, the individual teacher,s beliefs differ on such issues
as the effectiveness and appropriateness of different classrom
activities, the purposes of instruction, and the ways in which
students learn. These beliefs can strongly affect ths currlculum
and activities chosen by teachers, as well as the manner with
which they impart content and interaet with students.



It is within this context that research-based reading
instructional practices must bp.addiqoted aradapted by individual
teachers. New practiCes are accept04-1-rejected or modified in a
highly individualistic, context-speCifAc Mariner.. The principles
inherent in the practides 'that are ad-oisted'aiirifozm to, the beliefs
held by the teachers, or the beliefs must be modified.

While this analysis may provide reasons for teachers not readily
adopting some research-based teaching:of reading practices, it
does not suggest a means of dealing with the problem: The
following sections provide ways of thinking about systematic, and
externally induced change.

Barriers to Change: To change teachers' thinking about and
implementation of research-based reading instruction practices,
three potential barriers must be addressed: the availability and
generalizability of the practices, teachers' belief systems, and
school-level practices. Each of these barriers arAl briefly
described below:

1. The Practices. The research-based practices are
problematic for many teachers for two reasons: first, the
research supporting particular practices may not be evident to
the teacher. For example, reading methods textbooks, teachers'
manuals for basal reading programs, professional books and
educational journals may not regularly explicate the relationship
among theory. research and practice (Beck, 1984; Tierney, 1984).
Teachers may not realize that such a triad exists to inform
instructional decisions. Further, the staff development programs
may be fragmented and exclude a discussion of their research
bases. If the resources available to the teachers have not
explicated the role of research, theory and practice, teachers
are barred from efficient and effective use of research. This
study examined the resources available to teachers and the degree
those resources explicate the theory-research-practice
relationship.

The second practice-related barrier to teachers' use of research
may be the nature of the research itself. The research may
negate the teachers' experienco and therefore be rejected, or the
research may be over-generalized to contexts far beyond those in
which the research was conducted. Such over-generalization, in
many cases, renders the research unusable or inappropriate for
context-spacific use. An example of this problem is the concept
of "wait time". The research was conducted in high school
science classes (Rowe, 1974), and indicated that if teachers dive
students more time to answer questions during recitation, the
responses from pupils would be qualitatively better. On the
basis of th±,s research, wait time has been accepted as a
universal prescription for effective teaching, rather than as a
practice that may or may not be applicable in a particular
context. For younaer students in different types of classes,
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increased wait time may bore student's and therel:q cause serious
classroom managementproblems: SticheyOlOrdi,Pr.c.ei;lbY
Kounin's (Kounin &Doyle& 4.p75) regearcA-4.46.4-44,tptat.ENggest
that instruction must Move along, at aereilat,WelVtixiiiikepace to
keep students on-task. The OldSproom managefient imperatives help
to explain why many teachers: WhO are trained in wait time quiekly
revert to their previous brisk pace.

If prescriptions for practice are not accompanied by information
on the theories implicit in theyOrk and the contexts in which
the researchers conducted the miearch, teachers will have
difficulty making judgments concerning appropriateness, and may
therefore reject the practl:iceu out of hand.

2. Teachers, Be7ief Systems. The small, but expanding
literature on teachers' conceptions dnd theories of practice
leeds one to conclude that zgnoring teaChers' ,beliefs'in
implementing change could lead to disappointing results.
Teachers' implicit teories vary from teacher to teacher (Hunby,
1983) and may be at odds with those of curriculum developers and
administrators. Olson (1981), for example, found that eight
teachers who were implementing a new science curriculum
"domesticated" it to match their own implicit theories of
effective instruction.

While most people feel that there is a relationship between
teachers' beliefs and their actions in the classroom, this
relationship has not been satisfactorily explicated. Teachers'
theories may not be particularly coherent, and contradictory
beliefs may be held by the same teacher. The relationship between
be'.iefs and practices have been explored in the area uf reading.
Duffy (1977), for example, found that only 37 of 350 teachers in
his sample held pure and strong conceptions of reading, and only
four out of ten teachers selected from among the 37 exhibited
classroom practices that consistently reflected their beliefs.
hany of the teachers held "confused/frustrated" conceptions. A
follow-up report by Buike, Burke and. Duffy (1980) concluded that
teachers' decision-making in reading classes seemed more related
to classroom management and curriculum than to their implicit
beliefs. Hoffman and Kugle (1982) used two measures of teachers'
beliefs to determine the relationship between 35 teachers'
beliefs about reading and their performance during reading
instruction. They found, like Duffy, that there is little direct
relationship between the beliefs, as measured, and performance in
classrooms. However, Hoffman and Kugle concluded that the
measures of teachers' theories, being preconceived by the
researchers, were not representative of teachers' implicit
theories. They recommended more open-ended procedures for
eliciting teachers' beliefs.

Other researchers (for example, Bussis, Chittenden, & Amarel,
1976; Eisenhart, Schrum, Harding, & Cuthbert, 1986; Ignatovich,
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Cusick, & Ray, 1979; Hunby, 1983; Olson, 1981) inductively
elicited teachers' theories, and were therefore more accepting of
seeming contradictions and vafiations.

Recent work on how teachers and' professionals think-in-action
helps o explain how teachers' iluplicit theories affect behaVior,
and how these beliefs and theories .nan be modified to accept new
and different research-based practiced. Schön's (1983) work on
reflective practice, for example, suggests that practitioners'
knowledge-in-action is intuitive, tlait, and based on the
experiences of trial and error. Reflection in action, or the
ability to think about the knowledge-in-action process while it
is taking place, helps practitiorers deal with situations of
"uncertainty, instability, anigreness, and value conflict" (p.
50). Elbaz (1980, 1983) suggests tLat teachers hold three forms
of practical knowledge (rules of prectice, practical principles,
and images), and these are used in different ways in practice.

Of most use to us in this project is Fenstermacher's (1979, 1986)
conception of teachers' practical arguments. Fenstermacher's
intent in developing the concept was to indicate the ways in
which teachers can use research results: "as evidence, as
iniormation, as sources of insight for teachers to consider along
with their own experiences" (1978, p. 175). The concept, then, of
the practical argument is not meant to describe the ways in which
teachers make decisions, but to provide a zeans of transforming
teachers' beliefs from beir- subjectively to objectively
reasonable. For Fenstermacher: "The relevance of research for
teaching practice can be understood as a matter of how directly
the research relates to the practical arguments in the minds of
teachers" (1986, p.44).

A practical argument consists of three types of premises--value,
empirical and situational--and concludes with an action. Research
can help to change the truth value of the premises. But research
that is presented in a "Research says. . ." statement that does
not account for teachers' practical rationality, may be ignored
or discounted. Further, mandated practices based on the research
will be performed in a perfunctory manner, if at all (Richardson-
Koehler, 1987).

3. School Level Practices. It would be a mistake to assume
that the important and sole unit of change in instructional
practices is the individual teacher working by him/herself.
Research on effective schools provides information on the
characteristics of schools that are particularly effective in
increasing student learning (Bossert, 1985; Corcoran, 1985;
Purkey and Smith, 1983). Clearly, it is the teacher who is
affected by and mediates between many of these school level
characteristics and student learning. Programs designed to change
teaching of reading practices that ignore the context in which
teachers operate may be doomed to failure.

17
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Several researchers have investigated the ways in which teachers
are affected by school factors. ,These researchers attempt to
describe characteristics of schobls,with strong norrp5of
improvement, reflective teaching afid critical analySis of
teaching. Little and Bird's ,(Little," 1981; Lit; forthcoming;
Little & Bird, 1983) work oh e'ffective schobts suggests that
collegiality among the teachers regUires, opportunities and
support for discussions among teachers about teaching, peer
observation and experimentation. Bird (1984) suggested that the
school principal is in the best position to change the norms that
make it difficult for someone other than a teacher to act as an
expert in helping the teacher change practices. Ashton and Webb
(1986) found that the way in which a middle school and a junior
high school were organized affected teachers' sense of efficacy
in those schools. Teacher sense of efficacy refers to an attitude
on the part of a teacher that what s/he is doing makes a
difference. Teachers with low sense of efficacy are not willing
to confront new challenges, and do not see change as worthwhile.

More recently, Rosenholtz (1986) has investigated the school
factors that affect teachers' commitment. She concluded that
teachers' perceptions of their work are strongly affected by the
organizational context in which they find themselves. For
example, teachers who were identified as leaders in collaborative
schools were those who "moved others toward fulfilling their
instructional purposes." In noncollaborative schools, teacher
leaders were defined as those who earned their reputation "by
engaging ir non-instructional activities, either by union-related
leadership, or by their empathic responses to colleagues'
classroom or personal problems" (p. 23). The degree of
collaboration in a school was also found to be important in
whether schools adopted innovations. Huberman and Miles (1984)
found that change occurred in schools with norms that supported
collaboration, cohesive relationships and reasonable tolerance
for diversity.

Together, these more recent studies indicate that school factors
strongly affect teachers' sense of efficacy and commitment, and
thereby, the degree to and the manner in which they participate
in changing their practices.

The above conceptions of factors that affect teachers'
willingness and commitment to :thange were investigated in this
study. In addition, the staff development model that was
developed and tested in the third stage of the project was
dependent upon knowledge of the school context as well as the
literature on effective staff development processes (e.g.,
Griffin, 1983; Ward, 1985).
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cHAPT*: TWO

RESEARCH iatTHODOLOGY- AND SITE

The purpose of this research program was to assess teachers' use
of research-based practices when teaching reading comprehension
and the barriers that prevent them from doing so, and to develop
and test a school-based staff development process designed to
change teachers' practices in reading comprehension instruction.

II. SAMPLE

Six schools in two school districts in a Southwestern urban area
were selected for intensive study. Research offices in each of
two school districts were approached, and the apiaropriate paper
work prepared. Both l'..esearch officeS, accepted the proposals.
The first school district is a large:urban, Southwstern school
district with over 70 elementary schools, 20 junior high/middle
schools and 15 high schools (including special projects housed in
other schools or alternative facilities). The total student
population is close to 55,000. Over half the students are
classified as white. Hispanics constitute the next largest group
of students (approximately 30%), Black, Native American, and
Oriental students make up the difference.

The second school district is much smaller and borders on the one
described above. This district contains 10 elementary, two
junior and two senior high schools. The district services a
little over 13,000 students of which 82% are classified as white,
13% as Hispanic, and the rest are Black, Native American and
Asian.

We talked with a number of individuals in both school districts
to select schools in which the principals and faculties might be
interested in participating in a staff development program in
reading instruction. At the same time, we did not want to be
involved in schools with many different programs. One condition
for our involvement was that at least two teachers at each of
grades 4, 5 and 6 would participate; or, if the school were
smaller, all teachers at these grade levels would participate.
We discussed the project with seven different schools, and six
agreed to participate.

The Schools

The six schools that participated in the study represented a
cross-section of the general population of the city in their
ethnic and SES compositions. They also represented a wide range
of organizational characteristics. Five were part the large

B
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district, and one (School D) is located in the smaller district
on what was once the edge of town, an area which hes become
considerably more urbanized in recent years. These achools are
described in depth in ethnograrhies developed by peggy Placier,
then a graduate student in Anthropolocr, and Education at the
University of Arizona, and now an Assistant Professor in the
College of Education, University of MiSsouri. Her case studies
are included in Appendix E. Short descriptions of the schools
follow:

School A: Experimental. This school, described by the
principal as serving an "upwardly mobile working class to
middle class" population of first-time homeowners, has an
approximately equal number of Hispanics and Anglos among its
380 students. The female principal is in her second year at
the K-6 school, co)Istructed seven years ago to accommodate a
rapidly growing area of the city. The school scored in the
middle of the district range on the 1986-87 Iowa tests-, just
below the 50th percentile. All seven 4-6th grade teachers
participated in the study, two at each grade level and one
3-4 "combination." The teachers in this group range in
experience from 0-8 years; one is a beginning teacher this
year. One teacher in each grade has rsicently introduced
Spanish as a second language (SSL) instruction, an
enrichment program strongly supported by the parents in the
neighborhood.

School B: Control. School B is located in a traditionally
Hispanic, working class neighborhood which has lately seen
new construction of apartments and moderately-priced
townhomes. It serves a K-6 grade population of 580
students, 60% Hispanic, 33% Anglo, 5% Black, and 2% other.
Fifty-five of the students qualify for the free/reduced
lunch program, an indicator of the limited socioeconomic
resources of their families. This school's Iowa scores for
grades 4-6 averaged at the 46th percentile in 1986-87. The
female principal is in her third year at the school. The
32-year-old school is overcrowded, the main building
supplemented by an additional building and a series of
"portables." There are three teachers at each grade level,
and one at each level provides bilingual instruction. Of
the nine 4-6th grade teachers, six agreed to participate in
the study: 3 fourth grade, 1 fifth, and 2 sixth. All but
one of the participants were veteran teachers, with at least
ten years of experience.

School C: Experimental. School C is a newly opened school
located in a semi-rural area of new home construction
bordering an Indian Reservation. Just a mile from School A,
it serves a somewhat similar population of 47.9% Hispanic,
45% Anglo, 3.9% Black, 2.2% American Indian, and 1% Asian
students. Of the 452 students, 40% qualify for the
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free/reduced lunch prosOm.,- SchoOr is,,a .F.7*.,,sphcia,_ and
all five Df its 4tiv ando, 5.Eii,44*****Ci*rp ;114-7t2:41*itecVlat.
the study. thir,viin4pla)... is fe3nle, and ba4,::1110,0*--a,,p;t4iCipoi
for two years in anether schoWfbiptcite.,,:01:ti:patii$4_,cap4p04'.,

School D: Control. Located ih turalmfe&ling but rapidly
urbanizing neighborhood, ,Sche04 0,vas, ?lilt 18 years' ado for
450,students and has expanded 'in,teciiint:,.years into :a large
school (for this city) of, 750. ,,,U1,1986-87 it added 200 new
students, and a new building waTcohstructed to accomModate
this groWth. The student,population 1,.S97% Anglo, 1$'
Hispanic, and 2% Black, Aierican.Indian and Asian. Only 15%
qualify for a free/reduced4unch. The schoolen0Aust a few
limited English proficient- students, for whomESL
instruction is provided. Iowa sdores for the Antermediate
grades were "above average" ins 1986:-87. The male principal.
is in his second year at the schoOl,. Grades. S and 6-ifiN this
school are "departmentally" organized; the teachers in these
grades identify themselves by subject area. Five of these
5-6th grade teachers, plus three 4th gradeS and one 4-6th
grade LD resource teacher are participating in the study --
9 out of a total of 12. They make up the largest teacher
cohort in the study. They are an experienced group,
averaging about 15 yeare of teaching.

School E: Pilot. This school is a 4-6th grade bilingual
"magnet" sehool, an old school in one of the city's oldest
neighborhoods, a downtown "barrio." A K-3 bilingual magnet
school is located allock away. The 250 students at School
E are 55% Hispanic, 25% Anglo (the percentage required by
desegregation orders) and 12% American Indian. This is the
male principal's first year at the school in that position:
however, he was a classroom teacher there several years
earlier. The school has.ten classrooms, three at each grade
level olus a 4-5th grade "combination" of 50 students with a
two-teacher team. Each classroom also has a teacher aide,
making for very favorable adult-child ratios. Because of
its "magnet" designation, the school provides many special
programs, including enrichment activities for gifted and
talented students and a computer-based thinking skills
program for Chapter 1 students. Seven of the eleven 4-6th
gr.tNde teachers participated in the study; two at each grade
level plue one of the 4-5th grade team.

School F: Experimental. This K-6 school in the midtown
area o41- the city has two buildings, one built in 1929 and in
need of renovation, the other built in the 1950's. Because
of a desegregation arrangement, there are differences in the
demographics of the primary and intermediate grades. Of the
358 total students, 100 are primary grade, minority children
bused from another part of town. In the intermediate
grades, these students return to their neighborhood school.
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Therefore, the primary grade ,population .is 1.4%; IiiStranic,,and
Black!' the interraediAte*:,,, ,Only.1,042%;: th*i6,:eirCente4e2,-Adt
free/reduced IgACu, ,olicOolit64ry,t-ivai*iltia_pctit(tei****10,
20%. This is the Zialek*iii4otri.4-#4,-y,kkafr.,<-**-x40:40:901.
All five of the: '44tht:,',gradel:teMlik*.sti4:attWii#00': itt,the-
stildy: one froM
special education- teacher.: Ali Were. iieterait=-'teadhers, with
over ten years of extieriende.

The Teachers

The teachers included those who teach reading, social studies,
science, language arts, writing, special education andAearning
disabled reading, and English literature. The breakdown is as
follows:

Table 2.1
Numbers of Teachers by Subject Hatter

4 11 1
5 5 1 3 1
6 6 1 1

3-4 1
4-5 3
4-6

Total 25 3 5 1

111. OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH PL1N1

12

3 1 1 39

For the first phase, all grades 4, 5 and 6 teachers in the six
schools were observed and interviewed, and a/1 of their students
tested. In addition, teachers in all schools filled out a
questionnaire related to its organizational context and the
principals of all schools were interviewed. During the second
phase, one of the six schools was selected for pilot testing of
the staff development process. The input from these teachers was
used to further develop the process which was implemented and
tested in three of the schools. Thex following year, although not
a part of the original design, teachers in the control schools
participated in the staff development process. We had promised we
would provide staff development for them, and they had heard from
other schools about this process and decided that was what they

1A thorough description of the methodology will be included
in the chapters that respond to the questions.
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wished to receive.

Question 1: What are the research-based teaching_of_rrdinq
comprehension practices?

The professional literature regarding reading comprehension and
instruction for intermediate grade students was identified and
analyzed. For purposes of this project-i reading comprehension is
defined broadly, allowing for explicit definitions to emerge from
the literature.

Two types of practices were investigated. The first type
included practices emerging from very recent basic research and
theory that has not received attention in applied settings. The
second type of practices includes those that have been
investigated in the classroom context.

All references were analyzed and categorized in terms of how they
related theory, research and practice. The theoretical
orientation of each investigated reference was ascertained using
a modification of Harste and Burke's (1977) categories.
Practice-oriented references lacking either explicit or implicit
theoretical bases ("If it works, use it!"] were categorized as
atheoretical.

The literature review resulted in a set of descriptions of
research-based practices that were categorized and filed, and
subsequently became an important element of the staff development
program.

Question 2: To what de ee do teache s use research-bLsed
practi.ggp in teaching reading comprehension?

The extent to which intermediate grade teachers are using
research-based reading comprehension practices was investigated
by using observation procedures that provided narrative records
of teachers' actions and statements during the teaching of
reading.

After developing the instrument and training observers, the
reading instructional practices of each teacher were observed two
time.

Question 3: Viet are the barriers to the use of research-
hAPg_d_Rngtiggg?

Two types of barriers were explored: teacher beliefs and
knowledge about reading and the teaching of reading; and sr:hool
level factors that may inhibit or enhance teacher change.

leacheeading: Teacher
beliefs have been defined and identified in many different ways,
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and different terms have been used to describe beliefs. For
example, Tabachnick and Zeichner (1984 wrote about
"perspectives", Bussts, Amara ind,Chittendon (1976) about
"interwftl mental processes", and Elbaz (1983) about "practical
knowle&ve" and "rules of practice". While these terms are used
in a similar manner, seldom are they explicitly defihed. In a
review of the literature on teachers thought processes, Clark
and Peterson (1986) found it difficult to -organize and synthesize
the literature on teachers' theories and beliefs, largely because
of the lack of explicit definitions and descriptions of the
terms.

*For purposes of this research project, we used a definition of
beliefs that derives from educational philosophers: a belief is a
proposition or statement of relationship among things accepted as
true (Fenstermacher, 1979, 1986; Green, 1971). Cognitive
anthropologists have extended this definition to state that a
value is placed on the proposition. For example, in Goodenough's
(1971) analysis, to accept a definition as true is to value it in
some way for "logical and empirical grounds or. . . social and
emotional reasons" (p.25). As Eisenhart, et al (1986) pointed
out, this definition has been used by cognitive anthropologists
who have developed methodologies to investigate beliefs.

Within the five schools selected for this ty, grades four,
five and six teachers were interviewed conce ling their beliefs
about and knowledge of reading, the teaching of reading, ana
instructional practiee. An ethnographic approach to the belief
interviews (Spradley, 1979) was used in this project, and the
interviews were analyzed using categories tnat emerged from the
data.

School FactoLs: Three procedures were used to provide a
description of school factors that could contribute to the use or
non-use of research-bas^d teaching of reading comprehension
practices, and to prediut the degree to which teachers would be
willing to change their existing practices: a teacher
questionnaire concerning organizational context, a principal
interview on beliefs concerning teacher practice and change,
qualitative descriptions of the school climate and organization,
and nature of the reading curriculum.

Case studies of schools were developed by Peggy Placier who was
involved as an observer from our initial contacts and meetings
with principals and faculty. She also asked the classroom
observers to observe certain school level factors, and has
debriefed them and the principal investigators on all contacts
with the schools. She also made periodic visits to the schools
with the observers. These case studies are included in Appendix
E,
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Question 4: Can a school-based stAffAmgammintjpipm111_
affect teashEMIL2MILLSALSAAAAMAIEAMLAIMga2MMUMJIt
reading.mmEngtgrigim?

A school-based staff development process designed to help
teachers examine their beliefs about and practices in the
teaching of reading comprehension and to introduce alternative
ways of thinking and practices was developed and tested in three
schools.

In one t_hool, identified as being particularly collegial, we
introduced the results of the research to date, discussed with
them the staff development process ..7e were considering, and tried
out a practical argument process wita two of the teachers. We
then asked for input and suggestions from the teachers. On the
basis of information from this pilot, the process was developed
further.

Testing of the Staff Development Model: Faculty in the three
schools designated as experimental were involved in the staff
development process; two during the fall of 1988, and one during
the spring of 1989. Following the staff development process,
the teachers were interviewed and videotaped to determine whether
their beliefs and/or practices had changed, and changes in the
school organizational factors were assessed.

Question 5:
Agggct student reading achi vement in a positive direction?

A reading assessment plan was developed for all students ir
grades 3, 41 5, and 6 in participating schools. These reading
evaluations were necessary for two reasons: 1) to ascertain
whether teacher practices in the teaching of reading affect
reading achievement scores; and 2) to investigate whether a
school-based staff development program designed to change teacher
practices in the teaching of reading affects students' reading
achievement scores.

Two formal tests were used to measure student reading
achievement: the reading battery of the Icwa Test of Basic
Skills, which is given in all the surrounding school districts in
the Spring, and a test reflecting current research, the Illinois
Goal Assessment: Reading. We chose the test after interviewing
researchers at the University of Illinois who had developed it.
Passages were selected with the assistance f P. David Pearson.
Directions and procedures were adapted with the assistance and
approval of Pearson and his staff. Forms of both tests
appropriate to the students' grade levels were administered in
the 4pring of 1987, 1988, and 1989 to students in all
participating schools. Since we were not interested in
maintaining individual student data, the schools administered the
Iowa Test of Basic Skills and provided information aggregated at
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the classroom level. For test security reasons, researchers
employed by the project received trP4ning in and administered the
Illinois test.

Ettects.s_tgf-jgy.sionment_422ggl: Student scores from 198P
and 1989 were compared to arrive at class mean qrowth gains in
the subcomponents of the tests. Each teacher LI the five schools
had mean growth score in at least one and in some cases two
different years. Changes in student mean growth scores of
teachers participating in the staff development model were
compared with those who had not participated. This provided us
with information on the relationship between teachers' use of
research-based practices and student achievement as measured on
these tests.

IV. DATA AND DATA COLLECTION

Table 2.2 represents the data collection and other activities
that were conducted during the course of the project. One school
was considered a pilot school, three as experimental schools, and
two as control schools. However, this tcxminology should not
suggest that a tight experimental design was intended. In fact,
given our experience over the three years wAth the schools, and
our own research inclinations, we could consider that each school
represented a case, three of which we worked with in a staff
development process in the second year of the project, ar-d two in
the third year.

To provide _le example of why an intended tight experimental
design would have been inappropriate, you will note in Table 2.2
that student deea were not collected in the second year in one of
the experimental schools. This is because the school ceased to be
a school in the normal sense of the word. It became contaminated
with an unknown eL:Ironmental air-born substance, and in the
spring of two years in a row, the students were sent to other
schools. The problem was f3nally attributed to sewer gas because
of faulty installatien of the lines, and the school resumee its
normal activities in the year following our involvement.
However, by then, most of the ter hers and many of the students
had transferred.
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH-BASED TEACHING OF READING PRACTICES

The first research question of our project asked, What are the
research-based teaching of reading practices? Since the overall
task of this project was to describe the relationships between
research and practice in the teaching of reading comprehension,
the answer to this question was a pivotal point around which the
remaining questions would be operationalized.

Four main sources of information
question. They were research or
professional literature aimed at
chapters and sections of reading
manuals of basal readers.

were used to answer the first
scholarly literature,
teacher Tudiences, comprehension
methods _joks, and teachers'

This paper will describe the decision making, steps, and results
involved in answering the first research question through the
research or scholarly literature.

I. METHODOLOGY

The form of thc answer to this question was obviously a
literature review, but how this literature review would be
conducted was not as apparent.

First, the nature of the literature to be included in the review
needed to be established. It was decided that to answer this
question, three criteria must be met: the paper/article must
describe research; it must describe, suggest, and/or have tested

reading practice; and the stated purpose(s) of this practice
must be to affect reading comprehension, and/or the effectiveness
of the practice must be described through a measure of reading
comprehension. Since our research questions were applied to
fourth, fifth and sixth grade classrooms, we added a fourth
criteria for inclusion, namely that the literature focus cn
students at or near these grade levels.

Operationalizing these criteria in the selection of papers to
include in the literature review required definitions of terms.
Namely, the way in which research, reading practice, and reading

2 This chapter is adapted from a paper by Carol Lloyd,
Deborah Tidwell, Patricia Anders, Ann Batchelder, Candace Bos,
and John Bradley, entitled, Research-based comprehension
instruction practices, and presented at the annual meeting of the
American Educational Research Association Conference, New
Orleans, April, 1988.
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comprehension would be defined would affect the parameters of the
literature review, and therefore the results of this part of the
project.

Research was broadly defined to include theoretical papers,
descriptive or correlational s,tudies, and instructional
intervention studies. A fourth category, opinion, was also
included in our list of research types, but this category of
research did not appear in our review. This permitted the
identification of practices that had been suggested from basic
research or theory but had not been directly tested.

Operationally defining a comprehension instructional practice
that is recognizable in the literature was challenging. Most
members of the research team and the experts we consulted had
notions of what a practice is. Some thought it was very broad,
for example, "using the basal," "reading in the content areas,"
or "questioning for comprehension." Others thought a practice
was a very specific activity, for example, using particular types
of worksheets, oral reading, or making predictions based on story
titles or pictures. This definition was addressed methodologi-
cally through discussion among team members, and most
importantly, through the literature itself as authors identified
something as a practice. Certainly, if an author labelled an
activity a practice, it was identified as such on the list of
practices. Most of the time, however, practices were called
something else, such as a skill, a strategy, or a method. Thus
many practices were identified by the members of the project's
research team. As practices were described in the literature,
they seemed to share the following characteristics. First, a
practice is observable. It is an activity a teacher or
researcher undertakes to provide an opportunity for reading
comprehension to occur. Second, it is descr:bable. One who
understands the practice can explain to another how to carry it
out. Third, it is linked to a theoretical notion of the reading
process. Though we intended to include practices without any
theoretical base, all practices we have identified thus far have
aligned themselves with a theory of reading comprehension.

Reading comprehension was the last term requiring a definition.
Definitions of reading comprehelsion, however, are intertwined
with theories of reading. Since we did not want to impose a
theoretical stance on the literature review, we allowed reading
comprehension to be defined by the authors of the literature we
read. Thus, if an author described an effect of a practice on
reading comprehension, then that paper had met the third
criterion for inclusion in this review. This criterion was used
regardless of how reading comprehension was described or
operationalized. Though this procedure prevented any theoretical
biasing on the data, theory was not ignored; the theoretical
underpinning of study, which in almost all cases was explicitly
identified by the author, was included in our analysis.
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The criteria and definitions we established resulted in some
limitations. Studies which may have described, ortested a
variable which theoretically or empirically has been shown to
affect comprehension may not have been included. Tor example,
certain vocabulary studies were not included because those
studies did not test or describe the effects of a practice on
reading comprehension.

Limiting our literature search to published articles also may
have affected our conclusions. Using published studies might
bias the data to those that have significant results (Glass,
McGaw, & Smith, 1981). We wonder which practices, both
identified and not identified in our review, have been studied
but not reported in published documents due to a lack of
statistical significance.

Sources of Research Literature

Two sources of information were tapped as the foundation for the
literature review: (1) reviews and syntheses of reading
comprehension research; and (2) original sources.

ayntheses and reviews. Several sources of research-based
comprehension practices had been identified in the grant
proposal. These included post 1980 journals for research; recent
yearbooks, books in series and monographs; and post 1980
unpublished reports such as those found in ERIC. To read all
relevant papers in these sources, however, would have
necEesitated a separate research project focusing on this task
alone. Therefore, we decided to begin our literature review with
syntheses and reviews of research.

In this study reviews were defined as formal, systematic reviews
of the literature. Typically these reviews contained rationales
for the reviews, methodologies for the reviews, as well as
results and their related discussions. In contrast, synthesis
pieces were typically defined as pieces, (e.g., articles,
chapters, monographs) which presented a related set of literature
for the purpose of supporting the author's premises. These
pieces usually did not contain information regarding the
methodology used by the author to review the literature. In
comparison to the reviews, the synthesis pieces were not as
comprehensive or systematic in their presentation of the
literature. Ottr search identified few reviews of research on
reading comprehension strategies. The most common format for
reporting such information was found in syntheses.

Two criteria were established for inclusion in our review.
First, the synthesis or review discussed research-based reading
comprehension practf..ces. Second, the paper was published in a
peer reviewed journal or in a book edited by a scholar with an
established reputation. It was felt that this method would
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permit us to ascertain the research-based reading comprehension
practices while reading only a sample of original sources, and
thus answer our question in a timely fashion.

Syntheses and reviews were found in several sources. The
computer search (describe( in the next section) identified
reviews that were journal articles. However, since syntheses are
often book chapters, and thus do not show up through a computer
search, hand searches were required.

A majority of the syntheses and reviews were located through hand
searches from the following five areas: (1) stacks in the
University of Arizona library using call numbers which identified
text with a reading focus (19b0-present); (2) the 1986 Books in
Print list (focusing on reading and speciTically reading
comprehension); (3) the shelves of reading professors at the
University of Arizona (1980-present); (4) pre-1980 seminal
reviews; and (5) citations from the above described syntheses and
reviews. (See Appendix A for a bibliography of syntheses and
reviews.)

Original Sources. Original sources were located through two
processes: (1) from a search of original articles too current to
be included in syntheses and reviews, and (2) from synthnses and
reviews, where additional information was needed.

Current original sources were located through a computer search
for research on reading comprehension published from 1984-1987,
and through an ongoing hand search of key research journals from
1984 to present. We began looking for original sources from 1984
because Landscapes: A state-of-the-art assessment ,f reading
comprehension research 1974-1984, compiled at Indiana University,
provided an extensive review of reading research.

Two data bases were included in the computer search, ERIC and
Psychological Abstracts. The ERIC search was conducted first and
used a combination of the following descriptors: reading
comprehension, research, teaching methods, teacher effectiveness,
instructional improvement, grades 4-6, 1984 to date. This
resulted in a list of 507 abstracts. While these descriptors
were accurate, and a large number of appropriate studies were
identified, the list also included studies conducted in non-
English speaking countries and studies concerned with ESL and EFL
students. Therefore, when the Psychological Abstracts search was
conducted, 202 abstracts were identified using the following
descriptors: reading comprehension, methodology-ext 4.mentation,
empirical methods measurement, teaching methods, English
Language, grades 4-6, 1984 to present.

In many cases the searches overlapped. Studies published in
major journals and dissertation abstracts were consistently
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found in both Psychological Abstracts° and ERIC. ERIC contained
more- information on unpU6lished4laterialsOiererSity -and
publishers, techn'ical rePOrtiiiikA*PitS'P*Oisointed Att. national
conferences. PsYChOlogl:dak,ALItia0*ificlOidA0idiaW in
publications outside of licludatiónf'siWasiiedical And
psychological journals.

Each abstract was read to determine the °appropriateness of the
study to our literature review. Whenthe abstract did not
provide enough information te make a decision about appropriate-
ness, a copy of the article was pulled and skiimed in order to
make a final decision.

Since current research articles may not have shown up in the
computer search, research journals were hand searched for
relevant articles. Journals were selected.which emPhasized
reading research and which had occurred frequently in the
computer search.

Syntheses often did not provide enough information on research
studies to allow any particular study to be evaluated for
appropriateness to the project. Syntheses left out such critical
information as grade level of subjects, clear descriptions of
strategies being studied, and, at times, the results of studies.
To alleviate this problem, original sources referenced in
syntheses and reviews were used to retrieve critical information
missing in a synthesis or review.

Procedures for Reading Syntheses and Reviews

Once syntheses and reviews were identified they were assigned to
be read and analyzed by one of five readers. So that consistency
could be established across readers in terms of identifying
practices and rating the various aspects of the practice, the
readers were facult- members with expertise in reading
comprehension and reading research. Further consistency was
developed through training. During training the readers ream, and
rated the same pieces independently. They.then discussed the
comprehension practices and their ratings.

Each reader was assigned to read and analyze one synthesis/review
piece at a time. Within the piece the reader located reading
comprehension instructional practices that were described by
research in the piece beiw read. When a practice was identified
in the piece, the reader listed on a confidence rating form the
practice and the sources in the piece that were presented in
support of the practice (see Apperlix A). Each source was
analyzed and categorized or rated in relation to the practice
according to the following criteria:
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Since comprehension is affected by at least the xeader, the
the text, and the teacher, we did not want tcilose-14ght.of, these
variables in our analysis. Whenever posdibld; W*.iriCIUdedIhis
information in our evaluations so that our confidence in a
practice would reflect these.

When an overall confidence rating or ratings for a sorirce could
not be assigned by the reader due to insufficient information in
the synthesis/review, the original source was reviewed and rated
using the same criteria. This iniormation was then added to the
synthesis/review confidence rating form and the source and
overall ratings were completed.

Analysis Plan

Anlvzing Results Fryntheses and Revi. After many
syntheses and reviews were:read; practiced, were.sorted and
categorized. 'This was accomplishedby reConsidering identified
practices from dach,of thé.,confidenddratirig shdetd arid then
grouping the preeticeethat,appeared to have tlikdame general
focus. This first sort redUlted in fourteen.cettgeties' of
reading comprehension praetices. Our list of pradtiCes has
evoived since that first 'sort.

Our next step was to define discrete practices within each
categdry and, when enough information was available, determine a
confidence rating for those practices. Identifidation of these
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practices was always accomplished through negotiation between two
to three reading experts on our team. Interestinglyiethis
process was frequently difficult. Host of us are aCcustomed to
seeing practices as they are categorized and identified in
methods and practice bOoks. These practices haVe names such as
Directed Reading Activity, ReQuest, and Anticitetion Guide.
However, the researeh literature sometimes identifies treatment
groups rather than practices (e.g., Imagery Instruction or
Content and Structure GroM. This required us to name the
practices. We tried to use names which incorporated the author's
language about the practice/treatment, and which provided some
description about the nature of the practice.

Next, summative information about original studies was
transferred from the confidence rating forms from the syntheses
and reviews onto a Practice Summary Sheet (see Appendix A). We
then attempted to make confidence ratings for the practice which
reflected a composite of ratings from all original studies cited
in the syntheses and reviews. This was accomplished when there
were a "reasonable" number of studies focusing on a practice and
the ratings from these studies were consistent. This procedure
would allow us to make some confidence ratings without reading
all original sources describing these practices. This part of
the analysis was also a negotiated process.

Gleaning information from syntheses and reviews did not always
preclude our reading the original sources. Authors of these
papers often had different purposes and perspectives than we did.
Therefore, many did not answer all our questions, but were only
useful in providing references to read. For example, some did
not give enough information about the subjects, provide an
adequate description of the practice, evaluate the quality of the
study cited, or give information about the results. On many
occasions, however, studies were described in more than one
synThesis or review, and the information could be collated.

Analyzing original sources. Reading original studies became the
next task to accomplish eur goal of identifying and establishing
confidences in practices. They were evaluated with considerable
detail. A form was developed which evaluated practices using the
same criteria developed for syntheses and reviews (see Appendix
A).

Typically, instructional treatments described in experimental
studies became our identified instructional practices. The
effect of each treatment on subjects' reading comprehension
determined the support for the practice. Instructional
implications which authors of descriptive or correlational
studies described as emanating from their results were also
sources of practices. Our readers, however, were careful not to
infer these practices, since the nature of these practices was
often interrelated with a theory of reading comprehension and
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instruction.

When original sources had bean previously referenced in a
synthesis or review, and the missing information was added to the
practice summary sheet, an overall confidence rating was
established for that practice via that study.

When original sources described practices already identified,
they were added to the data base far'each identified practice
with their respective confidence ratings. When new practices
emerged from these original sources, these were identified by an
evaluation team of two to three researchers, and new summary
sheets were developed.

The information about practices as dest.ribed in the original
studies provided a new perspective on the practices gleaned form
the syntheses and reviews. It soon became apparent that some
practices previously identified as being the same were in fact
different. An author of a synthesis piece sometimes either
generalized the nature of a practice or described one component
of a complex treatment as the practice. Thus, it became
necessary to read the "practice only" (treatment or instructional
implication) for further refinement of practice identification.
As before, identification of practices was a negotiated
procedure. This overall process resulted in many restructurings
of our Research-Based Reading Comprehension Practices list. Our
current list contains 16 categories of practices subsuming 97
practices (see Appendix A for list and short description of
practices).

As all information for a practice was collated, a final
consideration about the correct practice identification was made
by asking whether or not all the studies identified as describing
the same practice actually described the same, or approximately
the same, reading comprehension instructional practice. If not,
the practice was re-evaluated as described above.

After the final sort or .xactices, a confidence rating for each
practice was made, again through negotiation and consensus of two
to three researchers. This last step was accomplished by
considering the overall confidence ratings from each original
study as listed on the Practice Summary Sheet. When these
ratings were similar, as in the case when all or most studies had
a high rating, then the practice would receive the common
confidence rating. However, when the ratings from the various
studies investigating the practice were inconsistent, the
summative zating reflected those results. Comments were made
explaining these dif2erences.

11. RESULTS

The results of this study take the form of a comprehensi-ve list

-
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of research-based reading comprehension practices for grades 4-6
with azcompanying confidence ratings (see Appendix A for list).
Each confidence rating was elaborated to account for limitations
and/or considerations regarding practice efficacy. As we worked
with the data and began to make confidence ratings, it became
apparent that this elaboration was necessary for the followihg
reasons. Some practices were found to be effective for readers
with certain attributes, usually the "low achieving" readers, but
not for other readers. Other practices were designed for
specific types of text, s-ch as stories or expository text.
Another factor affecting the practice was its usability in the
classroom. Some practices were very effective in improving the
reading comprehension of students but may have required much
teacher and class time, one-on-one instruction, or rewriting
materials. Since we wanted our final results to assist in the
translation of research to practices by both teacher educators
and teachers, these factors had to be an integral part of the
information we would be transmitting.

The following examples of practices with completed ratings will
illustrate some of the points made above.

Informed Strategies for Learning (ISL) is a well-researched
practice that is designed to teach children metacognitive
strategies they may apply across reading contexts. We located
six citations regarding this practice, all of which indicate a
high support of ISL. Therefore, we have given this practice a
high confidence rating. Comments about this practice would
include remarks about the extended length of time required to
produce strategic readers but with an emphasis on the positive
results on children's reading comprehension.

Another practice for which we have determined a confidence rating
is aimed at teaching children the meanings of words before they
read to promote their comprehension. The synonym drill practice
teaches the meanings of targeted words through drills which match
these words with synonyms. Six studies are referenced which
address this practice, and all of these have been given a low
confidence rating. Therefore, the overall confidence rating in
the practice was determined as low. Comments about this practice
as a means to increase comprehension are that most studies were
conducted with learning disabled students, most had a smIll
number of subjects, and though some studies showed poEitive
results on subjects' knowledge of vocabulary, there were very
poor results on readers' comprehension.

A third practice for which we have an established confidence
rating is the practice of asking students to create pictures in
their heads while reading, or visual imagery. The process of
det- ining a confidence rating in this practice was not a linear
one. Of the 15 studies we found investigating this practice,
we have been able to give 13 ratings. However, these ratings
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are inconsistent: 2 were rated low, 1 medium-low, 5 medium, 2
medium-higl., and 3 high. Some of the lower ratings were due to
small or no effects of the practice, to the duration of
treatment, or to the teacher time required when 1:1 instruction
was used. Other ratings were affected by the interaction of type
of text used or the content area of text. Also, in some .7.mses we
questioned whether or not a study had considered the .tearning
requirements of students. For example, some instructional
interventions told students to "make pictures in their head while
reading" but did not include time to learn this strategy before
testing for its effects.

The description of our data analysis explained the criteria and
decisions involved in making confidence ratings for a pr:r;tice
based on single studies. The examples above have illustrated the
considerations used when determining a confidence rating in a
practice based on all available information.

III. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We intend that the nature of this literature review will assist
researchers, teacher educators, and teachers in making a
meaningful transition between research and practice. By
considering the context in which these practices may or may not
be effective, we are attempting to promote an atmosphere of
decision-making among teachera and teacher educators in which
they will use and promote practices thoughtfully. We also hope
to amplify the concerns of many educational researchers who
strive t examine instructional questions with a consideration
for ecological validity.

Tierney et al (1988) describe the relationships between thuory,
research, and practice in the following way.

The word remote might be used to describe the usual
relationship between researchers and teachers, between
theory and practice, and between teaching and learning.
Researchers seem content to suggest principles of
effective teaching, espouse new methods, or delineate
the !..Iplications of theory for teaching and learning,
while remaining separate from the everyday forces in
operation in real classrooms. Researchers seem to
prefer advising teachers from a distance. Teachers
tend to display similar predilections. They seem
content to keep researchers at bay and sometimes even
maintain a distance between themselves and their own
students. (p. 207)

The results of this review on research-based reading
comprehension practices will hopefully make those relationships
less remote.
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CHAPTER FOUR

TEACHERS' READING COMPREHENSION INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES3

I. BACKGROUND

The second question of the study asked to what degree are
teachers using research-based practices in their classrooms.
Several studies indicate that teachers state that they do not use
research in their teaching (e.g. Bergen, 1976; Waxman, et al.,
1986). This presents a curious paradox: if one purpose of
research is to investigate variables that promote reading
success, then why would teachers say they ignore the results of
research which would seem to have stroL; implications for
teaching?

Rather than reject research, perhaps teachers simply don't know
that they use research in their teaching. Further, perhaps
teachers state that they do not use research for a variety of
reasons: lack of awareness of research, notions that research is
not related to teaching, feelings that research is "too
confusing," and so forth.

Two choices seemed available to obtain this information; directly
ask teachers about their reading comprehension practices, or
observe teachers in the classroom during reading comprehension
lesson. Directly asking teachers was eliminated for two primary
reasons. The first pertains to the inaccuracy of self-report
data, with studies indicating that self-reports are less reliable
than objective observation (Borg & Gall, 1983). Another concern
deals with the fact that teachers may not be familiar with some
practices, or, if they are familiar, they may not share common
definitions of the practices. They also may use particular
practices but not be aware that they are using them, or they may
not be able to describe the practices in ways that fit with the
terminology of the investigators. There is also the possibility
that teachers may use practices that are unknown to the
investigators which could therefore be overlooked. All of these
reasons would make the gathered information confusing and
invalid. Another reason for not using self-report pertains to
the possibility of biasing the results. If practices were
directly discussed with the teachers, they would be aware of the
exact focus of the study and hence tend to alter their responses
in a perceived favorable direction. If practices were not

3 This chapter is taken from two papers: Mitchell, J.,
Clarridge, P., Gallego, M., Lloyd, C. & Tidwell, D. (1988).
Teachers' comprehension instruction practices. Paper presented
at AERA New Orleans; and Richardson, V., Anders, P., Tidwell, D.
& Lloyd C. (1990). The relationship between teachers' beliefs
and pracL.ices. Paper presented at AERA, Boston.
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discussed with teachers, bias might be more easily avoided.

Therefore, the decision was made to gather data through classroom
observation. The first task was the development of an
appropriate observation instrument; therefore, we reviewed
observation as a rethod of inquiry.

Evertson and Green (1986) discuss the history of classroom
observation as one consisting of four phases. Phase One was the
exploratory stage during which the focus was on whether classroom
behaviors could be validly and reliably identified. Phase Two,
was the stage of instrument development and.some descriptive,
experimental, and training studies. Phase Three, which goes from
1972 to the present, explored how teacher behaviors were related
to student performance. Phase Four, which naralleled Phase Three
chronologically, is a period of "expansion, alternative
approaches, theoretical and methodological advanoes and
convergence across research directions in the use of
observational techniques to study teaching" (p. 162). During
this phase, a linguistic approach to the study of teaching-
learning processes began. What Tem were interested in
investigating was an uncharted area; although we were interested
in a linguistic approach, focusing on the instructional
interaction between teacher and students during a lesson on
reading comprehension. The development of the instruments for
this instrument clearly fits into Evertson and Green's Phase
Four.

The purpose of the classroom observations in this study was the
foundation for the development of the instruments. The focus on
reading comprehension instruction dictated that the observations
would take place during teacher defined reading comprehension
lessons and that the observation would provide reliable, accurate
information about the reading comprehension practices of each
teacher observed. Building on information from studies on the
stability of the teaching situation (Brophy, Coulter, Craw')rd,
Evertson, & King, 1975; Calkins, Borich, Pacone, Kugle, &
Marston, 1978), the decision was made to observe twice in each
classroom, for the duration of a lesson in reading comprehension
as defined by the teacher. The unit of observation was large,
consisting of reading comprehension practices. 2ecause we were
not looking for small repetitive units, or behaviws, it was felt
that the number of observations need not be numeroul to obtain
reliable data. Another reaeon for two observations was tnat
teachers teach reading in very similar ways from day to day, and,
therefore, two obeervations would be sufficient to obtain a
general sense of the presence or absence of research-based
reading comprehension practices as well as what their practices
are.

Several articles were reviewed to inform the research team about
the various alternative approaches toward the conduct of
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classroom observation and to establish criteria to guide the
development of the actual observation instruments used in this
study. Some criteria concerned validity issues, such as clear
and unambiguously defined terms, and that items must be
exhaustive of the dimensions being studied as well as mutually
exclusive. Other important concerns dnalt with keeping observer
inference as low as possible, and describing the degree to which
inference does have to be made. Further notions addressed the
necessity of training the observers to a high level of
reliability and objectivity.

Some articles provided suggestions based on the observation
techniques used in other studies. For example, Durkin (1978)
described categories of comprehension of instruction, assessment,
application, assignment, helps with assignment, review of
instruction, preparation for reading, prediction, time, activity,
audience, and source. Ratekin, Simpson, Alverman, and Dishner
(1985) recorded activities at one-minute intervals and
categorized data according to organizational setting,
instructional resources, instructional aids, instructional
methods, inferred instructional purpose, and guidance materials.
Ysseldyke, Thurlow, Mecklenburgh, and Graden (1984) noted the
teaching structure - entire group, small group, or individual.
They also used seven 10 second intervals, noting the activity,
task and teaching structure during the first 10 seconds and then
the remaining events during the other six 10 second intervals.
Ruplc.L.t and Mangano (1982) discussed inter-observer agreement,
intra-observer agreement, and criterion related agreement,
providing an awareness of the differences among the three.

In general, classroom observational studies can be viewed on a
continuum: on the one end are studies where researchers have
identified all the variables of interest, usually in the form of
a checklist, and observers note and/or rate the frequency of
occurrence, presence/absence, or duration of those variables
during classroom observations. Characteristic of these studies
are a prior identification of variables to be studied;
objectively defined variables not subject to observer
iAterpretation; and highly structured, behaviorally based
instrument formats.

On the other end of the continuum are those studies where
researchers describe and analyze classroom events by transcribing
what transpires during an instructional segment and then
examining patterns which recur across these observational data.
Characteristics of these studies are variables of interest which
are grounded in the observational data; a need for some degree
inference on the part of researchers in the interpretation of the
data; and open-ended instrument formats which admit a wide
variation of behavior.
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o This type of approach to observation allowed for the
inclusion within the data of unanticipated classroom
events, and therefore, unexpected practices.

II, METHODS

Subjects

The subjects involved were 384 intermediate classroom teachers
from six elementary schools in two southwestern school districts.
The grade level and subject matter taught are described in Table
4.1.

Grade Rdg. L.A. Soc.St.

Table

Writ.

4.1

SOALLD Sci. Enct.Lit Total
4 11 1 12
5 5 1 3 1 1 11
6 6 A.' 1 1 9

3-4 1 1
4-5 3 3
4-6 2 2

Total 25 3 5 1 2 1 1 38

While the total number of teachers in this study was 39,
only 38 had volunteered during the Spring. Cne additional
teacher volunteered the next fall, and a belief interview was
conducted with him, but he was not observed, using this procedure.
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Observation Tnstruments. Three instruments were developed for the
classroom observations. The Pre-Observation Instrument was used
to obtain a description of the classroom layout and context of
reading instruction, as well as materials to be used and the
students involved in the lesson.

The Timed Narrative Record vas used to record classroom events
which happened during tilt, opsemration period. This instrument
called for the observers to record as accurately as possible what
the teacher was saying during the lesson, and to record in
shorthand teacher and Iltudent actions, such as student response
(SR), teacher writing ml the board (TWB), student question (SQ),
students oral reading (SOR), and teacher roaming around the room
(TEM). This data gathering technique is similar to one commonly
used during classroom observations for clinical supervision
(Goldhammer, Anderson, & Krajewski, 1980). Similarities extend
to the decisions made prior to observation. In clinical
supervision, the observer first determines which aspect of the
classroom activities are to be the focus. It is then necessary
to decide what data will be collected and how. The most
appropriate measure of a teacher's implmentation of a strategy
seemed to be the teacher's verbal utterances during the lesson,
along with a shorthand indication of activities. Hand recording
is often the instrument of choice in clinical supervision, and
seemed adequate for this situation because it was less intrusive
into the teaching situation than other methods of data collection
(e.g., audio or video tape recording). In both clinical
supervision and this study, it was important that the observers
practice note taking to increase their speed, as classroom
activities are often multiple and spontaneous. The development
of a shorthand is also recommended. The final commonality deals
with a desire to represent the situation as objectively as
possible.

This narrative was written for ten minutes, followed b, a two
minute "sweep" during which time the observer noted classroom
characteristics and student activity. Cycles of narrative and
sweep were repeated throughout the remainder of the observatior.

A Follow-Up Questionnaire (see Appendix B) was completed after
the observation, which asked for impressions of the observation
experience that included classroom management issues, observer
reactions, and teacher comments.

Classroom Observers

The classroom observers were four graduate associates who worked
for the project in a variety of capacities. Each observer had a
background in classroom teaching. Because of the nature of the
observation procedure, a thorough knowledge of reading
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comprehension issues and practices was not thought to be
necessary.

Observer Training

Over a three-week period, the four observers net for eight Lollrs
with two of the researchers to discuss the observation procednres
and to receive training in the use of the three instruments and
in the shorthand procedures- Particular attention was civen to
the format of the Timed Narrative Record, the type of record to
be obtained during the ten minute observations and the two minute
sweeps and the shorthand notation to code teacher and student
behaviors. Videotapes of teachers teaching reading comprehension
were used to give observers practice in writing the Timed
Narrative Record. After each videotape, observers compared
results and discussed terminology and descriptive information.
Observers were continually reminded to make no interpretations
during the observations but to record objectively what the
teacher was doing and saying, using his/her exact wording if
possible. At the conclusion of the training, the four observers
took field notes of a 15-minute videotape they had not seen
before Line by line comparisons of the four sets of field notes
revealed a high degree of similarity among the observers in
transcription practices as well as use of the shorthand coding
system to note teacher and student behaviors.

Midway through the actual nbservations, the observers met with
the trainers and reviewed their activities, elaborating on those
aspects of the observations that were going well, questions that
may have arisen, and areas that needed special attention.

Classroom Observation

Initially, the observer contacted the teacher and set up a time
to observe the teacher twice when readi 3 comprehension was being
taught. The observer arrived early, and filled out the Pre-
Observation Instrument, indicating the layout of the room, what
materials were to be used by the students, and any general
reactions to the classroom or the teacher and students.

The observer then recorded information using the Timed Narrative
Record. The duration of the recording depended on the length of
the reading comprehension lesson, as determined by.the teacher
being observed. The average length of both first and second
observations was 40 minutes, with a range from 13 minutes to 80
minutes. Average observation times by school are as follows:
School A = 50 minutes, School B = 35 minutes, School C = 38
minutes, School D = 38 minutes, School E = 38 minutes, and School
F = 44 minutesQ

Following the lesson the observer filled out the Follow-Up
Questionnaire. The written narrative was then typed, in as

4 6
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detailed a manner as possible, and the shorthand was included as
these actions occur.

Videotape Observation

During the fall, 1988, a subset of the teachers and a new teacher
to one of the schools--14 teachers in all--were videotaped during
reading instruction. These tapes were taken before the staff
development program was provided in three of the schools, and
were used as an element of the program to allow teachers to
examine their beliefs and empirical premises in conjunction with
those of current research on reading instruction. These tapes
were used as additional evidence concerning teachers, practices,
particularly related to the use of the basal.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

Narrative Observations

The transcribed observational Timed Narrative Records analyzed as
follows by three coders, all with advanced graduate degrees in
reading:

1. liesson Theme. First the entire transcripts were read to
gain a sense of the teachers' instruction for the entire time
period. Next, the transcripts were divided into one or more
lessons according to such criteria as the general nature of
instruction, the type o materials, the topic maintained, or
other cues given in the transcripts themselves.

Lessons had recognizable beginnings and endings, identified
through teachers' talk. Adrlitionally, lessons consisted of a
central purpose or activity to which all teacher comments
related. As a lesson was identified, it was described in a brief
statement, or lesson theme, to capture the overall goal of the
lesson and to provide a context for focuses and practices,
described in the following sections.

2. fools. Within each lesson, one or more focus areas could be
identified. The term "Focus" signifies an instructional genre or
a category of instructional activities. Eighteen such focuses
were identified in the review of research about reading
comprehension (see Chapter three) and these same categories were
used to identify focuses within the teacher lessons.

3. Practice. Frequently, one or more specific practices could
be identified related to each focus. A practice was defined as a
particular instructional activity which could be matched to one
of 97 discrete research practices identified in the literature
base of syntheses and reviews of reading comprehension
instruction (see chapter Three.)

4 7



To clarify the categories described above, an example might be
helpful. In one transcript, a teacher conducted a pre-reading
lesson, involving several activities designed to prepare the
students to read a story, such as defining vocabulary words,
activating prior knowledge, etc. The lesson then ended. For
this lesson, then, the lesson theme was pre-reading; focuses were
vocabulary and prior knowledge; and practices were those specific
segments of the transcript which matched one of the 96 discret-
practices identified in the literature search. Thus lesson
theme, focus and practice are roughly analogous to strecture,
topic and strategy, respectively.

The three coders participated in eight two-tlur pre-coding
training sessions in which the above procedures gradually evolved
through discussion and consensus. In all, six transcripts were
discussed and coded during these sessions. The remaining 70
transcrins were then distributed among the coders at the
conclusion of the consensus training process. These transcripts
were coded individually by the three coders, with any questions
raised and resolved through group discussion.

After each transcript was coded for lesson themes, focuses and
practices, these data were tabulated. The 76 transcripts of the
38 teachers included 27 themes and 466 practices, incorporated
within 15 focus areas. In addition, there were other practices
which did not match the research-based practices from the
synthesis and review list. These practices were designated by
focus area only.

The complete array of practices (including those unspecified
except as categorized by focus) according to lesson theme is
shown in Figure 4.1. For this analysis, repetitions of the same
practices throughout a lesson were not tabulated. Therefore, if
numbers of times practices were employed during a lesson were
used as the index, the total of practices would be even higher.

These data can be further specified according to the number and
type of discrete practices within each focus. For example, the
distribution of the 13 types of discrete practices listed under
the focus of "Prior Knowledge" according to lesson theme is shown
in Figure 4.2.

Videotaped Observations

Two researchers observ.1 four categories of teanhers' practices
as captured on the videotapes and in the narrative observations.
What follows is a description of how each of these categories was
operationalized, and the results of the analysis:

Use of Basal: To describe teachers' use of basal readers during
readirg instruction, lessons which included basals were examined
to determine the degree to which a teacher used the particular

48
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lesson formlat suggested in the basal reader. Teachers° practices
in this category were then classified as being either flexible or
inflexible.

As indicated in Table 4.2, 31 of the 38 teachers were observed to
be using basal readers during reading instrUction. Twenty-one of
those teachers were categorized as inflexible in their use, while
ten were categorized as flexible. Ten of the 14 teachers
videotaped used basals during reading instruction, four being
inflexible and six flexible.

TABLE 4.2
Numbers of Teachers Categorized by Observed Reading Practices

Videotapes.RgAl4ing Practice HarrAtima
Yes No

Uses Basals 31 7
Inflexible Use 21 10
Background Knowledge 8 30
Oral Reading 26 4

si

Interruptions 15 11
Vocabulary: In Context 15 16

Yes No

10 4

4 6
5 9

9 3

9 -
6 5

Consideration of Students' Background Enowledge: This analysis
focussed on specific instructional segments within a lesson where
student background knowledge was addressed. How a teacher
considered students' backgrounr4 knowledge in their instruction
was divided into two categorie_: Strong consideration, and weak-
no consideration. Strong consideration referred to teacher
instruction that incorporated background knowledge in an
integrated and meaningful way (Example: reading a story to the
students which provided background knowledge for the upcoming
story to be read by the students, followed by students actively
engaged in a discussion of their own similar experiences). Weak-
no consideration referred to teacher instruction that
incorporated background knowledge into the lesson through
mentions or reminders, involving little or no student interation.

Eight of the 38 teachers were judged as considering students'
background knowledge in their lesson presentations in the
narratives. Five out of 14 teachers incorporated background
know, edge in lesson3 that were videotaped. In addition,
videotapes provided elaboration on the quality of teachers'
background knouledge instruction labeled "strong." Such
instruction included providing:
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o background experiences-. (Example; hdney-tast4tests as,
a prereading aOtiltitiefop-altOrvabOUtl!pOkbegiiig
(Fe));

,
A r

o background inforMation (story gramar)'-. tOlgOl*qi
teacher orally ,re`ada
choral reading, ,gtii*#1*,#.0E-3,,,t1.0. sciiry_.--q,94114 10 the
text, ae, a preread44\44414t4:4Or -aeptorr With: similar
text -struoture sa44: yOdOjazi,iir:

o inte ration of StudOitbackgroUndeknoWledge.
(Er Ile: during, the:-reading, -of a storT:teacher
pros...4es prompt qiiest:ioxi*Vii# get stUdOtSea0.4yely
involved in a disouit4ioneOf t.tteir oxs Isii-CM*440;9*.44t
is real about **Ails 4fict:49*-:tki#_ iti-41.0eimirt,b;t4e
same from the tmk. the :Math.= depictseein*OcIrf4)..

o relation to previous 1erson. (exeMple: .4*.fiet-'0,1#es
skills to previous leeson by, hayii4:#000t6 bpliOstori

.

what they remeMber and recording .answera .onebparc4:
tying in present ledson tr.) information esil board (Ab)).

o own experiences. (Example: teadher ,shares own story of
experience with trains as part of prereading a story
about a train that doesn't run (Ab)).

Other background knowledge practices includel: Reminding students
of a previous lesson about information from 'eext, strategy or
process lesson topic; asking students about their experiences -
teacher asks students to share their experiences; asking students
about their experiences/ knowledge; telling their own experience
about text ideas, or about strategy, process or skill! providing
background information through analogy/similar situation, or by
d:rectly telling infnrmation.

oral Readin. and xntervp_tj&a_s_tgAgjitg2_QrAl_RggAjag: First,
it was determined whether or not teachers had students read the
text orally. Next, teachers' responses to oral recitation were
analyzed according to the following categories: I) no
interruptions; 2) interruptions signalled by stndents' misreading
or hesitancy; and 3) interruptions with no clear signal.

Determining !ellen teachers used oral reading was assisted by
framing the definition of oral reading as a preferred practice in
terms of students, firEt exposure to a text. Of the thirty-eight
teachers analyzed from classroom observations, twenty-six
involved students in oral reading in association with first
exposure to text (fifteen interrupting students during oral
reading). Of the fourteen teachers videotaped, nine used oral
reading as a first exposure practice. (Three teachers in the

5 For purposes of providing anonymity for the teachers, we
identified teachers in our data by two letterr; the firs`
refereing to the school, and the second to the teacher.
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videos (Ad, Fb & Fe) used:oral reading as; a, post reading activity
with varied purpoSes ranging fro*oral rereading of:the silent
readiY4 assignient 'to oral readinT,of.sPedifiC::Seniences as
confirmation of answers_tcy,coliptehiansionyqdeitionsA

Oral reading practices were observed in-three scenarios:

o traditional round robin TeAding-enciroled group of
students reading oraiiyorder* of reading,determined by
the location of the -stUdent-in thern

o modified round robin--Studeptprandomly assigned a page
or paragraph to-read, or students volunteer -toread't

o paired oral reading-teams of two- studentS take turns
reading aloud while partner reads silently and, provides
help.

While teacher interruptions during oral reading were categorized
by signalled and unsignalled prompts, analysis from the
videotapes provided additional gubcategorizations. Teacher
responses to signalled interruptions'fell into four
subcategories: (1) provided phonic sound or morphemic unit; (2)
provided whole word; (3) provided phrase or sentence; and (4)
provided definition/related information. Often teacher responses
incorporated several of these subcategories within one
interruption. Equally as varied ia use were the three
subcategories of teacher responses to unsignalled interruptions:
(1) provided word; (2) provided phrase or sentence; and (3)
provided definition/related information.

Vocabulary: How a teacher addressed vocabulary instruction was
categorized according to her consideration of context. When
teachers presented words without directly relating their meanings
to the text, these practices were categorized as out of context.
When teachers discussed the meanings within the context of the
ideas in the text, these practices were categorized as in-context
vocabulary instruction.

Thirty-one of the 38 teachers were observed teaching vocabulary.
Fifteen taught vocabulary in context to the text t be read,
while sixteen taught vocabulary out of context. Eleven teachel:s
in the video tapes taught vocabulary, with six using instructthn
in context and five using instruction out of context.
Vocabulary instruction out of context included: phonetics/
pronunciation, definition/dictionary work, and isolated sentences
(not text related). Vocabulary instruction in context included:
sentences from story to be read, arl vocabulary instruction
occurring during reading. Teachers often combined instructional
approaches within a context focus. For example, one teacher
labeled as using out of context instruction listed words on the
board, asked student to chorally pronounce each word, then
assigned students to look word definitions up in the dictionary
(Fa). A teacher labeled as using in context instruction asked

no
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students to read specific swatences from the story to be read and
asked them to define the word_using context of the_sentence (Ac).
Some teachers incorporated both in context and out of context
approaches within their vocabulary instruction.

IV. DISCUSSION

On the surface, these data appear to contradict other research
findings that teachers do not use research-based practices in
classrooms. Teachers in the present study employed an average of
3.8 practices per lesson. However, the first part of the
analysis only identifie= 4:eacher pra ices which match categories
of research-based p-.actices. In lc ig in depth at the,use of
certain practices such as consideratA.on of background know,ledge,
the picture changes. Many teachers in this sample did not use
practices related to background knowledge at all, or when they
did, it was employed in a quits perfunctory or inappropriate
manner. Further, other teacher practices which are not research
based, were not tabulated for this analysis. If teachers' use of
research-based practices were considered in light of their use of
other practices, a wholly different picture might emerge.

The most frequantly occurring lesson theme was Comprehending
stories. Of all the lessons which were observed, 38 percent
r.onsisted of Comprehending Stories. Perhaps this is the dominant
type of reading comprehension instruction offered by these
intermediate grade teachers. Or it may be that teachers had a
rather narrow definition of what constituted reading
comprehension instruction. It should be recalled that teachers
self-selected the time and type of lessons which would be
observed. Teachers may not have been as clear about other types
of lessons fitting within the rubric of reading comprehension as
they were about Comprehending Stories. To further investigate
the role of Comprehending Stories within reading comprehension
instruction, longitudinal studies should be carried out with
frequent or random observations rather than self-selected
observations.
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CHAPTER FrVE

TEACHER BELIEFS AND THE SCHOOL CONTEXT:
FACTORS AFFECTING TEACHERS' USE OF RESEARCH-BASED PRACTICES

Two factors wers examined as possible influences on the teachers'
use of research-based teaching of reading comprehension
practices. These two factors were teachers' beliefs about
reading, learning to read and teaching reading, and school
organizational factors.

TEACHER BEL1EFS6

small but expanding literature on teachers' conceptions and
theories of practice leads one to conclude that ignoring
teachers' beliefs in implementing change could lead to
disappointing results. There is some evidence to indicate that
teachers adapt or adopt new practices in their classrooms if
their beliefs match the assumptions inherent in the new programs
or methods (see, for example, Hollingsworth, 1987, and Munby,
1984). Thus, understanding teachers' beliefs is crucial to the
development and implementation of new programs and effective
inservice education.

The purpose of this section is to
of teachers' beliefs and theories
learning to read and the teaching
to determine if these are related
in Chapter four.

The Study

describe the resalts of a study
about reading comprehension,
of reading comprehension, and
to their practices as discussed

The first step in exploring teacher beliefs, however, was to
develop a valid way to determine teachers' theoretical
orientations in reading. The next section will describe an
attempt at such a method, and the findings.

The Sample: The participants were thirty-nine 4th, 5th and 6th
grade regular and special education teachers who felt they taught
reading comprehension, even though they may have been
specializing in Social Studies or English. These same teachers
were also observed (Chapter Three), videotaped, underwent a
video-tape reflective interviews, and participated in a staff

6 Material for this section of the chapter is taken from:
Richardson-Koehler, V. & Hamilton, M.L. (1988). Teachers'
thessiga_g_f_nt44ing. Paper presented at the annual meeting of
the American Educational Research Association. New Orleanc; az-A
Richardson, V., Anders, P., Tidwell, D., & Lloyd, D. (1990). The
relationship between teachers' beliefs and practices. Paper
presented at the annual meeting of the AERA, Boston.
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developrent program.

Teacher Beliefs: For purposes of this study, we used Harvey's
(1986) definition of a belief system as a "set of conceptual
representations which signify to its holder a reality or given
state of affairs of sufficient validity, truth and/or
trustworthiness to warrant reliance upon it as a guide to
personal thought and action" (p. 660). The belief interviews used
an adaptation of the elicitation heuristic technique, developed
by anthropologists to determine belief systems in groups of
people (Black, 1969; Black and Metzger, 1969; Kay and Metzger,
1973; Metzyer, 1973). While anthropologists attempt to determine
the belief systems of groups of pe-Tle, this study focuses on the
individual, although ".'aere may be some beliefs that were common
to all of our informt_lts and, therefore, may be described as
beliefs of upper elementary teachers of reading.

Within this framework, beliefs consist of a set of assertions
held by informants and realized in the natural larguage as
declarative sentences. This methodology used both open-ended
questions to construct the informants' propositiens about the
world ancl closed-ended questions to establish the interviewers'
understanding of the response.

Teachers' beliefs about reading comprehension were assessed in
two different ways. Teachers were asked about their notions of
reading comprehension and hcw students learn to read in general,
and then asked to identify and describe one of their problem
readers, an excellent reader, and one below average. The first
set of questions was designed to elicit their "declared" beliefs
about reading comprehension propositions given by a person in
public behavior and speech, cited in argument, or used to justify
actions to others (Goodenough, 1971). The second set was
designed to elicit more private beliefs by asking them to talk
about specific students. It was felt that their private beliefs
would come closer to their beliefs in action. We also asked the
teachers about their own backgrounds, and their classrooms,
schools and fellow teachers. The interview protocol is included
in Appendix C.

The two principal investigators administered all of the
interviews, which varied in length from 3/4 hour to two hours;
but averaged around 1 hour. They practiced the interview
technique tc;cther with two teachers and discussed each practice
interview after it was concluded. The preparation for the
interview phase was designed to help the interviewers agree on
the significance and purpose of eacn of the major questions such
that the probes for each question would lead in the same
direction, and to reduce the potential for including leading
questions. The interviews were taped and transcribed.
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Using a constant comparative method (Glaser and Strauss, 1967),
six randomly selected teachers' interviews were analyzed
separately, uith categories emerging for each of the six
interviews. A common coding system was then developed (see
Appendix C), and chunks of dialogue in each of the interviews
were coded using the categories.

The categories of "Teaching Reading", "Reading-, "Reading
Ccmprehension", "Learning to Read", and "Que- toning" were then
examined in the interv...ews to develop a sense of each teacher's
theoretical orientation to reading comprehension and the teaching
of reading.

Results

In examining the teachers' comments about teaching reading and
learning to read, it appeared that teachers could be placed along
a dimension that moved from a 'word and skills' approach to a
'literature' approach. This dimension seamed to apply to both
the teaching of reading and learning to read. In fact, beliefs
about teaching and learning melded together in most of the
interviewf, At one end of the continuum was the notion that
learning to read involved learning a set of skills, most of which
revolved around recognizing and understanding the meaning of the
word. Teaching, therefore, involved instructing the students and
giving them practice in word attack skills, and working with them
in vocabulary. At the other end of the continuum was the notion
that one learned to read by reading, and the role of the teacher
was to put students in contact with literature that would
interest and motivate them to read.

Teachers could be arrayed easily along this continuum. For
example, several teachers who were quite strongly literature-
oriented, also statel that they used the basals for the stories
and taught skills, but primarily because the district expected
them to do so and students had to pass tests on the skills.
However, they did not feel that the skills had much to do with
learning to read. Such teachers were placed three-quarters of
the way along the teaching/learning reading continuum, on the
literature side. Likewise, some skills/word teachers had their
students reading library books and perform in plays; however,
these activities were meant to metivate the students, not to
teach them reading. These teachers were placed a quarter of the
way along this continuum on the skills/word side.

It became clear, also, that there was a second dimension,
although it was more difficult to capture. This dimension is
called 'Reading/Purpose of Reading'. This dimension reflects
the teachers' definition of reading comprehension, and their
sense of where meaning is contained. Thc two ends of the
continuum are: 'Constructivist' (meaning is derived from an
interaction between the student and the text) and 'The Meaning is
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in the Te::'. Most teachers did not differentiate between
notions of what reading is and the purpose of reading. Thus, for
most teachers, this continuum worked for both concepts. However,
it was somewhat more difficult to array teachers along this
dimension for two reasons. First, several teachers seemed quite
schizophrenic in their dialogue: at one moment constructivist,
such as when they were talking about literature and opinion
questions; at the other, text-based when they discussed reading
in the content areas. This indicates that they may have been,
themselves, separating the two nccions of reading and the purpose
of reading. And the second problem seemed to be that some
teachers did not reveal much about their beliefs along this
dimension. This may mean that they don't really think about it
much or thas: the wrong questions were asked in the interviews.

Each interview was analyzed using these two dimensions separately
such that each teacher could be placed in one of four quadrants
(see Table 5.1). The teachers are designated by a capitol letter
(indicating the school), and a small letter, indicating the
teacher.

The Four Ouadrantst One way to describe what the quadrants
represent is to provide descriptions of teachers in each of them.
Thus, the following descriptions are taken from the interviews,
and use the language of the teachers as they described their
understandings of reading comprehension, their goals for their
students and their activities in class.

Oladrant 1: Fc is a fifth grade teacher in her ninth year of
teaching, She remembers her cooperating teacher as being very
structured and who "taught straight out of the book, just like
me". Wllen students enter her fifth grade classroom, they should
have "word attack skills, they should be able to read, orally, at
their grade level without stumbling, and shoulA be able to
transfer that reading into other subjects, and understand what
they read. They should know the meaning of many words, and they
should know how to write contractions". At the end of grade
five, "they should have developed a larger vocabulary and be able
to use that vocabulary in their oral and written work". She
defined reading comprehension as "understanding what is read and
being able to give it back".

Fc described her teaching of reading comprehension as following
the book, and doing two stories a week. She grouped the students
on the basis of their wo attack skills, and feels quite
inflexible about following her plans for reading. She feels
frustrated by the District polity that does not allow her to move
her good fifth grade readers into the sixth grade basal. She had
a number of enrichment activities in the class, including a
literature book once a week. She feels that this motivates the
students to read; but she does not equate this activity with
teaching reading. While she had taken a "Whole Language" course
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recently, she did nct feel that it had much to do with teaching
reading.

Quadrant 2: Cb is a Grade 5 teacher in his third year of
teaching. He teaches the whole group because he does not want to
label students, and he feels that the good readers can mode'
effective reading practices to the poorer students. The problems
with the poorer students, he suggosts, is that they focus too
much on the word, and do not seem to be able to move ahead and
understand the flow. He blames this, to a certain degree, on
their not understanding the "connection between visual language
and expression", possibly because they have not themselves read
aloud enough, or been read to.

When Cb talks about what the students read, he focusses on the
story, and whether it is interesting to the students. He views
the learning of reading to be "magic" and, thus, teaching reading
involves giving them interesting material: "giving them things
that are challenging, interesting, fun, to give them success all
at the same time. . .it's like reading readiness. I don't km:4,
maybe I don't know a lot about it, but I think it's magic, you
know, it just sort of happens and I think these kids are going to
learn when they're ready and what's going to make them ready, I
don't know." He states that he uses the basal around 60% of the
time, in part because they mirror what will be on the achievement
tests. He also structures his non-basal comprehension teaching
around basal-like formats. For example, he wants them to learn
about characterization, main idea, and understanding vocabulary
within context.

He describes reading comprehension as "completely understanding
the story". Whether it is a piece of fiction or biography,
history or technical piece, "it's being able to know what is
going on, who is doing it, be able to describe what they're about
and, in general, sequence of what happens." He does, however,
insist that the students provide the answers "in their own words.
So I try to do a lot of processing of the information, so that it
looks a little bit different, but it says the same thing". Thus,
while Cd gushes the students toward internalizing what they read,
he wants them to understand what is actually in the text.

Quadrant 3: Be has been teaching for 13 years, primarily in
bilingual classrooms. The class, this year, is a nonbilingual
fifth grade. When a student enters her fifth grade, Be hopes
that s/he is able to "get some meaning from the printed page:
something to relate to their past experience." Her goal in
teaching reading is to get the students interested in books; in
good books. She defines reading comprehension as: "It's a means
cf communication from the lxinted page to the child's experience.
Deriving meaning from it. Understanding what the message is."
She does not like to segregate reading and vriting and feels that
having students write books ia an excellent way to involve thel.
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in reading.

Be uses the basal in groups. The groups are voluntarily formed
every day. The students decide whether to read out loud or
silently and ask many of the questions both during and after
reading the story. She likes "What if. . ." questions and
responses. Sometimes she asks the students to write the answers
to questions and slips in a little skill teaching, for example,
on punctuation. She judges whether or not she is behind in
reading on the basis of what the students are selecting to read.
"When I still have a child that is reading Skateboard magazine
and nothing else, then I feel I'm behind,"

Quadrant 4: Cc has been teaching for more years than she cares
to remember, both on an Indian reservation and in border towns
with large populations of hispanic students. For Cc, reading is
being able to read out loud, although she later states that
students who read ora_ly are not necessarily understanding the
passage. Reading comprehension is "being able to function,
whether it be reading directions or reading a paragraph." She
feels that it would be detrimental for kids not to have a
structured, scope and sequence program.

Cc uses the basal and does a lot of "word meaning-type activities
with work sheets. Word meaning is the most important thing for
these kids." During and following the reading of a passage, most
of her questions concern the meanings of words. Vocabulary is
the most important skill on the worksheets. Her students do go
to the library, but thisois not viewed by Cc as teaching reading,
but as a reward for finishing their work.

In Social Studies reading, Cc emphasizes questions that do not
have a right or wrong answer. While she emphasizes the "right
answers" on the worksheets, she is also aware that students have
different views of what a word means. She understands this,
because she has "worked with lots of minorities".

Relationship I amen Teachers' Beliefs and Their Practices

By making predictions concerning certain elements of reading
instruction from teachers' beliefs as elicited in the interviews,
and examining the narrative and videotape observations, it was
possible to conduct a relationship study: that is, determining
whether we could predict practices from beliefs. The two
analyses, predictit,is from the belief interviews and analyses of
observation'', were made by two different teams of two
researchers.

Predictions from the Belief Interviews: Chunks of dialogue were
coded in the belief interviews using Glaser and Strauss' (1967)
constant comparative method to develop the coding categories.
These coded chunks were sorted for this analysis into the
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following categories: Leaiming to Rea0Reading/Reading.
comproppsion, Tw4414-464044i ancYpOaloi, :FOr-tyPed of
statdients in the,Pelierint*VieWS:*ere0Aded,toi,deVelOP each
teacher's theoretidal orientatiOn and to make predictions About
their classroom behaviors:

o Empirical 'Premises:7 A claim that empirical evidence
would establish ,as true or false. For example:

One factor that causes differ,ences-between good and poor
readers is backgrounds, seeing, paxents readinga lot, being
read to. Anothei is academidbeing:classified as, non-
readers. Its not that they can't read, its that they don't
concentrate. (Ci)

o Stipulative Premises: An analytic statement in which
the meaning is stipulated. For example:

Reading comprehension is the ability to read and then
be able to tell that you've read in your own words, to
me, because you've read it, you've internalized it, and
now you're able to say it back. (Ac)

o Value Premises: A claim about what should or ought to
be the case. For example:

I hope that by the tixe they're done in here that
they've gotten used to reading about lots of different
places, lots of different things, gotten turned on by
some kinds of reading somehow. (Af)

o Descriptions of Classroom Practices: Statements about
how they teach reading in their classrooms. For
example:

When we have reading groups and we read, I ask them to
write the answers, give complete sentences to the
questions in the book. (Ea)

Predictions of classroom practices were made on the basis of
beliefs about reading, and statements that described their

7 The language used to describe these belief statements has
been adapted from Green (1971) and Fenstermacher (1986) who
suggest that practical arguments consisting of empirical, value
and situational premises lead to actions. We have added a
different type of premise--stipulative. In the reading field
(and probably many fields in education), there are several
different ways of defining and thinking about reading. Thus,
these stipulative premises are important in a practical argument.
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reading programs.8 The categories of predictions are depicted in
Figure 5.1, and described below. The categories wre addressed by
analyses of interviews and observations/ videotapes.

1.Use of Basal Readers: Teachers' descriptive statements
about how they taught reading and empirical premises that
indicated the degree to which they viewed reading instruction as
teaching a set of skills, or as bringing students into contact
with literature or content they would enjoy, uere used to predict
use of the basal. If the teacher was designated as a basal reader
user, we predicted whether s/he would adhere.inflexibly or
flexibly to it. For example, one teacher stated that she used
the basal because "it was written by experts" who "know what
skills are important". She was categorized as using the basal
inflexibly. In contrast, a teacher who stated that she uses the
basal with modifications by adding literature or that some of the
skills in the basal are not related to reading, was categorized
as using the basal flexibly.

2, Consideration of Student's Background Knowledge: This
prediction concerned whether the teachers would activate and use
their students' background knowledge strongly, or weakly if at
all. These predictions were based on the teachers' descriptions
of their reading programs, and also on their theoretical
conceptions of the teacher's role in reading comprehension
instruction and the location of meaning. We predicted that those
teachers who operate from a transfer of knowledge framework (that
is, knowledge is transferred from the text or teacher directly to
the students) and also expressed the belief that meaning resides
in the text, would use students' background knowledge in a weak
manner or not at all.

3. Oral Reading and Interruption of Students' Oral Reading:
We used teachers' statements about their reading nrograms in
combination with their view of reading to predict whether
teachers ask students to read orally or silently. For example, a
number of teachers defined good reading as being able to read out
loud fluently and -lawlessly with expression. There were also
those who suggests1 that accurate word pronunciation is the first
step toward understanding its meaning. Such teachers, we
predicted, would interrupt students to correct for pronunciation.

4. The Teaching of Vocabulary: The predictions concerning
the teaching of vocabulary focused on whether teachers would
teach vocabulary in context or out of context. This was
predicted partially on the basis of their descriptions of

8 For purposes of developing a sense of reliability, these
two analyses were conducted separately. At the completion, the
two researchers looked at both analyses, and resolved
disagreements, of which there were only two.
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practice, and also on the degree to which their theories of
reading and teaching reading exhibited a word or decoding
emphasis. Thus, when teachers stated a belief that reading
comprehension starts from the meaning of the word and builds
word-by-word, we predicted that they would generally begin a
reading lesson by presenting students with a list of words which
they would pronounce and look up in the dictionary or bacal
glossary.

TheRel4tImabin_gubstafty: Teachers received a 1, 2 or 0 in each
of the categories for the interviews, narratives, and
videotapes. A zero indicates that the activity was not observed
at all (for example, a skills lesson in which students did not
read a passage), or the category was not applicable for that
teacher (for example, a teacher who asks students to read
silently would not correct mispronunciation). Only those
categories with a designation of 1 or 2 were used in this
relationship study. The number of agreements between interview
predictions and observations/videotapes were tallied in each
category, and the percent of agreement was determined.

pggAlgtigng In Fv1r_InatnIztigula_Argm: Table 5.2 summarizes
the data on the categories of reading practices by the source of
the data. Column one shows the predictions from the interviews.
The prediction was made, for example, that 32 teachers would use
the basal. The next category suggests, however, that 22 of tllose
would use the basal flexibly. It was predicted from the
interview that very few teachers (9) would consider students'
background knowledge. Given the numbers of teachers in Quadrant
1, this is not surprising. Predictions were made that 9 teachers
would ask students to read silently, and 30, orally, and of
those, 25 would interrupt when a student mispronounced a word.
The last category surl..aarizes the data on the whether teachers
would teach vocabulary out of context (18) or in context (21).

Thorough
descriptions of teachers' practices in these four areas are
included in Chapter Four. A summary of the numbers of practices
observed in the narrative and videotaped observations in these
four areas are shown in Table 5 2.

1) Use of Basal: As indicated in column two of Table 5.6, 31
of the 38 teachers were observed to using basal readers during
reading instruction. Twenty-one of those teachers were
categorized as inflexible in their use, while ten were
categorized as flexible. Ten of the 14 teachers videotaped used

9 For purposes of reliability, all four researchers
conducting these analyses discussed, on a regular basis, the
meaning of the different constructs to ensure that there was
reliability across the four in terms of the meaning of the categories.
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Table 5,2

NUtIBERS OF.TEACHER8 cATOdomgo Erif REOpt*O=RAtTICE

Reading Practice

Uses Bas0
Inflexible*
Consideration of

Back& knowledgel2
Oral Reading°
Interruptions.4
Vocabulary: In

Contexts

t6Ser404.601, ,

Intivviaw 1-21.1.4-1A4PA
yr* noYe" ne ye nc

32 7 31 7 10 4
10 ee el 10 4 6

9 30 30 5
30 9 26 4 9
25 4 15 11 9

21 18 15 16 6 5

IFor those who used the basal: would or did they usr it
in an infleYible manner?
',Would or did they make extensive and authentic use of
students' background knowledge: or very little if t,
all.
sWok.id or did they ask students to read pasmages orclly
or silently?
'44ould or did they interrupt students when they
mispronounced a word during oral reading?
sWould or did they teach vocabulary out of context of
the readAng passage: ov- in context?

Table 5.3

PERCENT AGREETIENT BETWEEN INTERVIEW AND NARRATIVE OBSERVATIONAND INTERVIEW

Reading Practices Narratives

AND VIDEOTAPE

Observations
VideotapeInterview Number h mber Y.

Use of Basals 34/301 89% 10/14 71%

Flexibility 19/29 66% 7/10 70%

Consideration of
Back. Knowledge 31/38 81% 12/14 86%

Oral/Silent Reading 25/29 86% 12/13 92%

Interrupt/Ora! 17/22 77% 9/10 90%

Vocabulary in Context 25/31 80% 8/11 73%

67
*38 instances of both interview and observat*on cn thiscategcry. 34 instances of agreement.
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basals during reading instruction, four being inflexible and six
flexible.

2) Consideration of Students' Background Knowledge: Eight
of the 38 teachers were judged as considering students'
background knowledge in their lesson presentations in the
narratives. Five out of 14 tea.;hers incorporated background
knowledge in lessons that were videotaped.

3) Oral Reading: Of the thirty-eight teachers analyzed from
classroom observations, twenty-six involved students in oral
reading in association with first exposure to text10 (fifteen
interrupting students during oral reading). Of the fourteen
teachers videotaped, nine used oral reading as a first exposure
practice. 4) Vocabulary: Thirty-one of the 38 teachers were
observed teaching vocabulary. Fifteen taught vocabulary in
context to the text to be read, while sixteen taught vocabulary
out of context. Eleven teachers in th 'Tideo tapes taught
vocabulary, with six using instruction in context and five using
instruction out of context.

Relationships: Table 5.3 summarizes the numbers of cases in which
both interview and observation or intervie -.! ana videotape could
be compared, and the percentage of agreement. Percent of
agreement in the six categories ranged from 66% to 92%. The least
amount of agreement occurred in the flexible/inflexible use of
basals category, with many more teachers indicating flexible use
in their interview than was observed in their classrooms. This
could have been a function of a certain amount of nervousness on
the part of teachers upon being observed, or that teachers think
about flexibility differently than the observers, or that
teachers describe their practices differently than they enact
them. The relationship between interview and observation in the
category of Oral Interruptions could have been caused by the
difficulty of determining interruptions in the narrative
observational approach that focussed on teachors' practices. This
would seem to be a valid explanation given the 90% agreement
between the interviews and videotapes in which int..:ruptions
could, more easily, be observed.

Cases: Contradictions and Mismatches: In viewing the data in
Table 5.3, it is clear that for most categories, practices could
be accurately predicted from belief interviews. As mentioned
above, two categories in which this is not the case is the degree
of flexibility in using the basals, and the interruptions during
oral reading in the interview/observation relationship. While
the rer;t of the agreeme- percentages are quite high, there is,

10 Eight of the lessons in the narrative observations and tvo
of the videotapes did not involve students veading text. These
were primarily grammar lessons.
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owever, a question as to why agreement is not perfect. And this
Is where qualitative analysis is helpful.

One explanation for the mismatches that do occmr could be
attributed to those teachers who exhibited seeming contradictions
in their belief interviews. These are instances in which an
individual teacher's interview contains statements that would be
placed on both sides of either the teaching of reading or the
location of meaning continua, or both. These are called 'seeming'
contradictions, since the analytic framework was :eloped by the
researchers, and within an individual teacher's c framework,
the statements may not be contradictory at all. An analysis of
the seeming contradictions indicates that most of these
contradictions may be explained by a more complex view of
students and/or teaching. For example, a number of the seeming
contradictions revolved around a different concept of the purpose
of reading depending upon the subject matter.

Eighteen teachers exhibited contradictions on either the
horizontal or vertical continua or both in the theory analysis.
These teachers were also examined in terms of the accuracy of the
predictions from their beliefs to their practices. These 18
teachers averaged two disagreements between beliefs and observed
practices and accounted for 36 of the total number of 50
disagreements (see Table 5.2). This suggests that the seeming
contradictions accounted, in part, for the mismatches between
beliefs and practices.

In addition to the situation in which a teacher was placed at
different points on one continuum, eight of the teachers in this
analysis displayed contradictions on both continua. This placed
them in opposite quadrants. In all cases, the two quadrants were
I and III. In six of these cases, the answers to questions
designed to elicit their general or public beliefs placed them in
Quadrant III. However, when they described their beliefs-in-
action, that is, what they do on a daily basic, their statements
placed them in Quadrant I. One of these teachers (Af), in fact,
did not seem to operate from a theory of reading, at all, when
she described her classroom practices, but from a theory of
helping students survive and figuring out what other people (such
as teachers and test developers) want. Thus she was promoting
skills related to strategies designed to get the right answers
even if her students couldn't "read" the passage.

To provide a sense of how these seeming contradictory beliefs can
be seen in the practices of the teachers, a case of Susan was
developed, and is summarized below.

Susan had been teaching*for 17 years in elementary schools.
When we first talked with her, she was teaching a 4th-5th
combination; the highest grade she had taught. Susan was
enthusiastic about teaching and about her students. She
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indicated in her interview lat her students' parents
supported her strongly, and that she felt free to try all
sorts of different approaches as lovg as she took the time
to explain to the parents what she was doing.

Susan was interviewed in the early Spring of 1988. In
response to the general questions concerning reading
comprehension, she expressed a quite constructivist view of
reading comprehension:

The one thing I try to do more than anything
else, in teaching reading, is find some
experience that they have in their life to
relate to the story. . . do that, purely
because I've read the research that proves
that's how children comprehend. If they
can't relate anyning to this story, I don't
know if its going to have any meaning for
them.

At the same time, she indicated that social studies is
quite different from the stories. "Its hard to give social
studies meaning", she complains. In social studies, there
are "correct" answers, and these come directly out of the
text.

Susan also stated that she recently realized that you
don't have to rush through the basal and cover everyt..ing.
In fact, she st3ted, that's no good for the children. She
had attended a woekshop that stressed cognition and the deep
coverage of material. She feels freer this year, she
stated, to slow down and do more literature. When she was
asked to describe her reading program, however, Susan
indicated a strong although flexible rIliance on the basal.
Further, she still seemed concerned ablut content coverage
and "getting through the basal". In fact, she indicated
that she is "rushing through it" so that the class can read
four literature books at the end of the year. Thus, her
interview indicated public or declared belies that would
place her in Quadrant III, and private beliefs, or beliefs-
in-action that placed her in Quadrant I.

The two Spring obsdrvations indicated that she relied
heavily on the basal. The classes were organized in grade-
level groups. Both lessons involved story comprehension
with pre-vocabulary coverage, oral reading of text, and
comprehension questions following the story. In one of the
lessons, students were asked to work on some worksheets
related to thP concept of main character. What made the
lessons flexible, howev.,r, were her discussions with the
students about the story, in which she worked, considerably,
with their background knowledge, including linking the story
with others that they had read that year. In addition, in
her vocabulary work, she stressed that the word meanings
should be determined from their sentence context.
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In the fall videotape, Susan began her lesson by
telling students that they were going to read a-ghost story
in the basal, and that she-was-going to read a ghost story
to them first. She showed themi the pictures and asked them
to make predictioclks and then read the story orally. She
then spent considerably tine preparing students for the
story in the text: activating background knowledge awl
feelings of being scared, working on some vocabulary words,
and spending considerable time on the concept of figure of
speecn. She then asked the students to read ttle story in
the basal, orally, with another student.

Susan/s contradiction in the initial interview between her public
statements about reading comprehension, and her beliefs-in-action
as indicated in her descriptions of how she taught reading seemed
to indicate that she was moving toward a more literature-based
approach. She was already moving away from the notion that
meaning is in the text and "correct" answers, except in social
studies. While her spring observations revealed pretty standard
basal lesson formats, her fall videotape was much less so. While
her interest in literature was revealed in the discussion of the
basal story ir the Spring, the literature aspect of the reading
le:son dominated the fall lesson. Thus, Susan's contradictions
between her public statements about reading and her beliefs-in-
action seemed to indicate that she was in the process of changing
her beliefs and practices from Quadrant I to Quadrant III.

Conclusions

Teachers' beliefs and theoretical orientations toward a subject
matter and the teaching of that subject matter have long been
thought to affect their classroom practices. However, the mixed
results in studies examining this topic have clouded our
understanding of the relationship. This may be because the
theoretical orientations were specified in advance of the study
on the basis of reading programs and reading scholars'
theoretical orientations.

In this analysis, teachers' theoretical orientations emerged from
their own thoughts and language. With several exceptions, once
the dimensions emerged, it was relatively easy to place teachers'
orientations along both dimensions and, thus, in one of the four
quadrants. While there is some overlap between theozetical
orientations in the literature and those in the teachers' minds--
particularly for Quadrants 1 and 3- -che teachers' orientations
were' not as clear-cut as those in the literature. And in several
cases, the teachers e%hibited differences between their declared
and operational beliefs. We can say the following about
teachers' theoretical orientations:

o In most cases, learning to read and teaching reading
were me)ded together in the teachers' discussions, as
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were reading and the purposes of reading.

o A pragmatic rationale:fer.:naing'AtifaJoasal and teaching
skills was giVem for many OV,,ifi*QUaid*apt,2 .iind 3
teachers. That rationale Wa'S-rOlatedi district
policy.

o While many of the teacile;s in Quadrant 1 presented
reading experiences other,than the basals to their
students, they did.considered.these activities as
incentives for finilthing their work, or motivational,
rather than part of .their reading comprehension
program.

Several interpretations of these findings come to tind. First,
one could suggest that any apparent confusion in teachers' minds
that was exhibited in the teachers interviewa is an accurate
reflection of the field. That is, the lack of distinction
between /earning to read and teaching reading and the confusion
between a descriptive model of the reading process and the
various purposes of reading may be inherent in the implementation
of some reading studies--if not their theoretical bases--and in
publications and/or teacher education programs experienced by the
teachers. A second interpretation is that these very complex
distinctions have simply not been grasped by the teachers because
they have not had enough teacher education in the teaching of
reading comprehension. And a third interpretation is that
teachers think about reading in ways very different from
researchers and scholars, and that these ways of thinking are
shaped by their experiences as teachers and are highly functional
in the classroom.

This study also demonstrates that the belis of teachers in this
sample, as assessed in an athnographic belief interview, relate
to their classroom practices in the teaching of reading
comprehension. It further demonstrates the degree to which an
examination of teachers' beliefs and practices can elucidate
their instructional practices beyond observation-alone. The
relatively strong relationship between teachers' stated beliefs
about the reading process and their prActices in classrooms
allows us to give credence to the beliefs as stated, and
therefore, to the way they were elicited.

Considerable effort, recently, has gone into disseminating
research related 'to the learning and instruction of reading
comprehension that suggests a more interactive approach to
learning. This approach implies such practices as working with
students' background knowledge, considering vocabulary within
context ard allowing students to read authentic literature.
However, a majority of teachers within this sample neither held
theories of reading that would accommodate these new ways of
thinking about reading nor practiced them in their classrooms.
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Their teaching was dominated by the basal, which, although used
some:ihat flexibly, still governed their thinking about the
teaching of reading.

One can conclude, then, that genuine changes will coke about when
teachers think differently about what is going on in their
classrooms, and are provided with the practices to match the
different ways of thinking. The provision of practices without
theory may lead to misimplementation or no implementation at all,
unless teachers' beliefs are congruent with the theoretical
assumptions of the practice. Further, programs in which theory
is discussed and which focus on changing beliefs without
proposing practices that emboey those theories wi?1 lead to
frustration. Staff development programs should weave three forms
of knowledge together: teachers' background theories, beliefs
and understandings of the teaching and reading process;
theoretical frameworks and empirical premises as derived from
current res arch; and alternative practices that instantiate both
teachers' beliefs and research knowledge.

II. SCHOOL CONTEv 11

Rationale and Review of the Literature

The original proposal for the this project stated that "programs
designed to change teaching of reading practices that ignore the
context in which teachers operate may be doomed to failure"
(Richardson-Koehler and Anders, 1986, p. 44). In support: of this
statement, the authors cited recent work on characteristics ot
effective schools (Bossert, 195; Corcoran, 1985; Purkey and
Smith, 1983) and of schools with strong norms of improvement and
teacher reflection on teaching (Little, 1981; Little and Bird,
1983; Bird, 1984; Huberman and Miles, 1984; Rosenholtz, Bassler
and Hoover-Dempsey, 1986). Educational researchers are beginning
to gain an understanding of the conditions under which staff
development is likely to succeed. They often conclude that the
effects of staff development are dependent on much more than the
quality of its 'gr or content (Lieberman and Miller, 1984;
Griffin and Barnes, 1986). In fact, Little has gone so far as to
state that the school organization is not merely the "context" of
staff development, but the "heart of the matter" (Little, 1981,
p. 4). Therefore, we decided that an assessment of the
wi:ganizational and cultural characteristics of the participating
schools, in particular the school level "barriers" to adoption of
research-based practices in reading, would be essential to
adequate interprctation of the results of the work with teachers
in those schools. This report summarizes the findings for the

11 This section is adapted from: Placier, P. (1989) School
gmtlixt_land cases of schools: RIS Study. Tucson: College of
Education, University of Arizona.
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scnool level component of the study for Year 1 and early in Year
2.

Much of the work on barriers to change in teachers' practices has
been based on an analysis of attempts to implement gaecifig
instructional innovations, what Pullan (1981) has cal11 the
"programmed perspective" on educational change. This project
conformed more closely to what 7ullan (1981) has called an
"evolutionary perspective" on change. The staff developers were
attempting to engarie teachers in dialogue about and examination
of their practices in light of research findings. Teachers were
not obligated or pressured to change their practices in any
specific ways, and the direction and extent of change depended
largely on individual teacher commitment.

However, the staff development segsions occurred in the social
context of the school, in a group format including several
intermediate teachers who worked together every day, and with the
cooperation and (at least minimal) support of school level
administrators. That is, there was an expectation that
individual commitment and change could take place wder certain
social conditions. Blase ha6 argued that "rational'
orientations to school improvement, which focus on the attitudes
and beliefs of individuals and small groups, or formal school
structures, without attention to the politics of a given
situation, may result in failure" (1987a:30). Others have
pointed to the cultural conditions in schools which mediate
against change (Sarason, 1971). In order to have some hope that
the intervention wou:i succeed with individual teachers, we had
to rely on certain assumptions about the social, political and
cultural contexts of the work:

1) Teachersis school have the autonomy to change their
practices in reading instruction. The teachers could not be
constrained from changing their practices by forces beyond their
control and beyond the influence of the staff developers. For
example, teachers could not feel that rerearch "is impossible to
apply because of the constraints on them in their classroom,
building and/or district" (Campbell and Lawrence, 1987). While
some researchers have argued that schools are so "loosely
coupled" that top-down control over teachers' classroom
activities is next to impossible (Meyer & Rowan, 1978), many
recent educational reforms have largely employed "power-coercive"
strategies or "mandates" which limit teacher discretion in
implementation (Gallagher, Goodvis and Pearson, 1988).

This is the political dimension of the context of our staff
development. Teacher autonomy is a highly contested issue. For
instance, teachers may have little say in the selection of
reading textbooks which drive their reading curriculum or of
standardized tests which embody a particula. view of reading and
are used to evaluate their instruction (Shannon, 1989). As
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pressure for accountability and higher student actiievement is
applied to school systems, administrators may place more pressure
on teachers to tie their instruction directly to district and/or
state criteria or to achievement tests (Apple and Teitalbaum,
1985; Fraatz, 1987; Frymier, 1987; Zorcoran, Kohli and White,
1988).

In their discussions of implementEtion of chaAges in reading
programs, Meyer (1988) and Carnine (1988) both argue for more
deliberate, directive top-down strategies which overcome "loose
coupling" and other soux.ms of teacher discretion and resitance
to change in schoo3s. Murphy (1986) has recently claimed that in
more "effective" so'hool districts there are mr2 clevrcut
district expectations and greater district control over the
technical core of instruction. In such districts there may be a
higher consensus about "what works," and perhaps less teacher
discretion to tamper dith success.

At the school level, the politics of teacher-principal
relationships may vary in ways that limit teacher control over
their practices. For example, some principals nurture teaeoer
autonomy, or at least leave teachers alone, while others may
intervene in classrooms to promote their own educational
preferences or to enforce district mandates (Leithwood and
Montgomery, 1982; Bifano, 1988). Where a powerful administrator
does not support teacher innovation, staff development efforts
such as ours might be futile. On the other hand, Ballinger and
Murphy (1985) argue that in "effective" schools, principals often
exercise more bureaucratic control over teaching, by monitoring
the instructional program more closely and aiming for greater
coordination among classrooms and gr,..des. The tradeoffs for
teachers und_Ir these conditions of decreased autonomy are more
frequent interaction, incentives and recognition, and a reduction
in uncertainty. That is, teachers in some systems or scaools may
feel more constrained in their reading practices, but also more
positive, if they believe that what they are doing works and they
are being rewarded for it.

Teacher autonomy may mean that teachers are more receptive to
staff development efforts which they perceive as noncoercive and
voluntary, rather than district- or principal-imposed (Smylie,
1988). On the other hand, principal and district support for
staff development might facilitate teacher involvement in some
schools. Thus, staff developers must be careful about how they
present their relationship to the district and school
administration, depending on the political scene.

Teacher autonomy has a negative side which can clearly become one
of the primary barriers to irmovatior teacher isolation and
alienation (Little, 1981; Schwille Melnick, 1987). In another
twist, Whiteside (1978) has argued that autonomous, innovative
teachers may commit themselves strongly to a particular
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instructional direction, and become resistant to change efforts
which are inconsistent with these previous commitments. To
further complicate matters, Blase (1987b) has argued that
teachers can be negative toward other teachers who stay to
themselves and do not participate in mutually-supportive
activities. In his study, teacher "collegiality" of this sort
carried with it pressure on individuals to conform with the views
of the majority -- and may have worked against innovation. As
Little (1987) puts it, "An emphasis on cooperation may place a
premium on coherence &nd uniformity at the expense of individual
inventiveness and independent initiative" (p. 513).

In short, teacher autonomy as a condition for changes in teacher
practices has very complex and controversial implications.

2) _Teachers inetbis school are Working under conthtions

andeperformance in theslassroom. Studies of teacher stress
(Blase, 1986; Bacharach, Bauer and Conley, 1986) suggest that in
some schools teachers are under so much stress that an additional
demand on their time, no matter how valuable and well-
intentioned, wil3 be perceisved as an additional source of stress.
Blase (1986) identified characteristics of che organization,
student population, and administration of sehools as contributing
toward teacher stress, with lack of time being by far the most
frequently-mentioned source. Bacharach et al. (1986) identified
negative supervisory behavior, discouragement about student
learning, and role ambiguity as predictors of stress among
elementary school teachers. Teachers tend to lower their
expectations for their performanee and for student achievement
under such conditions (Blase, 1986); they may also lower their
expectations for staff development. Sessions become
opportunities to escape from work-related stress. Teachers under
stress do not want staff development to complicate their
worklives, escalate school conflicts, or make their instructional
choices seem problematic.

2eacher " aistance" to staff development is often viewed as
"irrational," from the staff developers' point of view. However,
negative reactions to a proposed innovation may be linked to some
already-eListing concerns within the organization or group
unknown to the staff developers (Firestone and Herriott, 1981).
From a cultural point of view, teachers view their worklives as
complex, delicately balanced wholes into which specific
innovations must fit without causing additional strain (Blase,
1987c). As one teacher has put it: "The world in which we work
is a maze of interrelated problems and pressures that cannot be
pulled apart" (Campbe3l and Lawrence, 1987:12).

This dimension of the context of staff develcpment unaerscores
the importance of understanding the history of staff and teacher-
student relationships at the school, physical conditions and
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resources which limit or enhance teachers work, and teachers'
usual duties and schedules (Lieberman and Miller, 1984; Corcoran
et al, 1988). Successful staff development must be perceived as
a positive opportunity, not an additional burden or complication.

3) If a te4.1.Q1111:.....;ch.Q.2.,UM_both the discretion Eine,
t e mot a ct.I.- s e c ces t e s oo ulture
will support these changes. nere may be other limitations un
the effects oZ staff development which derive from cultural norms
within the schwa. Deal (1984) characterizes culture as the
"less rational" and "expressi're" side of schools. People in
schools hold certain cora values and meanings n common. Change
disrupts thi. s cultural syste and is often fe as a loss of
consensus and imaning that -an be threatening and disorienting.
Core values which might influence teacher receptivity to
instructional changes are cwamitment to improvt..Lent and a sense
of efficacy, on the positive side, and isolation and
individualism, on the negative side (Schwille and Melnick, 1987).
King (1983) holds that people in a school also share an image of
"the stunent" (positive or negative) which drives their
instructional approaches.

Purkey and Smith state that an "academically effective school is
distinguished `II, its culture: a structure, process and climate of
values and nor.as that emphasize successful teaching and learning"
(1983:442). A great deal of work has gone into identifying the
cultural aspects of "ifective schools." which are usually
labelled "school climate." Rosenholtz et al. (1986) have named
principal collegiality, principal evaluation practices,
instructional coordination, goal-setting, teacher collaboration,
and management of student behavior as key aspects of the school
climate which correlate with teachers' receptivity to innovation.
In another study, teachers identified a "positive climate" of
confidence, trust, security, collegiality, and positive,
nonthreatening teacher-principal relationships as factors which
foster their professional growth (Schwille and MelnitA, 1987). It
it* notable that the quality of teacher-principal relationships
emerges in these studies as crucial to what Barth (1986) has
called the "ethos of the workplace" (p. 472). Principals who
give teachers genuine power and recognition reve-se the
institutional trend toward de-professionalization (Barth, 1986).
Where these cultural conditions are missing, staff development
efforts which depend on teacher "professionalism" may be less
likely to succeed.

Deal's characterization of culture as "less rational" relates to
another of change in schools. This has to do with the
researchers' or staff developers' image of the organization in
which they are intervening. If ney believe that the
organization (actually, the actors in it) operates rationally and
bureaucratically, they may enter the field with certain
predictions about how their efforts will proceed -- predictions
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which may be disappointed. If they are aware of the political
and -ultural aspects of school -ganizations, they will be more
cautious about making assumptions about the ease with which their
message and approach will be received (Firestone and Herriott,
1981), and will attend carefully to existing norms and to the
naturally "discombobulating" nature of change (Lieberman and
Miller, 1984; Deal, 1984; Griffin and Barnes, 1986).

Another aspect of the political and cultural nature of the school
context of staff development has to do with the relationship
between universities and schools, mirrored in beliefs about
research and practice. The school level researcher for this
study felt it important to probe principals about their views on
this issue, and found variation in their responses. Principals
who express negative or skeptical opinions about academics and/or
research, or teachers who share a dissatisfaction with their
preservice training in the university, may help to create a
school climate which is less receptive to university-sponsored
staff development. Griffin and Barnes (1986) found that in a
district and school which already had strong norms of employing
research to improve academic performance, teachers and
administrators were quite recept1ve to a research-based staff
development related directly to everyday classroom practices and
to the school's existing plan of improvement. The cultural
distance between researchers and practitioners can be bridged
under such conditions.

4) If all of the above conditions are met, teachers at this
-----g--AHaschooltaeadvtaPofthemo.citoetetoake
'm rovements i, inst ction nd wm't ne t ..out eac, 1. a group
norm. According to Little (1981, 1987), the qgtimgm (but rare)
environment for staff development is a school in which teacher3
as a group, with support of school leadership, already interact
frequently about instruction. They have overcome teacher
isolation and individualism, and both communicate often about
what goes on in their classrooms and collaborate actively in
their work. They have established analysis and evaluation of
practice as a group norm, and this norm promntes and sustains
change (Little, 1981, 1987). They, along with their school
principal, have established a "climate where the .0xpectation for
change is the norm rather than the exception" (Gallagher, Goodvis
and Pearson, 1988). This climate is not something that staff
developers can create; it is the product of time spent working
together, deliberate effort and support, and perhaps
interpersonal compatibility.

Both the school level questionnaire and the qualitative case
studies developed for this study were designed to inform the
staff developers about whether these assumptions about school,
and teachers were warranted in an individual school, End how the
schools compared along these dimensions. The following section
discusses how we went about this investigation.
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Data Sotrces

The data sources for this report are:

1. Results of a school level questionnaire administered in
the six participating schools in spring of Year 1 (See
Appendix C for a copy of the questionnaire).

2. Observations of school characteristics by classroom
observers who visited the schools 10-20 times for their
observations of teachers, and for several additional
hours during their administration of reading tests at
the beginning of year 2.

3. Audiotaped and transcribed interviews with principals,
curriculum specialists, and the classroom observers and
excerpts from teacher belief interviews which touched
on their descriptions and opinions of their schools.
All of these interviews were collected during Year 1.
(See Appendix C for principal interview protocol.)

4. Observations of meetings and other interactions with
staff at each school, recorded as fieldnotes during
Year 1 and early in Year 2.

5. A School Fact Sheet completed by each principal in the
spring of Year 1, indicating basic demographic and
organizational infermation about each school (See
Appendix C).

The quantitative questionnaire data and the qualitative case
studies for each school are presented separately in the following
two sections, and then integrated in the Conclusions.

School-Level Questiornaire

Ouestionnaire Development and Procedures: The questionnaire on
school climate and organization developed for the study was
constructed by combinil scales from three questionnaires
previously employed ir large survey studies of teachers
(Bacharach, Bauer & Soedd, 1986; Rosenholtz, Bassler & Hoover-
Dempsey, 1986; Smylie, 1988), leth the consultation of Dr. Sharon
Conley. In addition, new items were developed which more
specifically addressed this study's purposes. Appendix C lists
the scales, their sources, and the Cronbach's alphas calculated
for our sample of 88 teachers. On advice of our consultant, we
selected only certain items from Rosenholtz's scale labeled
"skill acquisition," a variable of high interest for a staff
development project. Unfortunately, alphas for this partial
scale were so low that results cannot be reported, either because
of our small sample size (in comparison with most survey
research) or because our tampering with the scale destroyed its
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internal coherence.

The intention in administering the questionnaire was not to test
hypotheses about relationships among school-level varibles, as
in most survey research, but to develop a descriptive nrofilg of
each school on variables previously shown or argued to be related
to positive responses to staff development or to teacher
innovativeness. There were no predictions about the exact
relationship between the questionnaire variables and the outcomes
of the study. Schools A and F were selected as experimental
schools (and B and D as control schools) long before the
questionnaire data were collected and analyzed. Therefore, the
study was not designed tc "match" schools or to compare them in
simplistic ways (e.g., by classifying them as "high" or "low" on
particular scales). Rather, the results informed the researchers
about the kind of school climate in which they would be
conducting their staff development, from the point of view of the
teachers. The researchers were able to compare quantitative data
from the teacher questionnaire with qualitative data about the
school from interviews and observations, to develop a coherent
picture of each school. They could ask themselves throughout the
staff development process, "Does this data help us understanl the
responses we are seeing among the teachers at this school?" In
the end, the questionnaire results were useful in constructiny a
contextualized interpretation of the results of the staff
development intervention.

The questionnaire was distributed to all teachers in all six
schools during April and May of Year 1 of the study. The school
level researcher met with each group of teachers to explain the
questionnaire's purposes and to address any teacher concerns,
especially since some items referred to teacher opinions of the
rr:ncipal, confidentiality was assured. Questionnaires were
identified only by a school code. Questionnaire returns were
coordinated by school staff, and as a consequence return rates
varied among schools. For the total sample, 89 of approximately
120 teachers (73%) returned their questionnaires.

guestionnaineiBINILts: Des:riptive statistics were calculated for
the total sample as well as for each school, on an item by item
basis and by scales. Means for each school by scale were plotted
(see Figures 5.2 and 5.3), pairing the two experimental schools
(A and F) and the two control schools (B and D). Means for the
third experimental school, School C, were not plotted; a low
percentags of questionnaire returns and high staff turnover
between years 1 and 2 made this data questionable in validity
(see School C case study for an explanation of these
circumstances). However, data _rom School C teachers, as well as
teachers from our pilot school (School E) are included in the
total sample.
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Interpretation of Figures 5.2 and 5.3 depends on an understanding
of how the items and responses on the questionnaire were worded.
On a four point scale 1 was the most positive response, while 4
was most negative. Therefore, the peaks on the graph actually
represent neciative views of the school in relation to a
particular variable. '174e profiles show that on variables 1-6,
the description of the conditions under which teachers work, all
schools ippear relatively similar; that is, teachers in all
schools described the basic conditions of their work similarly.
Of most interest are the positive responses to the "autonomy"
scale, which describes conditions of discretion and control over
one's work. On scale #1, "role ambiguity," teachers also
reported a high degree of certainty about their job
responsibilities. However, there were reeks for conflict between
resources and responsibilities (#2) and adequate time (#3).
Schools A and F were at the extremes for views of their student
populations, School A teachers being most positive and St.:ool F
teacters being most negative.

Items for scal,s 7-16 asked about the social/organizational
environments in which teachers worked, in particular about
conditions which Rosenholtz et al. (1986) had found to be related
to teacher learning or which Little (1981) had tied to positive
responses to staff development. While teachers reported somewhat
positively on their degree of collaboration, this seemed in
tension with their negative responses on measures of "isolation,"
the frequency of staff contact and discussion. 3n other
variables --school goals, teacher participation, etc. -- the
schools Legan to diverge, particularly Schools A and F. School F
teachers had the most negative res.onses on virtually all of
these scale. The control schools, B and D, were in general less
different than the experimental schools on these variables.

Number 17 shows the means of responses to a single item from
Rosenholtz's skill acquisition scale: "At this school, I have
many opportunities to learn new things." While a single item is
an inadequate measure, responses to it seem to bear out the same
relationships which Rosenholtz found, between positive social
charact,ristics of schools and teacher orientations toward
learning.

Questionnaire Interpretatiuns: The two exrerimental schools (A
and F) presented cr resting contexts in which to conduct staff
development. While ceachers in both schools reported similar
basic working conditions, the schools diverged on variables which
have been argued to be descriptive of an optimal environment for
teacher learning and change.

In loot s,hools, teachers reported a high dcgree of eutonomy;
however, autonony is only the minimal condition for teacher
innovation. In both schools, zeachers also reported that they
were isolated from frequent contact with otherb. This is the
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"down side" of teacher autonomy. Neither school appeared to be
an optimal environment for staff development, one in which
teachers have overcome isolation and talk with each other openly
and oiten about teaching (Little, 1981).

Where the schools differed most was in teacher assessments of the
clarity of school goals, their participation in decision-making
and in-servicing, and their assessments of their principals
(fairness and clearness of evaluation, positive leadership, and
interaction regarding instruction). It might be said that School
F teachers appeared to be more disempowered concerning their
control over school goals and decisions, and teacher-principal
relationships within their school. The differences in teacher
views of students, while not extreme, may also hold some clues.
Barr (1985) has suggested that teachers adapt their reading
instruction in response to student ability, Perceptions of
student ability may limit teachers' visions of 4-he possibilities
of reading instruction, and constrain their responses to staff
development promoting innovation in this area. However, School F
teacher complaints about students seemed to focus more on
misbehavior than on low ability, and their students scored much
higher than those at School A on the reading section of the Iowa
Test of Basic Skills.

Qualitative Case Studiec

Case Study Procedures: A school level file was created for each
school, which contained principal and classroom observer
interviews, excerpts from teacher interviews, field notes from
the school level researcher and the classroom observers, the
School Fact Sheet, and records of any incidents or communications
with the school which were reported to the school level
researct.er. The school level researcher provided the classroom
observers with directions for conducting and recording their
observations (See Appendix C). Where observers varied in the
extent of their observations, t:Ie school level researcher filled
in the details through a recorded debriefing interview.

At the end of Year 1 of the study, beginning with the three
experimental schools, data were coded according to categories
which were both consistent with the data and, in many cases,
congrant with categories shown to be important in previous work

school climate and organization. (See Appendix C for coding
caLegories.) Narrative case studies were written from analysis
of the coded data.

First drafts of the case studies were distributed to the
classroom observers and principal investigators for comments and
editing. Final drafts incorporated additional data from early in
Year 2, from principal and teacher contacts concerning planning
for Year 2 activities and from observations of classroom contexts
during the administration of reading tests. Case studies for
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each school (excluding the pilot school, School E) are included
in Appendix E.

Conclusions

The resuE.s of the School Context study indicate that the schools
differ considerably on a number of factors thought important for
school change. It should be noted, however, that the research on
which the questionnaire and predictions was based viewed teacher
change as an imposition or mandate from someone or group external
to the classroom. In this externally-mandated type of change
process, the staff development process is usually top-down, which
does not provide teachers with access to their own beliefs and
understandings, nor with decision-making power to determine the
content of the process. The Staff Development process in this
study was designed as a bottom-up constructivist process; and the
only limit on the nature of the content was that it would be
reading comprehension, broadly defined. Thus, in addition to the
technical problems of low sample size, predictions of the success
of the staff development process in the various schools could be
faulty. The effect of the context on the staff development
process will be examined in Chapter Six.
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CHAPTER SIX

THE STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROCESS AND ITS EFFECTS

I. INTRODUCTION12

The fourth question asked whether a staff development program
that is based on notions of practical arguments would affect
teachers' beliefs and practices. A subsidiary question related
to whether the context of the school would affect the staff
development process and outcomes.

These questions will be addressed In this chapter in the
following manner. First, the staff development process in two
contrasting schools will be thoroughly described. Second, the
relationship between school context and the staff development
process will be explored. And third, the effects of the staff
development process on teachers' beliefs, and perceived and
observed changes in the instruction of reading comprehension will
be addressed.

II. DESCRIPTION OF STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Rationale and Theorecical Framework

Recent research on changes in teachers' practices (for example,
Hollingsworth, 1990; Munby, 1983, Russell & John ,n, 1987)
suggest that theories should be accounted for wL research-based
practices are presented to teachers--both the th-,Jries related to
the practices in the literature, and the teachers' own theories.
Additional research suggests that the school context should also
be considered in conducting a staff development program (Griffin,
1983; Little and Bird, 1983, Rosenholtz, Basler & Dempsey, 1986).
Thus the staff development process planned for in this program
contained the following aspects: individual and group level work;
and discussions of practices embedded in participants' and
research-based knowledge and theory.

The theoretical framework that guided the development of the
staff development process was Fenstermacher's (1986) concept of

12 Th ,is chapter is taken in part from: Hamilton, M.L.
(1990). The practical irgurent staff development process. school
culture and their effects kl.a..IPACherSIL-b-Pliesa
practice. UnpuMished dissertation; Richardson, V. & Anders, P.
(1990). The role_af_thIctryandgguiptions of classroom
practices, Paper presented at AERA, Boston; and Richardson-
Koehler, V. & Fenstermacher, G (1988). The use of practical
arguments in staff development. Paper presented at the annual
meeting of the AACTE, New Orleans.
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practical arguments. The original notion of practical arguments
is found in Aristotle's work and suggests that a practical
argument consists of a set of premises that lead tc an action.
This was adapted in recent times for educational purposes by Tom
Green (1976) who arqued that the purpose of teaching is "to
change the truth va.ue of the premises of the practical argument
in the mind of the child, or to complete or modify those premisc
or to introduce an altogether new premise into the practical
argument in the mind of the child" (p. 252). Fenstermacher
(1979) modified this further to suggest that the value of
research on teaching is to change or modify the premises in the
minds of teachers, and thus their actions. Fenstermacher
suggested that research could be introduced to teachers by
encouraging them to examine their own empirical and value
premises in relation to those extracted from current research.
Such a process, he hypothesized, would allow teachers to alter
the truth value of their premises.

The goal of the staff development process was to develop an
environment that would allow teachers to examine the explanations
for their practices in relation to empirical premises and
practices drawn from current research. Explanations for a
particular practice consist of a set of statements of beliefs
about teaching and learning that may be placed within the
analytic framwork ')f a practical argument. A practical argument
is a set of empirical, value, situational, and stipulative
premises that end in an action. It was thought that when a
teacher reveals an empirical premise, it could be discussed in
terms of alternative empirical premises as derived from other
teachers or from recent research on reng comprehension. In
this process, the teacher may alter premises and/or adwt new
ones, and thus reconsider and change classroom practices.

The design of the staff development program accommodated both
individual teachers and groups of teach.z..rs in each school. In
addition, for each school a graduate student was available for
modelling practices in classrooms, observing and providing
feedback to teachers. The description below focuses on the
processes in two schools, A and F. These two schools were
selected because they contrasted quite strongly in the context
study (see Chapter Five).

The Participants and the Logistics

All grades 4, 5 and 6 teachers in both schools participated in
the staff development. In addition, an LD teacher 3n each school
was involved, and in School F, the curriculum specialist attended
the sessions. The School A principal attended from time to time.
In schoo, A, the six teachers consisted of 3 females and 3 males.
Ali five teachers and the curriculum coordinator in school F were
female. The years of experience ranged from 1 to 16 in Cchool A,
and from 8 to 32 in School F.
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There were two primary staff developers, one with an expertise in
reading comprehension, and one in teaching and teacher education.
In addition, four graduate students were involved in the process,
and con'eributed from time to time as staff developers.

The teachers volunteered for the staff development and were asked
to make a number'of decisions concerning the process, namely,
when and where the sessions would be held and the length of each
session. The staff development sessions were conducted three
times per month in School A (a total of 11 sessions) for two
hours each, and were held after school in the school library. In
School F, the staff development sessions were held one afternoon
a month (a total of eight sessions) in the home of one of the
staff developers. In School A, the teachers were offered either
three credit hours of graduate work or the equivalent funds to
;articipate. In School F, the teachers opted for the funds to
pay for substitute teachers.

Individual Sessions

A practical argument is a heuristic device used to assist
teachers in examining their be'iefs which consist of four types
of Premises: value, empirical, situational and stipulative.
These arguments rspresent an intention for attion. Importantly,
teachers do not conscinusly think in practical arguments
(Fenstermacher, 1987; Richardson and Fenstermacher, 1988). A
second person is required to listen to the teacher, talk with
him/her and help lay out the argument. In this form of staff
de-elopment process, a videotaped lesson from each teacher's

sroom was used to solicit information from the teacher about
w..at they do in their classroom. The listener asks questions
which helps the teachers tease information and ideas out that,
until that time, possibly had been tacit. The listener also
suggests alternative premises and practices that the teacher may
wish to consider and use in the classroom. The session closes
with the teacher agreeing to try a number of practices with which
s/he would receive help from the staff developers.

In this staff development process, the individual component
varied from participant to purticipant and school to school.
Although the topic of videotaping was chosen by the staff
developers from the observations made the previous years, the way
in which the teachers chose to represent that topic was their own
choice. For example, when a lesson that included work on reading
comprehension, not skills, was requested, one teacher,
nevertheless, presented skills. The teachers' interpretations of
the staff developers' requests, as well as the lessons that were
videotaped, became substance for the individual sessions.

Prior to the individual sessions, the staff developers previewed
the videotaped session to prepay. and pinpoint certain segments
on which they wanted to focus. These segments provided the staff



developers with an entre into a discussion with the teachers
about their tape.

The staff developers intended the sessions to be as informal as
possible. To that end, they arranged for them to occur at the
convenience of the teachers, before, during, ov after school.
Further, prior to the session, the teachers were asked to view
the videotapes by themselves, although they sometimes did not do
so. This helped eliminate concerns that might arise from their
appearance and/or their students' behaviors. The sessions
themselves took place in the teacher's clasaroom, if before or
after school, or in a meeting room if during school.

The staff developers had not established a prescribed way to
undertake the individual component, however, a certain format was
usually followed. Initially, either SDI or SD2 described the
purpose of the meeting, which was to discuss the tapes in some
detail, exploring what was done and why, with the hope of
establishing areas the teachers wanted to improve. The project
operated on the notion that teachers wanted to be the best
teachers they could possibly be and, therefore, were looking for
improvement strategies.

It was explained to the teacher that s/he or the staff developers
could stop the tape whenever they wanted to discuss what
occurred. The videotape was shown, and the actions were
discussed. In particular, the teacher was often asked to
describe her/his rationale for her/his instruction and to respond
to questions about classroom actions. This discussion provided
practical arguments for his/her actions in teaching reading
comprehension. The ztaif developers would interject alternative
premises and practices into the discussion. Each session
culminated with the teacher identifying areas of practice that
s/h would consider in terms of both understanding and
imp.Lementation in the classroom. The graduate student assigned
to the school provided follow-up in the form of sug.e7ssted
alternative practices.

This process was conducted at the beginning of the staff
development process, and at the end. All sessions were
audiotaped, and these were transcribed. A short description of a
practical argument sessions ixre included in Appendix D.

Group Sessions

Goals: The group level process was designed as a constructivist
activity in which the content or curriculum consisted of
teachers' r.ognitions and beliefs about their practices, and
current reez,arch on reading comprehension. The purpose was to
provide an environment in which a group of teachers could explore
tt,ess together. Little in the staff development literature,
however, Irovided guidance for the type of group process we
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envisioned, We wished to create a process that was neither top-
down nor bottom-up, but all-wed for the introduction of a
specific knowledge and weis of thinking that were "new" to at
least some of the participants.

We were drawn to nuckwo,.th and Bamberger's (Duckworth, 1986 &
1988) work with teachers in the Cambridge area which involved a
group of teachers in pursuing a scientific problem over a period
of time in an attempt to provide an environment condulive to the
teacher participants development of personal theories concerning
the phenomena they weresstudying. A second approach was the
IR&DT process (Griffin, Ward & Tikinoff, 1981) in which teachers
in a school, with the guidance of a researchev/consultant,
conducted action research around a problem of concern to them.
Also intriguing was the critical reflection or emancipatory
action research process at Deakin University, Australia, and
described by Kemmis (1987). In this program, a community of
practitioners met to examine "their own practices, understandings
and situations which becomes the subject and object of critical
reflec:ion; and systematically changing their own practice is one
of the primary means by which they act to change the situations
in which they work" (p. 77). We were wry interested in an
empowering, democratic staff developmel,t process; however, the
staff developers had a specialized knowledge, current research on
reading comprehension, and a conscious intention to in-ject that
knowledge into tnA conversation. We were concerned that this
intention would make the bottom-up processes to which we aspired
in this program difficult if not impossible to implement, at
least initiallv.

Perhaps the closest program to the one we envisioned was Elliot's
(1976-77) action research project that took place in East Anglia,
since the topic of discussion, the inquiry/discovery approaches
in classrooms, was predetermined. The hypotheses derived from
this action research project related, however, to the types of
teachers and schools who would most benefit from the process,
rather than a thorough description of the process itself.

The Process: The group component involved group meetings with
all intermediate grade teachers in the designated schools. In
these meetings teachers talked about the practices they
mplemented during reading comprehension instruction and
Alected, in a group setting, on these practices. The staff

oievelopers served a catalysts for these discussions, and also as
models for reflection. Furthermore, they provided the knowledge
base that teachers used for both reflectioli and implementation,
such es knowledge about theories of reading comprehension, and
examples of practices that were supportei by those theories.

The group component had a more tr-ditional staff development
atmosphere, which included sitting in circles, focused
discussions, and agendas based on topics that the teachers
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identified as important to them. The teachers' responses became
a group practical argument of sorts and a chance for the teachers
as a group to explore change in their classrooms.

An ethnography of the process by M.L. Hamilton (1989) produced
the follcwing description:

The staff developers obviously brought their own beliefs and
personal theories into the staff development process.
Having designed the Project, they had.ideas and plans for
the staff development program and directions for the
practices they employed in that staff deVelopment.
Doubtless the biases and beliefs of the staff developers
affected their entry into the project, but importantly,
these biases and beliefs did not aprear to greatly affect
the directions and topics that the teachers chose to focus
upon in the staff development programs, wLich was one of
their intentions for the process.

As the staff development programs progressed, the staff
developers seemed less inclined to talk about their ideas
and more inclined to ask, "Well, what do you think?" even as
the teachers pleaded for information about the "right way"
to teach reading. Of course, their beliefs were apparent
and acknowledged, but they did not attempt to sell the
teachers on their ideas. Rather, they took great efforts to
listen carefully to what the teachers said. Moreover, they
brought in and examined topics of concern expressed by the
teachers, and veered away from discussions about their own
beliefs.

School A, for example, always wanted to know about the
"right way to teach reading", and several teachers at
various times asked Sdl and SD2 to expound upon that.
Sometimes the teachers would be quite adamant. In response,
the staff developers would always emphasize that there were
many ways to teach reading, and that they were not promoting
any one particular theoretical perspective. In session six
of School A's staff development process, for example, 5D2
said that the important point about this staff development
was that it was "not a staff development program that comes
in with all this stuff packaged" for teachers because they
"don't care to present any of this unless there is a
question about it. We are responding to the questions that
you have".

The staff development component of the R1S project had
a specific focus on the exploration of change, that is, the
change of teachers' prat :ices in reading comprehens on, but
not a specific program. In other words, there is no formula
that could be quickly described and undertaken. (pp. 198-
200).

Each session was videotaped, which afforded us the opportunity to
analyze the process and discourse to determine patterns and the
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nature of the conversation around theory and practice.

Three Stages: The group staff development program appeared to
follow certain stages, each stage taking different lengths of
time in the two schools. Initially, there was the introductory
stage where the teachers familiarized themselves with each other,
their philosophies, and their ways of thinking. During this
time, they did not ask questions of each other, but rather
politely listened to the conversation. Also durina this time,
SD1 and SD2 talked quite a bit about general practices and
pressed the teachers to describe their classroom practices. Fel
for example, discussed at length what she was doing to establish
a whole llnguage classroom. The curriculum specialist
contributed to this conversation when she often asked Fd to
describe what occurred in her classroom, or she described it
herself. Fa also characterized her classroom practices and her
interactions with students. There were similar discussions at
School A. These teachers served as models for the other
teachers.

The next stage oi the staff development could be labeled the
"breakthrough" stage. A breakthrough occurreu when a person or
persons moved through a line of thinking, or a way of doing
things to a new way of thinking about the topic. Sometimes there
were hesitancies and concerns as a result of the newness of the
experience, yet recognition of that newness served as an
affirmation of change. At this stage the teachers asited "do you"
questions. "Do you do literature groups?" or "When do you do
skills?" were questions that they asked. When these questions
were asked, all the teachers began to offer their options and
suggestions. At the same time, the staff developers participated
less. They were more often listening than talking. This is not
to say that they were not engaged; rather they became
participants rather than leaders.

Finally there was the stage of empowerment. In this stage the
teachers claimed ownership of the staff development itself. It
was in this stage that the staff development conversation was
dominated by teachers. They arranged agendas, asked the
questions and/or answered the questions and generally directed
the sessions' focuses. Figure 6.1 illustrates the staff
development process stages for both School A and School F. The
content and processes of these stages in the two schools are
described in Appendix D.

Discourse Analysis: The following questions were addressed in
this section:

o What percentage of the conversation was controlled by
the staff developers and by the teachers? Were there
differences from one session to the neEt? Between the
two schools?
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o What was the content of the staff development sessions.
What were the themes of conversation and whose-were
they?

o How were classroom pradtice0 introduced into,the
conversation? Who introdlude&theri?:What additional
conversation ensiled from the diOcUssion of a practice?
Were the described practices embedded in theory?

Of particular interest to the staff developers were the possible
differences between the schools. The sense of frustration around
the sessions in School A was extremely. .high. The staff
developers sensed that the sessionst "were not_workingg, and the
teachers were frustrated. With.an analysis of differem;es in
discourse patterns between the two schools, the phenomenological
sense of "not working" could perhaps be operationaliied.

Research Procedure: The data consisted of videotapes of the group
sessions ranging from 2 to 3 hours, each, the materials that were
handed out at the meetings, the videotapes that were presented at
the sessions, and material that teachers brought to the sessions
to share.)

The analysis of the tapes was initially guided by the overall
intent of the staff developers: discussion of reading
comprehension instruction premises, and presentation and
discussion of practices and their theoretical and empirical
justifications by both teachers and staff developers. A less
structured ethnographic analysis approach as described by Bogdan
and Biklen (1982), and Glaser and Strauss (1967) was followed.
One staff developer and two graduate students who had been
involved in the process viewed several tapes and met together to
develop categories with which the discourse could be described.
A system was developed, experimented with, and then altered. The
analyses were then conducted on the videotapes of all of the
sessions, with periodic meetings of the analysts who would view a
tape together and revisit the meaning of the categories. The
primary unit was a topic of conversation. For each new or
revisited topic, the counter number on the videotape machine was
recorded to obtain a sense of the length of time the group
engaged in a particular conversation, as was the impetus for the
particular topic (e.g., it was on the agenda, or based on a
comment by a preceeing speaker), who initiated it, the nature of
the conversation, the discourse mode, and participation level. A
page of this analysis is included in Appendix D.

The discourse mode cateuries emerged as practices werJ presented
by participants in the videotapes. Five categories were
subsequently used to describe the discourse mode of the
description of practices. These were:
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ahmina: This comes about when:one-participant is,reMinded
of something%s/he doedor-bas,done. irCthe='past, 4rid' talks
about it with, the 'rest of ,t:,461,:partiaipaiits.*,' th0 Pra6U0e, is
usually described in a pesoi4a1, at times hesitafit marinde.

Show and,Tell: ATarticipant:00 sebething during tfie Week,
and prebares to talk about if-4t, the! session. S/he Often
brings in some material toloacit up--scime of the students'
work, or a chart.

Lecture 1: This is a prepared:,presentation about an activity
extracted from the literatureorfrom observation. It is
not generally described'as .sok4thing -the predenter does or
did. It is presented in -a.."dePe`rdonalized manner.

Lecture 2. This is a formai presentation about a practice
that grows out of a discussion, :and-id ,not prepared for in
advance. It is, however, d4eikaiaiized.

A New Suggestion: A "new" practice emerged out of the
conversation--something that the participants could try.

When a practice or activity was described by a participant, a
separate form would be used. Redorded-comthis form was-an
activity description, who described' it, the; quality of the
description in terms of theory and/Or research justification, the
types of questions/comments from the group, and whether there was
subsequent follow-up or comments related to the activity. A copy
of this form is included in Appendix D.

These two sets of data sheetd constituted our secondary data
source, and the subsequent analyses were generated from these.

Staff Developer and Teacher Talk: One goal of the staff
developetz was to prese.-:t research-based practices, but only in
response to concerns expressed by the teachers, when asked to by
the teacher participants, or embedded within a conversation on a
related topic. The ideal discourse-contemplated was that the
staff developers would move from being "in charge" to being
consultant-participants, with the conversation controlled by all
participants. It was felt that discuSsions should focus not on
the staff developers' questions and-comments, but on the
teachers' own. By examining the categories related to who
initiated the conversation, the impetus for and the nature of the
conversation it was possible to categorize the conversation in
the following manner: Staff Developer Talk (SAT), Staff
Developer Initiated Teacher Talk (SDITT); Teacher Initiated
Teacher Talk (TITT); Discussion. Staff developer initiated
teacher talk involved teachers responding to questions or prompts
from the staff developers; whereas teacher initiated teacher talk
involved spontaneous or other-teacher prompted teacher talk. In
addition, it was possible, by looking at the taps counter tc
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determine the percentage of talk in each session within each of
these categories.

The information in Table 6.1 presents the percentage of time
devoted to the categories in each of the staff development
sessions.13 The percentage of SDITT was consistently higher in
School A than in School F, except for the first session; perhaps
this is what led to the staff developers feeling that the
sessions were not working because it was like "pulling teeth" to
get the teachers to talk. It did not decrease in School A until
the "make or break" session 9. The session following this one
involved a confrontation between the staff developers and
teachers concerning the purposes of the staff development and tne
style of the staff developers. As mentioned above, the staff
development in School A shifted to the empowerment stage at that
point: the stage in which the teachers claimed ownership of the
staff development itself. That shift had occurred much earlier
in School F, with very little trauma on either the teachers' or
staff developers' part, as indicated by a steady decrease in SD
talk and an increase in TITT and Discussion from Session 5 on.

Content of Sessions: To provide a sense of the flow of a
conversation, topic maps were created for each session. The
first column described the major topics and subtopics under it.
The second column named the initiator of the topic. The third
column describes the discourse mode, and the fourth, what type of
conversation, if any, followed. These were used to examine the
topics of conversation and their initiators; in particular the
themes that emerged across the two schools.

While the teaching of reading comprehension was the stated
content of the staff development, the conversation often moved
away from reading comprehension practices and their
justifications into two additional areas: writing and other
language arts, and testing/assessment and grading. The time spent
on the latter was quite surprising to the staff developers, and
led to a certain degree of frustration; and yet, since
assessment was very much a part of what teachers considered
prblematic about the teaching of reading comprehension, this was
clearly a topic that had to be addressed in a staff development
program designed as constructivist.

Anders, Richardson and Morgan (1989) describe, in depth, the
amount of tine over all sessions spent on the topic of
assessment. At both schools, approximately 20% of the discourse
time was devoted to issues surrounding grading, testing and

13Percentages are provided rather than absolute numbers
since the counters on the different videotape machines used in
the analyses related tu different measures and were thus not
comparable.
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assessment. In School A, all but 4 of the 11 sessions had a high
proportion of time devoted to the topic, and in School F, all but
one of the eight sessions contained conversation related to
testing.

In addition, a major topic that emerged often in both schools
related to the use of literature in the reading program. Both of
these topics were of some surprise to the staff developers,
particularly because the research review had focussed on a more
narrow definition of reading comprehension and thus did not
address issues of assessment or use of literature in teaching
reading. 14

The major themes throughout the two staff development programs,
and their initiators were:

Staff Develver Initiated:

o Problems with Basals: How do the skills activities
relate to reading? The differences between basal
passages and authentic literature; How is readability
decided?
--Whose questions are being asked in the comprehension

check section? (This topic was taken over by one of
the teachers in School A.)

o A constructivist view of the reading process,
particularly as demonstrated through the concepts of
background knowledge, concept mapping and
brainstorming.

Teacher Initiated:

The use of literature in teaching reading
comprehension.

o Barriers to different ways of teaching reading because
of grading and testing requirements.

The staff developers stated to the teachers at the beginning of
the sessions that they were not promoting one way or another to
teach reading, but w're hoping to help teachers become better at
what they were doing within their own belief frameworks. However,
an analysis of the tapes indicates a clear preference toward an
interactive view of the reading process, and a decidedly anti-
basal-reador sentiment on the part of the staff developers.

14 There were several factors contributing to this interest:
a strong movement within the school district to move to
literature in the primary grades; and a growing "grass roots"
movement toward whole language in the teaching of literacy.
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Table 6.1

PERCENTAGE OF TIME: STAFF DEVELOPMENT CATEGORIES

School A
(in4)

Session SDT SDITT TITT DISC.

School P
(in,%)

SOT sum TITT 'DISC-

2

3

4

5

23

61

28

_...- 2

SDT = Staff Developer Talk
SDITT = Staff Developer Initiated Teacher Talk
TITT = Teacher Initiated Teacher Talk
DISC = Discussion

Figure 6,2
FOLLOW UP TO PRACTICE DE5CRIPTIONS

Presentation Theo Research Interest Level o w-Style Embedaing Style Discourse

Sharing Low High--leaning
forward

Some
discussion

Chow and
Tell

Low Polite Some polite
questions

Lecture 1 High Medium High
leaning back
taking notes

"How to"
questions
(management)

Lecture 2 Medium High High, sometimes
taking notes

Coisiderable
discussion,
questions

"New"
Suggestion

Low Polite Little
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Descriptions of Practices: At the beginning of the staff
development, the staff developers handed out a categorization of
the practices that emerged from the literature review, and short
descriptions of the categories. They were prepared to describe
(and perhaps model in the teacheis, classrooms) any of the
practices and their research bases in which the teachers
expressed an interest. In neithei school did the teachers select
practices from the list for explanation (see Richardson, 1990).
They did express interest in literature groups, a practice not on
the initial list; and, from time to time, were asked if they
would like to learn about an approach, specifically mapping and
brainstorming--a procedure that one of the staff developers had
quite recently developed and studied. On the other hand, the
teachers, themselves, seemed more than willing to share a number
of practices with the group.

Table 5.2 presents the total numbers of practices that were
described, whether teachers or staff developers presented them,
and the discourse style of presentation. Overall, the teachers
presented twice as many practices as the staff developers, with
many more presented in School A, than in School B. The
difference in total numbers of presentations by teachers between
schools appears to be related to the attempt by the Staff
Developers to engage the teachers in talk by asking them what had
been going on in their classrooms that week. This request turned
into a "show and tell" pattern. Most of the staff developer
presentations were in Lecture 1 or Lecture 2 style; that is,
planned presentations, or lecture-like presentations that emerged
from the d4scussion; whereas teachers preferred sharing or show
and tell styles of presentation.

Table 6.2

Presentation of Practices by Participant

School Respondent SH

A Teacher 21
Staff Dev 4

Teacher 19
Staff Dev 2

ST Ll L2 NW Total

12 2 2 3 40
4 7 2 17

5 1 26
2 3 7 2 16

SH = Shared ST = Show and Tell Ll = Lecture 1
L2 = Lecture 2 NW = New

In analyzing the follow-up to practice description, some
significant differences emerged. Figure 6.2 summarizes these
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differences. When sharing a practice was embedded within a
conversation, the interest was intense, with participants
"leaning into" the conversation. Severul times, however, the
topic of a shared practice seemed inappropriate to the content of
the conversation. In such a cast the reaction was polite, but
non-engaged. The reaction to Show and Tell presentations
depended upon the teacher presenting the practice. In the case
of une teacher (Ab), his show and tell presentations were largely
ignored except by the staff developers; for another teacher (Fd),
they were listened to carefully, and numerous questions and
discussion followed.

For both Lecture 1 and 2 presentations, the participants would
lean back, and some would begin to take notes. However, there
was much more animated discussion following Lecture 2 than
Lecture 1. Questions following Lecture 1, by a large, related to
management. For example, in a Lecture 1 description of literature
groups, the questions revolved around how to obtain complete sets
of literature books; how to ensure that all students kept up with
the reading, etc. The Lecture 2 discussion, however, would
revolve around theory and practice; the why's of a practice.
Discussions and conversations were lengthier following Lecture 2
presentations.

ine quality of the presentations differed substantially in terms
of the degree to which the practices were related to theory and
research. When either staff developers or teachers shared a
practice, they did not discuss theory or research except possibly
the outcomes of the particular practice. One role of the staff
developer that emerged in the first several sessions was to
follow a shared practice with a restatement of it within a
theoretical framework. This happened even when one of the
presenters was a staff developer: Another staff developer or a
teacher would embed the practice within a theoretical framework.
For example, one Staff Developer shared a journal writing
practice with the group. SD1 subsequently talked about the
empirical work in journal writing.

The Staff Developers' Lecture 1 and 2 presentations were always
strong in their reference to theory and research, and often the
teachers' were as well. Show and Tell presentations seldom
related to theory, but often did to empirical results.

Interpretation: The analysis of the discourse data of the group
staff development process contained several surprises and
illuminated the difficulty in implementing a constructivist-
empowering staff development process with a preconceived content.

On., surprise related to the number of practices described by the
t(achers in comparison to those described by the staff
developers. The staff developers had a "shopping bag" full of
research-based practices; in fact, there were 89 categories of
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practices, some containing, a large%4Iutber of tested:procedures
(see, Chapter Thre4. We resistesT:ittiMPtS;tO "just present a
practice" Without the teaOher6 e*PrigiS*101i-intereSt'ih Or a
problem with a partieular area. IhiSpelthiPS,'WASLthe' most
difficult adpect of our-Work WitX:t0hoOl A. Dialogued, similar to
this one occurred a nuiberok

T: Just tell us about ,a neat pract.Lce--something
you think is a good idea.

SD: That's not the pUrpose:;.0f this staff development. The
purpose is to,fceus'Orryour problems: fru#rations, and
practices; or you:ma10-select, tOgethert ah,:Area,tht
you all are interested,inLleatningMore'aboUtandwe
can talk about.a varietylavrAttices reIate&-to that
area; then you may Select.One,or-twb to pursue.

T: Ye, but you know the nee-tend anew ones; the
ones you think we should be doing.-

We were considered the University people: "You people at the
University have the time to go to the library and-figure these
things out; then you can just come Ahd tell Uti What -km sheuld
do" (Af). While this pressure did not.ecctr as much in Sella-a F,
the Curriculum Coordinator suggested to us several times-that we
should probably have more "things" for them to walk away With.
She was referring to xeroxed copies of short statements about
practices and steps for implementing-them We, resieted these
demands; but found it awkward to do so. Interestingly, the' few
times we succumbed and presented practices related to mapping and
brainstorming, they did not seem to be readily implemented.

Since the teachers did not select practices fromthe list they
had received, the staff developers seldom gave Lecture 1
presentations. Those that were presented:in this style were
received with a change in body posture and questions related to
how to implement them in the classroom: typidal of the way in
which such presentations are received in top-down staff
development sessions. On the other hand, LeLture 2 presentations
seemed to "work" within our goals for the discourse. These
presentations emerged out of the conversation, :were embedded in
theory and research and were not planned. They were attended to
in a similar manner to sharing style: except that some teachers
took notes. Discussions concerning research and theory followed
the Lecture 2 presentations. Thus, Lecture 2 presentations
appears to be the style of presentation thmt best met the goals
of this type of staff development process.

Discussions were always well received by the staff developers.
However, we wished to move away from the type of discussion in
which we were the switchboards; that is, in which the teachers
wcre addressing their comments to us as the experts rather than
to the group or to each other. Excerpts of a conversation which
approached our ideal is presented in Appendix D. This was a part
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of Sess4.on 11 at School A; the session which was described as
"empowerment". While we had tried to deal, several times, with
the question of where meaning residesin the book, or somewhere
between the book and the mind of the reader, we dealt with it in
depth in this session. In this conversativn, everyone became both
learner and teacher. It is not clear that anyone changed their
basic position, but they certainly deepened their understanding
of their own positions. For the staff developers, this was the
ideal conversation--the type of conversation toward which we had
been working.

III. STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND SCHOOL CONTEXT

As pointed out in Chapter five, there weze a number of
differences among the schools in terms of norms, leadership
styles and perceptions of collegiality. It was expected that
these differences would affect the implementation and outcomes of
staff development in the various schools. A comparison of
Schools A and F suggests that context did affect the staff
development prccess, but in directions different than those
predicted by the context study.

Evidence from the effective schools research (Little, 1986;
Rosenholtz, 1985) would have predicted School A as a successful
school with a positive school culture that would positively
affect the staff development process. The principal was
considered a strong instructional leader; the teachers seemed
collegial; the student body seemed engaged in the learning
process. Unfortunately, however, these aspects did not translate
into a process that was compatible or, at least at a surface
level, effective. After considerable contact with the schools,
the researchers sensed that School A's collegiality was social
only. The teachers sensed differences in the way they taught
reading, and found it uncomfortable to discuss their beliefs in
froat of each other. They pushed for the staff developers to
"tell them how to teach reading", rather than examine their own
beliefs and practices and work with the staff developers as
consultants. This school did not reach the empowerment stage
until the last session.

School F, on the other hand appeared to be a scaool with
problems. The teachers did not like the principal, and they
rarely met together as a faculty to discuss practices or anything
ele. The culture was one of individualism and distrust,
although the teachers did shdre a negative perception of many
students. And yet, the staff development process in this school
was successful. The teachers moved more quickly toward the
empowerment stage, became much more collegial, and changed
beliefs and practices.

It would appear, then that the particular corle of collegiality in
School A strongly affected the staff development process. In
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School A, this Code ay didilpot allow teachers to enter,the rooms
of colleagues; bY permit talk 001##,.01
rationale, for ,kpri4ide with .0.4****6-10,40iis; cy-ma4:041n-ed a
cOngenial social ItMdsphere, School 4.440=1. ontWO.Ehet'
haild, Appear to have,-*Chmorms. piepkj #0. nOrlaSe9med-to be
an .expectatiOn to dielike the-piin040I ThiS deeiedio,allow
teachers in School F to move more quickly into discussions of
practices and beliefs.

IV. STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND CHANGES IN TEACHER BELIEFS

Changes in Theories of Reading

As described in Chapter Five, on the basis of an analysis of the
ethnographic belief interview, each teacher was placed on two
continua that emerged from an analysis of the interviews. These
two continua were 'Reading/Purpose' of Reading' and 'Teaching/
Learning Reading'. These two continua produced four quadrants,
three of which relate to extant theories, and one of which does
not. All teachers in the original sample were placed in one of
the four quadrants (see Table 5.1).

The teachers were again interviewed at the completion of the
staff development process. The protocol is included in Appendix
D, as is the coding scheme for the second interview. The same
process for determining each teacher's placement on the two
continua and in one of the four quadrants was followed in
analyzing the second interview. In this analysis, teachers in
the three schools that received the staff developm t were
included. Figure 6.3 presents the changes in theoretical
orientations for each teacher by school. The 'x' represent the
initial placement, and the 'o' represents the new placement.

One can see from this figure that there were considerable shifts
in theories of reading, learning to read, and teaching reading.
With several exceptions, the theories shifted toward the
literature and construction of meaning ends of the two continua.
In other words, beliefs were moving toward Quadrant III, the
'Whole Language' quadrant. There were several exceptions. In
School A; Ad did not move at all. Ad was taking other courses at
the University, and was absent from meetings more than anyone
else. Ab shifted from Quadrant III to Quadrant I. Ab's initial
interview contradicted the practices as observed in his
classroom; and it was felt, at the time of the first interview,
that he was attempting to impress the staff developers. Ae moved
toward the constkuction end of the continuum, but also toward the
skills/word end. Ae was a relatively inexperienced teachez, and
in her initial interview, she vacillated on the teaching
reading/learning to read continuur She was quite clearly on the
skills/word end in her final interview. In School C, Ci shifted
toward the Skills/Word end of the continuum. Her final interview
took place in the fall following the staff development program;
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and she was then teaching Grade 2. She perhaps was influenced by
a sense of needing to work more on phonics than on reading
comprehension.

Changes in Beliefs

A cortent analysis of the final belief ine-Nicws indicated that
large changes in beliefs were represened in the teachers'
stipulative (definitional) preAses cuncerning reading
ccmprehension. Many moved from a short definition in the first
interview that implied that readlng comprehension was being able
to answer comprehension check questions accurately, to a much
broader and deeper, more cognitively-oriented definition. For
example, Ca responded to the question concerning reading
corprehension in the linal interview in this manner:15

It is understanding what you read. And like I said,
when you read diffare,t novels or different materials
it depends on cirat you read before, so I think it would
be really important to talk to kids about, tell them
that. You know, when you read a novel, it doesn't
always make it, doesn't always matter if you understand
everything because from context you can figure it out.
But in reading social studies it may really matter if
you get the dates wrong or if you get the main people
wrong. . . .in the past I always taught it in terms of
you know, reading the book, the story and then you
answer the questions and then you pull things out of
the story and you quiz the kids and they answer
properly. I think one of the big things is they can
take what they have read and apply it to something
else. You know, can they, well I guess the higher level
learning. . . .

In the first interview, when asked to define reading
comprehension, Cf responded:

You have to be able to start with the basics and have
the background to be exposed to different words so that
when you see a word in print, not necessarily the first
time you have heard that word. So its understanding
the words, understanding the words that are put
together in a sentence.

In her second interview, she stated:

15 These quotes are excerpted from their r -.ponses, with an
attempt to maintain the flavor of the response. The responses to
the questions concerning reading comprehension increased
dramatically in length from the first to the final interview.
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Wen, understandinct what:y*10e ,readis
verotY'Xii,k4r444.****;''':04.
understanding 210440li
thebook.-
When._ people #0:1Aitg#0*.01

'dc*ri
how dO-YoUfeer,=1,4kOlii it andw.
thioc -abo#:.4n#;*i0i. dOed It motóyou. 1012-know how
the 'characters -are- .feell:n4;:,*hl how tAtied that relate to
anythilig-thit- that i,efed:'to YOU.' Can you,
do yea underdtand that or- id it something' that is so
foreign tO you

Several teachers expanded *1-he dctinition,o reading comprehension
to comprehension in general. Aft fcr example, stated:

I think reading comprehension isvart Ofthe'leirger
question of comprehension in gere7c4Whichis° related
to an even larger question whict L:fize40.4g making
which has to do with what connectiOns-e4.16u,
make..ebetween what you're gettingoutdide and among
all the things that you have indi40. Generally, the
more connections you make the better, but there is sort
of a critic:al point and I don't knOw what that critical
point is, but some kids make too many 4c:inflections . . .

.I will often say to them [the studentd] why do you
think we are doing thi, what do yow think we might try
..I think this facili);ates their meaning making. . . .

There was also a change toward the sense that there are multiple
purposes for reading, and that this affects the definition. In
her first interview, Fc defined reading in a very short and
straight-forward statement: "Well, first thing that came to my
mind was: understanding what is read. Also, it is being able to
give it back." The following dialogue occurred during Fc's final
interview:

Vbttfé3äbout
s,

-4ii011c1
ou-

I: How do you see reading comprehension now?

T: Well, I see it on different levels. I see it as
facts, reading facts and coming back with answers
to specific questions and I see it as a
different...its different in different subjects.
And I see right now I think, literature is more a
feeling you get from the literature, an overall
feeling whereas comprehension in social studies or
science is more facts. And yet as I say that,
I've gotten away from that into more reporting and
more studying of other specific areas. Like the
reading of the Civil War in the social studies
book is so hard to do; its boring and there are
so many facts paragraphed and its very difficult.
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sUbj4-4,,a040, than you rein Iitërature. It
sohi14 liket.;pait,:cir zthaCii*atiW:eee'iiig,
literature-in a Alffereh iciWth6Airii*did
before.

T: That's right. I saw literature only in the
strveture of the basal&

I: And how do you see it now?

T: The basal gives you a right and wrong answer.
Its right or its wrong. Now there's no right
or wrong.

And last, an important theme in the follow-up interviews was that
reading comprehension became the reading of literature, rather
than performing skills and reading comprehension .çhck exercises
in a basal series. When asked about the' definition of reading
comprehension, Aa immediately started to talk about literature:

The three books we had were all Newbury Books and what
I stressed,more than anything else in these groups. .

.all year-Icing all they had to do tevprove to me, that
they were rdading a book was to feed back the plot
element tO.4116. This' was a big change and it had to do
with comprehension and it was hard.for therM to
understand the words that I used iike insig4t and
reading betWeen,the lines,and that land of terminology
really was meaningleas to them. . . .4nt that's what
the author is-dhbouraging us,to dou tiQaut.iP cur own
perceptions and therei might be disagreeMents in the
group-here and_somphody dlse might thinkno,that's not
what she was.thinking '.?c, me that was getting into
some real comprehension at least in fiction. . . .

These quotes indidate both a change in thinking and language. Af
found herself as more:articulate about her reflections at the end
of the staff development:

I think I'm formulating strong beliefs about reading
that I maybe had before that.:.eee in the [initial]
belief interview I don't think I stated anythihg very
strongly:. . . .yet I know I have strong beliefs.
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Getting them articulated and meshed is another thing. .

. .I think I have been a lot stroLger today [exit
belief interview] about poSitions and about what I
think is important.

When asked questions concerning reading comprehension, the
teachers would hesitate and then, in'generale talk extensively
and in depth about the topic, often- expkessing some remaining
confusion about the topic. Such confusion, however, did not
trouble them.

I'm finding the definitisw of reading comprehension
more complex than probably I've ever defined it before.
I probably have more questions about it than I had
before. Unanswered questions. I don't know if there
are answers to defining reading comprehension because
there's so much. It has reinforced the feelings that I
have had all along that the kinds of testing and
materials that we use for standard adoption aren't
adequate for reading comprehension . .I think
teachers need to feel more and more that you can do
good reading comprehension while you are doing social
studies and . . .science and its not just text book
stuff. . . .

I: Do you feel okay about having lots of
questions ilow about reading comprehension?

T: Sure because I'm going to keep looking. . . .(Fa)

Changes in Practices

Self Report: In the final interview, teachers were asked if they
were doing anything differently. They were also asked a number
of questions that would reveal their practices which could be
compared to their initial observations and interviews. The
following themes emerged with respect to changes in practices:

1. Less reliance on the Basal Reader. The major change in
the teachers' theories of reading toward the literature side of
the teaching reading/learning to read continuum was expressed in
their descriptions of practice.

Again the idea of webbing and framing, of using
literature more. I see great strengths there that I
would not have...because I wasn't using literature that
mush with reading comprehension and content and sn
forth. The first change is literature. Getting the
kids hooked, it doesn't take a lot because they like
it. I think the feeling of throwing away some of those
text books, the old traditional things, get rid of
them. We need some fresh material, but not just fresh
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materials, but freph,approach.and I'think that's part
of what staff developpentAlasgiven,me.. (Fa)

.

Well, I don't think thie-belo,Pa'todaY,
but in looking,back at the:pasais there ,reall.y are
some dumb stbries, in- therer,-419P4'904de-are-turned
off to reading some .of-the-.4thi#401:hat,they,have to
read. And I'm goingto b4i-verY,iarefUl next year:and
make sure if I do use ahYt1 in4:..froi'a baeal that its
going to me something that's.interestin4 to the kids
based on past experience. (Ab)

2. The Use of More Prereading Activities: A strong emphasis
in the staff development program was related to strategies

.

designed to activate and build background knowledge, two of which
were mentioned by Fa in the preceding' quote. Several sessions in
all three schools revolved around discussions of the theory and
practices related to background knowledge. In two of the
schools, practices were modelled in individual teachers'
classrooms, and tapes of this modelling were examihed by the
group. This emphasis was reflected in the teachers, descriptions
of changes in practices. For example, Ae stated:

Well, I'm starting to get more into exploring a little
bit the prior knowledge thing because I can see more
that can be of benefit. Investing more time in the
prior knowledge, the payoff is greater, I started to
see that and so I would like to explore that more and
try some more activities next year in that area. .

.its like they are reading for a ,purpose so to speak..

. .once they start thinking of these things that they
know or they don't know they hear from what someone
else says and its kind of just like this combination of
foundation of where we're going to go from and then
they go to it.

3. Integration of Literature into Other Subjects: Many
teachers came to the realization that reading could be taught in
other subjects besides reading. One type of integration that a
number of them stressed was between literature and social
studies. Another teacher (Fc) develeped a science/science fiction
unit in which they would spend half days on reading science
fiction.

16 In many of these quotations, we have tried to include the
teachers, premises that relate to the practices, since a major
change from the first to second belief interview was their
language, and, in particular, their statements of theory
concerning why a practice worked.
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4. Different Practices in Grading/Assessment: A strong
theme in the discussions in all three schools concerned grading
and assessing reading comprehension (see Anders & Richardson,
1990). Teachers were anxious about grading, and many could not
consider changing their reading programs without first
considering what such changes would mean for assessment. On'the
one hand they reified standardized tests because they were
"objective", and on they other, they mistrusted and often did not
agree with them. Initially, a number of the teachers graded
absolutely everything, including drafts. They felt that they
would be more objective if they had numerous data points for each
grade, and average them for the report card grade.

As evidenced in the final interview, a number of teachers began
to relax about grading, and deVelop systems that, they felt, came
closer to what reading actually is. Several quotes follow:

last year we gave them tests and you know, kids fell
into different places and uh...I think it is more
accurate having experiences with them and I could sit
them down and do this you know all the little markers
on there but I am nut going to because I don't have to
put them into a reading group, so I don't need to do
that. . . .I am grading them on do I see them reading,
I am grading them on how much they have read.(Ca)

. . .The grading process as you can see on my desk is
not one of the ones that I concentrate on any more.
Its more observing technique, watching them grow,
talking with them, going up to them when they are doing
comprehension questions...and it sounds so cliche, so
fantasy like that you can do this [not grouping by
ability], but its really, really possitle. . . .Its
work, its not an easy thing to do, but if you're not so
conce.-ned about grading papers, it can happen.(Ac)

In addition, the teachers expressed differences in relationships
with other teachers on the basis of the staff development
process. The teachers in School A were socially collegial, but
recognized that teachers in the school taught reading in very
different ways; thus they seldom talked about practices or
beliefs As Ab stated, "I really don't talk too much about those
things with other people. . .I'm just not sure how compatible I
really am with other teachers." Towards the end, Ad suggested
that they had clanged somewhat, and that his colleagues realized
it was:

harder to talk about that because...we were all very
different, a little defensive...and that's loosening
up...I think that the sharing that we,ve done in the
workshops has loosened people up a bit, to feel that
they could share more across philosophic lines, and
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were a little afraid to talk about it, to ask abolt it,
to ask about something you see. someone's doing,and not
necessarily to have to say:,"Oh yea4 I do that too" but
be able to ask in awe or wonder, "what are you doing"?

The teachers in School F wholeheartedly acknowledged the project
for its contribution to collegiality. Prior to the staff
development, the teachers did not often have, or take, the
opportunity to meet together, let alone discuss practices. The
staff development provided them with the opportunity to get
together and talk:

The only time we really talk is when we meet together
on Wednesdays [during the staff development]...For me,
its because in the intermediate grades, there's a lot
of complaining that goes on, and I don't want to be
part of it, so I just don't".(Fd)

[We] have time to talk about philosophy and long range
kind of planning. So I think these kinds of inservices
are welcomed...I think w( need more of it. Being able
to see ourselves teach on tape is a wonderful thing to
be able to reflect on...see things you don't have any
idea you're doing. (Fb)

Observed changes: Classrooms were observed on a continual basis
throughout the staff development process, and a number of changes
in practices were observed. Changes in School A and F are noted
below:

In School A, Ae was willing to use practices discussed in the
staff development sessions, and she was observed to be using them
in her classroom. One such strategy related to questioning.
Unfortunately, it was not clear that she connected the practice
to any personal or research/theoretical base. Ae, however, did
consider herself an "immature" teacher, just developing her
practices, and therefore, seemed willing to try anything once.
It was not clear, however, that these new practices became her
own, because she would not discuss them.

Three other teachers, Ac, Ad, and Ag claimed to be relatively
unchanged in their practices when interviewed toward the end of
the project. Given these claims, it was particularly interesting
to note in observations toward the culmination of the project
that two of them were employing practices quite different than
those they used at the beginning of the project. Ac, for
example, very carefully addressed the background knowledge of her
students when preparing for a reading assignment which, rather
than coming from the basal reader, was drawn from popular
literature. Ag also spent considerable time drawing out what his
students knew before undertaking a reading assignment. On the
other hand, changes in practices were not observed in Ad's
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classroom (the only teacher who did not change theories of
reading).

All of the teachers at School F were interested in change and
were willing, in varying degrees, to engage in the process. Fd,
the most outspoken of the teachers4 vas encjagea in the change
process prior to the staff deVelopment, 'IlLeN144 decided to shift
from the basal to the whole langua4eapprOach:to reading.- As her
change process evolved, she shared.her 04eriences with the
group. Other teachers explored-And experimented with a number of
practices, such as semantic mapping, that were described during
the staff development. Fc, for example, established herself
initially as a basal advocate. She used the stories, the
comprehension checks and the skills work, and she graded all of
the students, work. As the staff development sessions progressed
and Fc listened, she began to talk about "doing reading a day at
a time". She also began to think about novels, which "she had
never done before". She asked more of her own questions after
reading, and toward the end of the year, she implemented an
activity in which students could choose from among three novels.
She also adopted Fd's grading system, in which portfolios were
maintained and more "subjective" measures were used.

Fc took a great leap from basal to novel, although not without
concerns for assessment and student interest. To compensate for
some of her concerns, she worked in skills whenever she could.
As the staff development process progressed, less and less time
was spent on skills and more was devoted to reading and
discussion.

Teachers' Views of the Staff Development Program

The ways in which the teachers in School A and F viewed the staff
development processes reflects the differences in tne processes
in the schools.

The comments of the teachers in School A reflected a process felt
by all participants, including the staff developers to be
difficult. As noted above, the breakthrough and empowerment
phases came quite late in the process. The teachers had wanted
answers. Also, the means they had developed for dealing with the
differences among themselves was social collegiality--a laissez-
faire approach on the surface, but with some deep resentment and
anxiety below. The staff development asked them to reveal their
beliefs and justifications. While all teachers agreed that the
staff development was extremely valuable to them and
(surprisingly) they would jump at doing it again in another
subject matter, they all mentioned problems.

Three-of the teachers (Ad, Ag and Af), for example, suggested
that the program should have focussed more on the individual
teacher rather than the group. Ad articulated his reasons: He was
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uncomfortable with saying what he was doing and why because: "You
felt like 75% of the people were saying:no you ar'e wrong."

Most f the teachexa enjoyed hearing from other teachers about
what ehey were doing in the classiomu Ad revealed in his
comment the nature of his notion of' collSgiality prior to the
staff development. When asked what was valuable, he stated:

I think hearing what a few others are doing in their
classrooms and I think it also ead to some lunch room
discussions of what was going on in the group...what
was going on in the classrooms. I'm not above stealing
an idea as long as it isn't exactly the same thing
someone down the hall is doing. And I have no qualms
about someone taking an idea of mine and doing
something with it. I got some of that. I suppose I
found out more of some political leanings of some
people. What they think school is all about, which is
nothing more than just being interested, there is
nothing to do with it.

Aa, on the other hand loved the philosophical discussions. And
Aft after complaining in the interview at some length about the
staff developers not providing her with answers, and not
nurturing her stated: "Its easily the mo.e valuable inservice
I've participated in." She also stated t. t she "would juxp" at
another opportunity.

School A's response to the inservice could be summed up by Ac's
similes:

It was like doing calisthenics and sometimes I just
wasn't in "ehat frame of mind and it was just too
tiring. But yet I knew it was good for me. Kind of
like eating bran. you know. You don't always want to
do it, but you know you should.

School F's teachers, on the other hand seemed easily to have
moved into the breakthrough and empowerment stages. They seemed
more comfortable to take over the direction of the process, and
to discuss practices and beliefs. Two quotes sum up the views of
School F teachera toward the inservice.

.there wasn't...when we came here we didn't have to
necessarily follow any kind of a format. That
everybody was able to speak freely and I think that's
important. And I think that allowed everybody a lot in
the area of growth and those people who were thinking
about changing had the opportunity to ask for the help
that they needed. For me, peisonally, as I said the
first few meetings I felt real defensive and I guess it
allowed me to eventually...speaking and noticing my
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defensivenedd, alloWeit rae, tO ,share, ,xaY, conVidtions
And'ii4eirYOU-',x*,14baring,_TOur -convittions, you

don t .have
.

I thoujilt it was tab:4-411k.: Tirbtly, ,be able to
sit andttalk-to. people-- -abOut,:;:t*.aspeCtSr:_iir:AVgq1
teaching ,has beew- wonderful. And its been vory:
profitable, but atl.east in MY-- ina to
look at what I 'Wad' 0.04,44;;:tos,,jucl4e it, to,:thiiqk did
I want to continue- doing-tha,V:- de:Was I bapable,-,of7--
ch. Aging and mad. I take the, ribk.tO.,ic4ange.
. .The meetin4s. that, .we.:had:*ere.'dompletely. `new to
me, opening my eyes; to what 'ir -really- gOing: on: To
discuss what is comprehension, :is a very .diffi0Ult, thing
to do because I hadn't..-.I waS ,like a puppet. ,I went:
through all the motions and did all that I was supposed
to do and never questioned it. (Fc)

V COOCLUSIONS

The staff development program described in this chapter was a
difficult process to implement for several reasons. First, it
was long term--it went on for longer than a semestet in all three
schools. It was intensive, in that it worked with both
iadividual teachers and the group. And third, it broke several
norms related to bot'l staff development and school context.

staff development is usually top down, with the staff developer
describing and providing training in a program that the school
district, principal or a majority of the teachers in.4 school
feel would be good tor teachers to implement. While teachers
often complain about such programs, and resent being mandated to
change their practices, such a program allows teachers to
maintain a certain amount of autonomy. In such staff development
programs, teachers have the opportunity to become actively
involved or not. They do not have to reveal thair inner
convictions about the new program, and they often are able to
ignore the program in their own classrooms.

The staff development process described in this chapter compelled
teachers to becohie actively involved in understanding and
justifying their own practices and asked them to consider
directions in which they could change. Revealing one's own
beliefs to yourself and others is pethaps quite scary,
particularly if done in a somewhat nontrusting atmosphere. In
one sense, it reduced, at least initially in School A, the sense
of autonomy that would permit teachers to accept or ignore any of
the recommendations provided in the staff development.

The second norm that was broken, particularly in School A,
related to what Lortie (1975) calls the individualism norm that
allows teachers to keep from revealing to fellow teachers their
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practices and jus4fitationd: SChoel, A eachers h -eveloPed a
social interactiontaanhet that prec1'ed thiit,d0CUsisi4k-sof,
classroom practieesi **S.-06,**40,-spiSiOnOtei.4),ai loaaiti -to
implement. The teicheiS sèldóm
thus it-seemed to, be easier fO*theri...tO1-4*4441,,Mote. ejUiekly to
talk about practices.

In our staff development process,:yes were viewed as tbeexperts,
in that we held 'the-knowledge iel4ted,to -the subject matter,of
the staff development process. 10iivediIse.prOUx bei44!:experts
was held mere strongly by:the teacheirs in Sphool.A.t1:lan,School F1
perhaps because the Schodd A teacher4were lesSe$00.00P4
Anyon (1981) experienced suclvan attitude in-teich*.res0OhSes to
her presence in the school Alp dlapsitiod'assMid4e.=Cla44-,Has
compared to the teachers in the wokking-class4, Affluent And-
executive elitist schools. She détiáribect-theifthgrade
teachers in the middle class school- as v1,040g, het-as "an stxpert
who had the correct answers regarding Child deVéloptent,
curriculum, and discipline" (p. 39). The dethographic
characteristics and school norms in Anyon's school were similar
to those in School A.

In addition, however, we were ambivalent about our role. On the
one hand, we wanted the staff development procq.ss to become owned
by the teachers; on the other, we wanted the conversation to
focus on Rar content. In the initial sessions in School our
frustration with being placed in the "expert" role, as wk.il as
that related to the teachers' seeming inability to shake loose
from barrie such as testing, was sometimes evident on the
videotapes. We challenged, pushed, frowned and sighed. In 50
doing we probat / delayed the onset of the empowerment phase.

Nonetheless, the changes in teachers' beliefs and practices in
both schools were -1:tensive. All teachers but one developed
deeper understandings of reading comprehension, and changed their
beliefs in a direction that more closely matches the assumptions
inherent in much of t.le current research and thinking on relding
comprehension. Their practices also moved in this direction.
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aukprinusEnN

lieLICATIONS OF TyMEHT'PROGRAH
Flowg00EN*5#400e:

I BACHGROUND

The chaPter,responds to, the fifth quetiôn ini,tfigresearph
Pr3,100# Wti.4 weFq 1;e0#4.44,9f, a staff
d001:00*44 Proces4-441,44.W44),tto40,0710sSaizOki*SS51:,----
unc*statIonos of reAgim,4#004000.90,,44A0t44c#0W .0.#4fig
and4ractiCes. This staff deveioment process 000t. it4ted;, #1.e
thil* Vhasq., Of 'a. PrCISCt, tb,W-,,#.004!,="tW403.#0,?-41149.1:li-
slSmeOtarY teadherP-103 re,0040.44,..00,4,P4OV,0104,400 #'094Pgreading,,comprehendiOn to, their fourth 4000004w4eacw
students-, barriereHthat -keeththe,:040004#6,#-,401h4-scr, and ways
of- itiptOing- the staff developtehe -peofesg:

The preceeding chapters C:Iscussed the role of the school culture
and the role of theory in the staff development Profess. This
chapter explores the effects that the staff development had on
the outcome variables of student learning as measured by
standardized measures of readiag.

For this chapter the student learning in two schools
participating in the staff development will be compared and then
contrasted to a subsample of students in contrast schools whose
teachers did not participate in the staff development. The two
staff development schools were A and F; the same schools
discussed in the previous chapters, with the staff development in
School A having the phenomenological sense of "not working,"
while the staff development in School F having the sense of
"working."

The Student Learning Measures

Two standardized assessments of reading were used to measure
student learning: Iowa TaRt_giamigjallig (ITBS), Reading
Section (Hieronymus t Hoovere 1986) and Illinois Goal Assessment
Egggram (IGAP), Reading Section (Valencia, Pear!ion, Reeve, t
Shanahan, 1988). The first instrument is the assessment tool
utilized each spring in the state of Arizona to assess children
in the public schools. It is characteristic of more traditional
measure of reading and reading comprehension. In contrast, the
IGAP is a relatively new instrument, based upon the current
research and models of the reading process. In a number of ways

17 This chapter is taken from: Bost C. & Anders, P.
(1990),Ipp1iggtims of the staff development program for student
learning. Presented at AERA, Boston.
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it is not characteristic of typical measures of reading. Bcch
instruments will be dedcribed, in greater ,detaill_partiOulagy the
IGAP. The IGAP was selected for UsOiith in,traisdiudYb4Oause
it was judged as reOreSenting a, bei'46-ro#tch° kOt,:the. intraqtive
model of readinTioeing used by the,statt developers*. ,Hetice, in
comparison to the ITBS, the IGAP should be mOre sensitive to the
impact of the staff developtent.

Iowa Test of Basic Skills: The ITBS is a long standing, group
administered, standardized measure of academic achievement. It
was constructed to reflect developmental griwth in the
fundamental skills of listening, word,analysis, vocabulary,
reading, language, work study, and mathematics.

Theoretical bases. The ITBS battery was designed to
diagnos student strengths and weaknesses.. In theory it analyzes
specific, sequential, subskill areas and, provides information
which may be useful in planning instruction. The reading process
is represented as a complex one with the assumption that a good
reader is one who apprehends the author's meaning, grasps the
significance of the ideas presented, evaluates them, and draws
useful conezlusions (ITBS Manual for School Administrators,1986).
The test assumes that the re-ding process can be divided into
subskills grouped into three general categories: facts (to
recognize and understand stated factual details and
relationships), inferences (to infer underlying relationships,
and generalizations (to develop generalizations from a
selection). Sixteen subskills are measures across the three
general categories.

Characteristics. The ITBS assesses students from
Kindergarten through high school. At the intermediate grades,
each test is a wide-range assessment. Results from the test are
provided at the individual student, class, school, and district
levels. Subskill analysis for each student is also available.

The reading comprehension portion is based on a wide selection
in terms of types of text found in school materials including
newspapers, magazines, encyclopedias, government publications,
textbooks, and original literary works. The passages vary in
length from a few sentences to a full page of text. All items
contain a single correct response in a multiple choice format.
After reading a passage, students read each related item and
select what they judge to be the best option.

Items for the test have been selected based on preliminary
tryouts in Iowa followed by national tryouts. Item difficulty
and discrimination are computed and used as criteria for item
selection along with subjective considerations related to the
match between the skills objectives represented by the items and
instructional objectives and the mental processes required of the
students.
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From the Reading section a number of scores can be generated. In
making norm-reference interpretations, scores are usually
expressed in terms of percentile ranks, stanines, and normalized
curve equivalents (mean of 50, standard deviation of 21.06)..

Internal consistency reliabilities for the reading section are
within acceptable limits at the fourth through sixth grade level
(above .90). Factor analysis of tbe tests indicate the
consistent loading of the reading eNction on a factor labelled
reading and verbal. Concurrent valitlity as measured by the
correlation of the ITBS with other national standardized measures
of reading achievement fall within acceptable limits.

Illingis_Goal Assessment Program: The Reading Section of the IGAP
was developed through the Center for the Study of Reading at the
University of Illinois and the Illinois State Board of Education.
This section will discuss its theoretical and research bases,
development, and characteristics.

Theoretical underpinnings. This assessment was developed in
response to a growing concern about the manner in which reading
and reading achievement were and continue to be measured in the
public schools (Johnson, 1983; Valencia & Pearson, 1986). The
concern grows out of conflict between our emerging views of the
reading process and reading instruction and the models of reading
that underlie most current assessment practice and procedures
(Pearson & Valencia, 1987; Valencia & Pearson, 1986).

Recent theoretical and instructional research in reading has
emphasized reading as a constructive and interactive process (for
a review see Pearson, 1984). The reader is strategic and
thoughtful using clues from the text, background knowledge
concerning the content and strategies for reading, the reading
context, and other resources to construct meaning from the text.
Such a model suggests that skilled reading is reflected in the
reader's awareness of how, when, and why to use resources for the
goal of constructing meaning and that skilled readers use this
knowledge flexibly across differing reading situations (e.g.,
Campione & Brown, 1985; Pearson & Valencia, 1987; Spiro & Meyers,
1984). Reading may then be characterized aa interactive as well
as constructive in that it is the interaction of the reader,
author, and text that results in the construction of meaning
(e.g., Anderson, 1984; Rumelhart, 1980). This model of reading
de-emphasizes the concept that reading is a set of subskills that
when aggregated produced an expert or skilled reader.

Pearson and Valencia (1987) argue that while research portrays an
interactive, constructive model of reading, the resemblance
between this model and the manner in which reading is being
measured in most widely-used standardized achievement measures is
minimal. For example:
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Prior knowledge id, a- 11140,:,0otetiutili re4444,
co4retiens ion,, -y4 -1.7,0' ,ItiA,#)44:44444,07#, ,00,WkOor*;:iot)
knot.0114eah4 'co4.0310101.0,M,$*.*** .iiii :ii p:;int*Ai4liOit
pa6sage,6, abOatu#41110.444s04004,WO; 040,, topics. ,,::?'-;','
Re4 stOries and texts have structural and ,4',40:440gtity
whiak influence,,readint:i0o*e 441404y_ *404441400.115.

NOrf11.10fox ii4te,.- --comproehsidh -using She
, .

authentic iekt. ,
,.v , -,,

Inferenbe ls an ,esdOltia,l, '1:;:1,0;''0,0#040101.11.4.z .

words sentences; paragraphs, 44.4704 *i4Wiany
assessments rely priMarily eral level questions..

Prior. knowledge and infeential thinking.:vórk tOgether-
to help the reader condtv#OtietininUrehe--
these attributes vary' aarCW4100idil#,Ljap
individual froM eme tituirtio*-*&-***inex4 ,4n441j:4400 texts

,

maY invIte many plausible interpretatie0v4e4ba44- *i*
many possible _inferenees tar fit.a gi*isteiii:O.;*.11,44,,igii*
Reading comprehension, however; cOntinOeSto:iip44800.pe
using multipleChoice items with only,,One correct

To accomplish the goals of' reading,- readerEvMudt
orchestrate many so-called. skills, yet many Of owi-ieading
assessment schemes fragment the procesd intO discrete.
skills, as if each-was important in-its own .right.

Plexibility--the ability to-monitor and adjust reading
strategies to fit the text and the Situation--4s one
hallmark of an expert reader, yet we seldom assess, how, when
and why students alter their approaches to reading,

The acid test of learning from tekt is:the;ability to
restructure and apply knowledge flexibly in new' situations,
yet our assessment schemes rarely ask students te do so.
Instead, we seem to be comfortable with tasks that seldom go
beyond restating textual information (p. 7).

It is then m interactive, constructive model of reading upon
which the Reading Section of the IGAP was developed and is based.

Development. Initial development of the IGAP began in 1985,
when a state education committee was given the task of clarifying
the outcome statements found in the Illinois State Goals for
Learning. These goals outlined what Illinois students are
expected to know and be able to do as a resun of schooling. The
goals addressing reading were drawn from an interactive model of
reading and are specified as follows:

As a result of their schooling, students will be able to
read, comprehend, interpret, evaluate, and use written
materials.

Students should be able to:
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CONStRUCT !NO MEANiNG ,6At4PLE-, iTEMS

Next, you will read a passage and answer someluestiotis about what youhave read.The questionsyou will answer will have't g 03,right anewers. Yoit may look back atthe passage to help you answer the questiona. Do not begin until your tea6her gives
you directions and tells you how to mark your answers.

PRACTICE

Marie was cold and tired, but she
wouldn't give np. Her brother had dared
her. He had said she would never finish
the bicycle race, but she would show him!
Besides, her parents would be so proud of
her. She remembered how hard the last
two races had been. In one she'd had a
flat tire, and in the other she had fallen
off her bike. It wouldn't happen this time.
As ilhe saw the finish line ahead, she held
her breath and pedaled harder. It didn't
mather if she won; she just wanted to
cross the finish line.

16. Why did Marie want to finish the race? 17. Who dared Marie to finish the race?
A. She wanted to prove that she

cot dd.

B. Her brother would give her a new
bike if she won.

C. Her brother had dared her.
D. She wanted to please her parents.
E. She had to prove that she couldwin.

A. Her best friend
B. Her brother
C. Her sister
D. Her father
E. Her teacher

Valencia, S.W., Pearson, P.D.,.Reeve, R., & Shanahan, T. (1988).

Illinois Goal Assessment Program: Reading (Grade 6).

Springfield, IL: Illinois State Board of Education.
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o Be sehe,:71047.t§1400 ,j**, :e'f. v-requirements
of the :: tap 41:1:414**:,-owk:-:rappl 14.:edY,,kilct motivation.

o Dravi 441P#000.0 '40#001.4*2-WiAehieVirig a. full
ofthe
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o Integrat0.1.0fOkiatiOn'ffiC0foretharionetext.
o Justifk,and:ex0i10404WirS4o.440stionsabout material

read (rair420.awit6ipliOall:P88, 0:71-6) :-

Using these goals, paseaged, 4tere,:tie),40ted: that:13.PageOtPd,
information in a coherent, Mannqr 4inct,rpgeqt4dt1* ieviaid, of
complexity, topic relevance, and-iii0gWailddjiffiaulty ,found in
grade-appropriate-materials. Tolm4ettheiloi,diitei:ia-; t.h07,,
passages were Complete, authentic tiiiiti found, iniiichcol-baded,
reading materials. A semantic map-(0aartont Johnson, 1978). of
each passage was constructed as a check on structural integrity
and readability and to provide a guide for the development of

4,test items.

For each passage items were generated to measure students,
ability to construct meaning. The items were of three different
question types: textually explicit, inferential, or
transfer/application (see Figure 6.1). Textually explicit items
draw directly from the text and require little inferencing by the
reader. Inferential items require the reader to draw an
inference across the text or between the text and his/her
background knowledge to respond to the item. Transfer/application
items require the reader to solve a problem not discussed in the
text using information derived from the reading passage. The
constructing meaning items were selected using the following
criteria:

o item content reflected the semantic map,
o focus of the item reflected the central purpose of the

passage, and
o each item score correlated with the aggregate of all 15

constructing meaning items at a level of .3 or higher
(IGAP Technical Manual, 1988).

Four different item formats were also developed. The first
format used the traditional multiple choice format with a single
correct answer. A second item format used multiple choices but
required the readers to select as many responses as are
appropriate. "The rationale behind such a format is that most
questions, particularly inference and application, do have more
than one correct answer" (IglE_Tgghnigal_Mannall 1988, p. 13).
The third format required the students to rate every choice for
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an item on a scale of "goodness" with 2 = really good answer, 1 =
an OK, on-the-track answer, and 0 = an off-the-track answer. The
fourth format presented students with a list of 20 questions and
asked them to select the ten questions which they judged would
help determine how well a person had understood the passage.
Responses were compared to those of "experts" with a response
receiving one point if it matched the experts and zero points for
a mismatch.

The passages, test items, and item formats were piloted. Six
passages were selected for each grade level assessed (Grades 3,
6, 8, and 11), 15 items were selected for each passage, and the
multiple right-answer format was selected. This format was
selected because: a) the correlation of this format with a
standardized test of reading comprehension did not vary
significantly from the correlation of the single right-answer
format, b) the format functioned equally well across grade
levels, and c) the format modeled classroom discussions and
permitted the most realistic presentation of inferential and
application questions Technical 1988).

While most tests of reading achievement contain only one section
consisting of short passages and questions to answer, two
sections in addition to the Constructing Meaning section were
developed for the 1GAP. Based on the research addressing the
importance of activating and integrating background knowledge
(e.g., Anderson, 1984; Anderson, Schallert, Goetz, 1977; ), a
section called Topic Familiarity was developed. This section was
des:gned to find out how much students know about a topic before
they read the passage and to serve as a means for activating
students' background knowledge about the topic of the passage.
The item format for this section consisted of the presentation of
the topic the students would read, followed by 15 statements
related to the topic (see Figure 7.1). Students were asked to
judge the likelihood that the content of each statement would be
included in the passage using the scale of "Yes," "Maybe," and
"No."

The Reading Strategies section was designed to measure students'
metacognitive strategies related to reading. Using scenarios in
which the students are presented with a hypothetical problem
related to understanding the information or identifying key
information from the passage, students were asked to make
judgments that required them to be aware of and judge the
usefulness of cognitive strategies related to reading. Hence,
this section provided a measure of cognitive and metacognitive
strategies related to reading.

Both the Topic Familiarity and Reading Strategies sections were
piloted, resulting in a selection of 15 items for each passage in
the Topic Familiarity section and a selection of two scenarios
with five items each for the Reading Strategies section (See



Figure 7.2).

In the development of the IGAP the.,sections.on topic familiarity
and reading strategies werevconcept044;0_,I)ot as direct rea4ing
achievement measures, but to belisedasgeheral categOries'which
help to'contextualize and explain performance on the constructing
meaning measure.

A fourth section was developed for the IGAP, a section which
inventoried the students' literacy experiences, habits, and
attitudes both in-school and out-of-ydchool. Since datc from this
section will not be presented in this paper, the daelopment and
characteristics of this section will not be discussed.

Characteristics of the IGAP. The IGAP can then be
characterized as a measure of reading that reflects current
research and theoretical model development in the-field of
reading. Unlike the ITBS which emphasizes an individual
student's achievement in terms of reporting results, the IGAP
stresses measurement at the school and district levels. No
individual student profiles are provided from this assessment.

The IGAP consists of four sections, three of which are discussed
in this paper: Topic Familiarity, Constructing Meaning, and
Reading Strategies. As discussed earner in this paper, items
for topic familiarity, constructing meaning, and reading
strategies were constructed for each passage. For this project
six passages from the sixth grade level were selected, including
three narrative passages and three expository passages.

For Topic Familiarity, each item is scored on a thlu.a point
scale. Two points are given if the student response (i.e.,
"Yes," "No," and "Maybe") matches the key. One point is given if
the student response is within one option of the key. Zero
points are assigned if the selected option is more than one
option away from the key. Using this item scoring, a Topic
Familiarity raw score is generated.

For Constructing Meaning, each item score ranges from 0 to 1 with
0 indicating that a student selected all possible correct options
and no incorrect options and 0 indicating that the student
selected all possible incorrect answers and no correct answers.
This scoring procedure results in partial credit for correct
options even though the student may have chose some incorrect
options. The scores on the 15 constructing meaning items are
totaled to generate a Constructing Meaning raw soon

For Reading Strategies, the same scoring as for Tonic Familiarity
is used. A Reading Strategies raw score is generated.

Since students taking the IGAP in Illinois completed only one of
the six passages at each grade level, the passages were equated



Figure 7.2

TOPIC FAMILIARITY SAMPLE ITEMS

To 4ay you are going to read a story like the stories you read insour reading books at
school. This story is about a girl who decides to open a pet-sitting service. Think about
what the girl might do, how the girl might feel, and what might happen in such a story.

Below are several ideas. For each idea, decide whether or not you might find it in this kind
of story. Then, fill in the bubble on your answer sheet that tells wha, you think. Your
choices are:

A = YES, I think it is very likely that the idea would be in an article like this.
B = MAYBE the idea could possibly be in an article like this.
C = NO, I think it is very unlikely the idea would be in an article like this.

The first 3 are done for you. Do mit mark these three on your answer sheet.

She has to clean up after the pets

A. Yes (very likely)
B. Maybe (possible)
C. No (very unlikely)

She takes a summer vacation with her
family.

A. Yes (very likely)
B. Maybe (possible)
C. No (very unlikely)

One of the pets gets sick.

A. Yes (very likely)
B. Maybe (possible)
C. No (very unlikely)

0

0

0

0

®

0

0

@

@

®

0

0

Valencia, S.W., Pearson, P.D., Reeve, R., & Shanahan, T. (1988).

Illinois Goal Assessment program: Reading (Grade 6).

Springfield, IL: Illinois State Board of Education.
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and scores were transformed to ,normalized' scaled scores with a
mean of 250 and a standard deviation of 100 for each ,grade level.

Reliabilities in the sixth gra4 Illineis,morMing: sample
,

(measured by co-efficient alppasi*Cbaqedone:1161mitiistration
of two passages were .89 forcOnstrudtin4r6tanirig61 tor topic
familiarityr and .64, for a1rategies. both
concurrent and construct validity Wereygeneratec4, For conpUrrent
validity the correlation betWeen,theOtanflia2chigyament2Dtat
and the IGAP was determined using an,:eguatIng 'sample (Grade6 =
.65). Construct validity was deteripined'byjactor analysis-which
revealed a four-factor solution with ,one coiprelmsion-tadtor
containing both the constructing meat:ng and toi familiarity
items, two reading strategies factors, and a fot h factor on
which the literacy experience items loaded.

II. THE STUDY

For this study, the student learning as measured by the ITBS and
the IGAP in two schools participating in the staff development
will be compared and then contraeted to student learning in a
contrast school whose teachers did not participate in the staff
development. The two staff development schools, A and F, were
the same schools diccussed in the previous chapters.

Participants

In the staff development schools, grade 4, 5 and 6 teachers
participated in the staff development and the pretesting and post
testing using the student learning measures. In addition, an LD
teacher in each school was involved in the staff development. In
School F, the curriculum specialist attended the sessions, and in
School A the princkpal attended from time to time. Pretest and
post test student learning measures were collected for five
teachers in School A and four teachers in School F. In School B,
the contrast school, eight 4, 5 and 6 grade teachers participated
in the testing.

Two samples of students participated in the research. A large
sample of students participated in the norming study, while a
subsample of these students participated in the effectiveness
study. For the norming study, 787 students in grades 4, 5, and 6
were tested during the Fall of 1988. This sample served as a
comparative norming sample for the IGAP, since the IGAP was
originally standardized in Illinois on students in grade 6. For
the norming study, the assessment was administered not only to
students in grades 4, 5, and 6 in these three schools, but also
to students in two additional participating schools. Student
characteristics are presented in Table 7.1.

The subsample of students participating in the effectiveness
study consisted of students who completed the ITBS and the IGAP
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TABLE 7.2

Student Characteristics of the Effectiveness_Study (n=276)

Characteristics Grade tot61
4 5 6

Number of Students 91 80 105 276
School A (Staff Dev.) 29 31 32 92
School F (Staff Dev.) 17 17 23 57
School B (Contrast) 45 32 50 127

Sex: Male 42 32 54 128
Female 49 48 51 148

TABLE 7.3

Me3ns and Standard Deviations for the Scaled Scores on the IGAP
by Grade Level for Norming Study

Reading Activity Grade
4 5 6

Topic Familiarity

Constructing Meaning

Reading Strategies

230.57 253.22 278.50
(80.32) (77.74) (82.54)
(n=296) (n=251) (n=238)
212.09 260.71 293,30
(79.30) (92,61) (87.30
(n=284) (n=249) (n=234)
233.03 251.00 275.68
(77.72) (85.06) (90.47)
(n=272) (n=200) (n=232)
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during the pretest and post test administration times and who
were in classrooms of the participating teachers in the two staff
development schools or the contrast-school. Student
characteristics for the 276 Atudents-participating in the
effectiveness study are presented in 'Table,7.2.

Data Collection and Scoring Procedures

Two measures of students' learning were collected at pretesting
and post testing, the ITBS and the IGAP. The ITBS was
administered by the school district as, part of their annual
assessment program. For pzetesting, these data were col1er-ted in
the Spring of 1988 and again a year later for post testin.. The
IGAP was administered by project start in the Fall of 1988 and
again in the Spring of 1989. Like.the ITBS, this assessment was
group administered to entire classes. Three forms of the
assessment were available and equal numbers of each form were
given in each class.

During the fall administration students read and responded to two
passages, one narrative and one expository in text structure.
They also responded to the literacy survey. During the fall
administration students participated in two one-hour assessment
sessions. During the first session the assessment was explained
to the students and they completed one passage. During the
second session (completed the following day) the students read
and completed the assessment activities associated with the
second passage and completed the literacy survey.

During the spring administration students completed only one
passage in one testing session. Students who completed both the
ITBS and the IGAP during the Fall and Spring administration in
the staff development and contrast schools (n=276) served as the
subjects for the effectiveness study.

Project staff were trpined in the administration of the IGAP, and
a standardized script as used to facilitate consistency. Both
the ITBS and the IGAP Jere machine scored and scores for each
student were automatically transferred to data files which were
used for the analyses.

III. RESULTS

Norming Study

Since tha IGAP was normed in Illinois with sixth grade students,
a small-scale local norming study was conducted using the data
collected in the Fall of 1988. The study was conducted to
determine: a) if the IGAP was developmental across grades 4, 5,
and 6, and b) if the concurrent validity of the IGAP and the ITBS
for each grade level was comparable to that found with the
Illinois norming sample and the Standard Achievement Test. If
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these criteria were met, then support would be evident for the
use of the test with the TucJon students participating in the
project.

One criterion addressed the development4 nature of the test
across the grade levels. If the 'testis develOPmental4 students
in grade 6 should receive average ecal:id scores higher than those
in grade 5, and the average scaled scores in grade 5 should be
higher than those in grade 4. Table 7.3 present, the
means and standard deviatims forthe scaled scbrea on the three
reading activities assessed. Both visual and statistical
analyses of the data support the deVelopthental trend across the
three grade levels. Analyses of variance across grades revealed
a significant effect for grade on topic familiarity, constructing
meaning, and reading strategies.

A second criterion addressed the concurrent validity of the IGAP
for this norming sample. The correlations for each grade level
between the IGAP and ITBS Reading portion were compared with the
correlations for the Illinois sixth grade northing sample between
the IGAP and the Standard Achievement West. Table 7.4 presents
the intercorrelation matrix for the three activities on the IGAP
and the ITBS Reading. The correlation between Constructing
Meaning on the IGAP and the Reading portion of the $tandar4
Achievement Test is reported for the sixth grade Illinois sample
as .63 which is comparable to the correlations for Constructing
Meaning and the ITBS Reading portion for the three grade levels
in the norming study (Grade 4 = .53, Grade 5 = .60, and Grade 6 =
.58).

Results of the norming study provide support for the use of the
Readina portion of the IGAP as a measure of reading achievement.
Both Vie developmental criterion and the similar concurrent
validity criterion were met. Based on the theoretical framework
of the IGAP, we hypothesized that this assessment instrument
would be more sensitive to the effects of staff development than
the ITBS.

Effectiveness Study

One means of determining the effectiveness of staff development
has traditionally been based on student learning measures,
particularly standardized instruments (Brophy & Good, 1986; Hoge
& Coladarci, 1989). Student performance on the three sections of
the IGAP and the Reading portion of the ITBS were used in this
project to measure student learning. In the analyses, student
performance in each staff development school was compared to
student performance in the contrast school. The staff
develeoment schools were separated for these analyses because of
the y'dence supporting the notion that the school cultures and
implcr.entation of the staff development process varied for each
school.
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GradW4 1
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3 Cdnitr44t1nglleaning
4 Reading7/Strategies

Grade 5

1 ITS'S Reading
2 3roPid-Familiarity
3 COstructing Meaning
4 Reading Strategies

Grade 6

1 /TBS Reading
2 Topic Familiarity
3 Constructing Meaning
4 Reading Strategies

.46

.60

.39

1

.21

.58

.39

TABLE 7.5

.58

.42

2

.45

.29

.37

3

.39

4

Adjusted Means and Standard Deviations for Student Performance
On The Reading Portion of the ITBS and the IGAP

Test Staff Development School
School A School F

Contrast School
School

ITBS: Reading 42.05
(20.1)

50.6
(24.8)

47.05
(25.6)

IGAP
Topic 276.64 280.11 271.77
Familiarity (97.0) (93.0) (92.3)

Constructing 256.16 282.40 251.13
Meaning (102.4) (102.7) (101.7)
Reading 286.28 293.28 249.28
Strategies (98.0) (105.9) (107.9)
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In the statistical analyses, scores on the pretest were used Ls
covariates in separate analyses of covariance which compared
student performance among the three-schools for the normalized
curve equivalent scores on the Reading portion of the ITBS and
the scaled scores on the three sections of the IGAP.

Adjusted means and standard deviations for student performance
and the four dependent variables are presented in Table 7.5.
Statistical analysis of the Reading portion of the ITBS indicate
that no differences were evident among the three schools for
their performance on the ITBS F(2,257) = 1.098 when their
previous year's performance on the test was used as a covariate
F(1,257) = 295.46, p < .001.

In contrast to the ITBS, the Reading section of the IGAP appears
to be more sensitive to the staff development. Student
performance on the three sections of the IGAP varied. For Topic
Familiarity, no differences among the three groups were evident,
F(2,271) = .02 when student performance on the fall
administration of Topic Familiarity was used as a covariate,
F(1,271) = 27.693, p < .001. However, differences among the
three schools were evident in their performance on the
Constructing Meaning section, F(2,261) = 3.423, p < .03, with a
significant effect for student scores on the fall administration
of Constructing Meaning, F(1,261) = 223.497, p < .001. Post hoc
analysis (Tukey pairwise comparisms) using the adjusted means
indicate that differences in performance were evident (p < .05)
between the contrast school and staff development school F with
the staff development school scoring significantly higher. For
the Reading Strategies section, the main effect for school was
also significant, F(2,243) = 5.006, p = 0007, with a significant
covariate F(1,243) = 32.687, p < .001. Post hoc analysis using
pairwise comparisons indicate that differences were evident
between student performance in both of the staff development
school and the contrast school with the staff development school
scoring higher.

IV DISCUSSION

This paper described an analysis of students' learning as it
relates to a staff development process designed to introduce
research-based understandings of reading comprehension,
particularly from an interactive perspective. The approach was
designed to elicit the participating teachers' value, empirical,
and situational premises and discuss them in relation to research
on reading comprehension. Traditionally, student learning has
served as a critical measure for the effectiveness of staff
development and teacher inservice programs (see Brophy & Good,
1986 for a review). Much of the process-product literature has
focused on the link between teacher behavior and student
achievemt t. Wbile evidence from experimental studies supports a
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causal relationship between a number of teaching behaviors and
academic achievement (e.g., Anderson, Bvertson, & Brophy, 1979;
Good & Grouws, 1979; Stallings, 1975), ,limited research has
investigated such a causal relationship for staff development
models that focus directly on influencing teacher beliefs and
related practices.

Speaking broadly, the results of the effectiveness study support
change in terms of student learning and corroborate the findings
in the other two papers. But this broad interpretation of change
must be viewed more closely.

First, it is both.important and interesting to note that no
differences were evident among the schools on the ITBS. This
test by design is built upon a subskill theory of reading and is
not well matched with the interactive reading-orientation
apparent in the staff development. In designing this project, we
questioned the sensitivity of this school administered instrument
and its relevance to current theories in reading and reading
comprehension. Consequently, we sought a second instrument, the
Reading portion of the IGAP. This is one of several instruments
being developed to better fit current research in reading. The
results of the effectiveness study support our hypothesis that
the IGAP was more sensitive to our staff development than the
ITBS.

Second, the results suggest that students in both staff
development schools were better able than students in the
contrast school to demonstrate their use of reading strategies.
Richardson and Anders (1990) and Hamilton (1989) note that
analyses of teacher change in both beliefs and practices indicate
that teachers in School A changed as much as teachers in School
F. In both the beliefs and practices, change was toward more
interactive instruction focusing on the modeling and discussion
of cognitive and metacognitive reading strategies.

Third, it is interesting to note that only students in School F,
the school where the staff development was perceived as
"working," showed higher scores than the contrast school on the
Constructing Meaning section of the IGAP. For students, this
section of the IGAP probably created the most tension, bec:=tuse
they were given the opportunity of selecting more `than one option
for each item. It is interesting to note that in Sclhool F
teachers reached the empowerment stage within the staff
development process more quickly and that discussion and
disagreements were handled with less tension. Although we can
only speculate, one might hypothesize that in School F, this
context for flexibility and discussion transferred to classroom
reading practices which in turn reduced the novelty of the
Constructing Meaning section. Further analysis of the videotaped
classroom reading lessorw with an eye toward flexible thinking
and discussion would seem warranted.
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Fourth, no differences were eVident among the three schools for
student performance on the Topic Familiarity section of the IGAP.
This finding was surprising, for. use Of 4, riumberobf sclaema
activation activities were topics of di=uision during staff
development. However, in the current usciof the IGAP this
section has not been used as an outcome measure, but as an
activity for activating background knowledge for the topic of the
passage before the students read it during the Construction
Meaning section and to determine how much students know about the
topic before they read. Comparing correlations between Topic
Familiarity and Constructing Meaning for the fall and spring
administration of the IGAP indicate that the correlations were
higher for the spring administration in the staff development
schools providing some evidence of either increased background
knowledge or increased ability to aCtivate that knowledge.

The staff development process implemented in this project does
not lend itself to typical student outcome measures. The model
encourages empowerment, diversity, and flexibility, aspects that
are difficult to measure using standardized, group administered
student assessments. Like others in the field of reading
(Pearson & Valencia, 1987; Johnston, 1983; 1984), we encourage
the further development of assessment models that capture the
complex, holistic nature of the reading process and highlight the
active and flexible characteristics of readers.
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The abillty to comprehend the written word is a fundamental
requirement for success in mainstream U.S. culture. k)ecause of
its contribution to a successful. life, the ability to read is
usually viewed as the most importailt skill that is directlir
taught in elementary school. A student's failure to learn-how to
read greatly reduces his/her life chances; and since society
expects all students to learn how to read in, school, such a
failure is directly attributed to our schools and its teachers.

Recognizing the importance of the teaching of reading
comprehension, a number of funding agencies, including the
federal government, have supported research on how children learn
to read, and how reading domprehension is and should be taught.
Schools and teachers, however, are still viewed as failing our
students in the area of reading comprehension. One hypothesis is-
that teachers resist change, and therefore have neither paid
attention to this research nor altered their practices in
directions suggested by the research. It is this hypothesis that
was examined in the three-year project described in this report.

In order to address this issue, our study combined three very
different approaches to inquiry: analytic, in the study and
categorization and assessment of the literature; basic
descriptive research in the study of classroom practices, teacher
beliefs, and school context; and action research in the
development, implementation and testing of the school-based staff
development program. The study also operated at several levels
within the schooling system. At one level, it examined the
nature of reading comprehension in the literatme, and in the
minds and practiees of individual grade 4, 5 and 6 teachers. At
a more global level, the study investigated the larger context in
which the teaching of reading comprehension is considered: the
norms of teachers in particular schools, and the testing culture
that governs society's understanding of the success of schools
and teachers. And third, the study examined teacher change in
general and as a result of a particular approach to staff
development that took into account the understandings acquired at
the previous two levels of research.

The methodology could be described as eclectic. It involved
ethnographic school context studies and belief interviews, open-
ended narrative observations and the development of analyses
systems that were based on the data and rot predetermined. It
also employed a multiple-choice survey, examined student scores
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on several standardized tests, and performed relationship
studies. It was, perhaps, dominated by a qualitative Itpproach to
educational inquiry. The sample size wassmall and the study
focussed largely on the meaning that the participants, in this
case 39 grade 4, 6 and 6 teachers, bring to their teaching of
reading comprehension. However, methodology, particularly for an
action-research project, should be selected on the basis of the
questions asked. In this case, several questions also required a
quantitative approach to research, thus our methodological
approach shifted when we looked at the relationship between the
staff de7elopment process 'inf.( student achievement.

This chapter will summarize our responses to the five questions
asked three years ago in our proposal to the U.S. Department of
Education. It will alao address what we have learned about
teacher change, the pro.eess of staff development and, finally,
the relationship between research and practice.

II. RESPONSES TO THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS

1. What are the Research-Based Teaching of Reading
Comprehension Practices?

The first issue we confronted in addressing the hypothesis that
teachers don't use current research in reading comprehension was
to determine what the research-based practices are that teachers
are supposedly not using. Identifying these practices involved
conducting a massive literature search in which we worked with
literature reviews and syntheses of reading comprehension
research, as well as original sources.

This process led to the identification and categorization of a
large number of researched instructional practices and their
theoretical underpinnings. For each practice, confidence ratings
were assigned concerning the quality of the research and the
potential for implementing the practice. The confidence ratings
included an assessment of the context to which the rec-arch could
be generalized: that is, the type of student, grade level, and
our sense of the practice "working" in a classroom such as the
ones we were studying in this project and out own classroom
experiences.

These practices were used by the staff developers in the staff
development processes: at times, the staff developers talked
with the teachers about the practices, and, more rarely, teachers
would request copies of the articles describing the testing of
the practice.

In our attempt to provide the teachers with the range of possible
practices from which they could choose those to explore in depth,
we prepared a list and description of the various practices (see
Appendix A). The teachers seemed to resist selecting practices,
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and the reason for this 'resistance' relates to the form in which
the information was presented, both in the list of practices and
in the research reports themselves. The material was context
free. Issues important to teachers were seldom discussed in the
material; issues such as how to organize the classroom, how to
work with students having difficulty with the practice, how to
fit the practice into the larger curriculum, etc. Thus, the
material did not make much sense to them as they contemplated the
day-to-day life in their classrooms.

The material was, however, very important for the staff
developers who found a content base for their staff development
program in the practices extracted from the literature. We,
therefore, concluded that a translation process is necessary for
the research as provided in the numerous syntheses and original
sources. This translation process would involve an individual,
such as a staff developer, who could help teachers understand the
practices within the context of their own classroom, or the
development of cases of teachers using the practices (Carter and
Richardson, 1988). Such cases would envelope the practices
within classroom issues of concern to teachers. In addition,
those -actice-oriented scholar-writers whose audience is
classroom teachers should provide context information to guide
teachers toward empirically-based practices.

2. To What Degree are Teachers Using Research-Based Teaching of
Reading Practices?

In addressing the serond question, we adopted a narrative
observation approach that deocribed what teachers in our sample
were doing when they said they were teaching reading
comprehension. We also videotaped a smaller group of teachers as
an element of the staff development program. We were then able
to analyze their practices using the system developed to
categorize the practices in the literatlre review.

We found that teachers were using a large number of research-
based practices, but that many of these practices were being used
because of their inclusion within a particular basal series.
Many teachers were moving in a lock-step pattern through the
basal. However, as indicated by a closer look at these practices
in the videotapes, the implementation of many of the practices
seemed superficial at best.

The domination of the basal and its workbooks, the practice oi
asking students to read aloud in a round robin manner, the lack
of consideration given to students' background knowledge and the
teaching of vocabulary out of the context of the text suggested
that many of the teachers had not integrated recently articulated
schema and whole language theories into their beliefs and
practices. Analyses of the belief interviews, described in
Question 3 below substantiated this suggestion.
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3. What Are the Barriers to the Use of Research-Based
Practices?

This question involved investigating two potential barriers and,
in the course of conducting the staff development, we discovered
a third.

The first to be explored was tggghgtjtellafg. As mentioned
above, much of the current research is based on schema theory,
and its underlying assumption holds that reading is an
interactive process in which meaning is constructed by the
reader. Many of the teachers came.through the educational
system, including teacher education, in an era in which reading
was viewed as the employment of a number of skills which led to
the reader comprehending the words, then sentences and finally
ideas as the author meant them. These two views constitute
significant paradigmatic differences. Our sense was that teachers
with beliefs from the second paradigm would have difficulty
understanding, accepting and implementing practices based on the
first.

To examine this issue, we conducted belief interviews to
determine the theoretical positions of the teachers with whom we
were working. We allowed the theories to emerge from the data,
and were able to place each teacher in one of four theory spaces.
It turned out that one quadrant or theory space related to the
second paradigm in whicr reading relates to the understanding of
words added together, and meaning is in the written work. The
second quadrant related to a structuralist, literary view that
meaning is in the text, and the purpose of reading is to
determine what the author mc-%nt. The third quadrant could be
associated with the whole language psycholinguistic view that
suggests that children learn to read by reading authentic
literature and meaning is constructed by the reader. The fourth
quadrant did not relate to any extant reading theory: reading is
the application of a number of skills based on the understanding
of words added together; however, the reader constructs meaning.

Most of the teachers in the sample were located in the first
quadrant at the beginning cf the project; that is, the
theoretical framework that suggests that reading is the
employment of skills related to understanding words, and that the
purpose of reading is to determine exactly what the author or
text means. Some teachers held different views of the reading
process, depending on the purpose of functions of reading:
meaning may be constructed in literature, but not science or
social studies which (in the teachers, views) requires literal,
factual and accurate reading. One would assume that such
teachers would have difficulty understanding or accepting current
practices based on schema theory, the structural literature
approach or whole language.
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What this suggests is that a change process needs to work with
more than e.assroom activities. Theory is extremely important in
the implementation of change, both the theory or paradigm in
which the research itself is embedded, and the theories of
reading that guide teachers' classroom actions. The staff
development process which was developed and implemented in this
project was based on this assumption.

The second potential barrier to teachers' use of research-based
practices relates to school_context. Much of the recent work on
the organization of schools suggests that certain organizational
features relate to both school effectivenes , as measured by
student performance on standardized tests, and to the willingness
and ability of school personnel to change and improve. One would
assume, therefore, that information concerning these features
would I= important understandings for staff developers who are
attempting to help teachers undertake a change process.

In this study, we relied on two sources for such understandings:
a survey of all faculty members in all six schools that was based
on current research on school organizations; and ethnographies of
the schools based on many hours of observations and informal and
formal interviews.

The results of both procedures indicate the benefits of multiple
sources of information. The interpretation uf the survey
suggested that neither School A nor F would be ideal environments
for the type of staff development planned, since faculty in both
schools reported '..hat they were isolated from frequent contact
with others. The survey also indicated, however, that School F
teachers felt more disempowered concerning school decision-making
and goals, suggesting that School A would possibly move faster in
the staff development process. The ethnographies, however,
uncovered social norms in School A that probably impeded the
staff development process. Teachers in School A were aware of
major differences among teachers in terms of philosophy and
teaching practice in reading comprehension. They, therefore, did
not talk to each other about classroom practices and their
justifications, but were socially collegial; and thus had
difficulty adjusting to the staff development. Teachers in
School F had not developed such norms. They were quite isolated
from each other both socially and pedagogically. They were quite
comfortable, then, with the staff development process that asked
them to talk about prAceces and beliefs. Thus school norms that
govern teacher interaction with other teachers can be powerful
inhibitors to school-level critical inquiry processes.

But there were norms common to both schools thst seemed to govern
the discourse in the staff development sessions, a discourse that
was quite different than that at the individual level. At the
group level, teachers focussed on systemic barriers and mandates
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that caused them to institute practices over which they had no
control, and of which at least some,of them disapproved. For
example, basal readers were usect!extensively in the-two schools.
Their use was justified in onelschool on thelbasis of a supliosed
school board policy that SO% of reading instruction had to be in
the basals, and in a second school, on the basis that there were
no other books to use.

It appears, then, that the shared language for justifying or
explaining a practice at the school level revolved around
barriers, mandates, and lack of control, even though teachers
often expressed different personal justifications for the given
practice in their individual sessions. The general feeling, of
lack of control and autonomy may, in part, function to maintain a
laissez-faire approach to teaching activities within a collective
of teachers.

The third barrier that was uncovsred during the course of the
staff development process related to the tgEttn!ggitUre.. Our
understanding of the effects of testing on teachers' beliefs
abou,. instruction was gained during the staff development. We
found that teachers in Schools A and F had difficulty approaching
the topics of current research and practice in reading
comprehension without expressing their anxiety about how it would
be assessed. In the topic analyses of the staff development
sessions that were described in Chapter 6, approximately 20% of
the time in the group sessions was devoted to issues surrounding
grading, testing and assessment (Anders, Richardson & Morgan,
1989). Such discussions were not initiated or supported by the
staff developers who felt that the content of the sessions should
be related to the teaching of reading comprehension rather than
its testing.

Embedded in the teaching of reading, of course, is an on-going
process of assessment: the teacher asking 'How is this going?
What activities or materials would be more interesting or
instructive?, However, little credence was given to these
measures; rather concerns surrounding products--the standardized
test and the letter grade--were of primary concern.

While the cultures in the two schools differed in a number of
ways, as did the two principals' beliefs and actions, the
teachers in both schools approached the topic in similar ways.
They saw grading as controlling their's and their students'
performance, and as governed by demands of parents and school
board memberu and others for "objective" norm-based grading
systems. While they reified standardizei tests, they questioned
their validity; but were extremely insecure about their own
ability to judge students.

This study suggests inherent contradictions between what a
teacher is required to do and his/her own values, and that these
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contradictions are pervasive. As Richardson (1990) pointed out:
"Low grades and concepts such as standardized tests Pare
antithetical to sound pedagogical principles that suggest that
students should be provided with success experiences" (p. 63). It
seems that the culture of testing is presently overruling the
best of intentions and that the influence of that culture maY
need to be addressed for teacher changes in beliefs and practices
to occur. Thus, a barrier that is limiting teachers use of
research-based practices emanates from beliefs that
overgeneralize psychometric priLciples--principles that are often
misunderstood by educators and lay people alike.

4. Can a School-Based Staff Development Model Affect Teachers'
Use of Research-Based Instruction of Reading Comprehension?

The staff development process was based on the assumption that
changes in teaching practice required consideration of teachers'
beliefs. As determined from the belief interviews, many of the
teachers in our sample held theories more conducive to a skills-
based program. And yet, the theories that undergird most of the
current research in the instruction of reading comprehension is
cognitive schema theory or constructivist. Thus, it was assumed
that simply talking about current research-based practices to
these teachers would lead to misimplementation or no
implementation at all. Further, as mentioned above, research-
based practices as described in the literature are context-free;
they may not be appropriate for the classrooms of the teachers
with whom we were working. The staff development w therefore
designed to help teachers exawine their beliefs and practices,
and to suggest alternatives in the for., of research-based
practices with which they could experiment in the classroom.

Fenstermacher's (1986) concept of practical arguments was helpful
to us as we planned the staff development. It both acknowledges
teachers' empirical, value and situational premises and asks that
they be articulated, and suggests that alternative premises may
be entered into the conversation by a knowledgeable "other".

The staff development was implemented in three schools, and the
process involved working with individual teachers and with
groups of grade 4, 5 and 6 teachers in each school. The process
is thoroughly described in Chapter Six.

We found that teachers changed their beliefs doling the staff
development program, in general, toward positions that would
support more cureent research and practice. Ti,ey also changed
their practices. Veen asked about the staff d 7elopment program,
they talked about the sense that the staff development freed them
to question their current programs which were contained within
basal readers, and to reach for a more valid concept of reading
and therefore a more e-Pful reading program.
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It should also be pointed out that in one of the schools in
particular, the process was not easy to implement. There seemed
to be considerable trauma and anger toward the staff delTelopers
Eor instituting a staff development program in which teachers
were asked to talk with each other about their beliefs and
practices, and take control of and-reeponsibility for the
process. There was considerable tension between the teachers who
wished the staff developers to tell them about new practices,
such as happens in most st. levelopment programs, and the staff
developers' attempts to institute a type of critical inquiry
process that focussed on the teachers' beliefs, understandings,
and directions for change.

Nonetheless, the empowerment stage was reached in all schools. In
fact, teachers in the school that took the longest to reach that
stage (School A) began working together the next year to become a
site-based managed school without the official sanetion of the
sc:hool district.18 It can be concluded that the staff
development process was a powerful force in the lives of the
teachers and students in the three schools.

5. Does the Use of Research-Based Teaching of Reading
Comprehension Practices Affect Student Reading Achievement
in a Positive Direction?

Currently in the state of Arizona, the Iowa Test of Basic Skills
(ITBS) is used to issess student achievement on a yearly basis.
However, given the nature of the current research on reading
comprehension, we found it necessary to investigate measures of
achievement in reading comprehension that differed from such
standardized tests as the Iowa which is based on t different
conception of reading comprehension. We were pleased to be able
to use the Illinois Goal Assessment Program, Reading portion,
because it is based on the current cognitive research and models
of the reading process. In that the content of the staff
development process was, in part, current research on reading
comprehension, we felt that if it were to impact student
achievement, the impact would be demonstrated on a theoretically
consistent measure of an interactive view of reading that
undergirds so much of the current research.

We, therefore, were able to collect both types of scores: the
Iowa scores that the districts automatically collect for each
student, and the IGAP responses of the students who were in the
classrooms of teachers involved in the study.

18 Several teachers stated that they would have more control
and autonomy if the school did not become one of the school
district's official experimental site-based managed school.
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The scores of students in schools with teachers who had
participated in the staff development process were compared with
those of students in schools with teachers who had not.19 We
found no differences evident among the &chools on the Iowa test.
However, we did find that students in both 'Staff development
schools (A and F) were better able than students in the contrast
schools to demonstrate their use of reading strategies. Fu.ther,
students in School F, the school in which the teacher
participants reached the empowerment stage quickly, showed higher
scores than the contrast schools on the Constructing Meaning
section of the IGAP.

We were not surprised that there were no differences in the Iowa
scoL.es, since the theoretical base of the Iowa test relates to a
subskill view of reading. The theories and practices that were
discussed in the staff development sessions related more to an
interactive and constructive view of reading. These results
indicate that it is extremely important to select measures that
not only match the content of instruction, but also match the
theoretical bases of the conception of the content of
instruction.

III THE ROLE OF RESEARCH IN CHANGING IN TEACHING PRACTICE

Our experience with this project hac$ pushed us toward
reconceptualizing teacher change and the role of research in the
teaching practice.

Teacher Change 20

The teachers in our study changed practices all the time, and
they often were able to articulate purposeful reasons for so
doing. Most changes that we observed would fit into Cuban's
(1988) notion of first-order change; changing the number and
composition of reading groups, trying a new activity, creating
several learning centers for students who have completed their
work, emphasizing writing activities more than the previous year.
One teacher was undergoing a more fundamental second-order change
by adopting the whole language philosophy, which was slowly
affecting her classroom practices.

Changes that were adopted and tried out in the classroom were
often dropped if they didn't "work" for that teacher. "Working"
for the teachers in our study mean that the activities did not
violate the teacher's beliefs about teaching and learning; they

19 All teachers eventually participated in the staff
development.

20 These next sections are adopted, in part crom Richardson
(1990b).
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also engaged the students, permitted control over students felt
necessary by the teacher, and helped teachers respond to system-
level demands such as high test Scores.\ The rationale for an
adopted research-based activity was Seldom related to the
original scholarly theory. For example, the rationale for asking
students to read the comprehension check questions before reading
a passage was expressed consistently as making sure the students
got the right answers and did better on the tests, rather than a
theoretical rationale derived from schema theory.

The filtering of a research-based practice through the teacher's
personality and/or belief system seemed to alter the practice
quite dramatically, such that it could no longer really be viewed
as the same practice. For example, we have videotapes of two
teachers implementing prereading activities: previewing the
pictures in a text to hypothesize what was going in the story.
Teacher Cf performed in a manner suggested in the literature.
Teacher Cg's performance was quite problematic because she let
students know, with her feedback to their responses, that they
were making errors in their picture reading.21 The correct
answers were, of course, obtained from the piece of literature
that the students had not yet read, but she had. When asked why
she did picture previewing, Teacher Cf stated that she had been
told once that you should, and she had always done it. Teacher
Cg said that she was trying to get a concept across; she had a
vague sense that it was not working but did not know why. We knew
the teachers quite well through their belief interviews, and the
full group staff development sessions. Teacher Cf was non-
intrusive, hesitant about judging her students, and looked for
the best in each. Teacher Cg had a military background, was
rule-bound, and viewed teaching reading as helping students
obtain the correct meaning from text. Thus the brainstorming
practice was filtered through the teachers' personalities. In one
case, the implementation was quite faithful, in the other,
distorted.

Teacher Change Through Staff Development

This study suggests that a staff development process that leads
to changes in beliefs and practices requires that teachers both
own the staff development process and articulate and examine
their premises. It also suggests that this process is
facilitated by an "other"; someone skilled at the process of

21 The purpose of this prereading activity as suggested in
the literature is to activate and share students' background
knowledge, and develop a set of hypotheses or questions that will
focus the students' reading of the passage. It is not expected
that the teachers will judge the answers as corrc t or incorre:t
at prereading time; in fact, such judgment counteracts the
original purpose of the practice.
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elicitation of practical arguments and knowledgeable about
alternative theories and practices.

Our experience with this project also szggests that the process
is not always smooth. School, norms seemed to strongly affect the
group staff development process, and one school did not reach the
empowerment stage until the last sIssion.

Ccrild the proc is in School A have been less traumatic? A useful
framework for iderstanding what we were trying to do with onr
group btaff de lopment processf and whl we bud trouble with it,
is described by Sirutnick and Oakes (1990) as critical inquiry.
They refer to Habermas (1971 & 1979) and Friere (1983) and other
critical theorists who develop the notion of critical incriry at
the school level that involves the participants in an examination
beliefs and assumptions, with the ultimate goal being awareness,
empowerment and change.

Habermas suggests that the ideal conversation in such a process
would entail a balance of power among participants of such a
conversation. But Friere (1983) addresses the imsue of why it is
sometimes necessary for an educative intervention to take place,
even though it sets up an initial tea-her-leIrner dichotomy, ex
in our case, ar "other" and the teacher/learner. He suggests that
such a process requires a flself-effacing" stance on the part of
the teacher, such that the teacher is part teacher and part
3earner. This is similar to Little and Bird's (1983) suggestion
that there should be reciprocal learning in an observation/
supervision situation, and the supervisor must offer analysis and
svggestions in a humble manner.

In addition to being, at times, impatient, and perhaps less than
completely humble, we broke two norms of school life. The first
relates to what Lortie (1975) described as the individualism
norm. This norm impliaa little reliance on others for sources of
knowledge, skills, or experience except during the first two
years (Fuchs, 1969). The second norm relates to the expectation
for a particular type of staff development process in which the
staff developer talks about, yerhaps models, a new practice; and
the teachers are free to decide whether or not to implement the
practice, and if tried, whether or not to continue to use it,
Were a new type of staff development program to become the norm,
become critical inquiry sessions in which teachers control the
process and investigate their beliefs and assumptions, it is our
sense that the process would be much smoother, less traumatic and
perhaps even more effective than our attempts in this project.

Practice and Research

Our experiences suggest that research-based reading practices in
the 13terature are encompassed within scholarly theoretiLai
frameworks that do not rap always or easily onto the ways
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teachers think about teaching reading. Few of the teachers in
our sample, for example, exhibited a "pure" theory of the
learning to read process, a pure theory being one of several
theoretical orientations expressed in the literature (Harste,
1985; Richardson & Hamilton, 19(8). Teachers' considerations were
much broader and more centextual than any of the theoretical
orientations can account for. Activities in a classroom appeared
as a crazy quilt to the observers, full of actions that did not
appear coherent according to any one theoretical orientation.
The several self-described whole language teachers who use basal
readers were a good example of this.

This issue was also demonstrated as we pursued our staff
development program. The practices that emerged from the massive
literature search undertaken at the beginning of the study, and
described elsewhere (Anders and Lloyd, In Preparation) were
categorized and presented to the teachers along with a short
document. The teachers seemed to avoid the task of selecting
among the focusses, and when asked why, responded that the
written material really didn't make sense to them. They needed to
know what the "issues" were for each of the focusses. The issues
of interest were perceptions of particular students and types of
students, to school-level issues such as what the teacher who
teaches these kids next year would think of the activity, and to
school district level testing issues.

V THE USE OF RESEARCH IN THE IMPROVEMENT OF PRACTICE

This study suggests a somewhat different view of teaching
practice, change in teaching practice and the use of research in
this process. Research-based practices in the literature, at
least in reading, are activities embedded within theoretical
frameworks. A theoretical framework in reading, foe example,
tells us how reading and learning to read are viewed !-1, the
researcher (see, for example, Harste, 1985), and therefore how
the particular instructional activity contributes to the
learning-to-read process. When a teacher employs an activity
within a classroom, it too is embedded within the teacher's set
of premises, although that framework may not be rel ted to
reading and learning to read. It may, for example, be related to
classroom management and control or student testing, and to
notions of the roles of teachers and students. Thus, the
research-based activity and the implemented activity may be
called the same thing, and even look somewhat similar, but, in
fact, are not the same practices because the activities are
embedded in different belief sets, intentions and theoretical
frameworks.

This notion of practice as activity embedded within theory is
important in thinking about changing teaching practice. As
demonstrated above, teachers change all the time. Therefore the
problem is not one of change or non-change. It centers on the
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tiegree tu which teachers engage in the dialogue concerning
warranted practice and take control of their classroom activities
and theoretical justifications (see, also, Wildman and Niles,
1987); and that these justifications relate to the socially
constructed standards of warranted practice. In our study, the
school level culture in both schools that provided justifications
for action based on external forces allowed the teachers to
ignore questions related to their own beliefs, understandings,
and activities. As long as the district imposed the use of basal
readers and their workbooks, for example, the teachers did not
have to face up to their internal conflict between the sense that
basals provide an easy way to plan for -eading and maintaining
control over students, and the feeli- hat the basals may not be
the best material for teaching readin .

Taking control of one's justifications involves reflection on
practices, that is on activities and their theoretical
frameworks, and an ability to articulate them to others in a
meaningful way. If the misimplementation of practices is to be
avoided, a new classroom activity should be introduced to
teachers with an opportunity for them to relate the activity's
theoretical framework to their own beliefs and understandings.

Research, then, should provide practitioners not just with
"findings" in the form of activities or behaviors that "work",
but ways of thinking and empirical premises related to teaching
and learning. These ways of thinking can be used to heighten
teachers' awareness of their own beliefs, provide content for
their reflections and heltd them develop their justifications. A
behavior, such as wait time, is not "food for thought"; it is a
possible outcome, or one way of implementing several possible
theories and intentions that may relate to such concerns as: the
nature of teachers' manner in conveying respect for children; the
cognitive processes of students as they contemplate high-order
questions; power and control issues among students and their
teacher; or the social and cognitive importance of classroom
conversation. Thus, "wait time" as a finding needs to be embedded
within a theoretical framework of importance to teachers and
education that will allow them to consider the concept within
their own contexts. Wait time may then affect teachers'
practices as the concept is filtered through their beliefs,
intentions and understandings of context.

Without an understanding of the theoretical framework and the
opportunity to talk about how the premises in the theory agree or
disagree with the teachers' own premises, teachers may accept or
reject practices on the basis of whether they meet the
personality needs of the teacher and other more ecologically
created concerns such as classroom management (see Doyle, 1987)
and content coverage. Teachers then become trapped by their
inability to take control of their practices, and instead resort
to explanations based on external pressures. Empowerment is
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threatened when teachers are asked to make changes in activities
without being asked to examine their theoretical frameworks. In
fact, teacher empowerment does not occur without reflection and
the development of the means to express justifications. Without
such empowerment, teachers will continue to be victims of their
personal biographies, systemic political demands and ecological
conditions, rather than making use of them in the developing and
sustaining worthwhile and significant change Oh the basis of
standards of warranted practice.

This perspective or change in teaching practice and the use of
msearch in this process suggests an approach to working with
teachers that is quite different than that implied by
pO)lications such as What Works (U.S. Department of Education,
1986). It means that opportunities should be created to allow
teachers to interact and have conversations around standards,
theory and classroom activity. It also suggests that a necessary
element of the conversation are discussions of alternative
conceptions and activities that, in combination with some
teachers' own conceptions, form a view of warranted practice.
Research becomes the basis for the deve3opment of warranted
practices with which teachers may experiment in their classrooms.
However, such a process must be implemented in an atmosphere of
trust. It behooves us, therefore, to approach with extreme care
the development of programs that ask teachers to verbalize their
beliefs and premises. Otherwise the research/practice connection
will continue to be appropriated by those whose purpose is to
control teachers and teaching.
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GUIDE TO CONFIDENCE RATINGS FORMS: SYNTHESES A REVIEWS

le
x

..,;
2
:

A. Practice
List each practice presented. It may be a general

-.,

practice such as "pre-teaching vocabulary," or a y;

specific practice such as "Request." -,

B. Sources
-

List author and date of each citation used as support
-;

for author's conclusions. -

C. Theory
Code each citation according to its theoretical base.

1 = None
2 = Decoding/Skills/Behaviorist/Information

transfer
3 = Strategies/Schema/Metacognitive/

Cognitive/Interactive
4 = Whole language/Psycholinguistics/Transactive

D. QS - Quality of Study
Rating reflects how well the study was conducted.

E. SP - Support for Practice (for data-based, experimental,
intervention studies)
Rating reflects how well the results of the study
support the practice. How much extrapolation is
needed to go from the results of the study to the
suggested practice?

F. Inf. - Amount of Inferencing (for descriptive studies)
Rating reflects your confidence in the suggested
Ldractice based on the amount of inferencing needed to
go from the theory or the results to the practice. To
determine that confidence/ consider:

How much extrapolation is needed to go from the theory
to the practice, or is there_supportive empirical
evidence?

The areater the amount of inferencing, the lower your
confidence would be.

G. Use - Usability
Rating reflects how usable the practice would probably
be in 4th - 6th grade classrooms.

H. OC - Overall Confidence
Reflects your overall confidence in the practice as one
supporting reading comprehension of 4th - 6th graders.
This rating combines your ratings from previous
categories.

I. Comments
Explains ? ratings, directing yourself or another
person to look for the specific information needed to
rate that category.

For all entries with a ? rating, provide complete bibliographic
information and attach to the end of your rating sheets.

a
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CONFIDENCE RAT!NGS: READING INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES

Bibliographic Info:

Rating Scale: N (high) N (medium) L. (low) ? (unsure read origirai sources) * (supportive, beyond scope)
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CONFIDENCE RATINGS: READING INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES

ORIGINAL SOURCES

-Rating Scale: V (high) M (moderate) L (low) 7 (unsure) * (supportive, beyond scope)

Practice yhaory QS SP Inf. Use OC Commnts

Purpose:

Sourde tode

Opinion
Theoretical
Descriptive/Correlational
instructional intervention.1. ......wa 61

Author (year)

Practice Theory QS SP Inf. Use OC Comments

1S0

1

Source Code

181

Opinion

Theorettcal .:,..,

DestriOtlVe/Correlationai%
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GUIDE TO: SCREENING FORM FOR TEACHER LITERATURE

Practice Name

Use the name of the practice designated by the author. If none
is given, write one that describes the practice.

Description of Source

Give a brief synopsis of the article, chapter, or section of
manual, to provide a context for the practice.

Description of Practice

Write the description or steps !If the practice gr copy the
practice and attach it to the back of the form.

Theory

Code the pctice according to the theoretical base indicated
by the author.

I = None provided
2 = Decoding/Skills/Behaviorist/Information

transfer
3 = Strategies/Schema/Metacognitive/Cognitive/

Interactive
4 = Whole Language/Psycholinguistics/Transactive

Research Study(ies) Cited as Support

Indicate author(s) and year(s) of any studies cited as
supporting evidence for this practice. Attach a copy of the
article's reference list to the back of the form.

Teadher/Author Experience

If the author provides any examples of using this practice,
briefly explain. !Examples: length of time, number of students,
other "convincing" evidence)

Support for Practice/Quality of Support

Indicate how well supported this practice is from the
information provided ii the article/chapter, in your opinion.

COMMENTS: Would I use this practice . .

Write an evaluative statement which captures your overall
sense of the practice and its utility as a reading
comprehension practice.

12
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TEACHER JOURNAL ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

1. Scan the journal to identify possible articles.

2. Criteria for inclusion. Select articles or aections of
articles that describe practices with a direct relationship
to reading (=prehension. Practices,shouldtbe applicable
to students ,n grades 4 6. Often the author will make
this relationship explicit. Do,not include practices wiLl
purposes related to improving readers' decoding abilities
unless a connection is made to reading comprehension. Do
not include practices focused on teachiag beginning readers
how to read. Do include vocabulary practice6, when these
practices focus on meaning. Include writin4 practices when
these practices are presented with the purpose of affecting
reading comprehension.

3. Read the introduction of the article to get a sense of the
author's theoretical base.

4. Generating a Reference/Code List. On a separate file
generate a code list for each article, using the folloAng
format. Each article will be coded using the initial J and
a number. Jackie will begin with 3001, and Kim will begIn
with 3501. Number each article consecutively. Next, write
the reference, using APA style. This system will save you
the tiLe of re-entering the reference for each practice
discussed in one article. It will also generate a
reference list.

Example of a citation:

Schwartz, R. M., & Raphael, T. E. (1985). Concept of
definition: A key to improving students' vocabulary. The
Reading Teacher, 39(2), 198-205.

5. Guidelines for completing the analysis form.

Analyzer: Enter your initials.

Citation Code: Enter the code for the journal article.
(E.g., 3027, 3534.)

Theoretical Base: Indicate the theoretical base of the
practice.

Use the following codes.

1 = none given
2 = decoding/skills/behaviorist/information

transfer
3 = strategies/schema/metacognitive/cognitive/

interactive
4 = whole language/psycholinguistics/tralisactive



Page No.: Enter the page number(s) which describe the
practice.

Practice: Complete this line whew the description of the
practice includes 3.), a purpose for the practiceland 2)
a thorough descriptiOn oft4wpraCtice WTI:Oka novice
teacher could implement'aftek- reading. IL ,these two
criteria are met, witean`ame:lOrthe practice in this
space. Use a name whiCh iS" indiCative of the practice.
If the author's name for the Practice does not clearly
indicate the practice, generate a new name, using as
much of the author's language that is included in the
description as possible. When this is necessary, put
the author's name for the practice in parentheses after
the name you have given it.

Mention: Complete this Line when the above two criteria
are not both met. Mentions are also practices, but
they regaire much prior knowledge to implement. Name
the mentions the same way you would name the practices.

Purpose: ( explicit; inferred) Indicate with an X
whether the purpose the practice is explicitly
stated by the author or inferred by you. Then copy or
summarize the purpose of the practice or mention.

Description: ( copy attached) If the description of
the practice or mention is short, enter it verbatim
onto your file. If it is long, make a copy of it and
put an X in the blank.

Text information: Include any information the author has
provided aboat the type of text for which this practice
i- appropriate. Leave this blank if no information is
given.

Student population: Include any information thz author has
provided ablut the type of student for whom this
practice is appzopriate. Leave this blank if no
information is given.

Research citations: ( ref. list attached) Indicate the
references the author has provided in support of this
practice. If the list is long, enter the authcls' last
names and dates only, copy the reference list, and put
an X in the blank. If only a few citations are
provided, enter them here in APA style. (Note: These
are mt the references provided in the rationale
section, but those references that support the practice
itself.)

Strengths/Weaknesses: Enter any strengths or weaknesses
the author has indicaL 1 about this practice.

184
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Reading Instructional Study
University o:4! Arizona

RESEARCHED READING CONPREHENSION PRACTICES

1. Lesson works

Grades 4-6

These may take various forms, but typically they have fourcomponents: prereading and/or purpose setting, reading,
task related to purpose, and feedback about comprehendion

a. Guided Reading Procedure (GRP)
Survey and Class Discussion

Survey of expository text,
information, checking for
organization of information
reading.

with Prereuding Chapter

oral restatement of
missing information,
into outline, silent

b. Directed Reading-Thinking Activity (DRTA)

Predictions about text Elmment, reading to verify;
verifying, changing, or adding predictions, reading toverify; etc.

C. Direeted Reading Activity (DRA)

"Typical" basal lesson: prereading component focusedon readers, background and vocabularyi reading,
questioning, follow-up activities

d. Experience-Text-Relationship (ETR)

Developed for use with basal story. Three components:
discussion of experiences or knowledge related tostory, reading of short segments of story followed byquestions, drawing of relationships between story and
experiences and :mowledge by teacher.

e. Revised Basal Lesson: Focus on Conceptual Vocabulary

Essential conceptual vocabulary is identified;
students identify their critical attributes, providingexamples and non-examples; students generate
predictions about each word's relation to story; silent
reading; predictions evaluated for accuracy; reasoning
guides completed which contain inferential statementsthat students label as accurate or inaccurate and
provide supportive story information for judgement.
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Reading Practices

f. Revised Basal: Focus on Content Knowledge and StoryStructure

g-

Use various strategies to expand existipvknowledge
related to story content, such as analogies, word
associations, semantic Mapping; create story map asread story section by section

Revised Basal Lesson: Focus on Story Theme

Key story concepts identified and introduced including
the genre of the story; segments of teXt are read;
be.tween segments, readers are provided-purposs*forthe
next section that are, related to the story themepquestions are asked after each segment read that are
related to the central story ideas.

h. Revised Base/ Lesson: EUplicit Strategy Instruction

Teachers explain skills as strategies; make explicit
statements about what is being taught, when it would beused, and how to do it; lessons are organized in asequence from the declarative presentation of
information, to modeling, to instructional interaction
with gradually diminished assistance, to practice, andto application.

2. Focus: Background Knowledge

The common Purpose of these strategies is to engage thereaders, background knowledge and in some cases also buildrelevant background knowledge.

a. Providing Background Knowledge Statements

Background knowledge statements related to the mainidea of -he passage but not directly stated in thepassage are provided to students before they read.
Stueents are told that this information will be helpful
to them when reading.

b. Teaching/using Analogies

Readers; are provided with familiar analogies.
Similarities between ths analogy and the new idea are
explicitly providei to readevls.

1137
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C. Reading Conceptually Related `...axt

Biafora reading the target text, stUdents rear two-
conCeptuallit relatedexts: Thc tets, are a- toldto 'Provide= background information- for the -. v.txrgiat
information.

d. Providing Advance Organizers

Before learning, an advance organizer is presented. It
contains information_ that is at a highcrlevel ofabstraction, generality, and inclusii,eness: than- thematerial to be learned.' This information---oan be,
already known bY the learner, or it- MAT lUfittion. to-
also teadh by providing new information at theso higher
levels.

e. Confronting Misconceptions

Students are told of their own or other commonly held
misconceptions. An explanation follows which contrasts
these misconception; with the correct information.

f. Previewing Stories

The preview consists of the following steps: 1) Series
of short questiors and statements focused on studey.4:-'
interest, providing a link between familia,: topic -
topic of;story, an -ssigned.to encourage participation
in brie.f discussion about theme and 'story topi6; 2)
synopsis o.Z story; 3) character's names presented withstatement identifying each; 4) 3-4 -ords brieflydefined.

g- Reading Headings

Students read headings before reading the section oftext.

h. Predicting Story Events

students are asked question which focusses discussion
on their prior knowledge relf,vant to topic. Next,students are asked to hypothesize what form similar
information may take in the passage.

1 s
. -
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Students - Probe* -to' talk about ,:their.;:-;relen,baCkground to the topic. They are a1*,--:tolds_t,441-'t ;-helpful - strategy --79/43:4-, -reading is: to integr-ate' whatthey; knOW with What_ i's'new iwthe- text.

3. Fodus: Text Chakacteristiqs,

These strategies are baded, cpzi, .iVarioUs features. Of text.These featUres:. May, indlUde -.the; OVerall ,strUotnre.- -Of the,tekt, the- ,SYntax and the semantids .. ,

a. Story Napping

Teacher provides a pictorial. repreeentatiOn. of
*imap whiOh irid3udes,,

goal, action re?_ated'
reading stOry, teaCher sbows sbidents hoy to identfstory parts, and _nail is :CoMPieted.
students;;4is -Strategy until t4i6ir are-able to4Ofkiiiii- .44mape indePendently.

_

b. Napping Expository Text Structure
After_ rsading expository teXt, students follow thoseprocedures. First, they _write title in Oenter:_ 'ofpaper: Second text is ekimmed,- ,thain
identifiede - Written around titles:, arid Underlined.,NeXt, important ,detaile ,and; wrienunder ..004 #40,, .-104: Each. main A.c.104 and ItsSupporting';deatailS- are,i-boked and corthected to the: titlewith a line.. tiappiliq is folloWed by a etudy procedure.

C. Teach Lexical Ties
Teach students common connectives through variousactivities. for example, provide incbmPlete sentencedthat USe connectives such as "because" in whichStudents must provide the cause., 'Ask studentsqueetions about statements containing connectives.Provide lists of clauses and have students coinbine theones that make sense together.



d. Patt4**0140C ,

.12,, '2" $ :

.betieeri,:r'
ideiiir-_,#-;*******i**..43,,_-0*L'ta';iotii44: -_-.,..-.:-..,......i, .,. , .. ,....

. ..
.......,-,

, .e. Maze' EXarcisee
,Students itr*,prov-00-.***44446--_

Ittetlill=4#4610441441.hs.,-444-.41#004*..*Lir: .-
chc4":45 of 44,71..6,.*-4:*:::0141441****.=- 'TO-0,,,-"f4cUk4iif,-,.0.-, 4spit*, and' isemantide.!that -C"Otietiained

f. Sentence Anag-rais

Students- are- .given,-- greups of, WordS ' _that,
ci).***1-=idintifying.,:the _,VactiO4.,30,#.4!;-..--askoA a series of questions focussing on grouping _there*iiiiing words and iteifig-lhetyt:theiiards are kil*tedAO,-the: verb.:

=
....g. Structured Overview ,(Graphic. -Orgartiier)

7

Stddents are predent-cd-,4ithiror:,..iheiP, cOnstruct graphie,repretentation of -7%4repteSentatron is designed to show reraEionshiPe -01164new cone-kits and preiVioUsiy_ learned Ideae.
--

_h. Teadh Expository Text StruetOres

Teaeh students the top-level structure of theirexpesitory text and how -tO Use that structure in theirwrlting about that information.
i. Structured Overview and Cloze

4';'

,:,,

Students are presented with a structured overviewdept4ing the teXtual information and theirrelitiOnShips. This- overview Li Awed as a -referentduring-iCiasoroom .discusbions both- at the beginning':- ofthe- (UPS Idisson and at the end. during, a gyrioPsis.Next, students are given cloze sentenCes- }meet!' on, -thetext. They use their text to complete these sentendes.
. Re-order Information

Ueing uath word problems, students are taught to re-order the information to make problem solution easier.
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k. Identify 'and Eliminate. !xtranOtt*:.;:iferstatiOn,-
:--

uti.4104 i00.4 word prc,blis, students are taUgbt tc).identift

1. Identifying Plain Idea

Students: are as)ced whiah focus on' the
specific topic, anclthiWaiithe Main- idea.

Concept. Re/ationship- gitriX

Informatio* it organited on- a two=dixtientional,-jiatriX.-
which astiSts .thel learner: in- Organiz44.54***4**
making CoMparitane. -JCOluMn,,,headine* repest

. those
ideas that are to be coipared, while row headin
represent the:447.tribUt-ei:-."tOr'----CO

n. Links: Mapping 5 Types of Text-Based Ideas

Teaches studente to interrelate 5 tYpet of text4ass,d,.
ideas. Each type of idea is a- rink.. Tkes,e, are
feelings, actions, thin.lcingi situation and exatripIes-
Each link is composed of steps. This practice is uiied
with stories.

o. Studying Map of Expository Text

Students are given a map of expoSitory
identifies topic, main; ideas

,
and .d*tifilt: r4latecy,-t.O:main ideas. Students are taught a studf-t *tigyAtaing-

th,.,se maps.

o. Completing Graphic Organizer Based on Text Structure
Students are given a partitaly completed graphic
organizer that reflects the textet top-level structure.
Rey concepts from the text are used to complete it.

p. Ideamapping: Diagramming Relationships of Ideas

Students are shown how to-represent text-based ideas in
a diagram. This map shaws hoW ideat are .related and
also identifies the types of relationships between
ideas.

q. Revising Inconsiderate Text to be Considerate

Inconsiderate expository text is rewritten following
the criteria for considerate text.
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Reading Practices

2 3.

5. Focusr Vocabulary,

PractiCes in thia- focus
their primatypu#ope.

a. SynonyiDrills

,Students- am giVen .a sYnonyik etOk imrtiriNor4:
often within a. sentenCe:. St:Udentkake.jorciVided:.0.illed--
prictiae-Nith the.:tarqat NOid-,ilioVided, as titinul0E4nd
the synonym the expeatid- teiSPonse:

b. Decoding Drill

reflect vocabulary knowledge as,

Students are drilled on: vocabulary words
until they can reCogniZethe*:.4-0.44te.--.0OMeti7sies!-both
accuracy and speed are criteria for *tic0e0s-o

c. Asking Questions to Deteintine'Neaning,fromi-ConteMt

Students are asked probing.

possible meanings of wordeast
Readers are asked to' idstify
of the entire passage is
sentence.

questions tha*: toCus-on
their .ate-#0434:404...
their responses.
Used, -*ether than /one

d. Using Familiar Content to Teach Word Neanings

Students are given material Nith familiar ideagv.and/ot
redundancy, which aids in learning the new vocabtl-dky.

e. Semantic Naps and Networks

Teacher and/or students use diagrams to show
relationships of vocabulary important to main ideas of
text.

f. Reading Text with Explicit Context Cues

Students are given text that provides explicit context
cues for meanings of target vocabulary words.

g. Teacb definitions

Studems are either given definitions or are asked to
look them up i dictionaries or glossaries.

"
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Readizigpractices

h. Concept ,Method

-
"- -.al ,OnCepts. rather thati:tclit*'40P+Oli,s'

uting. the, Frayer model of ;00014.t.
and, nOnekatieget',:.**larroiiitiOilfilli
critiCal-,attribOttw: 7 3.!i:ftteAniAcjkli,'.ake; -40-§r4tethese. through.
generalize- abbnt.i.,thet,',4040701*.-

A

k. Discussion to Relate -#Ordik tO Prior Rnowledge

Vocabtilary wordt-, iiiiOrtant *o- the' lie.* Adea;:;.-§*,
passage are selected.:, --Sttidepts -are'
of the worde ,:.._QitiettiOnt:-* are aikes*s.-0,,:'*04§,4"''''
discussion rdiatinT--41-ies4s.::Words to istildent0-:-*40'
knowledge and-extkerienceS:,

1. Teadh the Concept of Définitiam
,

Students are taught a. ifiappingstrategy
the attributes of a definition. Tiey use this ScheW f
to develop richer concepit Of vticabialari

-
m. Rich and Varied Vocabulary Instruction

,
8-10 words are introduced and taught over 5-days -using-
various instructional methods in a _section,* Thite
include defining tasks, tientence4genera1A0ivtaske0),:i*
and written productiom tasks).- gamel4k4 'tOks"0.#1.P:4ea''
under timed conditiont, and tatiks repiuiking qeM$ntie"-br
affective relationifiips between words and PriVioutIy
learned vocabulary.

6. Focus: Independent study Strategies

These practices are designed to provide strategies students
can uve independently when studying.

a. Survey, Question, Read, Recite,'Review (SQ3R)

Designed for use with expository text. nudents are
taught to survey the text for the rain ideat., and
topics, to use headings to predict gueptionsAauxt pay
be answered in the text, to read to,find thoseinswertv,,
and.tqrecite those answers tv-theMselites. The cycle
is repeated. Finally, the information is reviewed.

:a`



Reading Practices'
,

..

b. Generati.ng Suaykary,,,,of- .15T.r.h Pa*agraph
',.:, , ,-,,; -,-'jc, .=-;:,',,' -

,

-- ,--- ',-..,,!-:::,,: ,, -,

students re'taut how: tp-Iiineraiwa:;;Summary.:
statement ,,,:-

ot-,::., iiikr` :;:, .2' :Theyfuie3 .-thiii indePihdenfl-
'Ci.,/,:'rOgookott! ;nation._

_ , , ,.

c. Study thiiii0S

Teacher provides,. -students with study guides mhich
directs istidentiio read one Page at a time, ind.ansimw
preparid questions.

d. Post-Questioning

Students are provided with questions at the end o
passage.

7. Focus: Visualization .`

These practices emphasize visual images that repreSent,the-
ideas in or generated by students' reading. The imiges-m4W.-be concrete or imaginary.

a. Visual Imagery

Students are directed to create pictures in their! headwhile reading.

b. Drawing;;

Students draw representations of the ideas gznereted'.
frort the text. This nay be done with prose and math
word problems.

c. Provide Pictures

Pictures are provided with text.

d. Mimetic Naps

Maps are provided to students which use symbolsresetbling actual features to represent those features.
8. Focus: Self-Nonitoring/Netacognition

Though 'theSe strategies may incorporate other practices
deicribed on, this list, they are mainly concerned withstudents, awareness and control over their reading andlearning processes.

'Y



k'rr

Reeding Practices

a.

y

Leakr4ng,,str,teg4frat. (04cago Sag!tert,xatn;Ing):
,

eitodoiW-00:4:trtiii0,40:-.,11,4*****Viii::::#61itia:4)t-
41')

4 ,
1**000.410;,:_*09014)

org*OliatiOn04-': inage0-
t40$40.-i

. _ .

b. Underlining ,IntereStint ROrde,

Students. 'are direCted. tO 4:00k: for and underIirieslOr4eWit4in ton that: iiii44.,:hai..'ifitiii,e0tAng to an **4"gir
chareete*: TheyY4naginsil-44elling? this che'r4Ct'er:':*
these words are- intereeting.

c. Strategic Approach

a"
The efficacy .of vatioUS reeding strategied is
emphaiiized during instruction.,

d. Informed Strategies for Leer-h4:1g 041

/SL is concerned With inciiiiiiing;:readers undere`tendi#4,of reading iaskse goals, 'Ank-Stretegies: .by: describingwhat, how and why various
StrategieSrinkluence.rreadit4c,,

e. Reciprocal Teaching
'.

Teacher t models steps in- comprehendiOny:;fer .****s.
stUdents, eventually:.engage; sme aiiieè. -,,to,'--teacher asks dt0.40#.4* te meke,
fro*, title and- :ilstatdetitti

n ;,,component,'
beginiki, It Shsiats of ileharatihiT
taxtf sprunarizing, predicting, and', clkilly44,,Apno,04:i*infornation. ()V-er time, more of the -Inititiction- isassumed, by students.

f. Inference Awareness

Providing students with step-by-step procedure fordeveloping inferenCes,while reading.

9. Focus: Teachertfext Generated Questions

Questions4rovided by either the teacher o text are used topromote) ,readtng Comprehension. Thede may be asked atvarious times dUring reading.
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, ,
'Reading :PraCtices,

a. Agiatt4,

qusstiâns v4i6kdict-.

an0141-0001V114001.-.-,

25 ,

,"
....-

,,.....
,..7.

trO, oi740e4414f/iiitin

_0-0. viv.pec, .,of4..,,
.

.64i5r-cieusew, Int-lw er0:.,

b. Story'Characters''
,

.

,Teachers direct cstudent#4 prior lalowle**,to
problens of storY.Olariaters'th*oUghgUe040114ilr

c. Allking Inferential
QueStiOrnis,(pOSt:,ieadingy,::,,,.;

Students ard asked questions requiring' inteidnaed;laft4*;-,:they read. r

,.

. 'd. Reflective Questions

eStudents are asked- qptstions About the f9rIlk:Argt.coitiii*
of text, to wake predictions, and to'
responses.

e. Interspersed Post Questions

Questions are interspertied at the end of each:page
during content area, reading.

f. Text Isolak Beek Strategy

Teachers teach children when to look baCk in text foranswers.

g- QUestions

Asking wh- questions after students incorrectly read aportion of text.

10. Focus: Self-Generated Questions

In these practices, students are taught to generate theirown questions about text.

a. Predictive Questions

Students are taught to generate story-specifiPquestions that activate prior knowledge.



,

'Reitadac#Ceis:,- ,

b.

C.

,
IC404440= Want to Know, Learned "(ik0)2'; ,

fotieetidiiiiandit04#4,t0000?011.1**0044.'
IWP10,#int,p01:4i

. ,

Sz-step, questioning plan to understand and relate,,;''
ideas.

d. Bigkerforder Questions

e.
Teaching students_to ask critical questions about-text:

Reciprocal Post Questions

4-step procedUre in-Whidfi teacher mOdelidetMadning
stUdonts respond by asking, InOie,questiOne'.- DisCuseionfoliows.

f. Self Questions Plus Underlining

Students identify important words and generate
questions about th words.

11. Focus: Modality
c

'

These practices are concerned with different type6,, of .communication modes - speaking and listening - to en4616i
readiug compiehension.

a. Dramatizing Stories

Students use dramatic play, puppets, and pantomime to
comprehend and remember story events and characters.

b. . Oral Reading

Students read text aloud.

c. Silent Reading

Students read text silently.

12. Focus: Oral Reading Accuracy

These practices are concerned with the accuracy of oralreading, and the effects of accuracy-on comprehension.

,
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Reading Practices

:.,.4a. No Correctiens 01;rinTOral Reading
. ..

. . -, .,,Teaapia, emphaSite: ,dOmpre:heriSita 14henStOdentS. read=
orally, :and dO:not interri.iPt:,itudents.:Wheneriarkpre.mac* ,.

b. Corrections During Oral Reading

Teacher stops studentgduring oral reading when they
read incorrectly*, and: correctS those errors.

13. Focus: Reading and Writing

These practices integrate comprehension and composition
processes to enhance learning and memory.,

a. Summarizing

Students are taught to summarize various lengths and
types of text.

b. Sentence Combining

Students are given words or phrases and taught how to
use syntactic and semantic cues to combine them.

c. Reflective Questions

Students are taught to reflect in writing about their
comprehension of text.

d. Writing After Listening to Stories

Students use texts as models for their own writing.

e. Creative Writing After Reading

After reading, students are asked to extend the text
beyond the author's ending.

14. Focus: Critical Reading

a. Direct Instruction in Critical Reading

Training students to detect instances of faulty
generalization, faulty causality, and invalid
testimony.

198
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4?-$Reading Practices

.z

416. FOcus: Attention/Selection

These,: repretiOt.'ittrateijiet 'A teacher might use to direct
students,,AttehtiOn to itportant information.

a. Provide Purpose

Teacher provides purpose for reading. -
.

b. Provide Objectives - Behavioral

Teacher tells students behavioral objectives associatedwith text information before reading. -
c. Advance Organizer

Stydents are provided with a higher-level text beforereading.

17. Focus: Memory fi Retrieval

This practice stresses ways to elaborate information topromote subsequent memory of that information.

a. Elaboration Training for Arbitrary Text

Readers are taught to think of information that relates
apparently unrelated information.

-;
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5

Describe the layout of the classroom and the general structure of the
reading instruction (e.g. learning centers, ability groups with the teachep
while others work independently, etc.). Include descriptionq of centers
when appropriate and general reactions to the classroom design.

School

Teacher

Start time

-"4:::,* z

RIS XrRiOESERVATION

Observer

Code:

End .time

Date

Materials used by the teacher-centered groups: (describe groups, name of
group, number of students; indicate text nume and page -,umber)

1)

2)

3)

4 )

Material used by remainder of class:

Observer Comments:



M+ ma#,440m*

zariageMent:

M- manageMe#,:thrO# avior

1:1 teadheirstiklonerPon7cone-

S teacher refers :,,04,d0ent _by name,

SOR student oral reading

SOT - students offFtaák

SQ student asks question

SR student responds to teacher question

SSR-B students silently reading (basal)

SSR-0 - students silently reading (other)

SWB students working in workbook

SWP - sweep (gather information about class)

students writingSW

TB teacher refers to board/chart/etc.

TCW teacher checking work

TGM teacher gets materials

TOM - teacher organizing/shuffling material

TOR teacher oral reading

TT - teacher talk (questions, statements, responses
(can't hear))

TRM - teacher roaming around group/room

TSR - teacher silently reading

TUM - teacher uses manual (refers to)

TWB - teacher writes on bcard/chart/etc.

- more but couldn't get all.



3

Cods:
RittOOP:00,T01,11.TP:.4:

. _. --::,
'',S-:.`-:::',,,,,!-_-.)\-: ;,..- .:

Reflect on t4e c,lia*,,,r9.pil: e4POrA.Oqk..414,4e4,1.,44y fOI-103.4ngi:the,
obterVatiOnal iiiiiii4r, 4ifar)c,your -i'eSPO24-#6:.:;On,:the c400k1iStand
make ,coMments'whisini'appOpriatS.-

1 = never 2 = seldont- 3 = sókét1WeS 4 =:freguentlY
5 = always -

1) Students in the instructional groups were on-task.
1 2 3 4 5

2) The teacher spent the time qn instructional related
activities rather than management and discipline.
1 2 ? 4 5

3) Students who were not in the instructional group
were on-task.
1 2 3 4 5

4) Students who were not in the instructional group
interrupted the teacher to ask questions.
1 2 3 4 5

5) The teacher spent time disciplining students
outside the instructional group.
1 2 3 4 5

6) There is a positive, warm, relationship between
the teacher and the students.
1 2 3 4 5

r

The students were
1 2 3 4 5

The students were
1 2 3 4 5

enthusiastic.

motivated extrinsically.

The teacher gave positive feedback.
1 2 3 4 5

The teacher gave negative feedback.
1 2 3 4 5

Any reactions to the lesson:

Observer Comnents:
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b.

01.4 .prg:_` obwry.44.9x4piiiier-, 374:1=88

A. Steps to 1iowinanayzingosezvations ! a ittP at
leSSon: thbmes ,q

1. R44,, thtpugh-' tr4nsCi1.pt
lebOn(si"..

9,4041 a 'ssrise- q-
,,

2. Divide the,txanscript4ht0,Wle'orIutore,Iessons
accordin4 to such, cr,#eria a_v change in:instruction
chalte in mat6riale chanqe ,in fodus, ok other cues.

. ,-..

3. Describe what the tea6her, 6 doing ;4n.one-Xes,so . Cues
may be found in, te464t*

,-ati- a et .9,0'

follows, etc._ 17,s6 cinealt74gbt.00r, ...-$1,1,,vc#011.1T-cli
* -P-Lt-,..5, ,:l.,....0s9gp.or.e,

setting statementi4 li APEwov..Pe

what the teacher :_is doing and what, ,..,nedttdentsate
doing pr expecte& to do. UseV4kb .4: '-i-fig 4.-no#h(d)
format statementr.

2. Steps to follow in a.alyzing observations to arrive at
instructional events. Instructional events comprise
lessons.

1. Identify lesson theme.

2. Read carefully through lesson, noting each time teacher
talks. Make marginal notations about what teacher is
doing to carry out the lesson theme during each turn of
teacher talk. Note: one marginal notation may 'cover a
sequence of teacher turns at talk when they are related
to the same teasther action.

3. After marginal notations have been made, keep a running
list of mime instructional events. (These will be
used later to code marginal notations on transcripts
during Phase 2 of Observational Analysis.)
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1

TEACHO 'BELIEF INTERVIEW:, IRST

Background:

Number of years teaching--grade levels--tirPes of kids.

Preservice education. Where? BPecial,prograM? Reading Program?

Student Teaching. Wher.l?. When?
How did Cooperating Teacher teach reading? Any innovative
instruction in his/her claest

Probequality of stUdent teaching experience. . .

What types of things do you read, now. when you have a chance?

Reading and Learning to Read

When a student enters into Grade , what should that student be
able to in terms of reading?

Probe--Their conviction, not what the "program" expects.
What can a really good reader do?
(difference between good and poor reader qualitative
or quantitative?)

When that student leaves Grade , what can she do?

So how has that student learned to read up to Grade

What accounts for the differences between a good and poor reader?

Probe--parents? Genetic? Good teaching? Learning style?

Is it possible for a teacher or other person to help a poor
reader become a good reader?

How do you define reading comprehension? What is included in
that?

Readiug Instruction

Could you describe the way you teach reading comprehension?
Probe: Typical day

Reading Out loud
Objective: vocab-ulary? Remembering ideas?

Memorizing facts
Questioning students: why? What is a good
response? What is a poor response? Whet is a
creative response?

Where did you learn to teach it that way?
Have you ever had inservice/ graduate courses_on how to
teach it?
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Hive_ yOu ever tried_So00#44:4iffer,ttAk?: *t.h4p,040,1v
. ,

tave-you ever:Ya'nteil OL Went?-
Grouping,:, On'

Probe:. DOJOU: OiAngd:'

Have Toil ever tried ti;16 te'ach thia-Yhole,grOup? Under what
conditions wOuld you dei so?:

Do you do different things in the different groups? Why?

What indicates to you that a lessoti,is going poorly?

How is teaching reading different from ,tegching.math? from
teaching science or social studies? irom teiching yriting?-

Probe: More/less difficult? Less clarity about objectives?

Do you ever feel like you are getting behind in reading?

The Students

Describe the students in your class. Do they have a pretty good
chance of making it through school?

Describe a student who is having great difficulty in reading

Probe: cause, what is teacher doing about it

Describe a student who is just slightly behind--not terrific, but
not a real problem.

Probe on same

Describe a student who is really doing well. Cause, etc.

The School

Do you feel that there is a characteristic way of teaching
reading comprehension in this school?

Do you know what the other teachers are doing? I mean sort of?

How do you know?

Do you ever observe in other classrooms?

Do you exchange materials, ideas, methods?

Ommunicaticn with othsrimchars? 4:ec4a1 ists?
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MOtiiratialSeIf Concept/ Affect

Readin4/L n4uage
Rea:01*T-
Reddiiig Comprehension
VoCabulary
Spelling
Word
Talking/Communicating
Listening
Learning to Read

Teaching/Tegching Reading
Teaching-General
Peer Teaching
Teaching Reading
Basals
Queetioning
Othet Texts (inc. library)
GrouPing
Grading/Assessment
Other Subiects
Art
Social Studies
Science
Writing
Math
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TG
PT
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TX
GR
G_

A_
SS
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School
School SC
Ot#er. Teachers OT
Specialists SPE
PriKicipal P_
Perents PA
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Append i x A: Teacher Quegt onna Urét,

SCHOOL CODE:

A Study,of Te*Cher Re*OrphPatod.
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The University of Arizona
College of Education
Tucson, Arizona 85721
(602) 621-1212

PLEASE READ THE INSTRUCTIONS on the following page before
completing your questionnaire.
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benefit to teachers in your stbool.
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A.
0,410,#0,44/umbiilit-,40**ii*
J141W0#40011; an gCURAN
RESPONSE iiitem.,

1. I feel certain about how much authority I have. I 'a ,

2. I know what my responsibilitiei-are.
I 1 '2

3. In this job, I have to work under- vague.directions
or orders.

1
.,

4. / often receive instructions without.adiqUate
,-.resources and materials to execute them. 1 2 3 4

5. I often receive extra assignMents without
adjustments to the unes I already have.

1 2 3 :

6. There isn't enough tim during my regular
workday to do everything that's expected of me. 1 2

7. In this job, / am allowed to decide on my own how
to go about doing the work.

1 2 3
8. This job denies me the chance to use my persona/

initiative or judgment in carrying out the work. 1 2 3 4
9. I can go for days in this school without talking

to anyone about my teaching.
1 2 3 4

10. Most of the other teachers in this school don't
know what I do in my classroom or what my
teaching goals are.

1 2 3 4

11. I can get good help or advice from ether teachers
at my school when I have a teaching problem. 1 2 3 4

12. Other teachers at this school come te me for help
or advice when they need it.

1 2 3 4

13. Other teachers encourage me to try out new
teaching ideas.

1 2 3 4

14. I know exactly what is covered by teachers in the
gradalevel above and below me.

1 2 3 4

15. My instruction fits in sequentially with the
program at this school.

1 2 3 4
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14104et need cLvoiot
current

-****H009-001i444401*(00C440404f..F-
_...44400414AV-ef the following ;i0s iskit** cr.ateROLElçforycu tndaiYO4rA901,

a. Instructional, meter ials 1

\)

b., Equipment i

c. General clasiroom supplies I

d. Space

e. Assistance from teacher aides

f. Assistance from staff or school
district specialists

q. Cooperation from parents

h. Time for instructional responsibilities

I. Time for noninstructicnal
responsibilities

j. Time to meet with other teachers

k. TiM9 to meet with parents

2. HOW OFTEN do each of the following classroom
conditions pose PROBLEMS for you in performing
your job?

a. Classes that are too large

b. Students who are not motivated to learn

c. StUdents who are incapable of learning

d. Students who have-insufficient background
kneW1edge for your ciass

e. Students who are abnormally unruly

2

12

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2. 3

1 a 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

/ a 3

1 2 3

1 a 3

1 a 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4



2: HOW"OFTEN

a. Instr:vtional problems and techniques

b. Individvsl students
-

c. Subject matter and course content

1 2:

a 3 4

d. School goals, objectives and priorities

e. New instructional ideas

f. Techniques for teaching reading

Student achievement

3. HOW OFTEN do you have an opportunity to MEET
with the following teachers to discuss
SCHOOL-RELATED ISSUES?

a. My team teacher (where applicable)

b. Other teachers at my grade level

c. Teachers at other grade levels

d. All the teachers in my school



NoUR71EAtHING

"-A. Teachers make-many'deciSions.each.ciiy--_about instruction. HOW MUCH,IWOENCE,4*
each of Om followinvhave onlieurdielisihns?

1. My own experience 1 2 3
2. What other teachers are doing 1 2 3
3. What the district curriculum requires 1 2 3
4. What the principal advocates 1 2 3
5. Goals and objectives,of our school 1 2 3
6. What I read in teaching publications 1 2 3
7. How the students respond 1 2 3
8. What research says will z4ork I 2 3
9. What I learn at in-service trainings 1 2 4

4

,

B. Teachers rely on many different SOURCES FOR INFORMATION ABOUT TEACHING. HOW CFTEN'
do yea rely on each of the following? Circle ONE response for EACH !tem.

e .... 0O'v
62 +.

,...t.,8

1. Materials from in-service training 1 2 3 4
2. Materials from university courses 1 2 3 4
3. Articles in teaching publications 1 2 3 4
4. Artit_-Is from researzh journals 1 2 3 4
5. District curriculum guidelines 1 2 3 4
6, InstructiL.45 in textbook aanuals 1 2 3 4
7. Advice from other teachers 1 2 3 4
8. Advice from building principal 1 2 3 4
9. Advice from d'4crict or school specialists 1 2 3 4
10. Ideas I develop myself

1 2 3 4

C. Now we are interested in how you would rate the VALUE of various sources of
information on teaching available to you Please rate each item according to HOW
VALUABLE they have been to you in your teaching.

A o.... ..... 0 .t. el vr,;;.qo

8S ig .fo* Is 0
04

.... 0 .

c.,,tu

4., 0

1. In-service training 1 2 3 4
2. University courses

1 2 3 4
3. Teaching publications

1 2 3 4
4. Research journals

1 2 3 4
5. District curriculum guidelines

I 2 3 4
6. Textbeok manuals

1 2 3 4
7. Other Wachers

1 2 3 4
8. Building principal

1 2 3 4
9. District or school specialists

1 2 3 4
10. Ideas I develop myself

1 2 3 4
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HOW ACCIATE are tho followztg !tatements about rior gym._

ib/1.147

1. I frequently try new ways to teach,tudeT4s.

2. Once I find a teachind strategy,4hatmgrks,
I stick with it.

3. I-experiment with newteashind:,sttategies
only.when I amexPeilenin*probie4.

-
4. There are many equalltreffeetivi-Ways to

teach students.

5. Some ways of teachind.students are better
than others.

6. I am always looking for better ways to teach.

7. Expertise on good teaching exists in the
profession of teaching.

8. 'At this school, I have many opportunities
to learn new things.

9. There is a body of knowledge out there that
can really help teachers improve their
teaching skills.

10. Good teaching is a gift -- you really can't
learn it from someone else.

11. When it comes right down to it, how much
students learn depends mostly on their home
environment and not on what teachers do.

12. If I really try hard, I can get through to
even the most difficult or unmotivated
students.

13. It's hard to feel successful with many of
the students we have at this school.

14. I feel that I am making a significant
difference in the lives of my students.

1 2 3

1 2 P

.

1 2 3'-

1 2 3

1 a 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4
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A. ,__,,,,:
C9tiSiiter Viir,_,OGALS-teit existatt4ourt,t'scrthot.,,Foe,Atach, iteei pitiese-clectsc--the
'eestionte thatligSrApAAATEWDE ote,,sttiooki, - .`, . , .,... ,

trots

-

1. We have explicit goats-for student
achievement-in this:school:

2. Theikere.expliat OkiAdetiniSfAt thiS
schodl, abeUt the thingijOiCheri,ere
to eephaeize-in their tei6hing-:' I a

3. Discussion-about-schoot-04% and how
to-achieve thee is a par*Yoftur school
faculty or in-service meetings.

4. The principal of this school encourages
teachers to talk with each other about
instructiow! objectives.

5. I generally agree with our school goals
and objectives.

B. Consider TEACHER PARTICIPATION AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT
at your school. HOW ACCURATE are the following
statements?

1. Teachers have the opportunity to participate
in defining goals, objectives and priorities
for our school.

e. In this school, teacher% participate in
selecting instructional texts and materials.

3. In this school, teachers participate in

determining what we're going to be evaluated
on.

4. In this school, teachers participate in
determining the type of in-services we have.

5. Teachers at this school participate actively
together in in-service trainings.

6. Afterwards, teachers at this school discuss
the topics covered by in-service trainings.

7. Teachers at this school implement things we
learn at in-service trainings.

6 216

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

-

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4
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D. Schools have-Tany,.goals for their stud,Orit*.,-.,
EMPHilSIS:,"etoei,:ea-ch of the folloising;.
receive 'in your school!? .

1. ,Develroing students! social skills
2- Impr§v44104.5'',4640vt.40#
a- 0444044u140* OlotioiiWifrOos4. De- fg, sLUlsS. EncouraginikMtidentst.Culturlil, =Oitirecies6. Pr9mP0**,04,10,4ducatidrial oliporttinity

f+0#4.0*::"": --7. DeyelotOg'Stodents' problem solving or
tninkint. 4-144s

S.. EncOu4gin4,studeots' creativity and
persOnat essiaa

9. Other: ------- ........

eere

7

2 3'
a
?-
.2. '3-
2 a . .4

,

1 2 3

1 2 3 4

a 3 4
3 4
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y 4

#14;Alq er t
talk td in -thir*I'

At and frzqwtnc. Or interactions you hav.wiP
your ',

.4:11'r43.Pn.lr*APne*fasis, tiloW0fIEWiT00 yourprvzal -ovtinOiaysT ' 4-'
. ,

,
4094 appreciation iloY,iO4c7work
,*.04:**-4.0:**y**:
-(**Igril*pw.*PeqfW,',U0S

#14 tathint
Asks far your suggest ip opinionsiWi

Clarifiet.What is expected.of'you

When you Speak on a one-to one basiwwithyour
principal, HOW OFTEN do you discuss 'each' of the
following?

1. Instructional problems and techniques
2. Studentbehavior
3. Subject,matter and course content
4. SchOpi&goalst ob4ecti4es, and priorities
5 New'instructional ideàs
6. Teacker7Parent:relationships
7. Your ndedfor.equipment, -supplies or other

resources
8. Changes in your work assignment or schedule
9. Other:

Which of the following comes closest to indicating how often your principal observesyour work with students?



0,
Ai.)%yritliAgeas about how your taçhinq i*.in411iated4t-_stfloot._ HOW ACURA1E are tho",*iOwing;.0atifhint*

1. My principaL:Masim:clear percepticinoi, how
well I perfore my:job.

2. The standaid4 by w4ch'siy:.teaching,is
evaluatedare cleae'and weWipecified.

3. The methods used in evalditing my teachiri
seem objective and fair.

4. When the principal comes into my classroom,
the visit lasts.long enough to see-what I
am trying to do.

5. Evaluation of my teaching has helped me
improve as a teacher.

H. The following items ask you to describe the
relationship between the principal and teachers
at your school. HOW ACCURATE are the following
statements?

1. Our principal encourages teachers to exchange
ideas and opinions.

2. The principal and teachers collaborate toward
making our school run effectively.

3. Teachers at this school think of the principal
as being "one of usu.

4. Our principal participates in instructionally-
related decision making with teachers.

-

1 2

1 2

1 2 3

1 a 3

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4



Please. CIRCLE, the. apprrti4espens!iv:
,

1. Sex: 1 Fenta1ir,

*

;
2. What is the4libkiT COLLEGE'DESRBE!Au_hOd?;(De.,net're0ori hendrary

degrees) CiicletONE..

,

1 No degree,

2 Tio-*ear cokl:ege-diploma, degree or certificate
3 BachelOWee
4 Mister'sdebree
5 EduOtion sPecialist or professional diploma based on 6 yeart-oF011

study,

6 Doctdrate degree

3. By the end of the current school year, how manwyears.of,,,FULLrTIME. TEACH!
EXPERIENCE will you have completed? Fill in the NUMBER OF'YEARS:

.%

total years of experience
total years in present school system
total years in present school
total years in present position

3. Which of the following BEST describes the GRADE LEVEL of your teaching
assignment? CIRCLE ONE.

1 K-3
2 4-6
3 Other: =1, memeawals ,...pwoo

4. Which of the following most accurately describes your current assignment?
CIRCLE ONE.

1 Regular classroom teacher, with my own classroom
2 Regular classroom teacher, teaming with another teacher
3 Special education teacher
4 Other:

5. How many more years do you expect tt. work in the public schools?

01.11MW=011.1131.1.4.11.12....A.' -JOG

(NUMBER OF YEARS)
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-UAW
(With-attributiOriand alphas)

Eale,AnbigMli004ani,katiohai-14040iSand'Practice, Inc.;
cited"in:Bacharachet041; 1066) q;abe4ed "Clear*
RedpeniibilUiieon=graphs.'

I feel certain about hol.muCh authority I have.

I know what my responsibilities are.

In this job, I have to work under vague directions or
orders. (reverse scored)

Alpha: .67

2. Resource Conflict (Organizational Analysis and Practice,
Inc.) Labelled "Resources Match Responsibilities" on graphs.

I often receive instructions without adequate resources and
materials to execute them. (reverse scored)

I often receive extra assignments without adjustments to the
ones I already have. (reverse scored)

There isn't enough time during my regular workday to do
everything that's expected of me. (reverse scored)

Alpha: .75

3. Besources: Material (Organizational Analysis and Practice,
Inc.) Labelled "Adequate Materials Resources" on graph.

Teachers need a variety of resources to perform their jobs.
During the current school year, HOW OFTEN has an INSUFFICIENT
quality and/or availability of the following resources created a
PROBLEM for you in doing ycur job?

Instructional materials
Equipment
General classroom supplies
Space

Alpha: .78

4. Resources: Time (Organizational Analysis and Practice, Inc.)
Labelled "Adequate Time" on graph.

Time for instructional materials
Time for noninstructional responsibilities
Time to meet with other teachers
Time to meet with parents
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Alpha: .85 .

5. glaggthomjityjiroment (Organizational Analyiis and Practice,
Inc°.) Labelled r;POSitive Student PopulatiOpP%on graph; item
on class, size biiginally groUPed with ..thig scale was omitted
fok this analySis.

HOW OFTEN do each of the fIllowing classroom conditions pose
PROBLEMS for you in perfoLining your job?

Students who are not motivated to learn
Students who are incapable of learning
Students who have insufficient background knowledge for your
class
Students who are abnormally unruly

Alpha: .69

6. Autonomy (Organizational Analysis and Practice, Inc.)

In this job, I am allowed to decida on my own how to go
about doing the work.

This job denies me the chance to use my personal initiative
or judgment in carrying out the work. (reverse scored)

Alpha: .66

7. Collaboration (Rosenholtz et al., 1986)

I can go for days in this school without talking to anyone
about my teaching. (reverse scored)

Most of the other teachers in this school don't know what I
do in my classroom or what my teaching goals are. (reverse
scored)

I can get good help or advice from other teachers at my
snhool when I have a teaching problem.

Other teachers at this school come to me for help or advice
when they need it.

Other teachers encourage me to try out new teaching ideas.

Alpha: .76

8. Instructional Coordination (Rosenholtz et al., 1986)

I know exactly what is covered by teachers in the grade
level above and below me.

My instruction fits in sequentially with the program at this
school.
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9. yrecilléliCy -ot -T4AChe'f-Ditcussion (Adapted from,Organizational

A#0104.0'd*V'Pr4#4;9e;1-:;0042

HOW OFTEN do you have the :opportunity to talk with 'othex' teachers
about:

Instructiopal prpblems and:;:ieph_niClues
IndividuaLctudënts:
Suiiject ilatte:r and court*, O'bilteri

School;OaliWOjectives;i0d4riorities
New`iiietractiOnal rdoas
Te6hAitluesfor-iitaching reading (added)
Student achievement

Alpha: .86

10. Eraamme_Jg_15±Affj=tt= (New)

HOW OFTEN do you have an opportunity to MEET with the following
teachers to discuss SCHOOL-RELATED ISSUES?

My team teacher (where applicable)
Other teachers at my grade level
Teachers at other grade levels
All the teachers in my school

tipha: .69

11. Goal-Setting (Rosenholtz et al., 19b6) Labelled "Clear
School Goals" on graphs.

We have explicit goals for student achievement at this
school.

There are explicit guidelines at this school about the
things teachers are to emphasize in their teaching.

Discussion about school goals and how to achieve them is
part of our school faculty or in-service meetings.

The principal of this school encourages teachers to talk
with each other about instructional objectives.

I 5enerally agree with our school goals and objectives.
(New)

Alpha: .84

12. Teacher Participation (First item, Organizational Analysis
and Practice, Inc.; others, Rosenholtz et al., 1986)

Teachers have the opportunity to participate in defining
goals, objectives and priorities for our school.



7,. ,-.19

In, this:schOolteiChitirs: Paitidipate in sSlebting
insitiictiOfiaL:t6XtSC4iidMa ia,OiW,

,

In thiS Schtioitsaoll'erSpa, '040id:*deterMiOinTWhat,
welte*goinT-to,b4Aiviiiiatecfism, - ,s .-, : ,

. ,

In this school, teachers partiCipate in deteriaining the type
of inservice we have:

Alpha: .72

13. Eggitiyg (New)

Teachers at this school participaZ.e actively ogether in in-
service trainings.

Afterwards, teachers at this school discuss the topics
covered by in-service trainings.

Teachers at this school implement things we learn at in-
service trainings.

Alpha: .84

14. Evaluation (Itea 1, Organizational Analysis and Praftice,
Inc.; Items 2-4 Rosenholtz et al., 1986; Item 5 adapted from
Rosenholtz et al., 1986) Labelled "Positive Response to
Evaluation" on graphs.

My principal has a clear perception of how well I perform my
job.

The standards by which my tear.;hing is evaluated are clear
and well specified.

The methods used in evaluating my teaching seem objective
and fair.

When the principal comes into my classroom, the visit lasts
long enough to see what I am tvying to do.

Evaluation of my teaching has helped me improve as a
teacher.

Alpha: .90

15. Principal Leadershin (Items 1 and 2 from Smylie, 1988; Items
3 and 4, Rosenholtz et al., 1^S6)

Our principal encourages teachers to exchange ideas and
opinions

The principal and teachers collaborate toward making our
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school run 'efföCtiliely.
Tdachers at thii School think, of the principal., as being "one
ot "'

Our principal particiOates in instruCtionally-reiated
decisionsaking with teacfierS.

Alpha: .91

16. Instruction
Analysis and Practibel Inc.)

When you speak on a one-to-one basis with your principal, HOW
OFTEN do you discuss each of the following?

*Instructional problems and techniques
Student behavior
*Subject matter and course content
School goals, objectives and priorities
*New instructional ideas
Teacher-parent relationships
Your need for equipment, supplies or other resources
Changes in your work assignment or schedule

Alpha: .83

For a second analysis, instruction-related items (*) were split
out. These are the results reported on the. graphs.
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RIS:PRrNeIPAL INTERVIEW PROTOCOL

*Don't forget the School Fact Sheet!

Intro: We wanted-to talk wit4 the principals in our schools, to
get a clear pioture of read#Tat.the:sOhool level. Lots of
research-happens at the. classroom levelilailt-thOtels, also a lot
of research-showing that- therachtiol 1isve0,*Opiirtant,
especially when a project inVolves staff devdlópment. If we want
to understand how reading, works, and 'hoW Staff development will
work here, we have to look at the whole school.

BacRgroung:

Could you talk about your background in education, the
experiences you had before you became - principal?

Do you have any special training or experience in certain areas?

What led to the decision to become a principal? How did you
prepare for that?

How long, then, have you been a principal? Whero did you work as
a principal before coming to this school?

How would you describe yourself now as a principal?

The School:

When you first came to this school, what were your first
impressions?

How did you go about getting to know the school, the staff?

What are some of the things you have been working on since coming
here?

What would you say you Ire still working on?

Right now, how would yoL describe the overall program at this
school?

Would you say this school has any special goals?

Since we're working only with intermediate grades, is there
anything we should know about differences across grade levels, or
between primary and intermediate grades?

Teachers:

Having on to talk about the teachers now, how would you describe
your staff, as far as their experience, their styles of teaching,
their ideas about teaching, etc.
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-What do you look for in hiring a new teacher for your school?

What do you hope for as far as your relationships with teachers?

What kinds of relationships among teachers do you want to see in
your school?

How can you as.a.principal contribute toward that?

How are decisions about instruction made at this school?

How involved are you in decAsions about classroom instruction?

Tell me about staff development at this school, say in the past
couple of years.

Who usually comes up with ideas for in-services?

If needed: Do you get involved in any way?

How do you evaluate teachers? What do you look for?

If you see areas where you think an individual teacher needs
to improve, how do you approach that?

In your opinion, as both a teacher and a principal, what do you
think are the most effective ways to improve teaching?

Are there any people or resources you think are especially
helpful for teachers who want to improve their teaching?

Reading:

Looking at the reading area in particular, when you were a
teacher, how did you like to teach reading?

Now that you are a principal, how do you evaluate reading
instruction'

When you think of a good teacher of reading, what do you
think of?

Is there a similar way of teaching reading among the teachers
here, or do they vary? How?

How much would you say the teachers rely on the basal reader
for guidance in teaching reading?

What happens with a child who is above grade level in reading?
below grade level?

_x needed: Do the teachers place children in reading groups?
Y'Jw do they go about that?

227
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How do the teachers use the library as a resource for:reading?

WhO wouidyou say has influenca:over how' reading:it 'taught at
yourschOol?

How are reading teXtbooks.seleOted?

How about the achievewint test scores-in:reading atyour suhool
Do you think they have any inflUdnOe over décisigns about reading:.
instruction?

Are, there any special programs in reading at your school that we
should know about?

What directions or policies does your district have for reading?

What district resources or staff people are available to your
school in reading? How are they being used at youi school? Could
you give some examples?

If you had a problem wit-:1 the reading program, who would you
call?

Who would the teachers call?

Who else would be important for us to talk to, if we really want
to understane the reading program?

If you were doing staff development in reading with this group of
teachers, how would you approach it?

Our staff development is about introducing research on reading
comprehension to teachers. Do you have any ideas about the
responses of teachers to research?

Is there anything you would like to add to this interview, about
yourself, about the school, the teachers, or the reading program?
Is there anything else that would be important for lit; to know if
we want to understand how reading instruction works at your
school?

ARRANGE FOR QUESTIONNAIRE!!!!!!!

Note: The two curriculum specialists were interviewed with this
same protocol, but the interviews were considerably shorter, as
the interviewer did not repeat items for which the principal had
already l'rovided basic factual information on the school.
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Nii*beie-of ,diiidepts
,

NuMber Of clas-prooms:. _- 4-6

Number of regular-classroOitOchdrs:-

Average class size:

Do classrooms have teacher aides? (Explain)

Specialists available at the school:

Reading specialist

Curriculum specialist

Spepch/hearing specialist

Chapter I teacher(s)

ID teacher(s)

ESL teacher(s)

Gifted program specialist

School counselor

Other:

liTUDENT PROFILE:

Ethnicity:

Percentage of free/reduced lunch students:
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Directions for Classroom
To: RIS Classroom Observers Observations
From: Peggy
Re: School organization indicators to watch for

In the course of visiting your respective schools twelve times,
you will undoubtedly hear and see many things which relate to-what
is loosely called "school climate" or "school culture" -- without
even being aware of it. Since I can't expeft you to spend lots of
time roaming around the schools spying (er observing) for me on
each visit, I am proposing a few things to watch for on the first
six vieits. Please read through the entire list before you-Visit
your sct,aol for the first time, and don't feel that the order ,I am
proposing is sacred. These are simply "focus" items for people like
me who get overwhelmed by having to think about too many things at
once. You may want to jot the focus topics on your notepad before
each visit to the school.

If you have any extra energy (hahl), write down anything else
you notice, anytime. Or talk with me in person. Tell me any little
tidbits you pick up, and even wild hunches you have -- I can always
check them out. You do not have to type your notes on school
organization for me; having taught seventh grade I can read any
handwriting. Simply jot them on the back of the POI or on a separate
sheet. If we make arrangements for mailboxes at each school, make it
a habit to check the box when you check into the office each day. I
will make up files for all of the notes and mail from each school
and keep then, in a place accessible to everyone.

Initial Visit:
1. General impressions you have of the school's outer

appearance, the rgighborhood, etc. (briefly)
2. Entry: When you entered the school, what was your impression

of the general "atmosphere"? Was it easy to find your way around?
Were there any directions to the office, "welcome" signs, "school
pride" banners, posters, that sort of thing? Was student work posted
near the entry?

3. The Office: Were you given prompt attention? Welcomed in any
special way? Introduced to others? If you observed any interactions
between students or parents and the office staff, how would yc,u
describe these? Also note any interactions you might have had with
the principal, any observations you have of him/her. Did someone
offer to accompany you around the school? If one is available, ask
for a map of the school to help you around. Otherwise, draw a very
rough sketch of the layout later.

4. The Hallways: You will probably be taking a trip through the
halls to meet with your teacher(s). Please note if stucent w:Jrk,
school rules, etc. were posted in the hallways. What ft:eling did you
get from travelling through the school? What was your fleeting
impression of the classrooms you passed? Did you observe anv student
or teacher interactions which seemed notable to you?

5. The Teacher(s): How would you describe your first meeting
with each teacher? Did they seem to have been well informed about
their participation in the study? What questions did they have about
the study? How will they be integrating you into their classrooms?
Did they do or say anything which led you to the opinion that they
will facilitate your work? Merely cooperate passively? Did you sense
any resistarce, even?
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Observation Visit 1:
This timetjust doubilecheck your initial impressions from the,first,
visit, and note anything you.could hot catch the first timearound.
On this and eadh of i*our first observatiOn vibits to Sackclassroom,
please note the kind of reception yó4-reeeived, i.e. the apparent
reactions of the teacher and the Students to your presence.

Observation Visit 2:
Look' specifically for evidence of reading-Telated materials,
posters, children's work, in the schOol at large. Think READING. Was
there evidence of the importance of reading in this school.T-What
kind? What were some of the "reading slogans" you may have seen
posted in the school? (e.g. "This is READING MONTH at Finklestein
School!!!" or "Reading opens whole new universes!")

Observation Visit 3:
Take a little side trip to the LIBRARY if you can. If possible,
introduce yourself to the librarian and give him/her our brief.
"official" description of 'the study. If he or she made any comments
in return, note them down after you leave. How would you describe
the layout, resources and atmosphere of the library? Were there
children there -- doing what?

Observation Visit 4:
Wank RULES and NORMS of student conduct. Were rules for student
behavior posted in the hallways? In each room? What were they? Were
there common patterns of student behavior management across the
classrooms you have observed so far? Or was each classroom
different? Did teachers use the principal or assistant principal for
support in this area? How would you describe student classroom
behaviors .c.712 have observed so far? If you have observed any times
when stud.ents were in the hallways or playground, going to lunch,
recess, etc., how would you describe their behavior then? Was there
any evidence of littering, vandalism, fighting? Was "good behavior"
rewarded or recognized on a schoolwide basis, in any way you could
tell? (For instance, in one school I observed, classes could receive
points toward pizza parties for keeping their cafeteria tables
clean.)

Obstxvation Visit 5:
By now you will be somewhat familiar with the school. This time,
think back over your visits, about interactions you have observed
among teachers in the school, or between the principa, and the
teachers. Think STAFF INTERACTIONS. Do teachers pop in and out of
each other's rooms? Talk in the hallways? Have you seen any
evidence of sharing of ideas and materials? Teaming? Staff
development meetings? Mentoring? Evaluation? Did the principal make
his/her presence known in any way? Did other administrative
personnel or specialists visit *he classroom? (I realize your
chances to observe such things will be very limited. But this will
provide a little bit of a check on what the teachers report on their
school questionnaires about "teacher collegiality.")
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Observation Visit 6:
Summarizwhat:you have obServed s9,far about the ORGApIZATION OF
READINGINSTRUCTION in-th0,school,'in,gradesn 4-6. Alioct.-
commonalities and diffetendes cljd 4,2.00 across clasgrOomSc in
methods, materials, groUping,,Sched4ing7 Did you Obser,Ve any .

children who seemed to receive sPeeialfieadinct'inst1;uction?,From
whom? In the classroom or as a pull-out? (I,realize after only one
visit to each classroom you may still be foggy on this, but give me
your initial thoughts.)

Whew! Just do the best you can, without overworklng yourselves.
This is not intended to add too much to the time you spend in ,the
school, or the time you spend writing up your observations. If you
keep your eyes and ears open while you're at the school, and
scribble these things down soon afterwards, before you forget them,
that will be fine. On the second three-week round, we will either
look again at some of these same things, to fill in the picture, or
I will think of some new things to look for. Like the quality of
bulletin board artwork or teacher hairstyle preferences, important
things like that.
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To: RIS Classroom Observers
From: Peggy
Re: School level observations for the "second round"

Some of you have finished your first six observations
already, or will soon, so I need to make some suggestions for
further school-level features to observe. The following
categories are derived from the Rosenholtz school organization
questionnaire we may be using, which was derived in turn from the
literature on school lev,s1 !eatures which seem to influence
teacher change. It will be Interesting to see if your
observations match with the responses we get on the
questionnaires. Once again, it is obvious you have limited time
for noticing these thirgs, but anything you observe is helpful.
Again, no typing required!

1) Teacher comments regarding use of their time; for example,
school-level or district demands which take time from
instruction, complaints about stress or pressure from these
demands.

2) Teacher comments about rules or policies of the school or
district which control or restrain what they can do in the
classroom.

3) Interruptions of classroom instruction by other school
activities; for example, PA announcements, special programs,
changes in schedules. (Either things you notice or teacher
comments.)

4) Teacher comments about their enjoyment or satisfaction in .

teaching, or any indicators you have picked up of these feelings
(or the lack of them) among teachers.

5) Teacher comments about their own sense of "efficacy"; for
example, comments about whether they feel they are succeeding
with their students, making a difference, seeing clear results.
Also comments about why they may not be seeing results, e.g.
about the "kinds of students" at this school, or in tht.ir
classroom. Are they optimistic or pessimistic about the effects
of their work?

6) Your assessment of coordination of instruction both within and
across grade levels. By this I mean, if a child were transferred
from one classroom to another, would it be difficult for him/her
to plug into the reading program? Across grades, do you see how
instruction at one level relates to that at the next level? (A
very tough thing to tell in a few observations, I know.)

7) Your observations of the role of the principal, e.g. any
principal interactions with teachers, or with you, visits to the
classrooA, comments from teachers about the principal. (In
general, the literature discusses the idea of the "principal as
colleague" in effective schools, vs. the idea of the principal as
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a hierarchical "boss" figure.)

8) Your observations of any examples of teacher collegiality and
collaboration -- continue to look for these. They are supposed to
be very important in the success/failure of school innovations.

9) The "image" people at the school are projecting for the
school. Continuetto note the kinds of slogans, posters,
information which direct messages to people coming into the
school. E.g., common ones are "Zellerman School is the
Greatest!!!" "We love our volunieers!" Do these things seem like
empty slogans to you, after all these visits, or do they match
your outsider's observations of and reactions to the school?

10) Your final conclusions about similarities and differences
across classrooms at this school, in classroom organization,
student management, and instruction. Are there any general ways
to characterize these at tin!: school, or did you find a great deal
of diversity across classrooms?

Thanks! I have really appreciated reading the comments you have
filed so far. If in reading the above categories you have any
"flashba to things you saw or heard in the first round, by
all means add those, too.
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CODESt FOR:SCHOOt

1. Rgagsuctarvlicjansa.se
,-- ,.

-4..
RSC Researcher dentqictskyiWiiaribtit
RPS Reikiarcher preieiitat#0'.0f*:study

PRS Principal remarks on'stuay
OPR Observations of principal repOonses to participation
OTR Observations of teaCher "responses to participation
OTO Teacher statements to obstirver

2. ap_p_graigsicsiguan
ODS Observer description of school
ODC Observer description of classroom(s)
ORN Observations of school rules and norms

PDS Principal description of school, general

3. agh.221.smailAtion.,_students

OSP Observer description of student population
PSP Principal description of school population
OSW Observations of student work
o5B Observations of student behavior

4. Eringipal,_general (Note: For the two interviews with
curriculum specialists, codes were the same as for the principal,
but with an "S" as the first letter.)

OPD Observer's principal description
OPT Observations of principal-teacher interaction
OSC Observations of school specialist (two schools)

PBG
PPP
PG0
PRT
PII
PDI
PAT

Principal
Principal
Principal
Principal
Principal
Principal
Principal

background, general
on being a principal
general objectives for school
on own relationship with teachers
influence over instruction
view of district influence
position on achievement tests

5. Teachers and teaching. general

OTD Observer's teacher descriptions
OTI Observations of teacher-teacher interactions
OIG Observations of instruction, general
OTS Observations of teacher-student interactions

PPT Principal positions on teaching
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PIT Principal "Ideal" teadher
PDT Principal desciiption- of-teachers, general
PPI Priilcipal4op lifilmar=interOediate differences
PTC Prindipal-oh.teacPirdhait0.,
PIC Prindii al, influence over t:iitaicher change
PTD Prindipal on teacherkdeaiiiiin* re:Instruction
PTP Principal on teaOher participation
PTT Principal on teacher-teacher- relationships
PET Principal evaluation of teaching

6. Reading at_thig_gchgal

ORE Observation of reading emphasis in school
OLB Observer description of library
OIR Observations of instruction, reading

PBR Principal
PPR Principal
PRO Priavipal
PLB Principal
PDR Principal
PER Principal
PSR Principal

background, reading
position on reading
reading objectives
on function of library
description of reading instruction
evaluation of reading instruction
sources of information on reading

7. &search and gtaff development themes

PrR Principal position on teachers and research
PRR Principal remarks on research, researchers, university
PSD Principal staff development ideas

OsD Observer's staff development ideas for this school
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TDS" Teacher descriptions of the choól
TST:'-TeaChief.,,iiiii01.0340,4);* *4
TPA Teacher descriptionL of paréilth .

TRD Teacher reiaitlis -on, the:4444:
principal

TPR Teacher comments on principal

Teachers at this School

TOT Teacher comments
TTC Teacher comments

teachers
TSP Teacher comments

Rellding_jkt

about other teadhers
or collaboration/interaction among

on school specialists

TWT reacher descriptions of ways of teaohing reading at this
school

TSA Teacher description of special schoolwide reading activities
TRS Teacher remarks on poor/good reading as a characteristic of

a school
TLB MmdlernmacksarateamtyzttAsstat
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The videotaped lesson involved a basal selection entitled
"Benny's Flag, " which she presented to her class .in a who1e
group setting. The story was chosen bbcause it coordinated With
the students' social studies unit on,the Pacific;states. Prior
to reading, Af and the students previewed it, discussed
possibilities, and made predictions.

During her practical argument AL addressed very specific, mostly
student-centered, issues:

1. Act of Reading: Af wanted her students to view reading
as challenging and exciting and hoped they would develop a
"different direction of thought" in the process. Further she
wanted them to make connections between the stories and their own
ideas and find a more "fruitful way of looking" over the reading.

2. Personal Experience: Af found personal experience
important in her own view of reading and important to a student's
interpretation of what had been read. Every aspect of Af's
theories of teaching linked with her personal experiences as a
student. These personal experiences also related to prediction,
because students could draw on those personal experiences to make
predictions.

3. Assessment: Af was concerned particularly about the
assessment of students. She encouraged her students to predict
what teachers wanted and predict test behaviors, because she felt
the tests determined a large portions of a person's life choices.

4. Personal achievement/self esteem: practical argument
was a great concern for Af. Fourth grade, according to Af, was
"bridge", a time when students found "out about themselves."
Labelling would cause problems. To counteract negative
labelling, she had devised Terrific Readers in Training (TRIT)
that would raise self-esteem and teach necessary strategies.

5. Questioning: She did believe in using comprehension
check questions, unless you worked on them before the story.
These themes were initially presented by AF in her belief
interview and were carried through the Staff Development program.

At the conclusion of the practical argument interview Af decided
to pursue two areas. First, she wanted to work on questioning,
particularly in relation to predictions. Second, she wanted to
consider ability grouping and its usefulness.
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The group component of the School A staff development looked, at
superficial glance, much like any other staff development. The
teachers met in the school library with the staff developers as
group leaders. The School A teachers chose when the-meetings
would be held and the frequency of tile meetings. They decided to
meet three times per month unless school schedules conflicted.
Prior to the meetings, there was time for socializing and
snacking on treats brought in by a research associate. Scheduled
to begin at 2:15 p.m., ten minutes after the end of school, the
meetings usually began at 2:30 p.m. About 2:30 p.m. SD1 or SD2
would say, "OK, let's get started," and the staff development
began.

In this section, I summarize School A's staff development. For
each meeting I briefly describe the topics discussed and feature
teacher responses with particular attention to the highlighted
teachers, Aa and Af. The brief summary of the staff development
sessions focuses on the evolution of thought taking pace for the
teachers. The complete description of the staff development
sessions can be found in Appendix D.

Introductory State - Sessions 1-8

From the very first moment of the first sessions, the Staff
Developers encouraged the teachers to set their own agenda.
Interestingly, the teachers did not seem to believe them.
Throughout the first session and continuing through the
introductory state, the teachers kept asking for directions for
the right way to teach reading.

The first session simply introduced the Project to the teachers
and the teachers to the Project. Observation of these sessions
also identified Aa and Af as powerful forces with'.n the faculty.

During the second session, the teachers were asked to begin to
talk about their beliefs. These revelations come in the
discussion of their belief interviews. They responded to a
request for volunteers to discuss their interviews. As one
teacher asked a question about teaching reading, the group
responded, both staff developers and colleagues.

This session also focused on questioning as an area of interest
identified by the teachers. There were lists made and charts
drawn, but time precluded a long discussion.

A perpetual theme, "Doing it right", was addressed during this
session. Each teacher seemed quite concerned about doing it
right. In fact, they appeared hesitant about sharing their
practices because of that fear.



In the third session, one teacher, Ad, flare up when pressed to
discuss his practices. He accUsed the Project of prompting one
right way of teaching reading. Although SD1 assured him that was
not the case, Ad appeared strong in his conViation. In:a later
conversation it seemed that Ad was actually upset with colleagues
who, in his opinion, were misrepresentirig:their teaching
practices to please the Staff Developers.

After a continued discussion of belief interviews, the topic
turned to questions. A list was drawn and the teachers discussed
the purposes of questioning. Many of them agreed that they asked
questions to develop and assess students' work. It was also
during this session that Aa mentioned accountability for the
first time. This later became a major focus of discussions. He
mentioned it in the context of wanting parents and principals to
be able to recognize his reading program.

As the sessions progressed, the teachers, beliefs about teaching
and reading became more apparent, particularly for those who
participated. For example, Af's student-oriented approach and
Aa's concern for pleasing the parents became obvious. At this
point the teachers were still not discussing their practices at
great length, although they quickly began to mention them
practices periodically.

In session 4, SD1 once again underscored the importance of
teachers generating their own ideas for the staff development.
She attempted to reassure the teachers that the staff developers
felt it was imperative for the teachers themselves to establish
what to consider as the right way to teach reading.

The topic then turned again to questioning and a matrix designed
from the teachers, information. Quickly, however, it moved t-)
accountability and grading. Concerned as they were with teaching
the right way, they were also concerned with grading correctly.
The teachers told a story about how the principal and the
district "made" them do certain things. The principal, who was
present in that session, refuted this allegation. Yet, the
teachers went right on believing. The teachers appeared
uncertain about gilding, confused about the pvrposes, and under a
great deal of pressure, seemingly self-inflicted, to please
parents, principal, and students. Listening to the discussion,
it appeared that grading may be the driving concern in their
teaching beliefs.

This theme continued in session 5. There was an initial attempt
to return to the activities matrix, but the topic quickly
returned to assessment. The teachers had many horrors to share
about grading and accountability, but no one seemed to agree on
either issue. A continuing theme for Aa emerged in his concern
that reading was subjective, but you needed to fit into an
objective mold for success. A theme for Af also lerged, that of
objectifying grades when she recognized them as objective.
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The teachers in this session were also manifesting some
hostility. They seemed anxious, fidgety and unwilling to discuss
their own personal experiences. It would appear that the
perceived powerlessness made them very uncomfortable.

Session 6f a session actually cancelled after the research team
arrived because of an overload of teacher commitments, was more
of the same. After cancelling the meeting, several teachers
stayed around to discuss feelings of powerlessness and the
inadequacies of the grading system.

In the midst of this discussion when the Staff Developers asked
the teachers tc lirect the next session, they asked, "What do you
want to work on?", again attempting to relinquish their power.
SD1 and SD2 reassured them that they (the Staff Developers) would
not present anything except topics chosen by the teachers.

Session 7 began in the nes., year. The teachers appeared renewed
when talking about the Project. That, however, was quickly
thrown aside when the teachers again asked the Staff 'Developers
to tell them (the teachers) what they thought was exciting. Aa
stepped in and suggested that the teachers bring in their "pet
concerns," and he would discuss quality versus quantity
approaches to reading.

Since the last nession, the teachers were given an article to
read on assessment, but they did not read it. The topic,
therefore, mcved toward a discussion of what Ab was doing in his
classroom with activities designed from his participation in this
Project.

Thil teacher next launched into an intense discussion of the
stuutents' inadequacies. Most of the problems were blamed on the
home. SD2 responded vehemently to comments made by Ag about his
students. Although she apologized immediately, many people
appeared uncomfortable. In his defense, Ac said the Ag was "just
speaking the truth."

SD2 then expressed her frustration about not conveying the
importance of certain strategies. She wanted teachers to use
them and they were not.

Aa turned the topic in a quality/quantity of reading direction.
He presented his practices, and the teachers questioned him.
Interestingly, this was one of the first times that practices
were shared.
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BimakthrillIMILI±ASA_- Sessions 9 -111

Session 9 was devoted to assessment. SD1 pressed the teachers to
elaborate on their beliefs about grading. She questioned the
tests rnd their grading system. Both SD1 and SD2 continuously
attempted to draw out beliefs and have them elaborate on their
strategies. Unfortunately, the teachers appeared unwilling to
consider alternatives :nd appeared quite angry about being
pressed to elaborate on their beliefs.

In session 10 the teachers moved into the breakthrough stage.
They expressed their feelings about the 3ast session, and their
feelings that the program was, in fact, not working. They were
still waiting for the staff development program to "present a
best way of doing reading." They said they wanted structure and
boundaries. They also wanted specific- assignments.

Furthermore, they addressed the revealing nature of the staff
development. Ag described his vulnerability, because there was
"more emotion in this one" and ordinary staff development
programs were cut and dried. Ab claimed that his awareness had
been awakened; he was not as comfortable with his reading program
as he had been. There were still teachers. however, after
complaining about the control of the Project, who asked for a
"bag of tricks."

After the critiques and complaints were all heard, SD2 quickly
discussed reading practices. She expressed her own frustration
about not being able to discuss the reading practices materials
the research team had gathered.

This session was a breakthrough session because the teachers had
made the step to assert themselves. They expressed their
feelings, revealed themselves, and revealed their beliefs.

Empowerment Stage - Session 11

During session 11 the teachers, once warmed up, became to talk
about their practices in the context of authenticity. The topic
raised was the definition of an authentic teacher. Ac, for
example, talked about her concern for controlling h r classroom.
Aa revealed his attitudes about reading.

In this session the teachers decided that this should be the
final session. They each discussed the impact of the Project on
their teaching. Several talkea about the importance of the
discussions. Others were quiet, Aa appeared the most affected
by the Project from his comments.
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The themes that flowed through the staff development program at
School A were acCountability ana the ,4eSirp to do,it right. From
their-comments and.their ,responsep-i:trheir,apPeaiwt,far more.
concernea With thele,issUes-th074-awj'Sstie-rplatea.t0 readimg.
It seemed as if these'doncerns,Permdated, the teachersk, dOisicns
and actions. One theme reliied:tO-PridticeWas-icluestiOning.
During several sessions, questioning New; addressed ana explored.

The participants in School F's staff development were the four
intermediate grade teachers and the special education/multiply-
handicapped teacher. These teachers "-'unteered for the program
although both the principal and the ciculum specialist
suggested that participation would be_ a good idea. These
teachers were also offered incentives from which they could
choose.

The staff development program, occurring once a month, took place
at SD1's home. This location was chosen because it was
accessible and because the teachers felt it was imperative to
meet off-campus both for their well-being and for their comfort
in revealing issues. SD1's home had a large living room area
where the teacl,ers met. There were comfortable chairs with
coffee tables arranged in the area for books and a large glassed-
in area that provided a lovely view. Certain qualities of the
living room area, where the staff development took place, were
less than conducive to a staff development. For example,
although there were large windows with a beautiful view, the
lighting was not balanced with areas that were quite dark. Two
couches were very squishy and began to enfold you as you sat
there. Additionally, the teachers often seemed tired and relaxed
into the furniture. There was also the added ingredient of
Brownie, the dog, who drifted in and out of the meetings
according to whim. At least a small portion of each meeting was
devoted to him. Off the living room was the open dining area.
On the clothed table there were usually treats of various sorts,
either provided by the teachers or the research staff. Often,
prior to the meeting, the School F teachers met together for
lunch.

The initial meeting, held several weeks before the staff
development program began (a) clarified the purpose of the staff
development; (b) reaffirmed teachers interest' in participating
in the program; (c) established the initial meeting time; and (d)
introduced the research team.
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Introductory Stage - Session 1

This first session began wlth a description of the Project, The
teachers were reassured that the Staff Developers wanted "to
figure out" the areas teachers wanted to cover.

One teacher, Fd, was the first to begin exploring the teachers'
interests. She expressed concern about the evaluation of
students. Others followed. Fc wanted to know how to meet the
needs of a diverse student population.

The teachers seemed fascinated to hear each other speak. The
similarity of beliefs surprised them. Prior to these meetings,
there was little cohesiveness. They seemed to be thrilled by the
new discoveries of colleagues.

Even in this session, the teaChers, although apparently just
getting to know each other, engaged in an exploration of
practices. The teachers of School F appeared committed to using
the staff development program to gain as much information and as
many ideas as possible.

Breakthrough Stage - Sessions 2-6

Assessment was a major focus of session 2. First SD1 had the
teachers first look at the activities students did when they are
learning reading comprehension. They defined reading
comprehension, explored the purpose of skills, and looked at ways
to evaluate reading. Then the issue shifted to assessment and
the problems related to it.

Next, the use of the basal reader was explored. Each teacher had
their own opinion of the basal, some positive, some negative.
Clearly they had thought about these issues a lot.

During this session the teachers seriously engaged in an
exploration of practices. They spoke their mind about the basal,
skills, and the purposes of reading comprehension. They also
explored the issues of accountability and assessment.

It was also during this session that Mb became simply a
participant rather than an administrator. When SD1 and SD2
challenged her statements and modelled challenging her direction,
the teachers no longer acquiesced to her control. As they took
contro2 of the meeting, the breakthrough stage began.

The breakthrough state carried over into session 3. The initial
discussion centered on the disruption of classes during reading.
The teachers felt that they too often had interruptions.



Next, they discussed the focuses and SD2 clarified their purpose.
Prior knowledge and other reading research issues were also
discussei. Several teachers followed up by stating the
importance of developing shared knowledge among teachers and
students.

Many of the topics discussed involved "do you" questions. The
teachers were almost desperate to find out what their colleagues
had done. When a teacher brought up a subject, the others seemed
compelled to discuss it and offer suggestions. They discussed
journals, book reports, and formula answers.

The topic then turned, as usual, to assessment. How powerful
were the parents, and Tihat were the test criteria. Each had
their e:mieriences to relate, yet tt:: similarities were strong.
Alonri with these simillrities, there was a discussion of the
"pover ef the test-mak,ers" and how often they gave the power of
knowing students over to the standardized test people.

Finvlly during this session, a videotape of a teacher was viewed.
The teacher was observed working successfully with students in
groups. A aiscussion ensued that looked at the "traditional ways
of teaching," as well as other aspects of teaching.

In session 4 the teachers began to talk more. Altharth SD2
initially provided an agenda, the teachers monitored it. They
also requested modelling in the classroom done by Project staff.

An initial discussion for this session observed the differences
between the use of the basal test and literature books. They each
talked about their concerns and purposes for using the texts that
they used.

Other issues of practice were discussed, including the use of
vocabulary, writing, evaluation of students, and how to reach
students. SD2 suggested that knowing the history of the
classroom propelled the students faster along the path of
knowing.

In session 5 the discussion began with an exploration of Fa's use
of concept analysis and how it woraed. The Staff Developers
developed her practical argument as they proceeded, and the
teachers listened and discussed ways of using it in their
classrooms.

Next, they discussed the district gifted program at length and
speculated on wh/ that sort of process versus outcome teaching
was not done throughout the district. The teachers discussed
their opinions and could not come to a resolve.
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From here the discussion turned to grading and how to approach
it. Several teachers addressed the importance of recognizing
prior knowledge and what the students knew as they entered the
classroom. They also condemned the school reward system, because
it sat up a bad self-esteem problem. Further, at School F they
were required to have a certain number of grades. Several
teaChers expressed fear that the principal would not support them
if the perents challenged their grading. They also discussed
grading alternatives.

One final discussion centered on an explorat' of modelling done
in Fb's classroom. The research associate explained why she
thought it worked/did work as well as the participation of the
students. Fb followed up with her concerns about certain
students.

In session 6, after a brief discussion of a conference attended
by two participants, the teachers explored the used of literature
versus basal approach to reading in the classroom. The issue
centered on the activities that followed reading. There were
questions about comprehension checks, variations in students'
questions, the suffocation of creativity, al,d providing feedback.
Grading was another issue raised.

They also discussed the videotaped of a research associate
modelling brainstorming in Fb's classroom. It was a mapping
activity. First, the research associate discussed her
experience, and then Fb discussed hers. It worked quite well in
the classroom.

The session ended with an assignment. Each teacher was to go
their students and ask them what they thought reading was, so
that the teachers could begin to elaborate on those ideas.

Empowerment Stage - Sessions 7-8

In session 7 the discussion leaned toward literature. Fd talked
about the use of novels in her classroom as did Fe. Mb talked
about the literature-based basal programs and their potential
value. Fd then raised the issue of authenticity between a basal
and literature piece. Fa brought up a question of skills.

Then they discussed the value of outlining to help students
explore their lives. Outlining could help organize students'
thinking as well as organize students' views of reading. As they
discussed this the topic turned to reading and making sense of
the text.

During a break in the meeting the teachers planned the next
session. It would be a literature group, so that that type of
discussion group could be modelled for them. They decided on
book choices, dates, topics, and strategic3. They were quite
excited.
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After addressing the issue of a good reading practice, the
discussion moved into a look at students' views of reading. Many
studeats Lad a different view of reading. As the discussion
proceeded, teachers revealed their own learning to read stories.
Interestingly, there appeared to be a connection between them,
and the ways teachers taught reading. The teachers also made
connections between their own processes and students' processes.
This led to an insightful discussion of different students and
their needs.

The shift from breakthrough to empowerment was subtle. The
teachers did not simply take over. Rather, they eased into the
empowerment stage and suddenly seemed to be directing the action.
The level of excitement and interest seemed to raise in this
process.

The final session began with a recounting of teachers activities.
Four of the five t-achers were working with novels. Their
students were quite happy with that, and tha teachers were
pleased as well.

A literature group discussion followed, revolving around their
book choice. They discussed the book, its important issues, and
then ways they would use it with their students. Given the
different interpretations in the room, it was certainly a
testimony to the interactivity between the text and the reader.
There was also a focus on the important of prior knowledge. The
teachers appeared pleased by the discussion.

A final discussion turned to assessment and how students might be
Tlded when literature was used. Each teacher offered
suggestions. The key for most of the teachers was that they were
professionals, and whatever decisions they made about assessment
should be appreciated in that light.

As the meeting closed, the teachers talked abot% its success.
They had revealed a lot about themselves, but were grateful for
it. They realized the importance of knowing their own beliefs.

The themes for the School F sessions were varied. Specifically
the struggle between what best served the students apk.aared to be
a focal point--literature or basal. The teachers were also
interested in the practices and the strategies used by their
colleagues. This contact-starved faculty seemed glad for any
tidbit of attention given to them and were willing to make the
best of it. It appeared ,'hey wanted to make every moment count.
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SCHOOL A

iI6Ri
STAFF DEVELOPMENT.FORM

DATE 11/14 SD# 3

WHO
TOPIC COUNTER IMPETUS INITIATES NATURE OF CONVERSATION

DISCOURSE
MODE PARTICIPATION

PAGE 2

PRACTICE

1

-NluestionT 1170
ing Strat.

questions
first

Functions
of questions

1450

1840

-5Students 2155

evaluating
teacher

Functions 2190
of question

From what Af
said

Responoing to
something
SD2 says

Back on track
6 lull in
conversation

From what AF
said

Back to
Agenda

SD2

Af

Af

S02

SDI

SD2

"what are you doing differently?"

Set of questions. Describes. SD2 referred
to chart from last week: The Functions of
questiming. Added 4th category called
motivation. SDI talks about connecting

background knowledge to text. Af insists its
really motivation.

Af: Of course you read the question first.
6 other things to preview story.

SU: Convergent/Divergent thinking. Whose
questions? Af: Finds that kids answer
questions from their own purposes and may
seem off the qall. Some answers in teachers
guide are terrible.

They all like the open-ended questions.

SD2 talks about publishers. Ab needs to hear
who from the students.
Any other functions? Aa asks questions to get
kids to stand up for themselves. Describes
what he learned. SD2. Any Others? Ag asked
lots of questions but it got vut of line,
so he quit. SD2 responds. Af talksdifferent
functions, e.g. feedback

Sharing a practice tone she.used)

Asks Af about what else he learned. AF
"humbles" himself to use basal questions
sometimes. SDI tries to interpret response as
function of making a good argument.. AF dis

agrees 6 gives eg. to illustrateto draw a
spirit. More positive feedback for others'

purposes. Af taped himself.

Sharing

Iscussion

ecture I

Questioning
Listening. Ac & Strategies
Ag make fun of
either 5d2's or
Af's hand motiors

Intense listen-
ing

uch discus-s Everyone invol
ith each ved.
ther

Sharing
& Q/A

Sharing

One person
esponds,
hen anothe
haring

Q/A

Discussion

est are listen
ng

Listening

Listening

Students
valuating

teachers
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FIG0RE,2

PRACT1CeliEScRIPTI0N:

GROUP:STAFF DEVELOPMENT

School A Date: 11114 SD# ) Counter 1170
,

PRACTICE; Questioning strategies. Asks students two questidns that they hetire. 'td5,

respond to for each piece of readidg--often orally. 1) What do we now'know? and,'
2) What wuestions do we still have?

, .

WHO DESCRIBED: Af

QUALITY OF DESCRIPTIONS: Medium. Theory. Reason to use questions is to get kids

connected with their background knowledge, and to give them pbactice talking out

loud.

TYPES OF QUESTIONS/COMMENTS FROM GROUP: Clarifying questions, such as When do you

ask the questions? Do you do this for every piece of reading?
5

COMMENT/FOLLOWUP: S02 refers to chart from last week--functions of questions--and

adds a category. Af brings up this or very similar practices several times. Sha

clearly thinks this is an important activity.
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mum 3
Itpic Map, Session 2: School F

Initiator Activity
1. Reading Activities/

Purposes

->practice, prereading
questions

->->Why ask questions

-Ahat is comprehension

-Ahat is reading from
kids view

-Ahat is gm's:mar/word
attack skills

->->Definition of word
attack and syntax

->Back to questions on
skills/reading

2. Assessmnt

-writing as assessment

-*Back to assessment
problems discussion

->->Acmountability

->importance of testing

->2 kinds of validity

[Back to 13

->Purpose of doing

grammar, kids can do it,
raise self-concept

Balloof-Up

SD2 1 Brainstorming Activity

T

(Recitation)

Sharing n prereading
questions

1

SD2 1 Recitation

SD2 Q/A, discussion

SEG Q/A

SD2 Q/A

SD1 Lecture 2

SD2 WA

SD2 Ocumnt, Q/A

SD2

Sharing practice
Miaring practice
Q/A

Discussion, difficult to
be aocountable

SD2 Challenge by T

SD2 Lecture 2

Comment
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leads to recitatid6

discussion

discussion

discussion

discussion

respianses

discussion

same gu-tions

SD1 restating with
different language

all teachers

discussion, 302 and
4 teachers

dicimsion by all
teachers

some discussion
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TOpic

pack to 2]
->Relationship of assess-
went to accountability

3. Soso's & Alternatives

->Reading programs

->Grcuping

->->Readobility/Reading
levels

->->Different type
of groupirq.

->/nterliscipline reading
strands

[Back to 2]
->->Bow do you assess

that

->->->Delineation

between know-
ledge & process

4. "'rade level

-*coding level

5. Phonics & Badoground
Nrrwledge

Initiator 4

lots. of- disdigkicrit
an! tfsa.44aTas

SD2

SD1

$D'

SD1

WA and challerqe

lecture 2. Neture of
Base's & ,publishing
inaUStry

lecture 2. Au of than
need structure

DiScuthiai.;(13isals,c.

group)* literature
day

lecture 2. Practice,
Joplin plan relies on
concept of readability

levels

Sharing, practice. Pairs
of students working
together

Discussion-,difficult
to do

Questions

lecture 2

cOestionr-uhat grade
level and who decides

Lecture 2. Assurptions
in Japan & Finland

Lecture 2. Can't sound
out a word unless you

know It

disais.sign" or
nathres

discussion

discussion,
questioning

discussion

Aiscussion

discussierV
conversation



ltpic Initiator Activity

[Back to 2] SD2 Had to do formative
assessment while

sa4:..isfying acccuntability

->Grading listenirq

->District requirerents

->Grading kids with
limits (ID)

6. Agenda

->Literature

SDI

Question related to how
yen grade liste.ning

lecture 2. How the
grading works

Sharing prthlems

Q/A Recital. Vthat do we
do next tizne

Suggestion to do this
Sharing practice
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APPENDIX-I
Conversation. Session 11, School A.

T4: To what extent is reading ,an act of subordination 0 ,ai giv
author?" To what,extentAs thd author settin4, up the
control, there is soie:eXten-where a readeris:AubOrdinate
to the wiles of a vriter anct to a certain -eXtelittfid4pide*
has to be willing to. SUbmit to,that, and )cdpii,::readinT.,
think anybody thaltimiLbeen a Vriter and .14ritinto-*
particular audieacesiirkeear aware of tWde4red;i0:03*
they are exerting thiiii'&14tol OVer theit'Oeteniiai
readers. Pnsuasive papersin-particular. Is thd reader
going to follow me in this direction or are they going to
stop and throw the paper down. It seeind clear that there
an important control element in there too. Readifig does'
have its inherent disciplines.

SD2: So the student-reader has to submit to the control of the
author as well as the contml of the teacher?

T4: My question is to what extent does that play a role in this
whole thing.

SD1: "I don't know the answer to what you are asking, but what do
you mean by, I don't know what you mean when you said
reading does have its inherent disciplines."

T4: "Well, there is a sequential discipline clearly, to reading.
You read it in a certain order that the author presented toyou. At least in some degree."

SD2: "Not every piece of writing."

T4t "To some extent anything. You are not gcing to open the
almanac and start at the end and read backwards."

T2: "My husband, who had trouble in school, he and his friendswere stunned in seventh grade when they learned how mucheasier it was in school if they read all of the words in asentence from left to right and if they read all of thewords on a page. They were seventh graders and to this dayhe must remind himself to read from the beginning to the endof the sentence. You ought to hang around with people whohad a really tough time in school because it is really fun.Just driving down the highway he may pick out a few words on
a sign to read but they may not be in the correct order, andyou see 7 lo that automatically. He does that if he is not
really focusing and he maintains there are lots of kids likethat. So..exactly right, there is the discipline of going
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left to right and from line 1 to line. 2."

T4: "Just becaust. Ile created his own discipline do:asn't mean h-is undisciplined."

T2: No, it is jusethey had a theory of reading that wasn'tworking for them and it wad a pertaid discipline they' fbun_that if they followed someone else's theory of reading, he-and his friends, then lots of things made more senserandthey did better in school. So what seems obvioud. when yóu:-.talk to someone that had a terrible time with reading; itdoesn't seem so obvious. I think it is a divipline.
T4: But even beyond the syntactical discipline, an author setd:mood that has to be tapped into in ordar to receiVec,the-'message the author intended or one of a range oe Meaning-d. ,Possiblc that someone pick up a message or meaning that Athlaauthor never intended, but when that happens I think thediscipline of reading is breaking down and losing itseffectiveness as a communicative tool.

SD3: One of the things that I do is when the kids say a passageor a text has a particular meaning or this is the way theyunderstand it is to ask them to go back to the book and usethe authors words to show where they got that meaning.Havirl the reader find it in the text is one way to connectit with our own experiences, which are varied.

sD2: can they always find it?

S03: can the student always find it, no. Although I think itdepends on the student, some students would be abl-a toarticulate that. There is It lot of articulation that kidslearn in doing this. They learn a whole differeatvocabulary and a whole way of talking about what they read,because they are Aot talking about a 1.reconceived answersomeone may have.

SD2: "T4, I want to ask you, do you think it is possible for thereader to ever precisely figure out what the authorintended?"

T4: "Is it possible for an author to figure out precisely whathe intends? No, there is no, I'm not talking about it inthe singular. There is no one meaning, that is why Irephrased my comments in terms of a range of mear.'ngs.There is always a ranga."

SD2: Sometimes I am absolutely amazed when somebody readssomething I wrof.e and how they interpret it. I think, wow.And this is a contemporary shared meaning kind of thing andthen I think about reading something that 200 years old
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T4: But on the other hand, if they read,some,thing,that yepi haW
written-and they respond-t0-1,911-WAT4474413iumtall7.
that giveb you the impressip*that theyy.Were-really'tunin
in to.what you had invested in that, there is a real
exhilaration in that, isn't ther0-

SD2: That has never happened to me (laughter).

T4: That has never happened, uah.

SD2: It is always like there is something really different, s.c*
people pick out things that were not a big deal for mewhi
I was writing it. I thought it was almost obvious, hpweiWt
I threw that in there. I mean it is really remarkable.

T2: I think there is something I.:. "-wing into the author's
reality. Sometimes you read something and you won't pick u
on something the author didn't intend because their realitn,i
the world they were creating, whether fiction or non-

"fiction, is so different from what you want or you are in a
bad mood. Assuming we are talking about good readers her*.
There is some way that you don't go into the author's worIdi
so yoar eyes are going across the page and you don't have k,-;
clue what it is saying. As opposed to the person that comei,!
into your world and sees something different from what you
intended.

SD2: Yes. It could be my writing and you see (gestures to T4)
that is another issue.

T2: But 1 think it also could be different focusing. A person
that was visiting the fmily this weekend writes plays and
novels and such in Denmark. Had a discussion about the
author and he felt the only time yott should be aware of the
author is when you begin to "buy out" of that world. For
some reason, when you begin to pull out d question.
Whether it is fiction or non-fiction as long as it is realto you, you shou_d be completely oblivious to the author
because you are there. When, for some reason, the author'sworld comes to some disjuncture with what you could make
coherent, whether it is your own world or not, you know youjust can't make it coherent, then you pull back and say whydid the author do that. Or what is going on here or what
was the'author's intent.

Tl: Well, that is litical then.

"2: I think that's what political writing is, creating
disjunctures, situations that make you take a stance. Itwas an interesting point of view tram an author, he hopes to
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write in such a way that his readers forget he is there.

SD1: Can you imagine with your author fri,end, as long as, as a
reader, my biases are being confirmed / don't think about
them or challenge them.

SD2, T5 & T2 all oppose this statement.

SD2: I don't think you go along with it beotwge the biases are
the same.

T2: I think as long as biases are being stretched in a way. tha
I can stretch. I mean I may get stetched but as long as=i:
is in a way that / can imagine. It is when soMething co44i
up that I can't, I can't make the leap. He is not saYion--
that it is a bad thing to make people step bae.ac and 14604
about it, it is just...You know SD2, the thing we talked-
about last spring. When I read a book I am really into it4,.
but if you ask me what are you reading before you go to bedC^
at night I would be hard pressed to tell you the title, t# =
author, or the plot. But when I am there it is like total
real and the house could burn down around me. I confessed
this to 5D2 in my interview last year and she said she did
the same thing, and I have felt better aver since.

TA: To give another example, take poetry for a minute. I think
one of the big differences in poetry as opposed to prose is-
that the author of the poetry makes more demands upon the
reader to buy in to the mood or the rigor or whatever that
has been woven into that poem. You have got to be "more

.

committed to read a poem than to read prose." I think there,:
is a greater degree of discipline there and I think that is
why A lot of our children that we teach have a difficult
time appreciating poetry. It is just a short little thing,
they scan down it and say ok, I have read it. But they have
not been willing to submit themselves to the richness that
has been tied in in the space of a few verses. They can sar...
I have read it but ok, well...

SD1: "Under what conditions would they be able to tie in to the
richness? When would that happen? Are there poems that
kids tie in to the richness?"

T4: Well, I think the most successful children's poet lately has Ibeen Shel Silverstein. He capitalizes on sensations. I
think he capitalizes on the children's appreciation of the
grotesque.

TS: Isn't that wonderful(chuckling).

T2: The babysitter.
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T4: Things:like that. But 4v,en there,.itthink:they: inyel-Ase-7,theneeIvek,be-tte-r, ykfar_t,****y':. isreading itto the* 'thain*,,:vhen,they. read%--4.heeksres..thinX there is- oti33: th'ik-ientinCyfen:WW49,7 ereunawar,e of the discipline of reading to just lookat q14and skit thrOugh. it involvinglot of it reallvhaS tii-464W07IoWitq:jdOwn.
sink in and.not 1.16e kx0014r'reading,paCe. If I Used-_th_same, last week I reed:Talajd.jLitigiairld. Nowit IT:vethat same pace in reading Obetry, likeleven Robert FroSt*would do me no good. I would be through with it and-itf_would be over, it would be senseless for me to go through:
at that same kind of a pace.

SDI: Well , it is true we read different kinds of materials in-different ways.

T4: That's another one of the things I am talking about in ten&of the discipline of reading. I think that is anotheraspect, sequentialness might be one, pace might be anotherone.

A

SDI: I am unclear whether the meaning for you lies in what theauthor puts on the page or what the reader constructs or is-it something inbetween? I think when you are sa7ing this,don't think we are talking about the same thing (handmovements tn show on diferent paths.). But that is why I iwanted examples of what you meant by disciplines. It soundkto me that for you the meaning is there in the text and youneed to get it out, and there might be more than one or tWomeanings in the text.

T4: I look at it this way; an author, narticularly like RobertFrost who is writing poetry and to a lesser extent fiction,they are to some extent like a parable. And a good av`hor,I't sure, is aware of that as he is writing. That variouspeople are going to approach this at a different level.Moby Dick is a good example. Very few people responded toHerman Melville according to the deeper message that he hadin the book. He might have been mildly disappointed but Ibet he was thrilled every time he went down to the bank. Atleast people were buying it and reading it and that waskeeping him in business. But when someone showed up thatwas able to tap into some of the more subtle aspects of hisbook it would seem sure that he would be appreciative ofthat and respect the reader that he talked to that he wasable to migage those aspects. I think that an author lays avalid claim to certain of the meanings that are communicatedthrough that text.

SDI: In something like Moby Dick I bet he would be surprised
sometimes at some of the meanings that people found there.
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And he would even say, oh yeah, I hadn't thought oi'it that
way. I mean that-is what hear,you (V) saying When
somebody talks to-you about arti.gle YPIL:have written,ana
you didn't even think that was'yeiy. important. And yet you
can see all that they can build out of it.

T2: But wouldn't have liked it also if they had taken a little
time and try and be real clear about what it was you were
trying to say?

SD2: Yes and no. Because a lot of times I think you are right R,
I am surprised at what I say when I go back and read
something of mine. You know sometimes construction will
happen right as I am writing.

SD1: The ideas come in. Or it might not be all finished yet.
";°

SD2: Right, or it is half way through. I guess what is important:
to me in what I writct is not necessarily located within that_
written document. So I would like people to think like I am.
thinking but I realize that from the written document that
is not always possible. Yeah, I would like everybody to
think like I did when I wrote the document but it is not
going to happen.

T4: It is possible.

SD1: I think that is a question, I wonder if it is possible.

SD2: I don't know whether it is or not, I really don't know. My
training in literature was a structural approach, which was
to come as close to what the author was thinking when the
book or poem was written. I bought into the notion that it
would be possible to come as close as you can to something
that was written 250 years ago, as long as you took all the
time in the world. You figured out culturally what was
going on in those times. You did structural analysis of thepiece. And you could really come close to what that author
was thinking and I was convinced of that until I started
writing. Then I thought, no one is going to come close to
what I am thinking when I write this thing. I mean evul me.
When I read it two years later it is not even going to be
the same. When I read it, something that I have written.
At this point I guess I have moved away frcm the notion tha
it is possible to get close to what the author was thinking.

14: What you say scares me because it seems to imply that it is
impossible to commnic:?te.

SD2: What I think probably the problem with tha other approach is
that it is completely relativistic. That there isn't a
meaning in a piece of writing. That is where, I think, the
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social notion comes across. That you begin to develop a
shared notion through the social aspect:of reading. But /
agree, I think that ir part of the problel people have with ,
the notion of constructing meahing iS that it all becomes
relativistic. Is there a right,answer ever.

T2: Isn't it possible that reaAing is some of each? That
reading is set within time constraints and resources to try
to and construct the author's meaning or your best guess and;
then construct you own meaning and also with the people
around you. Isn't it possible that reading is all of that,
it is such a rich thing.

T4: Put it this way, I would be scared with taking too much of a2,
relativistic approach at say the sixth grade level because
the kids might throw up their hands and say well, "poohy."
You know, this is a big joke, somebody is writing all this
words and there is nothing behind it anyway, you can get
whatever you want to out of it. And when you do explain to
someone what you got out of it they are just going to laugh
at you because ha ha, the joke is on you, there wasn't any
meaning here after all. They might get that impression.
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1-inal Belief Interview: HIS

1. Well, how are you feeling about things--your teaching, your
class--now that you are approaching the end of the year?

2. What seems to have worked well in reading fp,- this set of
kids?

3. Were you doing that last year? At the beginning of the
;ear?

--If "no": how dic you decide to change? Where did the
change come from?

--If "yes": did you try anything new? Where did it come
from? How H'd it work?

4. What seemed not to work too well for this set of kids? Had
you tried this before? Why do you think it didn't work?

5. Talk a little bit about reading comprehension. What is it?
How is it learnd? How best to teach it? (Give them plenty ct
time for this question.)

6. Is there a student who has really progressed beyond your
expectations this year? Probe--describe the kid, progressed in
what way? how r you tell? what helped? What did teacher
expect of the st_

7. Is there a student who really did not get as far as predicted
or at least hoped for? Same probes. . .

How did you try to help this student? Do you think some other
things might work?

8. 4 lot of our discussion at our group meetings revolved around
asse:asment. Now that the state tests are over, how are you
feeling about testing? What makes grading "objective"? Do you
try to be objective? When do you find yourself being subjective?
What helps you really figure out when you know how well a student
is progressing? Do you use subjective information?

9. We also talked a lot about orevented or encouraged you to do
what you believe in in the classroom. How do you feel about that
now?
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Shift

10. When you first looked at your videotape, how dia you feel?
Were you surprised with anything that you saw yourself doinga
After seeing that, dio you do anything differently?

11. How did you feel when you read your belief interview? Was
there anything ths you saw with which you disagreed?
You know, did I really say that? I don't really mean that.

12. What really stands out in your mind as a strong belief about
reading that you may or may not have stated in your belief
interview?

13. How would you describe the staff development program?

14. Were there aspects tha'.: made you feel uncomfortable?

--Probe, "Ya, a lot of people feel that, why do you
suppose that is the case?"

15. Were there aspects that were more valuable or fun than
others?

16. Do you think you are doing something different because r-
it? Are you thinking differently about teaching? About reading?
About kids? (If no, then, Well how are you thinking about
teaching? etc.

17. Lets say there were the opportunity to do the same kind of
thing in whatever school you are in next year (for Kim) in Math
or Social Studies? What would you think about that? What would
you want to do differently?

18 How important are the other teachers in your school to you
as a teachEr? How would you describe your relationships with
them?

19. Anything more that you want to add?
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CODING SYSTEM: SECOND TEACHER BELIEF Ifil*VIEWS
July, 1989

Ithm_tushgt
ArxietY
Efficacy/Attribution
Personal Reading

AN
EF
PR

Students
Students in General S_
Teacher's Expectations for Students SE
Good Readers SG
Poor Readers SB
Average Readers SA
Learning Disability LD
Motivation/Self Concept/ Affect AF

Reading/Language
Reading
Vocabulary
Word
Talking/Communicating
Listening
Learning to Read

R_
V_
WO
T_
L_
LR

RIS
Staff DevelopmentDescription SD
Change in Practice CH

TgAgtingagJg!fttraiisla
Teaching--General TG
Peer Teaching (Cooperative Learning) PT
Teaching Read.ing TR
Basals B_
Questioning Q_
Literature
Other Texts (inc. library) TX
Grouping GR
Grading/Assessment G_

Other SUbjects
Integration IN
Art A_
Social Studies SS
Science SCI
Writing W_
Math
School
School SC
Other Teachers OT
Specialists SP
Principal P_
Parents PA
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CASE STUDY: SCHOOL A

I. GENERAL SCHOOL DESCRIPTION

School A was located in a quiet suburban neighborhood of
modest ranchstyle homes and new development on the very edge of
town. The building was seven years old and appeared very clean
and well-maintained. The principal described the school as
"middle sized" at 380 students. Enrollment was down in Year 1 of
our study, from 600 students t le year before, since the school
had lost students to a new school nearby (School C). Principal A
explained that in a growing suburban attendance area, it was hard
to predict yearly enrollment. There were 14 reiular classroom
teachers, grades K-6, and one LD teacher. Pr., Ty and bilingual
teachers had the assistance ol! part-time aides The average class
size was 24.

The school was made up of four connected buildings enclosing
a courtyard with a few planters and picnic tables. The office and
hallways actually seemed bare and somewhat uninviting to the
observers, with little in the way of decoration. The courtyard
was well-tended, but did not seem to be used for school
activities. But inside the classrooms, there was lots to see:
student art and writing, and colorful bulletin boards. Most
classrooms were similarly arranged, with desk- in groups, and in
most classrooms students moved around the room for activities,
rather than st 'ring in assigned seats.

School rules were posted in each room, but claqsroom
management techniques varied. There was a general schoolwide
emphasis on rewarding positive behaviors, and the principal made
it a point to recognize good student behavior regularly. In
general, students were quiet and relaxed during class, and seemed
happy to bk.. at school. Teacher-student interactions observed
during our visits for observations and testing were consistently
positive. There was no evidence of vandalism. With only a few
reservations, the classroom observer said, she would recommend
this school as a place to teach.

Student Population: Students at School A were 50% Hispanic,
47% Anglo, and 1% each Black, Asian and Native American. Thirty-
three percent of the students qualified for free or reduced
lunches, a rough estimate of low socioeconomic status. The
principal described most fitmilies as "upwardly m bile working
class to middle class," often first-time homeowners. She figured
the rate of student mobility at just below 20%, by which she
meant that 80% of the students who were enrolled at the beginning
of the year would still be there at the end. Most students came
from the immediate neighborhood, except for a few bused in for
special education. They scored close to the mean for the entire
district on Iowa tests given in April of Year 1 -- neither very
high, nor very low.

Despite the percentage of H.Lspanic students at School A,
very few were officially classified as limited English proficient
(LEP). One classroom at each grade level provided "bilingual,"
actually Spanish-as-a-second-language (SSL) instruction, as an



enrichment program highly supported by parents. For the testing
phase of our project in Year 2, Principal A decided that the few
"Spanish dominant" students in rades 4-6 would not be asked to
take the test, which was admin ,,ered only in English.

In their interviews, the participating teachers at School A
did not talk at length about their students. The three who did
mention students described them in mostly positive terms. The
only exceptions were individual students who, the teachers
thought, had difficult lives and needed extra attention and
caring. The teachers also expressed satisfaction with their own
abilities to manage the classroom and to adapt their instruction
to student needs and preferences. They made very few commenrs,
positive or negative, about the students' parents or homes. The
interview data were confirmed by the teachers' questionnaire
responses. In fact, the School A teachers were the most positive
of all groups in their responses to items about their student
population.

School History: The principal reported that before she had
arrived two years ago, the school had been led by a "very
successful, effective principal." While she disagreed somewhat
with the former principal's philosophy of education (in
particular, her "skills" emphasis), she credited her with having
established a positive climate. ',he also said that though there
had been a great deal of staff turnover in recent yearS, and
several of the teachers had little experience, the school had
omaintained quality" in its programs. Staff turnover, she
thought, was due mainly to the inconvenience of the school's
location.

In our meeting with Principal A at the beginning of Year 2,
she said that enrollment at the school had climbed back up to
440, due to neighborhood growth. Since staffing had not likewise
increased, she described conditions as "overcrowded."

II. INITIAL CONTACTS WITH THE SCHOOL AND RESPONSES TO THE PROJECT

Principal A was the first principal contacted by the
researchers, who had heard that she was likely to be receptive.
They arranged a meeting with her to explain *the project and guage
her reaction to it. The principal volunteered a great deal of the
above information about the school at this meeting, and soon
adopted the terminology of the researchers, referring to her
teachsrs as "research-based." As she heard the research
described, she became very enthusiastic, saying that she would

to participate," and that "we're the most cooperative group
you'll run into:" She described participation as "fun" for her.
Thus, there was no issue here regarding access to the school or
principal cooperation.

After thinking about the project design, Principal A even
proposed that School A would make a better experimental than ,
control school, because they were "already doing this," i.e.,
using research-based practices in the classroom. In fact, she
warned that "we might not be right for you" because conditions



were so ideal. The researchers arranged a date to meet with the
teachers, to see if they would also approve.

Before the teacher meeting, the principal called to tell the
researchers that her regicnal superintendent had officially
approved the project, and asked if she could talk with the
teachers about it befere their meeting. At the teacher meeting,
the principal was quite obvious in her support for the project.
In her introduction, she described participation as a chance to
"make history," and an "opportunity to be lobbyists for change"
by using the Illinois reading test before other schools. She told
the teachers that she had described them to the researchers as
people who were not "stuck," who would be open to new ideas. When
PA said we did not want to push the teachers into anything, the
principal piped up, "I do!" While she did not hesitate to apply
the pressure of her own enthusiasm on teachers, they seemed to
receive it fairly well. They joked openly with her about how she
had already put their names on the sign-up list.

The researchers described the study in "teacher-friendly"
terms, and very thoroughly. But afterwards, the principal
remarked that they need not have mentioned the 277 research
articles they had surveyed, and other.details, since she had told
the teachers that this meeting would be brief and cover only the
essentials. She explained that the teachers had three meetings
that week, and seemed protective of their time. The principal in
general seemed anxious for her teachers to have made a good
impression on the researchers, and for the researchers to have
made a good impression on them, so that they would readily agree
to participate.

The teachers' observed responses at the meeting varied. Some
were rather slow arriving, and three sat in the back looking at
papers and writing through most of the presentation. A young
teacher was obviously nervous about 1,eing videotaped, and asked
how the tapes would be used (as a "bad example" of teaching?).
Others asked informative questions about the study in general.
One of the veteran teachers, as the principal described it,
"bought into the project right away," and after that most of the
others followed suit. A male teacher in the back, however,
continued looking at his papers. When asked directly about
participation, he looked up with a harried expression and said he
was "swamped" with work -- but he would sign up. The principal
explained, in support o. 'lira, that he was involved in a district
teacher mentoring pro- am and also the organizer of the student
counsel.

The classroom observer said that when she met wi'h teachers
to arrange for her observations, they were "friendly, cooperative
and open." Only one of the six seemed a little "remote."
Another, a long-term substitute for a regular teacher on
maternity leave, eventually decided not to participate. The
teacher who had seemed reluctant at the initial meeting stopped
the observer in the hall and assured her that he really wanted to
participate, because he thought that teacher observations were
valuable. Teachers seemed anxious to get any feedback from the
observer that she could prvide, and the principal even called
one of the project assistants to find out if and when teachers
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would be able to see the results of their observations.
When we met with Principal A at the beginning of Year 2, she

continued to be receptive to the project. She was especially
interested in seeihg how the reading test we were giving would
compare with the Iowa tests. She reported that the same teachers
would be back this year, and an additional teacher who had not
participated in Year I wanted to sign up. This was the LD
teacher who had expressed interest at the initial teacher
meeting. Principal A had some concerns about his participation
in the staff development sessiona, since he often did not seem to
be able to complete his regular duties on time. In general, she
said, she was concerned about how stressed for time all of the
teachers at her school were this year, with so many meetings to
attend. She said that if they had too many meetings, she would
usually waive her weekly check on their lesson plans. Though we
arranged to meet with the teachers to plan Year 2 activities,
Principal A took a great deal of control over coordinating
arrangements for the reading tests.

The first Year 2 meeting with the teachers at School A was
supposed to be audio taped, but a malfunction made the tape
unusable. Only sparse notes were taken of this meeting. The
teachers were receptive for the most part, though there was an
undercurrent of joking and comments that seemed to have more of a
sarcastic "edge" than in the previous year. The LD teacher -aid
that he really wanted to participate, because he was "grasping"
for ideas. After some discu-sion, the teachers were able to come
to consensus about a day and time for the staff development
sessions. Tiviir schedules did seem very packed.

The project assistants who administered the reading tests
reported that the teachers were receptive and helpful. They came
away with generally positive impressions.

III. PRINCIP:L A

The classroom observer noted that Principal A, a sw,all
fortyish woman with a bright smile, was welcoming and helpful to
her. She described the principal as "highly visible" and as "a
dynamic individual who has a good relationship with teachers."

Principal Background Principal A had been a classroom
teacher starting in the early 70s. She held a masters degree in
teaching, and had erned a doctorate from a prestigious
university. Once she had had an intention of becoming an
academic, but said, "I decided I liked the public schools a lot
better than I liked the university." She had spent eleven years
in the district since receiving her Ph.D.: three years with
Chapter 1, three years as a specialist in language proficiency
testing, and five years as an administrator.

Principal on the Principalship: This was Principal A's
second year at School A, and she said that in her first year she
could never have handled scaething extra like a research project.
But this year was "calm, predictable, more organized." She was
"not a stranger anymore" to the teachers. She a...A) thought that
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not many other principals in the district would be interested in
participating in a study of instruction. In her opinion, the
district trend was toward "symbolic but not "instnicti.nal"
leadership.

As for her own style of leadership, Principal A said that
she was learning that "you have to work slowly" -- "I can't come
in here with all my vie* pints, meeting teachers with all their
viewpoints, and say 'O. ou're going to do it my way.' That just
doesn't work." She contrasted herself with some principals, who
"for their own management efficiency, want the teachers to do a
very lockstep, cut-and-dry program," perhaps t- cope with their
own lack of expertise. Her relationships with teachers, in her
view, allowed more "give and take."

Principal's School Goals: School A had a school improvement
plan, as required by the district, with "writing across the
curriculum" as its focus. Principal A had received some dropout
prevention money from the district and had decided to use the
funds for a teacher inservice on teaching writing. The
presenters she chose had "what I'd call a whole language,
wholistic perspective," she said. She had been trying to
"support" teachers in using techniques for integrating language
arts across the curriculum and providing more time for student
writing. She also had a personal interest in substance abuse
prevention, and 1* adopted a program on this topic called
Project Pride. L addition, she had brought in two "hands-on
science programs that emphasized development of language
strategies within the science program," and encouraged the use of
writing for expression of ideas in social studies and science,
rather than the use of objective tests.

For Year 2, Principal A reported that the district had
"mandated" teacher inservices on a whole series of topics. The
superintendent was implementing a program called "SUCCESS,"
brought on, in her opinion, due to "panic" over the need for
quick improvement. (See Principal Perceptions of District
Influence, below.) Principal A would also be continuing with the
agenda on her school improvement plan. Inservice topics she had
in mind would be writing across the curriculum, fine arts,
computers and substance abus4i. Therefore, our staff development
meetings would be part of a plethora of meetings the intermediate
teachers would be expected to attend. Principal A was concerned
about overloading teachers with meetings and detracting from
their focus on instruction.

Principal Remarks on Teachers and Teaching: Principal A's
position on teaching was that "if a teacher is working in a style
that feels right to them, they can be successful." It was
impertant for teachers to view themselves as "professionals," in
her view, since that term implied a "seise of growth tht is
inherent." The kind of teacher Principal A was lookin., for at
the school was "somebody who shows initiative, shows
resourceZulness, shows ability to get along with others...a self-
generator ...who does not rely always on the book." She looked
for a "risk-taker to model risk-taking for the kids." She also
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looked for certain indicators that the teacher's training had
included exposure to th.a overall philosophy she was aiming for at
the school: integrated curriculum, whole language, and a certain
school of math instruction.

Principal A held the opinion that teacher ,.lhange was "
little bit of a mystery, but I guess it boils down to the
individual and what they're willing to step out and do. And maybe
it's their view of their job." Lees experienced teachers, she
observed, first had to get a handle on working with the class as
a whole, and then moved on to learning how to vary their
instruction for different kinds of students. Some teachers, she
thought, were quicker than others to take their instruction
beyonzi the textbook. Sometimes teachers identified instructional
problems as rmaterials" problems, and went looking for new
materials rather than changing their own strategies.

The district and the school allowed for a great deal of
teacher flexibility and innovation, according to Principal A. But
some teachers, she said, "still fall back on the way the'r
remember being taught," and conform to the textbook manual even
when they know it contains errors. Some teachers "like to be a
victim of the system. They like to say, 'my hands are tied behind
my back. I just can't do it.' And it's a bunch of balogna. They
just want to look like martyrs."

Principal Influence over Instruction and Teacher Change: In
the fall, Principal A said, she had given the teachers "a few
groundrules for how we were going to do instructioa here." She
gave them the curriculum guide from the district to use as a
base. Thrir program, in her view, should be based not just "on
the books," but on their "personal best ideas." She continued,
"Other than that I do not tell people what subject matter they
need to teach...I encourage them to vary how they deliver it..."

As for her own influence over teacher change, Principal A
said that she did not feel that she could "come in to make big
chang s...I don't think I would ever come on that way with this
faculty." She used her background in reading "but not in a
mandated way. Just nn an individual basis." She had "not had any
major arguments with people over why I don't think they need to
hang on to the skills books," but had tried to operate in a
"quiet way." She had had "good luck" with referring teachers to
other teachers for help. And she especially liked it when
teachers came to her voluntarily for advice or invited her in to
observe their latest innovations, without fear of failing in her
presence.

Though she remarked that the "leadership literature"
promoted teacher participation in generating topics for inservice
trainings, Principal A said she was generally the one to propose
topics to the teachers, based on "school priorities," what she
had heard from teachers informally and her own expertise. From
her ieports, the teachers usually ratified her decisions.
Therefore, she exerted some indirect influence over teachers
through choosing inservice topics and presenters congruent with
her own philosophy.

In her evaluations of teaching, Principal A used the
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standard district evaluation form, which ceAbined open-ended
observations with a rating scale. She talked with the tea,her in
advance of her observation and asked for a lesson plal with an
explanation of their objectives. The observation was followed by
a conference, in which the teacher was able to do as much self-
evaluation as possible. The principal used a strategy of having
teachers "brainstorm alternatives" in areas which needed
improvement, "rather than me being the one who knows and says,
you should have done this." In her opinion, this "puts the
ownership for change back on the teacher." One area of evaluation
she had pinpointed was teachers' tendencies to ask "teacherish"
or short-answer questions, rather than questions which generated
students' higher order thinking. She was pleased that some
teachers had become more self-monitoring regarding this practice.

Principal Perceptions of District Influence: Principal A saw
the district moving in the direction of "teacher proofing" the
curriculum, due not to the new superintendent (whom she
respected) but to his subordinates. For instance, district
policy limited how much flexibility she could give teachers in
moving away from textbook-based instruction, since certain things
were required to be taught. Recent budget cuts had also limited
the resources available to principals for improving instruction
through inservice trainings. But she also saw some encouraging
signs in the whole language emphasjs of the district K-3
programs. In general, she approved of the district curriculum,
and felt that it had been designed by people who "know how kids
learn and what's appropriate for what age."

Every year, the district published a list of achievement
test scores by school. When asked about how achievement tests
affected instruction at School A, the principal said: "I told
them not to pay any attention to them, but I don't know how much
certain individuals may worry." She said, "I personally believe
that the tests are irrelevant to our goals...but certain
individuals are probably suspicious of my attitude and may do
more."

In our meeting with Principal A at the beginning of Year 2,
she seemed even more certain that the district was moving toward
decreasing discretion at the school level. This was despite a
counter-trend toward decentralized, site-based management, which
she fully supported as the "ideal" way to go about school change.
But some peeple in the district were responding to "external
pressure" for improvement in achievement by proposing more
centralized coordination of the curriculum. The school board and
certain people in the central office, according to Principal A,
had been behind formation of a new committee to develop a "core
curriculum" of common goals for all schools, which would
eventually be Anked to criterion-referenced testing. Principal
A WdS ()Ding to attend the first meeting along with one of our
participating teachers. She said that the teacher was one who
could represent her own position well, and she might ask her to
continue to attend the meetings in her stead.

Teachers on ths Principal: The participating teachers at
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School A had generally positive things to say about Principal A
in their interviews. They emphasized that Principal A fostered a
great deal of autonomy and flexibility in iastruction. As one
described it, she knew that Principal A had certain opinions
about reading instruction, but she "could detect no pre .sure
from the principal to conform to her preferenc.c. One teacher
complained about another teacher's reading instruction, but said,
"In the !ftoss sees what's going on, that's between the two of
them..." A second year teacher said that Principal A had
encouraged her to "trust" herself, and .to ask herself, "What do
you want to do? What is it that you're looking to teach them?"
When Principal A observed that this teacher's reading instruction
was limited to the basals, she had gently encouraged the teacher
to "try a little bit of variel" in her teaching. A "whole
language" teacher said that she appreciated that Principal A
would let her "feel her way" through changes in her teaching. In
this teacher's opinion, the teacher autonomy Principal A had
fostered since she arrived had actually 1...e_a_ps.A the variation
among the teachers in their styles of instruction.

The teachers' questionnaire responses bore out the interview
responses and our observations. Teachers at School A rated their
principal quite high in leadership qualities and frequency of
interaction related to instruction. The overall profile of their
school's organizational characteristics was somewhat more
positive than the profile for all schools combined, on all
variableL;.

IV. TEACHERS AND TEACHING AT SCHOOL A

Observations of Teachers: We had contacts only wi-1, the
intermediate teachers at School A. What stood out at our initial
meetings was the number of young teachers and the number of male
teachers in this group. The observer remarked that the rale
teachers in particular seemed quite "confident." The teachers
emphasized co the observer that they were all very different.
But while she observed wide difference- in teacher
"personalities" and cassroom Aanagement styles, from very
"demanding" to very "casual" and "loving," she did not observe
wide differences in instructional techniques. Most stuck to the
same general Jchedule (the exception was a "whole language"
teacher).

We did observe some evidence of teacher collegiality.
Teachers tended to get together to talk after school, and one
teacher remarked about how well everyone got along. But when the
classroom observer asked directly aboli.t teacher collaboration, a
teacher looked at her with surprise and remarked that they did
not have enough time to plan together.

Princpal Description of Teachers: Principal A described her
t-achers in generally positive terms, and said that in many ways
they matched the ideal summarized in the previous section --
though most had too little exposure to the whole language methods
she preferred. Her first impressions as a new pencipal had been
of "a lot f young, energetic capable teacherr who were fairly,



in some ways, traditional in their approach," and exhibited a
"variety of styles." However, their youth and lack of experience
meant that the also did not need a lot of "deprogramming" in
order to chang She remarked, have seen every teacher who is
in this school make some changes in two years...no matter how
many years they've taught...Most of them have that self-image as
professional where they see change as part of the job." This
group of teachers also "broke the stereotype that teachers are
people who couldn't be accountants or doctors or lawyers." Her
highest praise was reserved for two viale teachers who were
"encouraging thinki-g" in their students. Her severest criticism
was for a ferale teacher who was on maternity leave for most of
Year 1 of our study, whom she had "no confidence in," and ho
would need to be .-'monitored" when she returned_

Principal A also described the teachers as working well
together, as being "cohesive" and not "se fish with their ideas."
A smaller staff this year allowed for more talking and sharing.
As she put it, "I feel that the teachers relate unusually well
Occasionally I'll find out that there's a 1-ersona1ity conflict or
a disagreement among a couple of teachers, but overall there are
no cliques and there are no big sides to argue with. From what I
hear from other principals, this is a much more cooperative than
average faculty."

Most of the teachers, in Principal A's opinion, were anxious
for opportunities to learn; she said she never lacked for
volunteers f.r workshops. The intermediate teachers at this
school, in her view, were very innovative and "better than the
primares." Though the primary teachers had had many more
inservice training opportunities through the district, and as a
groud had more experience, they were also less willing to change.
The previous year, she had seen two young intermediate teachers
make many changes under the influence of an experienced, creative
teacher -- picking her ideas up "by osmosis" aad continuing to
use them this year. She felt that "the respect of peers and
communication with peers really has a major effect on how the
whole intermediate operates here. I love it when it happens that
way."

Teacher Comments on Teachers and Teaching at School A: In
their interviews, the participating teachers did not offer much
in the way of descriptions or opinions of other teachers at the
achool. In four cases, teachers contrasted their own teaching
with that of others. One said that she knew that another teacher
was "very loyal to the whole basal reader program" ber:ause she
had seen him making worksheets in the teachers' lounge, had
overheard him teaching in the next room, and had talked with him
at times. One said that she knew her teaching of reading had
been criticized by another teacher, and that she had had to
defend her methods. Another contrasted the teaching of primary
and intermediate teachers, and said that in the upper grades,
teachers tended to just "go by the book," especially the male
teachers who are -ot very "creative." (There were three male
teachers in this group.)

One teacher remarked that it woula he hard to describe what
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others were doing, "because I'm so tied up in my own room and
what I'm doing." The teachers described a only a limited amount
of collaboration among themselves, which for the most part
consisted in sharing materials or specific ideas. They did not
observe each other ("no time" two remarked) and did not plan
lessons together. However, two had planned and implemented a
joint class project.

Gn the teacher queutionnaires, teachers at School A rated
their sd-ool as slightly more positive as a place to work, than
did teaciers in all schools combined. But they did not report an
especially high level of teacher collaboration or participation.

V. READING AT SCHOOL A

Observations of Reading: Ia the classroom observer's view,
there was no extraordirary emphasis on rsadina at School A, but
the general atmosphere vas conducive to reading and writing. For
example, there were none of the popular posters on read:mg in
evidence. The library was comfortable, spacions and arran5N1 for
easy but "there was not much inducement to read," and the
observer vaw few students there. However, most classrooms had an
abundance of 1,.terature, in small class libraries.

In general, the observer noted that approaches to teaching
reading were similar, and limi*ed in variety. Most seemed close3y
tied to the basal reader. But interestingly, the teachers told
her that they considered themselves to be quite different from
one another. The observer attributed this perception to
differences in personality and style, rather than the substance
of lessons. Only one teacher stood out as being different in her
approach and overall philosophy, and even she, for her otzerved
lesson, used a technique similar to the others. The observer had
a sense that this teacher, and at east some others, planned
special lessc:,s for their observation days.

The Principal and Reading: Principal A had considerable
background and expertise in reading. She held a masters degree in
the teaching of reading, and a doctorate in reading, language
development and child development. As she described it, her
approach to reading evolved from her earlier days in the
classroom, when she taught phonics and "assumed that kids
automatically woald understand what they read," to her present
firm belief that a "whole language" approach is best. She said
that the "key event" in this evolution was a course from two
whole language experts, which "synthesized everything I hadn't
learned before in r ,ding and gave me a perspective
that...experience has shown me has real validity, and is based on
how kids actually learn..." These beliefs had been further
reiniorced by a colleague in her former position in the district
Chapter 1 program.

r"';',is principal was very definite and explicit in her
positi n GA reading and her objectives for the hool reading
program. She deccribed herself as "very definitely a whole
language proponent, which gives me the viewpoint that where we
start from is the function of reading...there has to be a
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purpose...My view of reading is driven by the reader as opposed
to the text..." In her evaluation of reading, she said, she
lnoked for "kids having a chance to really read...to read'
connected text and to comprehend, to prelict, to expand..." She
expressed the opinion that basal readers were inadequate bases
for th.a.s kind of reading program, and said she would "love" to
move the school in the direction of discarding the basals
altogether. In her words: "There's nothing worse than a kid
having to read a bunch of really short stuff and answer questions
at tite end."

Principal Descriptions of Reading Instruction: Principal A
said that none of the teachers at the school were simply teachirm
skills as their entire reading program, but in observations
"sometimes I see a skills lesson and I don't see any reading
going on." She was still not observing the use of content area
materials for reading, unless an individual student chose to
pursue an interest. A positive characteristic of the
intermediate reading program was that the teache:s were "not
running a lot of low-level reading groups...they're teaching kids
at a relatively high level of expectation." But in her opinion
students who were above or below grade level in reading might not
be getting the attention they needed.

The principal saw the library as a "problem area" for the
school. She explained that the school did not have enough
students this year to qualif7 for a full-time librarian. Though
their part-time librari-n was "excellent" she (lid not have time
to run the kinds of enrichment programs she considered ideal.
This deficit was hampering the development of the reading
program.

At the end of her interview, Principal A said that being
asked to describe reading instruction at her school made her feel
distressed at how little specific information she had about it.
Principals in the study were provided with copies of their
interviwis and invited to respond with additions or
clatifications. One item on the Response Sheet asked, "What did
you learn about yourself as a principal or your views of reading
instruction from the interview?" Principal A replied, "In many
ways I'm more focused philosophically than I realized, and at the
same time less in tovch with some of what's actually happening."

Principal Objectives for Realing: Principal A's objectives
for the school reading program were for there to be more
"integ2ation of language arts across the zurriculum, more
u-iting...content area materials as part of the reading program,
and literature as part of the program..." Teachers at all grade
levr's, she said, had requested training and materials for
incc:porating literature into the reading program. She also
wanted to "try to have people view reading itself as their
reading instruction rather than thinking they have four days a
week OP subskills." Bei further objective was "to see reading be
related to enjoyment, to getting information, to the kid's own
life, to their own feelings," and to observe students being
"treated as active parts of the process" rather than receptacles
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for information.
In her evaluations of reading instruction, Principal A was

"really trying to get people to go beyond the manual"; however,
she did not "like to put anyone down for using the basal." She
allowed that the basal might be used in a "motivating, engaging"
way. But sometimes, she told teachers after evaluations, their
"materials let them down real badly...they're better than their
materials."

Teachers on Reading at School A4 In their interviews, none
of the teachers would say that there was a "characteristic" way
of teaching reading at School A. But most accounted for this by
saying that they simply had llmited information about what others
were doing. They had to make assumptions based on what they had
been able to hear or observe about others. The primary contrast
presented in these remarks was between teachers who depended on
the basal reader ("go by the book" as one put it) and those who
were diverging more or lass from this approach. One teacher
thought that before Principal A came, there was more of a "strong
basal orientation," but that since then teachers were diverging
more.

The teachers did not mention any schoolwide objectives or
special activities involving reading. There was one mention of
Love of Reading Week, a districtwide program for promoting
reading which inspired the teachers to do special projects on
reading. There was one complaint about the limited resources
available in the school library.

VI. RESEARCH AND STAFF DEVELOPMEN2 THEMES

Asked about the relationship between teachers and research,
Principal A said, "I think it's like oil and water. I think it's
like an ollergy." She noted that when the researchers came to
present the study to teachers, she "saw some real vacant eyes
when PA was talking about the research." In her opinion, "you
get a bette7: response if you can set up some mini-opportunities
for teachers to replicate some of the research...Don't present it
as research." Staff developers should say, "Try this...see if
it happens this way with your kids," so teachers could
"experience that process of finding out."

As for herself, she "loved research," but hat:. gotten behind
in her reading of research journals since she became an
administrator. However, she knew ebout the Illinois test from
having attended a recent conference, and was involved in the
local and state reading associations. She also had great
admiration for certain university professors and their work.

The intermediate teachers had had "practically nothing" as
far as staff development recently, until the writing across the
curriculum worksLops. These had been well-attended and received.
Teachers liked being paid extra, and being able to do "hands on"
activities -- "not just somebody telling them how." She would
advise meeting with the teachers first, before planning our staff
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levelopment, to find out what they wanted to learn.
The classroom observer also advised talking first with this

group of teachers, because she thought that individual
differences could be a factor in .the- staff development. She
thought that tho confident teachers in the group would want input
and.some control over the process. One teacher..-who had a Ph.D.,
might have strong opinions about reading that she could
substantiate well, and one male teacher might be a little
"resistant," in her opinion. The observer would also involve the
principal and the librarian, as two people who would be likely to
support the goals of the project.
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'CASE STUDY: SCHOOL B

I. OWERAL SCHOOL DESCRIPTION

School B was located in an area of transition between an
old, low income, predominantly Mexican American neighborhood and
new developments ol apartments and condominiums. Neighborhood
development and des.tgregation had changed School B from a small
school serving a homogeneous barrio on the edge of town, into a
large school suffering "inner city" woes: overcrowding,
underfunding, disrepair and high mobility. Between Years 1 and 2
of our study, the student population grew from 580 to 633. If
rapid growth continued, the principal predicted that the sixth
graders would soon be transfered to a middle school.

The school served grades K-6, with a staff of 13 teachers
for grades K-3 and 9 teachers for 4-6. Average class size was 25.
Because about 50 children, mostly in grades 1-2, were officially
classified as "Limited English Proficient," there were four
bilingual primary classl-ooms. One classroom at each intermediate
grade was also termed zilingual," but in these classrooms
Spanish was used more as a supplement to English instruction.
Primary and bilingual classrooms had part-time teacher aides.
Other school staff included a curriculum specialist, an LD
resource teacher and two special education teachers, a part-time
speach/hearing specialist, a school counselor and a community
representative.

The origxnal S%:hool B was a small square of classrooms
surrounding a courtyard. Recent overcrowding had been
accommodated through construction of a new building and the use
of numerous portable classrooms. The office and primary
classrooms were in the original building, while the intermediate
classrooms were in the newer building a portables. :21-e

observers noted that School B seemed crowded, confusingly
arranged and somewhat disorganized. One called it a "dreary
environment" and a "dull place to go." The office was cramped
and unattractive. Someone had posted a number of computer-
generated signs around the school: "We're Number 1!" "School B
Bears!" "Behind every successful kid is an interested parent"
and "We have wonderful parents!" But this effort somehow could
not make up for the overall physical climate.

The classrooms varied widely in appearance, and the most
striking differences were between the primary and intermediate
rooms. The primary rooms seemed larger, brighter, more colorful
and more comfortably and creatively arranged. The classroom
observer noted that the smaller, darker intcrmediate classrooms
were conventionally organized, with individual desks in rows.
Portable classrooms were very small and seemed to have t'een
stocked with old or shoddy equipment. Commercially-produced
school "art" decorated the walls and bulletin boards. However,
two of the intermediate teachers had made the effort to post
student artwork and writing in the hallway of their building.

Post.ers stating school rules were more in evidence in the
intermediate building, where they were posted near the entrance
and in every room. There were also lists of rules for the bus
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and playground. The classroom observer noted that the students
she met in the hallways seamed to be "controlled and disciplined"
but also "congenial." In the classrooms, the "worst" behavior
she observed was whispering and "staring into space." The
observer saw no rewards for good behavior, only consequences for
rule-breaking.

Student Population: As a result of desegregation, the
student population was 62% Hispanic, 28.2% Anglo, 8.2% Black, and
1.6% other minorities. Principal B noted that Iowa test scores
tended to decline as one went up the grades; scores reported for
Year 1 showed that while third graders scored near the district
mean in reading, sixth graders scored far below. Fifty-eight
percent of the students qualified for the free/reduced lunch
program, a rough estimate of low income. The principal also
described the population as highly robile, though she did not
provide us with a specific perce1.4*age of student mobility.

In their interviews, four of the six participating teachers
mentioned concerns they had about some students at School B.
These concerns included students lacking "basic skills," coming
from homes where school!ng or reading were not considered
important, being unsupervised in the neighborhood, and mov:ng
away from the school. However, they did not seem to be arguing
that such problems were widespx,.ad among their students or
typi.lal of the school. They seemed to have positive outlooks for
the majority of their students. As one teacher pointed out, the
students varied widely in family background and culture,
depending on whether they were bused in from a more affluent
neighborhood or from the barrio. It did seem that most "problem
students" teachers mentioned came from the barrio.

School History: Principal B was in her third year at the
scnool. As she described it, she "came into a really bad
situation" wLich had been gradually improving. A fire in one
building two years before had caused considerable disruption and
resulted in negative newspaper coverage due to iarent complaints;
and there were continuing problems with heating and cooling.
Principal B said, "Thi- school had been ignored too long and
people hadn't done the repairs they should have." The cafeteria
was so small that hinchtime required four half-hour periods, from
11-1:00. There wei:e not enough restrooms to accommodate the
children adequately. In addition, Principal B said there were "a
lot of negative influences" at the school when she came. Bad
feelings had been generated when she was hired over an app_icant
who already worked at the school. Parents were "bitter" because
of the fire and because School B "had been made a deseg school
without any preparation for them." Principal B alro complained
of high staff turnover; between Years 1 and 2 of our study there
were ten new s',:aff members.

II. 111111.4_kTACON THE solOOL Arm RFSPONSES TO THE t. ECT

Principal A mentioned Princi,al B in her initial interview
as someone who might be interested in participating in our



project. But even before this, Principal B was known to several
of the researchers as someone active in the reading field. From
their initial meeting with her, it was clear to the principal
investigators that Principal B wanted to participate, but also
that she thought the project would have to be carefully presented
and "sold" to the teachers for them to agree. For instance,
Principal B and the curriculum specialist sugcalsted changingthe
description of the project to make it sound more descriptive than
experimental. They also wanted to be able to say something to
the teachers about the short-term rewards for participation,
since the staff development would'be delayed for two years. The
PI's offered to provide the school with some kind of non-reading
staff development for Year 2. The cuiriculum specialist
suggested a "cooperating teacher" workshop, and the principal
seemed enthused about this idea, too -- especially if the
project would pay for substitutes.

Rather than inviting the researchers to a attend a staff
meeting, Principal B said that she would take cha_ge of doing the
initial "selling" of the project to the teachers. VR had the
impression that the principal and curriculum specialist were both
anxious to participate, but doubted that the eachers would be.

The following week, the classroom observer made her first
visit. The principal took her on a tour of the school and
introduced her to aome of the teachers. Principal B had
reportedly told PA that if the first few teachers exposed to the
project agreed to participate, the rest would soon follow. The
classroom observer did not get the feeling on this first visit
that this scheme was working out. When she came a second time to
schedule classroom observations with the teachers, she found that
most did not feel at all well-informed. They were not resistant
to being observed; they simply did not have a clear idea of the
purpose of it. The observer could not determine exactly what the
principal had told the teachers about the project. She trieki to
make up a convincing description of the study on the spur of the
moment, and had concerns whether her description matched that of
the Principal B and/or that of the principal investigators.

The classroom observer decided to prepare some written
materials on the project for the School B teachers. Since the
teachers at School D had reacted negatively to some of the
wording in the project abstract, she decided to reword it to make
it more teacher-friendly. Language abo,rt "changing" teachers was
removed from the abstract. (Ironically, Principal B later told
the classroom observer that she wanted her teachers to
participate because she wanted them to change their practices,
and saw the staff development as a way to accomplish this.)

At the beginning of Year 2, the principal investigators met
with Principal B to describe the testing phase of the project.
principal B again chose to inform the teachers herself of this
news and to have the classroom observer make individual
arrangements for student testing. Principal B, and the new
curriculum specialist who also attended the meeting, still seemed
ehthusiastic about the project, but also remained doubtful of the
receptiveuese of the intermediate teachers tc something new and
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different. She said that some of them might even have a difficult
time understanding the kinds of questions employed on the reading
test. On the other hand, she thought that a new teacher and one
of the teachers who had dec'...ned to participate in Year 1 would
probably be added to our 1:,st of participants this year.

The project assistants who administered the reading test
reported very different experiences, depending' on the teachers to
whom they were assigned. Most remarked that students were well-
behaved and cooperative. However, in one classroom the teacher
was unprepared and disorganized, and in another the observer was
struck by different treatment of Anglo and Hiopanic students.

III. PRINCIPAL B

Principal B was a pleasant, small woman of around 50 whom
the secretaries referred to as Q. B. The classroom observer did
not have many contacts with her, as she often seemed to be away
from the school or out of her office and did not visit classrooms
during her observations. The observer did see her monitoring
student behavior in the hallways. Because she saw Principal B so
rarely, the observer communicated with her through notes.
Nevertheless, the observer's limited interactions with Principal
B were smooch and friendly. One day when she did happen to see
Principal B, the principal apologized fcr not being available,
for being so busy.

Principal Bzckground: Principal B had been a clacsroom
teacher for 18 years, in both primary and intermediate grades.
During this time, she had taken leaves of absence "to have
babies." She had also done some substitute teaching, which she
thought was a "-,00d experience" because it showed her that "if
you can teach, you can teach, regardless" of the assignment. For
a time she had also been a reading/language resource teacher for
the Chapter 1 program, "working with students who needed
remediationG" Then she took a leave of absence to finish her
doctorate in educational administration at the university. From
there, she moved up in the district, from language specialist, to
assistant director for a region of about 35 schools, to principal
of her own school.

Principal on the Principalship: Principal B said she nad
'ecided to become a principal "just kind of after a number of
ars in the classroom, just kind of looking at myself one day
saying...I'm not sure I want to be doing this for twenty-five

ars more." She had also worked under a principal who advised
her, "You have a lot of abilities...you're a person who should go
on and get prepared." At first she continued to teach while
taking a few courses. Then she reached what she called a
"transition in life," after which she definitely decided to leave
teaching and began "pushing" tcward this goal. She did enough
coursework for an administrative certificate, but received no
response to her applications for ..Jiministrative positions. So
she decided to finish her doctorate, and eventually this had paid
off with a piAncipalship.
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After three years at School B, Principal B felt that things
were going fairly well and that she had "gained scrie confidence,
definitely." She cited the difficulties of overcoming the
negative situation she encountered on her arrival and re-
orienting herself to a school setting after several years with
the district. "The first year was just coping, I think, and
surviving, The second year, we made some progress but it was
still just going along. This year it feels as though it's been
starbursts and everything. So many good things have happened...I
think what is happening is that gradually a lot of changes have
occurred and it's finally in the third year that you can see it."

Principal B said that her strategy had been "setting up
goals for improvement and really emphasizing the strengths" of
the school. She also listened to what people had to say, but
sometimes had to reply, "I can't do anything about that." For
"the first two months what I had so much trouble doing was
prioritizing...I couldr't do it all. And that probably is the
biggest problem a new principal has..." Some tasks she
delegated, and for others she had to decide: "I can do this, but
I can't do that." She also determined that she was going to
survive the year: "I thought well, folks, even if you don't like
it I'm going to be here at the end of the year, whether you are
or not, I don't know..."

Principal's School Goals: When she first arrived at School
B, Principal B said that the "negativism that I could feel almost
as a blanket covering [the school] when I walked in was the
hardest thing to fight." Her first priority had been "building
looks. Everybody was fussing about the run-down school. When I
came the halls were empty...now when you walk down the halls they
are full of kids' work...so I worked on just having the
environment be better." The "mud bog" of a courtyard had been
improved through landscaping and a new, colorful mural.

According to Principal B, another top priority had been
staff development. She had "managed to get a couple of days
before school starts every year. One year we had seven days
deseg gave us for planning. So that was real team building...to
get together and look at what we were doing and appreciate what
we had accomplished. Then look at what we also wanted to do,
towards the futlre." The emphasis for this goal-setting had been
language arts, especially children's writing. "Nobody was doing
any writing and now writing is going on in every classroom just
about every day."

Topics for other staff inservices had been math
manipulatives and the State essential skills for language arts.
Principal B had also been work:Lng on improving instruction
through introduction of the rIsential Elements of Instrurtion
(EEI), which she felt gave hr: a vocabulary for talking anout
instruction and evaluation. She saw a need for concentrating on
improvements in teaching, because "academic achievement and good
teacher instruction are so linked." For next year, "delivery of
instruction will be an emphasis, along with inserting some
thinking skills questions, questions that require thinking." In
addition, she said, "I push science a lfttle bit more this year,
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too."
Principal B had devoted much effort :o promoting writing at

her school. She vAnted every teacher to include writing in her
lesson plans every day. Every child had writtsn a book for Young
Authors Week, for writing contest, and the two winning write ,

from each room met with a "real" author from the community.
In summary, Principal B 'lid that ht-, aim was to "keep on

making them feel good about being here -- the teachers and the
kids.6 As a morale-builder, she had emphasized the school
mascot, the School B Bears, on t-shirts and a take-home school
newsletter. "We keep emphasizing that we have a wonderful
program...a lot of things to make it really nice to be here and
to make people feel good about themselves."

Principal Remarks on Teachers and Teaching: After observing
the reactions of teachers at School B to having a new principal,
Principal B hz,d decided that "those that go into teaching are
kind of security conscious and sort of real caring people and
feeling people and they really don't like change, so they react."
Teacher "reactions" to the change, she said, had set off a chain
of reactions from children and parents. But a new principal had
to introduce change, because "if you don't change, you're
actually going backwards, becrise time and everything is moving
forwards." On the other hand, a principal had to understand that
"teachers need a lot of support. You can get in that classroom
and feel isolated and nobody cares how hard it is."

According to Principal B, "Having a group of teachers is
almost like having a group of kids. You've got your super
achievers and you've got your ones that walk along the bottom
You've got the ones that aeec 4-1 be patted all the time." Hex.
biggest complaint about the ",Jottom" teachers concerned those who
talked too much. This was because "the kids get lost in a sea of
words. And when they're teaching...the kids will go away. Their
minds will just ramble and play After so long. Be ,Ause you can
follow it for so long and then ...your mind just splits."
Principal B was emphasizing (though not "prescribing") EEI as a
way for teachers to organize their calk into a coherent pattern.
In her words, "I want a lesson with a beginning, a middle and an
eni." She thought that teachers with little confidence
prrticularly needed such a structured approach to teaching, at
least initially. "Some of them [need to learn] to be just real
clear on how to oresent things reai-y clearly, instructionally,
and then move on to some of these other creative strategies."

The kind of teachers Principal B loolead for when hiring were
those who could describe in detail what they would do with a
particular theme or topic, how they would plan a unit which would
inrlude "some coordinated activities across subject levels." She
would also like to hear how they would teach a new skill to the
class. In addition, she wanted "someoha who has soma creativity
to them" but who also conveyed the idea %that "academics is
important." She had a higher estimation, in general, of primary
teachers' skills, and wished that all beginning teachers entered
at the primary grades and then worked their way into
intermediates. This way, the primary style of teaching aould be
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extended upward through the grades.
Principal B had conducted staff development herself, and

most of her remarks about teacher change had to do with how to
conduct these sessions effectively. These remarks were also very
revealing of her positions on teaching. She thought that when
teachers were asked what they wanted to learn, "They won't come
up with many things except the tried and true things that they
alroady know. Because they really don't want to know that they
don't know. They really don't want to have someone say they're
not doing it right." Whal she thought teachers needed was the
Introduction and demonstrelon of "something brand new...that
would capture their imaa4,Ation." For example, she thought that
introducing a literaturz-based reading program, with ar_ ew
materials and techniques to try out, would be the key to breaking
their "habit" of depending on the basal readers.

Principal Influence over Instruction and Teacher Change:
Principal B said that when she arrived, "actually I came in and
tried not to make too many changes." Even though she saw many
problems at the school, as she put it: "What I did was I came in
and just tried to sit and watch and everything I could, I
praised. : mean I really did kind of ignore some negatives going
on or scum things that I would not think were in the best
interests of kids...because I wanted to set up a feeling that I
wasn't a negative person, that we could overcome that." She had
taken a slow approach to needed improvements in teaching,
offering "mini" teaching tips and handouts (especially for
reading and writing) once a month at faculty meetings and writing
down "suggestions" for teachers based on her observations.

She had introduced EEI because "I had a couple of teachers
that I didn't think were doing quite as well as they should, and
for the good teachers, it wasn't much different...I'm not
insisting, I'm using that fremework and asking them not to be
real prescriptive about it, Llit to be aware about...good cUrect
instruction lessons..." She had asked one of her weaker teachers
to obtain more extended instruction in this method. Principal B
said that she made most of the decisions about the staff
development teachers needed, but she had also taken a survey of
the teachers, of "areas they felt we should work in," and had
tried to plan inservices based on their suggestions.

As for her role as a teacher evaluator, Principal B said
that in her first year "even on my observations I was looking for
strengths" rather than coming down hard on teachers, weaknesses.
Since then she had adopted the BEI format, which she thought
"gives you a good vocabulary to interact with...Now I can say,
these things are good, how about trying this. Or these things are
good, you need to use them on this." With EEI, she could
explain precisely what she wanted to see in a lesson. As the
district required, she completed a formal observation of each
classroom each semester, and prepared a written report at the end
of the second semester. For the written evaluation, she said she
would "write down that this is an area that you need to improve,
if I feel that they haven't done tco much" [to change their
practices]. In addition, she expected teachers to have a "real
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open door policy" with her for informal observations, and
reinforced this by going to the classrooms to check lesson plans,
rather than having them turned in to her at the office. This
routine allowed her to briefly observe each teacher regularly and
to "make some comment about the classroom." For teachers that
"need some improvement," she said, "I'll get in and try to check
them a little more often."

In-services were another way for Principal B to influence
instruction. To increase the impact of inservices in science
that some teachers had attended, Principal B was "requiring" them
to "have at least one hands-on science exPeriLant for every
science unit they teach." She actively sought out presenters,
especially from the state level, to work with he teachers. And
she attended inservice sessions with them, because "I told them I
want to hear what you hear and I'm going to expect to see it in
the classrom."

However, Principal B said of her approaches that "I don't
see it taking hold" and "I can't say I always get a good sense
that they make the change." She had a limited amount of time for
visiting classrooms and following up on her suggestions or
inservices. In addition, paying more attention to certain
teachers meant paying less attention to others. In the meantime,
she said, "I just have to trust that the teachers I feel who do a
good job, that they're continuing to do a good job."

Principal Perceptions of District Influence: Principal B,
like several other principals in her district, noted the positive
effect of the district's K-3 department on the primary program in
her school. But little had been done for the intermediates,
which were a "wasteland" as far as district services were
concerned. She thought the district needed to provide something
for the intermediates on EEI and to develop a "coherent
sequential program development for intermediates." She also
wished that the district "would give me a couple inservice days
fot my intermediate teachers every yecr. I could do it witt,
$820...then really kind of let me plan it and provide resources
and everything. But the money won't be there this next year."

As for district help with ths reading program, Principal B
noted that they "should be doing something about updating
strategies in reading," but the district assistant director for
language arts and reading and her small staff were spread too
thin to offer services at the school level or "to make much of an
impact on the schools." In addition, this department was
preoccupied with an upcoming adoption of new reading textbooks,
and "since there is supposed to be an adoption coming up, it's
like people kind of hang out and haven't done much" about
improving the reading program. She predicted that the district
adoption would result in a language arts program with a
literature base, which she favored over the current basal reader
system.

On the other hand, district emphasis on standardized
achievement tests, according to Principal B, did have a clear
impact on the school reading program. It meant that not
going to say we throw out the skill teaching...they really need
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to re teaching the skills." The teachers could explain to the
students that skills teaching was necessary because of the test:
"They need it for a purpose. They-need to-know the puiposPis
they're going to be tested." Whenshe heard a1loout thareading
test the project was planning to adiiniSter, whiCh tested higher-
level skills, Principal asaid she-was interestedjn such
alternatives to the Iowa test. Educators, she. said, needed
something they could "sell" to the public as a replacement tar
the Iowas.

Teachers on the Principal: The participating teachers at
School B had very little to say about the principal in their
interviews. There were no. direct or extended remarks about
Principal B, only passing comments. A beginning teacher remarked
that the principal had given him an option of visiting other,
schools to observe teachers, but he had felt too disorganized-to
take advantage of this. Another teacher said that the -prilicipal
was the one who had reorganized the sdhool into "straight grades"
rather than grade combinations, and that,she, knew that Principal
B "really stresses group work and cooperative learning."
However, she added, teachers did not always try these met&Ids,
because whole-graap instruction was "easier."

On their school questionnaires, teachers -A School B rated
Principal B slightly more positive than the mean for "effective
leadership" for the total sample. Therefore, their relative
silence regarding Principal B in the interviews would not appear
to be due to negative teacher-principal relationships.

IV. TEACHERS AND TEACHING AT SCHOOL B

Observations of Teachers: We had contact only with the
intermediate teachers at School B. The classroom observer had
the impresslon that the teachers for the most part were "just
doing their lobs." They did not complain about the school, but
on the other hand they did not seem very enthusiastic about their
work. In the observer's words, "their descriptions of their work
seemed highly mechanized and unanimated." Only one teacher
seemed to have a lively interest in her students, as demonstrated
in her friendly, personal interactions with them. The observer
was also concerned about teacher expressions of low expectations
for the students, and the "prejudicial" comments one made about
black students being slow learners.

The classroom observer reported almost no instances of
teacher interactions or collegiality, other than some quick
banter in the office first thing in the morning. On planning
day, most teachers remained in their classrooms alone. One
teacher remarked that they used to get together on planning days,
but that now they had too much expected of them to have time to
"visit" with one another. They did not seem to collaborate in
their planning, share materials, or combine their classes for any
activities.

All teachers used similar strategies for teaching reading,
related to their reliance on the basal reader, though their
styles differed somewhat. In general, the classroom observer



noted that "much of what I observed at,School B Is not teaching
but rote recitation from books." One teachet repeateathe game
lesson several timesp,oVer the-co#plaints,-Ofthedtudents. The
one teacher who did *Ore taiingage;-dtudents in.perd004,
conversation also elidited more elaborate, creative redponses
from them in reading lessons.

Principal Descriptions of Teadhers: In her descriptions of
the teachers at the school, Prind*alRdOndistentlY
distinguished between primary ai4 Intermediate:teachers; as she
put it, there was a "great big gap"betWeen. the two groups. She
said that the intermediate teachers-We're:Jess pOsitive-and:
flexible than the primary teadherd: Therevere domeVeteran
intermediate teadhers who "couWstill grow and takeadvantage of
the new things weeve learned-about teadbing,"- bUttheY4Slially

. .

raised objections when she Suggetted=.04#ges in theIr
instruction. In contrast, theAriiiMary:teadhers_Would:Sayow!
Great!" to new ideas. They,had1.466,14a4.;IMAny MoreHOPpOrtunities
through the K-3 program, to learitaboUtTleiteadhingstrategies.

Principal B described the .primary teaCheri-es-tritl4jtO:
"figure out the developmental steps" and indiiiiddal needd of each
student. She described the intermediate- ieadhers as-Saying to
students: "Here's the material.. I'll help explain:it-toHyou and
then you need to get it. It's up to you," She added, "they're
getting a wider range of abilities, more deficits, and they still
try to teach [the students] without giving them extra help."
Moreover, "I think you'll find the majority, not everyone, but
the majority have them all in the same book at the-same place and
the same time..." She described one of our participating
teachers as so limited that he needed to follow the teacher
manual by rote. She had been close to letting him go, but since
he had worked very hard and applied her suggestions to the
letter, she was giving him another chance. Two of the teachers in
our study were the ones she had referred to as "talking their
students to death."

Because of the gaps in approaches and attitudes between
them, Principal B said, the primary and intermediate teachers
"hung together" as separate groups. They did not "fight each
other," but they neither did they communicate or collaborate.
Social relationships among the group of intermediate teachers,
however, were "actually pretty good." They especially enjoyed
the few opportunities they had to meet away from the school, for
meetings or staff 4evelopment. She had noticed that the teachers
were most likely to coalesce when there were problems at the
school that needed solutions, such as bathroom vandalism, noisy
hallways, or one teacI;er's objections to the new mural. But this
cooperation did not extsnd to discussions of instructinn.
According to Principal B, most of the teachers made their
decisions about instruction in isolation, behind closed doors.

Teacher Comments on Teachers and Teaching at School B: In
their interviews, the participating teachers said that for the
most part they did not often talk with or observe other teachers
at the school. Reasons included lack of time or opportunity,
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izolation, and "competitiveness" which seemed to arise in
discussions about teaching. What they knew about others'
teaching seemed to derive from inferences rather than eirect
contact and discussion. One teacher said that she and two other
colleagues often met for lunch, but they deliberately avoided
talking about their work. The exceptions were pairs of teachers
who had some commonality, e.g., being bilingual, using
cooperative learning, and being male and sharing coaching duties.
The teacher who had done the most observation of others was a
beginning teacher who said that he really needed to consult with
other teachers for ideas about teaching, and seemed to gratefully
appropriate every good idea he encountered.

On their questionnaires, teachers at School D indicated that
they had a high degree of autonomy, but that their instruction
was well-coordinated. On most scales, they ranked their school
close to the mean for all schools as a work environment. Their
only outstanding concern seemed to be a lack of resources, such
as instructional materials and equipment.

V. READING AT THIS SCHOOL

Observations of Reading: From the classroom observer's
notes, it appears that there was more emphasis on writing than
reading at School B. Student writing was posted on the walls,
and Young Author's Week was a big event at the school. In fact,
the principal's writing contest aroused some rivalry among the
teachers.

The library was located in the intermediate building, so
that it was easily accessible to the participating teachers. It
was "very open and welcoming," and staffed with a full-time
librarian and two aides. Classes had regularly scheduled times
for visiting the library, during which the librarian delivered
special lessons. After the lessons, students were free to chc,ose
their own books, and some worked on computers or special
projects.

In q11 classes observed, reading was scheduled as the first
lesson of the day, in most classes as a whole group activity.
Most observations were of vocabulary lessons, followed by oral
reading frcm the basal and teacher questioning. All teachers
seemed to take their questions from the teacher's manual of the
basal reader series. Only one teacher asked questions which went
beyond this, to relate the students' lives to the story.

The Principal and Reading: Principal B had considerable
background and experience in language arts, through her work as a
Chapter 1 reading/language resource teacher and district language
arts specialist. In graduate school, she had co-taught a
language arts class with Roach VanAllen, of "language experience"
fame. Her doctoral dissertation had been written on the topic of
children's writing, her minor area, rather than educational
administration. She was also past president of the state reading
council. She described herself as "pretty active in the field"
of reading, not doing many conferences or presentations since her
principalship, but remaining a member of the state reading
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council and retaining her interest in current developments.
Along these lines, Principal B reported that she and two

other principals, who were sitrong reading people" and whose
schools fed into the same magnet high school, had been meeting
recently to "update themselves" in reading. They met "practically
monthly" to "build up our expertise in reading and what's
happening in reading. Then [we're] trying to come back and pass
on some of that information to our teachers &s instructional
leaders."

In her work for the district, Principal B had participated
in the process of adopting the current basal reading series and
had been assigned to inservice teachers on how to use the new
texts. She said that in these sessions she had emphasized
teachers' need to "update their reading strategies." gowever, she
was not sure how much effect this message had, because the
inservice was a "one shot deal." Since then, she seemed to have
become less supportive of the basal and more supportive of
something "totally different," such as a literature-based
program. From her accounts, she had persisted in presenting
teachers with alternative strategies for teaching reading which
would add "variety" to the basal program, and they had persisted
in adhering to the limited lessons in the manual. She would not
advocate "throwing out" skills lessons altogether, since
achievement tests measure these skills, but she would not label
skills lessons, workbooks, and spelling "reading." She advocated
direct instruction in language skills coupled with a literature-
based program which would "let reading be reading."

In addition, Principal B had become enthusiastic about the
Reading Recovery program, which promised great benefits from
early identification of children with reading problems and
intervention with intensive tutoring. The program's developers
claimed that after this intervention, students would never again
need remediation in reading. She even went out of her way *co
copy a recent article on this program for the interviewer.

Principal Descriptions of Reading Instruction: Principal B
said that the teachers were, despite her advice, "still following
the basal reader, which has them question [the students] to
death." "They're following the teacher's manual. They're still,
even though I've talked to them about it not being the best way,
listing the words and looking them up in the dictionary and
writing the meaning." On the other hand, she thought the
intermediate teachers did use the library "very well." Since it
was in their building and the librarian was "open to having the
kids in there," they could go "pretty much whenever they want."

Asked about approaches to "above" and "below grade level"
readers among the teachers, Principal B replied that for the
first group, most teachers assigned extra book reports. Some
also assigned extra writing or sent students to work on the
Bankstreet Writer program on the computers in the library. These
approaches were "very informal" and depended on the individual
teacher. As for "below grade level" students, she said some
teachers used grouping, and some tried extra tutoring. At the
beginning of the year, the teachers had to list all of their "at
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risk" students, who then received tutoring time. They also tried
to "work up some basic wordl lists" for these students. In the
bilingual rooms, t,he bilingual aide was often assigned to do
extra reading practice with them: "Those that are seriously
deficient" had been tested and providectwith LD Services.
Principal B also identified one group of students who "kind of
keep pumping along" -- "the famous gray area kids that are kind
of borderline. They don't get much help."

Principal Objectives for Reading: As mentioned earlier,
Principal B had been presenting mini-lessons for teaching reading
in some faculty meetings. Two topics she mentioned were "prior
knowledge and how important that is" and "word play and enlarging
vocabulary." In her evaluations of reading instruction, she
"tried to make suggestions and give teachers specific strategies
to use" to improve their teaching. But she was not sure that the
mini-lessons were "taking hold" or that the-changes she
"suggested" in her evaluations were happening. She wished she
could do something more ambitious, and became very animated as
she talked at length about her ideal reading program. "To me,"
she said, "they could do away with our English books and our
spelling books and our handwriting books and then come up with
some sort of a strong literature based reading program The
thing I'd really like to be doing and see this takes money...I
wish we could get a couple classroom sets of literature, your
paperbacks." The sets of books would be the basis for completely
revamping the reading program, into a literature-based approach.

To introduce the new program, Principal B would "do
inservicing on all the good things you need to do when you're
reading." She would distinguish these "reading" lessons from the
"skills" lessons, which would still be necessary because of the
system's emphasis on achievement tests. Teachers might use some
of the stories from the basal reader, but not the questions or
activities. Instead, she would recommend prediction activities,
content area reading, vocabulary use and word banks, summarizing
or retelling stories, linking writing and reading, using the
newspaper, self-choice reading, and at least thirty minutes a day
of uninterrrupted silent reading.

In addition, Principal B said she would like to see the
above-grade-level readers be placed on a "book explorers" program
through the library, and the Reading Recovery program for her
primary grade students "at risk" for reading failure. She hoped
the librarian would develop more special programs for reading
promotion, and was ei_sappointed that this had not yet happened.
In general, then, there was a great distance between Principal
B's descriptions of reading instruction at her school and what
she would Jike to happen. Of all of her reading objectives, the
most likely to be achieved was the implementation of the Reading
Recovery program, through Chapter 1 funding. However, this would
again concentrate change in the primary, rather than the
intermediate, grades.

Teachers on Reading at School B: In their interviews, most
School B teachers said that they did not know, or could only



guess, how others were teaching reading. Staff turnover seemed
to contribute to this situation, since, three teachers mentioned
either being new to the school themselves or not being familiar
with the newer teachers. The beginning teacher-who%had. done some
observation noted that "some goby the book, comgetely, some of
them diverge. The other issue which came up was'whether or not
teachers had reading groups -- an issUe which according to one
teacher was not a comfortable one to discuss. Two teachers
wondered how others had arranged their groups, but apparently did
not want to ask them dirsctly.

The teachers did not have much to say about schoolwide
policies or programs for reading. One mentioned that it was a
"school policy" to have students read a great deal, and there was
one mention each of Young Authors Week (a writing promotion
activity) avd of the librarian.

VI. RESEARCH AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT THEMES

Asked about the relationship between teachers and research,
Principal B said that teachers would need some "background
knowledge" to understand what research was saying, and then some
concrete research-based activities that they could put into
effect in the classroom. She explained, "First of all, I don't
have my teachers getting journals and sitting down and reading
research. But I think they're kind of open to hearing about it
now, because I've talked about it enough...I don't see them
rejecting it or immediately closing down because you start
talking about what research says...But what you have to do is go
the next step. Here's what the research says, and here's what it
means. In the classroom you do this and this and this. Now let's
try it." Principal B also remarked tuat she was familiar with
the "people at the university" who conducted reading research and
who were working on our project, and "highly respected" them.

Principal B had a great deal to say about staff development,
and seemed to view herself as having expertise in this area. She
advised that the staff developer must do a "needs assessment" of
"where [the teachers] need help and they don't really think so."
That is, she argued that teachers would not identify what they
really needed to learn. She thought that to actually change
teacher's habits in reading irstruction would require more than
mere introduction of new techniques (which she had already
tried). In her opinion, only something "brand new," like the
introduction of a new literature series, would "capture their
imagination." The staff developers could use the new books to
introduce new ways of teaching reading, have the teachers
practice these in the Classroom, and "then, hopefully, if they've
had the practice using it, they won't need to go back to the
basal readers and do the same thing..." She also recommended
holding the staff development during a whole day of released
timee in a pleasant atmosphere away from the school.

At inservice trainings, Principal B recommended that the
'erainer should demonstrate a lesson and then observe the
teachers' implementation. "What you need to do when you're
demonstration teaching," she advised, "is to make sure that you
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give them some sort of a form to identify with. What are the
strategies you're using? Do they feel as though it's working
well? Make them attend." "So if you have like a response sheet
or something and then you talk about what you were trying to do
and what she saw. Because what a teacher sees and what you're
trying to do may be two different things."

Because of Principal B's preference for interceding between
the researchers and the teachers, the two groups had never met
(by the middle of Year 2). Therefore, we had little sense of this
group of teachers as a group. Based on her contacts, the
classroom observer recommended that the staff developers should
approach the group "carefully." She sensed some fear among
certain teachers of being told (ot perceiving that they were
being told) that they were not teaching correctly. Some of the
teachers appeared to feel "devalued" and "disempowered," and a
couple did not seem to have the "tools" they needed to do their
best work in the classroom. She recommended that the staff
developers nake an extra effort at this school to emphasize that
teachets would be actively participating in the staff
development, and that neither the researchers nor the principal
would be mandating particular changes in their instruction.
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CASE STUDY: SCHOOL C

(Note:- As the case study will eXplain, there were special
circumstances at. School C during-year 1 w1401 coilt104tod to both
low teacher questionnaire retponsos.and-teapher turriOyer. Eleven
of 16 teachers returned.theirA0estioxinaireSe,AndogYthese
several left at the end of YearA Onlwoofthe'-;original five
participating teachers retUrned'tor'YeAr2. Thit Cabe, study does
mt incorporate teacher interviewand queationhaire data from
Year 1, since there are questions about its validity for Year 2.)

Newly opened in Year 1 oi our study, School C was located on
a gravel road on the edge of town, only about a mile from,:School
A. In fact, the two neighboring schools were architecturally'
identical. The neighborhood nearest the rather isolated1;seeming
school was a new housing developient 'of tworstory tingle-family
homes. Many of the school's 460 students,verebuseain.frotAtither
surrounding areas. The full-time staff inclUded regular
classroom teachers for grades K-5 and 2 special education
teachers with self-contained classrooms. Part-time staff included
reading, speech/hearing, and gifted program specialists.
Bilingual classrooms and classrooms with over 25 students had
part-time teacher aides. Average class size was high for our
sample, at 28.

The same classroom observer worked at both Schools A and C.
School C appeared very new and stark to her when she arrived in
January. Teachers sometimes displayed student work just outside
their classroom doorways; otherwise the hallways were bare. The
observer was greeted in the office on her first visit, but after
that felt virtually ignored by the office staff and the
principal. She noted that teachers and students seemed "reticent"
in comparison with those at School A.

In contrast to the bare exterior and hallways of the school,
in their classrooms teachers had begun to make themselves at home
by posting lots of materials and student work on the walls. The
same list of rules was displayed in almost all classrooms,
although teachers had different ways of presenting them. There
was no evidence of any schoolwide emphasis on rewarding positive
student behavior, or any other emphases. The principal described
the school in terms of her future hopes for the staff and
curriculum. In short, since School C was brand new, there was
something about its climate, organization and program that had
not yet "jelled." The observer noted: "Everybody at School C
keeps using the excuse that it's a new school."

Student Population: The students at School C were 48%
Hispanic, 45% Anglo, 4% Black, 2% American Indian, and 1% Asian.
Forty percent of the students qualified fc. free/reduced lunches,
a rlugh estimate of low socioeconomic status. The principal did
not comment about the student population in her interview, but
one teacher speculated in a talk with the classroom observer that
in most student's homes both parents worked to support their



iwrestment in a new home. The teacher complained that television
doMnated School C students' home lives, and this made it
difficult to teach them higher-order thinking; hut the observer
noted that this is an almost universal complaint of teachers in
any neighborhood.

School History: Such a new school might be assumed to have
a very limited "history." But School C already had its shard of
troubles. What we later learned about School C may also help
account for the somewhat unenthusiastic, etrained atmosphere the
observer experienced. During the first week of school, a School C
student was struck by a school bus and injured. In the second
semester, School C became the subject of several news stories
because of health problems among students and teachers. The
district attributed these problems at various times to sewer gas,
mold, pollen and the cooling system. But actions taken to
address these causes did not seem to help, and parents were
becoming angry. At the end of the year several classrooms were
moved to other schools. Therefore, our project and its theme --
the improvement of reading instruction -- were not a central
concern of the principal and teachers at School C during Year 1,
in comparison with this public health crisis. In fact, at the end
of the year there were rumors that School C would not reopen in
the fall.

The district continued to to investigate the problems at
School C through the summer. Officials announced that they had
found and corrected the difficulty, and that the school would
reopen. Parents were given the option of sending their children
to School C or having them bused elsewhere. When the principal
investigators visited School C in September, they noticed that
the office had been quite attractively redecorated. When we
asked Principal C how things were going, rather than referring to
last year's crisis, she began with how well this year had begun,
With neighborhood growth, enrollment was actually up, and a new
fourth grade classroom had been added. The intermediate teachers
all had even higher class sizes this year.

At the end of our meeting, Principal C finally talked about
how hard Year I had been, with so many upset parents, and TV and
newspaper reporters swarming around the schocl. One parent had
complained that there could be "no learning going on" under these
conditions, but Principal C maintained that the teachers had
actually done more than expected, had performed abate and beyond
the call of duty. Some teachers had tried to hide their illness,
and did not leave the school until she required it. This year
everything seemed back to normal, and Principal C seemed
relieved.

II. IMITIAL 7ONTACTS WITH THE SCHOOL Atm RESPONSES TO T E PROJECT

The principal investigators had met initially with the
principal of School C to describe the project, but they had been
a/nost certain from her cool response that the school would not
participate. They had decided to involve School F instead.
Therefore, they were surprised when the principal later called to
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say the school wou14 participate, and they had no idea or what
basis this decision had been made. The principal must have
described the study to the teachers herself, because her next
step was to arrange for the teachers to meet with the classroom
observer in the teachers' lounge, to set up observation
appointments.

The classroom observer reported that the principal met her
on her first visit, and conducted tha initial teacher meeting
very efficiently, but after that point did not go out of her way
to speak to the observer or inquire about how she was doing. She
found the teachers to be friendly and cooperative, though not as
"enthusiastic" as at School A. They asked her no questions about
what their participation would entail. One mentioned that VR had
been his student teaching supervisor, and he had been eager to
participate when he saw her name. Another, a beginning teacher,
said he was anxious to see the results of his observations. The
observer had the impression that the teachers p1anned special
lessons for her observation days -- lessons which did not match
the descriptions they had given her in their preobservation
interviews. In fact, one teacher told the observer (not
unkindly) that she had expected her on another day, and had
planned a special lesson for that day. The lessons also seemed
snorter than the observer had anticipated.

Questionnaire responses from teachers at School C were low,
perhaps due to the extenuating circumstances described above. No
one at this school took responsibility for collecting the
questionnaires, as someone had at each of the other schools. A
teacher from School C, who was taking classes with two of the
project assistants at the university, xemarked to one of them
that she hoped the assistant who distributed the questeonnaires
had not received a bad impression of the teachers and their
morale.

VR and PA met with Principal C in September foi Year 2
planning, to decide what to do about the testing phase of the
project and how to handle teacher turnover. There were three new
4-5th grade teachers, and Principal C explained that they were
beginners, with 1-2 years of experience. She did not know how
much they might have heard about the project, though she had
mentioned it to at least one of them. She planned to distribute
copies of the timeline and abstract to them, and also thought it
might be best te get the group together with VR and PA for a
review. After some discussion, she decided that with so many new
teachers, it would be best to postpone the staff development
until the spring semester. She said that she would try to keep
the spring schedule open, so that teachers would have plenty of
time to devote to the project. She described the project as a
"change process" that she really wanted teachers to follow
through with. Rather than presenting it to the new teachers as
an option, she said that she would tell them it was "part of the
job."

The classroom observer arranged for administration of the
reading test with the teachers individually. One of the two
remaining participating teachers from 7.ear 3 facilitated the
scheduling. Project assistants who aaministered reading tests
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A.'

reported that, the..teacherd, were reOepti;;y*.rn4:11,1.1419!, (;)0;t newteacher _said she, was, anxiouw_ to participte in the,projectlf since
she ',needed -heii vitt4.)ppinriijo.tpr.,a- '-i00.0k, Of the

itUdenta virsti.,sp4c1 iis..,itss* Of the.r ,*4714.t-11 .*pecial
distt,ict. -fine arts team. Tey seemed restless an aked,111clrly

questions, and- siVeral obieivei-4, 'noted that the teacherS. Were
challenged to keep,them on 'task.

III. pmlicmkg
Principal C was a Hispanic woman of about 40 who gave the

impression of being quite pleasant, but also rather guarded. The
principal was rarely visible.to the observer on her visits to the
classrooms. The observer concluded that "she's probably very
competent and she's probably respectS-.,-Shets probably just not
an extroverted type of person, anWtherefore I wasrOtiOrivy to
what was going on. If she were approached on a professional
basis, she might be more bpen. The observer also did .not see
much evidence of interactions between PrinCipal C and our
participating teachers. They did have Staff ,meetings one morning
every week, before school. And there was one-incident in which
the princlpal delivered a planter to a classroom in which two
teachers were just beginning an experiment with team teaching.
The teachers said that they knew the principal had been a team
teacher before, and wanted to encourage their efforts.

When another project assistant called to arrange for her
interview, Principal C was very gracious and cooperative; and at
the interview itself, she was positive and articulate in
explaining her plans for the school, giving no hf-vt of the health
crisis which would be reported by the media in th next few days.
By the end of the year, when the crisis was in full swing, she
seemed determined to weather the storm with composure, but she
also seemed exhausted. She described Year 1 as a "bad year."
Therefore, in interpreting the observations of the principal and
teachers at this school, it should be taken into account that
this was not only the first year of the school's operation, but
an extraordinarily stressful one, as well.

Principal Background: Year 1 was Principal C's nineteenth
year in the district. She had spent 14 years as a classroom
teacher, six of these in an open classroom in the district's
first "exploratory learning center." She described this
experience as "really exciting" because it included team
teaching, whicA "allowed her to delve into one curriculum area."
Her area was drama, which she had been skeptical about at first,
but which "turned out to be a really powerful area of curriculum"
because she could "integrate a lot of subject areas int:. it."
After this experiencee she worked for Chapter 1, where she said
she learned about the advantages and disadvantages of federal
programs and saw how deseg schoo?. could "bridge two
communities." Following this, she became a principal. Her first
four years of the principalship were spent at the same
exploratory learning school where she had taught before. Then in
her fifth year she was assigned to be the first principal of
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School C.

Principal on the Principalship: Principal. C said that after
four years of experience,. shlkwawrpore.assertive because I know
what I want in terms of a di*ection -fora -staff. ..a vision or
mission that I have... Araits- easiii:i*Cimma-it's-ic new
school." She felt that as a jorihOipaI-Iihe)fiad'A "better sense of
direction" than a classroom teacl4ei.,, )oecause7-shwhad on overview
of the "total school curriculhai ond-what we heed to do as a
total school, and what teachers-have:to-do as individuals in
their classrooms." She added, "It takee 4 lot of workin
together." Principal C consistently illustrated her points in
the interview by describing what she would say to others: She
felt she had to take the initiative as a principal, to "be the
one to say, 'what do you need in terms of materials?'. .'how's it
going?" She seemed to present herself, therefore, more as a
thoughtful inquirer than as a directive "boss."

Principal's School Goals: As principal of a new school,
Principal C appeared to have carefully considered how her initial
goals would chart the long-term directions of the school. She
did not have an unlimited choice of teachers (because teachers
with seniority had first choice of new positions), but she had
some discretion in deciding how the wording of the advertisement
would read. This wording reflected both her image of the "ideal
teacher" and her goals for the school. She had asked for
computer literacy; evidence in college transcripts of reading
courses; experience with counseling, art and music; and previous
involvement in staff development and team teaching. She had
specified that language arts at the school would involve
wholistic writing and language experience, and that they would be
"delving into different models of reading."

Another goal was to eventually match teaching styles with
children's learning styles. She hoped to develop three
curriculum "strands" at the school: bilingual, "open" and
"traditional" (her terms). Teachers and students would be
matched with one of the three. However, she also wanted a "core
curriculum" as a "focus" for everyone. Reading was one area of
emphasis. She had selected the "reading and thinking" program
from the offerings of the district K-3 department for primary
teacher inservices this year, and had been able to extend this
program to the intermediates through the use of dropout
prevention funds. As far as instruction, she said she wanted to
do away with some of the differences between primary and
intermediate instruction, and to encourage a "theme approach"
which used textbooks as just one of many resources for teaching.

Principal C had a strong emphasis on assessment of students,
as a basis for student placement and intervention. She said,
"We've got to come up with some assessment tools, and I don't
care if it's standardized tests, though I hope it's not the only
thing." Perhaps the teachers would come up with some "local
measures." She wanted her teachers to do "advanced testing" of
children at the beginning of the year as a basis for developing
specific intervention plans. For the primary grades, she had
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hired a part-time teacher to work with children identified as "at
risk."

Principal Remarks on Teachers and Teaching: In line with the
above goals, Principal C seemed to have, yery, Specific ideas about
what she expected from a teacher at,SchOol C. But she also had
respect for individual teacher "exPertise." She Said, "I want
all my teachers to see that each '61*of thesLis an expert, and
that no one method is the onlyktethod to teach or the only method
to use with children." Principal C hoped that teachers at the
school would share their expertise with each other. She hoped to
see a high level of interaction.among teachers, and to see
teachers being "their own probleni-solvers." Ways to facilitate
this, she thought, would be to give teachers released time
together or to assign them to teams or departments.

Principal C expressed more general approval for primary than
intermediate teachers. She commented that "probably every
administrator will say definitely there are differences between
primary and intermediate teachers...one of my visions is to do
away with some of those differences...what was good in primary is
still good in intermediates, and what I see in intermediate is
more of the paper/pencil, textbook tasks, where I still think
children need more of the hands-on." She said it "broke her
heart" to go into intermediate classrooms and observe a very
limited range of instruction. In her opinion, intermediate
teachers also recognized this problem, since they "as a whole
aren't that pleased" with their usual practices, which become
"blah" for them at times.

Teachers, Principal C argued, could be open to change, but
with "a lot of them it's just either lack of knowledge or it is
pretty frightening -- 'You're asking me to revise my whole
program.' " In order to change, teachers needed a "structure,
not just a philosophy, to show them the way to change."
Principal C seemed to feel confident that she could provide such
structure and direction. She said that objectives for change
would most likely come from her, since in her opinion teachers
had a hard time being specific aboat assessing their own needs
and deciding wIlat they wanted to learn. But she also repeatedly
stressed the value of teachers learning through their
interactions with each other.

Principal Influences over Instruction and Teacher Change:
Related to her position on teacher expertise, Principal C thought
that imposing team teaching or any of her other goals on teachers
would not work. Instead, she would have to use persuasion. As
she put it, "I've got my ideas that I have to sell them on, to
bring some kind of cohesiveness to the school."

One method of persuasion was to show her approval of
teachers whose actions advanced her overall goals. For instance,
she was "thrilled" when two teachers had decided on their own to
team. She told them, "You have my blessing -- go to it." She
hoped that teachers would look to each other, as expert
resources/ for new ideas which would eventually advance her own
goals. Teaming, for instance, would begin to bring structure to
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Principal Perceitions of District /nflUence: Principal C
was on the reading_teXtbOok_adoptioncoimMittee for'thedistrict,_
and through that gOUVkept. in tOuch with disktrict directions in
reading (see keiding,sectionfok-M0i4. Slia:thoUght-the,, _
committee would recoatOend juet one basalieries for aii schools,
for the sake of "continuity," and seemed to*havello objections to
this.

The district t-3 department wa3 *pary involved" with the
primazy teachers at the school, but tne,PAb4 C had a choice
of which inservice offerings, to-select- Trom them. She thought
that the'K-3 personnel cleariy had a ftwhole language" philosophy,
but that they were able to accom7lodate other ideas about reading
at the school level. She mentioned the district reading
coordinator, but said she was not someone they would "tap into"
for help with reading at the sehool.

While the K-3 teachers received a great deal of inservice
training, the district provided little for the intermediate
grades, due to a lack of moLay for substitutes. A consensus
agreement with the teachers said that the principal could not
take up their planning time (25 minutes/day) for staff
development, unless :vie teachers volunteered.

Asked about district-required Iowa achievement tests,
Principal C said that she would find them useful for grouping
children and pinpointing individual learning problems. She
planned to ask the testing department to provide test results in
a format that would "red flag" ateas for the school as a whole to
work on, and then a format for each individual child. She did
not think that the teachers saw the Iowa tests as the only means
of assessment, and in fact some teachers had already told her
that they will "consider the test scores but it's not where they
feel the pressure."

IV. TEACHERS AND TEACHINC AT SCHOOL C

Observations of Teachers: The classroom observer found the
teachers to be "relaxed, friendly, efficient and cooperative°
when she first visited, just before the holiday vacation. She
described the group of participating teachers as "one very strong
teacher, but I don't know if he gets any support from the other
teachers; two who collaborate (the team teachers); one older
teacher who has been around other schools but doesn't seem to
have much influence here: and one who is very quiet and just
seems to sit back." The two male teachers struck her as being
more self-assured, creative and competent in classroom management

5

than the females. But one of these, whom the observer considered
to be the "strongest" teacher of the group, did not appear to
exercise any leadership in the group. On the whole, the observer
thought that these teachers had fewer "preconceived ideas" about
their teaching than the group at School A. Most, she thought,
would be willing to consider new information and changes in their
practices.

The observer's overall impression was that there was good
"rapport" among the teachers, but not a high level of teacher
interaction -- but then there had been little time to build
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rela#onships. As, .for collaborationu two tesOherrOsd,xsading
gxplaps:i, One took.tWrreg4WAMW,:01141t4.0=fP ej.;J: ,attatit,:the

"IEPN students, tLse who were "bØind" (as the ,4040#44 it).
Doting the,oborygtio040iod. t401,444014040040100
febile) ,teameq, 1.4,,,..00104#14.,#S#I#3400:90*..AWSpg4V44 their
areak,of resonqiWitt.,144414000401*4;sy6tOkpf
instr-otionaldentert.: Saat,,W0t Y0004nAe;:td keeP''track,of.
his/her own,Atiidents! gradOW:andlrp§s*-:

Each clabOrook had'the Bare:40004 -Schedule postedu but the
teachers seemed'tp 'be flexible,ibeWobserVing it to the letter.
The ciasbes operated with few interaBitionsr the only ones
observed were student pull-outs for band, the gifted program, and
special education.

Principal Descriptions of Teadhers: Principal C had only
positive things to Say about her techers..She said, "I have a
wonderful staff. Their,ve got a l-4: of different- talentst-that
together I think we're going to come np with a real'40o&
curriculum." From her viewpoint, the teachers seerOed to'be a
"real cohesive group" made up of people with different areas of
"expertise" and teaching styles. She said wheri,other
administrators asked her about her staff, she andwered, "They
just blend. And I can see that they're building trust with each
ether. And that's the direction I want for them." Despite, their
differences, she thought they would be able to "work together in
terms of a foctls" for the school as a whole. As she put it,
teachers in thia group were not the kind °that will try to say my
opinion is the only opinion."

Principal C especial"... praised the team teachers for using
hands-on materials and individualized instruction. When the
interviewer asked her about the school health crisis in a
telephone conversation, Principal C said that if any staff could
handle it, this one couli. She gave them high marks for their
handling of the whole situation.

(Note: Host principal remarks re: teachers and teaching
specifically applied to reading; see below)

V. READING AT SCHOOL C

Observations of Reading: The classroon observer did not
notice anything special in the way of promotion of reading at
School C. In fact, in a conversation with the observer, the
librarian volunteered the opinion that she was disappointed in
the low level of encouragement for reading, compared with other
schools. The librarian's perception was that they did not have
SSR and teachers did not often read to the children. She thought
that the school did not have SSR because the teachers had not
been able to come to an agreement about it.

Most teachers stuck with the basal reader and skills lesson,
during the observations. The observer noted that the reading ,/
_comprehension lessons she observed did not match the descripti6ns
the teachers had given in their pre-observation interviews.
There was less variety and depth in the observel lessons_thsha
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hallbeen led tO-expect.frolvtWinterviethro:og thekfitre
teacher's- us,0 almopt- incadtl.t.*40,04,06#0i,,PPOOheriW set
up 44001:at routine: of*4i*? s Sill*-1440*04040tii'and.
an ic4vity4 whWhejpaide&a00*,_
allocate& to- each tiski, tin -,o;fw:440:40a, 'Oni;;;',t1i,lvbae2;rverSav,; half
of this routine.; an&-tin,,anOther..::::00tya
half., *elated ta the librarian's. complaints,. the: classroom
observer did kind 'OR in theHt04,440040*,: f:dAiot seem
to be- sChoolwidelioliOy: th:1*- ,afgsrpOmalso.,
writing ai-pirt of a regular, daily routine. Aid-twey,teaChers did
use a text other than the basal for:their Obse7..'ved reading
lessons.

The "stronger" teacher in the.group, whom the observer
called the "rebel," was more:creativeinchisjesdonand:USed
more interential questioning tectiniq44. ,She-noted,
exceeded anything that any of tke other tea6fiers :had, ddOein'
comprefiension." But aside fro* thiS exception, the reading
program did not appear to her to 'be particularly Strong at this
point.

Tht, classroom observer related one incident in which a-child
was sent to the library for a book on Jacques Cousteau, and was
sent back empty handed. The teacher said that bedause the
library was new, its book collection was not extensive. The
librarian had received one initial grant for books, an additional
grant for paperbacks, and had raised some money from a book fair.
But the shelves were still fairly bare. She had done what she
could to arrange and decorate the library attractively, but few
students could be observed there. Special activities planned for
the upcoming Love of Reading Week were designed to promote more
library appreciation and use.

The Principal and Reading: Principal C said that as a
teacher she had used the same reading series her teachers were
using, and therefore knew the "types of questions to ask teachers
and also what they're not doing that they're supposed to be doing
with the series." She had volunteered for the district basal
adoption committee, so that she could learn in advance about the
upcoming new series, and be able to superviseits use by
teachers. She said that she favored a combination of the basal
reader with other reading resources and strategies. The committee
was also considering the option, following trends in California,
of adopting a literature-based reading program. Principal C said
that she did not know very much about that type of program, and
was trying to learn more.

Principal C's positions on reading were complex, and
expressed mostly in terms of her objectives for the reading
program at the school (Therefore, Principal Objectives for
Reading have been included in this section). One of her
positions was that reading should be "integrated" with science,
social studies, and math through a "theme approach." She wanted
to see a move away from sole reliance on the textbook, paper-and-
pencil tasks, and the old pattern of "read and regurgitate,"
since "that gets old for the students and I don't think they need
it as much." She said, "There's so much you could do with these



intermediate children in terms of expanding some of the expertise
they've 'built in reading." But ,she also ,added, "if, they*heed
remediation, youaandp: that.

-Mist is, PrinCiPa1t-p*OPOsett.%expahdin,q7 reading.ibeyOnd:j_
"skilld" but at the; sime time04ii'O*44:t0 -traok ahd, #eiediate
those Skills. TeaOhers, 'she tliOug40iile40olearn,Mbre-about
both enrichMent stiatsgies ancttS*sdiatiON hoi #0:"to' teach to
those gaps childrpn'have.w Specificaliy, Principal 6Was,
dissatisfied with the-pholics--1***Aa_the4reSent -basal
series, and hoped to develop a-SChOOIVide,,prograi of assessment
and remediation of childreh's Skilldin this area.

The principal said she "would 2OVe to have the
intermediates use a centers approach" as well aslmore creative
writing, individual reading,-and use of the library andbooks
from home. She hoped to increase, library use throughspeCial
programs based on genres of literature, such' as mysterieS, .

adventures, etc. She would Place these activities in thecontext
of a "structured, individualized reading program." She wanted to
see a "variety of reading structures" in each classrooi whiCh
still included teachers meeting with reading groups for both in-
depth enrichment and remediation. But she wanted a "type of
reading group that is not the same every semester...the
remediation reading group where we've got a clump of ten who
don't know how to do syllabication or who don't have short vowel
sounds, whatever. And we're going to pull you for two weeks and
we're going to work on this skill and after that the group
dissolves."

Principal C thnught that the Iowa test scores might help to
pinpoint areas of focus for remedial reading groups. But school
staff would most likely also develop a local means of reading
assessment, "a combination of a lot of things...something that is
quick, so it won't be so time consuming."

Principal Descriptions of Reading Instruction: Principal C
said that the intermediate teachers were doing the best they
could in reading, but there were some "other methods and means
that they are just not aware of." Most of the teachers, from her
description, "structure the reading block...with read the story,
do the workbook pages, and meet with the group...a teacher-
directed lesson." She praised one teacher.for trying reading
contracts, and said that she saw some other "innovative things"
happening, such as using the library for research and integrating
social studies with reading. Nevertheless, she said, "The
reading program in the intermediate grades is very painful for me
because...it's the sameness. There is so much that you could do."

In a nutshell, she described the variety of the intermediate
teachers' organization of reading instruction: "One intermediate
teacher has three defined groups. Another teacher, everyone is in
the same group regardless of level of reading...and h-ndles the
lower readers through an individualized reading program, letting
them breeze in other things. He's lacking in remediation
skills....One teacher is using the reading series, but it's more
independent ...if you get stuck, come to me for help...she's also
using the enrichment series and reading contracts...The team
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teaching groUphas, a- combination. One teaOher,:hasC'all the-
children, who are- piereaderi a large g'rOOPJ.-:
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instuótion, tindipal C said
she leeked for grouping stratgies.. at tooeitto,$10:445m,
keeping, a large ,grioUp'-iik the, 2.4411i4414deroy,-.She,:saict-thatAiseme

teacher6 justified'titaahificg:Childreivial,,abeye their
grade level on thebaSis-of-i*PrOVOCiitiident:"self-esteem." She
asserted, "That's wh'en-I'
teacher." She also assessed ,hoU, thereitiling block (tiii period)
was allocated, and checked te:dee, if theyteacher was doing
anything to expand on the standard format.

It should be retembered that ony two of the teachers
described above returned for Year 2. Early in Year 2, Principal
C described reading instruction somewhat differently. The
intermediate teachers had reportedly "departmentalize& for -

reading. They were using e system of grouPing, children and
switching them among the teachers, so that eaCh teacher had only
two groups. Principal C had.been "observing" this system, she
said. She liked the "teaming" part of it, but she still saw the
teachers as "missing" some things they could be doing with
students. They were still using the basal reader questions
rather than small group or individualized activities. She wanted
to say, "Don't do that!!" Asked about hew the teachers handled
the stigma of being in the "low group," or' being a fifth grade
student sent to a fourth grade group, Principal C said that the
teachers were mixing groups so that this would not be so obvious
to the children. She described the teachers as still "grasping"
toward a better system of teaching reading.

VI. RESEARCH AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT THEMES

Principal C said that "from talking with a few of the staff
members, they are very interested in the reading research. I
don't think it frightens them to say, 'Let's apply it' " The
staff developers' style of presentation of the research would
matter most. Teachers think, "Don't tell me the research. Show
me what you're talking about when you say, 'We've discovered
this,' or 'We've analyzed it and we think if you do this, you'll
get certain results.' " Teachers would instead want to see
demonstrations of the applications of research, "to mesh the
research with some actual experience."

One hope Principal C had for the staff development was for
her to find out what the teachers thought they needed in the area
of reading. In her experience, they had a hard time being
specific about their needs. She, on the other hand, was very
specific: "You know, I want remediation reading skills for my
intermediate teachers." Another; focus that she would choose
would be how to develop a comprehensive reading'program that did
not seem "overwhelmirg" to teachers. The intermediate teachers
could become more "comfortable" with the enrichment and thematic



approaches used in the primary grades, and see how these
approaches would be possible for them to adopt.

Principal C talked at length about how-she would conduct the
staff development, if she were doing it herdelf. She would
"approach them with a vision of how I think a reading program in
intermediate should look like. And then ask them if they share
that vision, or if they want to add to it, or think it's a bunch
of hot wind, not even attainable." She would ask them to asdess
their own strengths and weaknesses, and decide what they would
like to change. She would also expose them to some key terms,
such as "individualized reading," or "thematic approach," and ask
what frightens them about the prospect of moving beyond the basal
reader. She would describe the entire structure of a reading
program, including the organization of time and groups, and walk
teachers through it. Her staff development philosophy was, "You
don't just give teachers a philosophy. You have to roll up your
sleeves and say, 'Here's how you do it."

The classroom observer's impression was that it would be
important to involve Principal C in the staff development,
because of her influence on the teachers (which she felt even
though it wasn't too visible). She also thought that involving
the principal might be somewhat difficult, because of her aloof
manner. But with the teachers, she saw no problems. They seemed
to be open-minded and willing to consider cnange.
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CASE STUDY: SCHOOL D

I. gEKERALLAgioxamagauragff

School D was located in a predominantly middle class,
suburban neighbothoml of single-family hpmes interspersed with
condominiums, apartments, and well-tended mobile home parks. The
original school, a cluster of small Wildj.ngs, had been recently
expanded with a two-etory classroom addition. The principal
explained that due to rapid, neighborhood growth the school had
one of the largest student populations on the smallest school
acreage in the district. The 23-year-old building was originally
planned to house 450, had housed 570 at the end of 1985-86, and
for 1987-88 (Year I of our study) had to accommodate over 750.
Average class size was somewhat high at 27. For Year 1, the new
building and several new teachers had alleviated some
overcrowding. In Year 2, parents of sixth graders would have the
option of eending their children to a new middle school, and this
would reduce enrollment.

The School D teaching staff was the largest in our study, 26
classroom teachers and two LD teachers. Host of the teachers
were veterans of 10 or more years' experience, and many of the
intermediate teachers had long been employed at School D. School
D offered ESL services to a few LEP students, and gifted and LD
programs, but in general, special programs were not much in
evidence. Principal D had requested the district to provide more
hours from the psychologist and additional remedial services, in
the form of a "lower quartile" teacher for Year 2. Teacher aides
were also in short supply; for example, the fifth and sixth
grades had only one teacher aide among them.

Discipline did not appear to be a major concern at this
school. Principal D described the students in the school
newsletter as "consistently hard-working, courteous and caring."
Students who needed to make up work or who had misbehaved were
listed on the chalkboard as "Break Buddies," and required to stay
inside during recess. The observer did notice that veteran and
new teachers had different methods of classroom management, the
veterans relying more on threats while the newer teachers used
the more current system of explaining rules and consequences to
students. Some teachers more than others seemed to rely on the
principal's support for student discipline. There were a few
problems associated with students moving around the campus on
their own between classes (e.g., restroom vandalism). Custodians
and teacher aides were assigned to supervise these periods.

The principal described the intermediate teachers as under
"stress" and "overloaded." The principal himself was difficult
to contact and seeded harried when we did talk with him.
Nevertheless, all observers remarked about the friendly
atmosphere at School D. Despite the size of the student
population, office staff often referred to students by name, and
seemed to enjoy working with them. Next to the office was a new
teachers' lounge built at the same time as the new classroom
addition. The observer described the lounge as the nicest she
had ever seen, with space for meetings, socializing, reading
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education publications, and sharing instructional ideas. In
general, the observer found-School D to be a positive, pleasant
place. She was welcomed to the.scheol by both staff and Students,
and noted: "1 get the impreasiOn that everyone enioys being
here," and "/ really liked it ,and I think-the teachers who work
there love working there. There is a lot of school pride."

Student Population: Students at School D ware 97% Anglà, 1%
Hispanic, and 2% Black and other ethnic groups -- it was the most
ethnically homogeneous school in our study. Only 15% qualified
for the free/reduced lunch program, a rough indicator of low
income. However, the principal said this represented a tripling
in the lunch program over the past three years, as the population
shifted from being overwhelmingly middle class to including more
low income families. As he described it, the "core" of
neighborhood students was stable, but surrounding the core was a
constantly shifting layer of transient students. He said it was
"disruptive" when students would enter and stay for just a short
time. "Those youngsters don't have a stability, and the big
thing that we've noticed is that skill levels tend to be
lacking...Our people have high expectations, and when students
come in who have not been in systems that have those
expectations, either because of the movement or because of the
kids' ability, they have a difficult time adjusting." Principal
D said teachers were complaining that transient students were
detracting from the school's traditionally high achievement
record, specifically that a decline in Iowa test scores the
previous year was due to a group of students entering at
testtaking time.

(Note: All of the other schools in our study were located in
another, much larger urban district. On the average, School D's
district scored ten percentile points higher in reading or the
Iowa test than this other district. Though School D was the
highest-achieving school in our study, it placed in the middle of
its own district's range, and any further decline seemed to be a
concern.)

In their interviews, five of the participating teachers at
Scheol D talked about students and their families. Three clearly
linked school achievement to a student's family background, and
caphasized the differences between good and pocr students in
these terms. One went on at great length about how this
relationship between home and achievement cams about. The other
two simply remarked that the school population had changed from
being mostly middle class to being a "mix" including more
transient and low income children. They thought that most of
their students were doing well, but one was very concerned about
how non-English speaking students were coping at the school.

School History: School D's first principal had implemented
an "open education" model; but over the years, and especially
under Principal D's leadership, this structure had been somewhat
modified. The primary grade students rico/ had a fairly traditional
schedule of homeroom activities for the morning, followed by
ability grouping and rotating among classrooms for reading in the



afternoon. The fourth grade students were also ability grouped
and rotated for reading. But the fifth and sixth grades were
departmentalized and moved from class to class in what the
principal called a "junior highish" pattern of SO-minute periods.
Students carried assignment books with them, and the last few
minutes of each elates period Were taken up with writing down
assigeetents for each subject.

When Principal D first came to the school, fifth and sixth
grade teachers were seeing as many as 200 students per day. He
had modified the schedule for Year I so that they taught only 60-
75 students each day. These teachers were content area
specialists. None of them taught "reading" peemm; some taught
"language arts" of "English" ani others taught reading only in
the context of their content area.

The teachers commented about these arrangements in their
interviews, about how the team structure affected their work.
The advantages mentioned were the camaderie of team teachers and
the improved social skills of students (learning to take more
responsibility and to cope with different teachers' demands and
personalities). The disadvantages mentioned were the
difficulties of teaming, the number of meetings it required, and
the limited content of the meetings (mostly talk about individual
students). Three teachers also remarked on how stable the staff
had been, and how new teachers this year had changed the school
("new blood" was good, but it also disrupted a consensus that
previously existed).

II. iNITIAL CONTLCTS WITH THE SCHOO ,2gmaggLIO_THE PROJECT

School D was recommended to our project by district
officials, who decided which schools could participate. One of
the researchers heard that there was smile discussion among
district administrators about which "hind" of schools to
recommend -- Chapter I schools or "middle class" schools. In the
end, two "middle class" schools were chosen. However, the -final
decision on participation was made at the school level, by the
teachers. At one schnol the teachers declined to participate,
despite the enthusiam. of their administrators. At School D, VR
contacted the principal, who sounded "under seige" and uninformed
about the study, but agreed to have someone "come out and talk
about it."

PA and the school level assistant met with Principal D to
explain the study. At this meeting, it appeared that he had
heard very little about the project from the district research
specialist. After listening quietly and taking detailed notes for
a while, he began to seem interested and started to formulate his
own way of presenting the study to the teachers. He said he
would say that the study would examine teachers' practices and
attempt to "improve" them. But then he chuckled and said that he
was a "politician" and would use the word "enhance" instead.

Principal D also chuckled when informed that the study would
involve only the intermediate teachers, saying "That could have
'elen better." Tilere was, he explained, a split between the
fourth and fifth/sixth grade teachers on the topic of reading.
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But perhaps the project would be a "good chance to talk about"
these differences and to "reach consensus." 2e predicted that
some would decline to participate in a reading study, because
they would not see the connection with their ccntent areas. For
his own purposes, he thought ke could tie the staff development
aspect of the project to a ulum. mapping project he was
working on. He said that the big question would be "What do we
get out of it?" and he carefully noted and repeated what the'
optional rewards for teacher participation would be. Finally, he
agreed to "bounce it off" the teachers and get back to us about
meeting with them.

When we did not hear from Principal D, VR called him. He
said the he wanted to participate, and that the teachers had
agreed because there was "not much they will have to do" for the
study. VR asked what our next steps would be, and he hesitated,
going back and forth between setting up a meeting with the
teachers and having the observer contact them individually.
Finally, he decided to schedule an after-school meeting with the
teachers.

When we arrived for the meeting, Principal D seemed rather
flusteted. There was a PA announcement reminding intermediate
teachers of a "short meeting." Principal D said for us to wait in
the office until he did some "preparation" with the teachers.
After about fifteen minutes, he came back to the office and
accompanied us to the meeting. On the way, he said that the
teachers would have a lot of "specifics" to ask about, and that
time would be the "biggest pain" for them.

Principal D introduced us and said that the teachers could
ask questions about the project until they got their "comfort
level where I like it." Then he sat down and turned the meeting
over. The teachers did have many questions, and seemed not at
all reticent about asking them. The principal sat silently and
rather glumly at the side. The first question was about the
testing aspect of the study. The district required both the Iowa
and a state criterion-referenced test each year, and both
required a week to administer -- not including "preparation"
time. How much time would our test require? PA described the
Illinois test and its administration, and remarked that we would
be "very disappointed" if the teachers "prepared" for it. The
teacher immediately replied to this that they prepared for the
Iowa test all year long, and it "certainly wasn't cramming."
Other teachers asked about "off-level" students, student turnover
during the project, if only teachers who taught "reading" would
participate, what the content of the staff development would be
(the "literature" on reading comprehension?). During all of this
questioning, there were interchanges among the teachers, who
seemed quite comfortable about making both joking and serious
comments to each other. For example, when one teacher asked if
we wanted to know if they were "using the research," another
teacher turned to her and said emphatically, "You're using it.
It's what we've been talking about. You just didn't know that's
what it is."

Finally, one teacher waved her project abstract in the air
and called out, "I'm game!" Others nodded in agreement. Then the
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same teacher dramatically batted her eyelids and said, "gkgy."
The group laughed. When the laughter died, she said that there
was a statement in the project abstract that had "raised their
hackles," about evaluation of reading instructiom She faced us
directly and said, "What's wrong with our teaching?" "TR said,
"Nothing." The teacher replied, "You understand how that makes
us feel. We have good ideas. Why are yours better?" PA firmly
recognized this concern as "important-" The teacher said that
she was doing this for the principal, because te ',ad told her to
be "more aggressive." Another teacher joked, "You mean you were
a shrinking violet before?" Principal D looked slightly
embarrassed and said that he had told her that in a "weak
moment." PA explained that the sentence was the kind one wrote
to attract federal funding for research. She made a pitch for
"getting inside teachers' heads" and not irposing university
research on them. Another tkacher followed with a question about
the "recommendations" of the study. Referring to the teachers'
reading instruction, he asked, "Tf it isn't broken, why fix it?"
VR replied that the study would "describe" rather than
"prescribe" what teachers were doing in reading comprehension
instruction.

There were a few further questions, about what the study
would report and whether we were aware of what the district was
doing in this area, but by this time the elajor sticky concerns
seemed to be addressed. Finally, someone wanted to know, "When
will we start seeing you?" Principal D stood up and asked, "Who
teaches reading comprehension?" Despite his earlier prediction,
only the art teacher clearly declined. AB said that she could
come to classrooms to schedule appointments for observatices the
next day. But the teachers said that would be too hard, that she
should just in the teachers :Lounge and they would drop in and
sign up. When AB went the next day, she said that the teachers
all followed thr .4gh on this arrangement. The priAcipal brought
her coffee and cookies. The teachers were so enthused she stayed
and completed some observations that same day. She noted,
"'Everyone at this s-hool is friendly."

At a later interview, Principal D said that he viewed the
project as part of his own agenda of preventing further "dips" in
achievement at the =1 aol by influencing the teachers to pay more
attention to reading skills. He would like the principal
investigators to sit down with hir and examine the Iowa test
scores at the school, to "come up .iith a strategy that would
address those." As he put it, "one of the reasons I've pushed
this project is not only to help us, but also to help me. To
give us some resources we could use to take a look at our eading
instruction and Nave a side group look at it and come up with
some recommendations...What I'm basically looking for them is for
somebody to come in and say, 'Hey, I think you do some things
really well...Here are soma areas that we think perhaps you could
jazz up a bit.' So it's an outside person doing it...Sometimes
they need to hear things they don't feel real comfortable with."
He predicted that the observations would show what he held to be
true: that instruction at the school was basically sound, but
that there were "gaps and holes" in instruction of children with



low "individual skill levels."
It was interesting that shortly after our meeting with

teachers, the district research speci4ist who had_approyed the
project called VP!, rather put but. Shesai'd thatthe,district
had been "misled" about the extent of stUdent teStipg.involved in
the study. Apparently0-ihii,had not_received.ar:c4Y,ofthe full
proposal from the superintendent. VE,Ek.expianatitm seemed to
placate her, and she was sent a copy of the, prOposal. -We
wondered if someone At Scho-ol D had-contactedher. In contrast
with the other district in our study, administrative staff in
this district seemed to be more concerned about monitoring
research and more protective about its potential impact on
teachers.

III. PRINCIPAL D

Principal D was a fortyish man who was just into his second
full year at the school when our study began. In our contacts
with him, he generally appeared to beyrushed for time andy rather
tense. His office was small and cluttered, with papers and other
objects piled on every suzface, including the floor. The
classroom observer described him as "very visible." She wrote,
"He wanders in and out of classrooms, without disrupting classes.
Kids and teachers seem used to this." Sometimes he had
information to share with the class, such as his reports of a
"climate survey" on what students thought about the school. He
also gave students' special recognition for accomplishments on
these visits. But once he complained to a class about having to
discipline certrtin students so often, saying they were on his
"hit list," and he was tired of seeing them so often.

The classroom observer noted that the teachers did not seem
at all in awe of Principal D. She observed that they felt free to
make joking comments to him, to interrupt him in midsentence, and
to challenge his judgment. He seemed to defer to teachers in
these situations. From what she could tell, the principal was not
included in the active "communication network" she observed among
the teachers.

Principal Background: Principal D repeatedly mentioned that
he had a "special education background," and that this was
important for understanding his views toward teaching. He was a
special education teacher for a number of years, in a "variety of
exceptionalities." In the late 70's he had been a Director of
Special Education and later Migrant Director in California school
system. Then he was named Curriculum Director for a Phoenix-
area district. After one year as principal of a school in
another local district, he was promoted to Director of Pupil
Personnel. He described this position as "all encompassing,
special education, attendance, nurses...We started an alternative
program, we started AIDS instructiorL we did a variety of
things." He said the decision to return to the principalship was
based on a desire to "get back into a school, working with
teachers and students."
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Principal on the Principalship: Principal D said that he
understood that having to deal with a new principal had beeA a
source of stress for the teachers over the-pist,;couple cl, years -
- he described it as a "real, thrill" for then. He had 6ided
to take a "global" and "structural":appródekto theschOol.
First he had looked at overall vrOblems . the'lroutiing ana
movement of students, and had madefisomeahangewin* this-area.
Next he had tackled curriculum coordination apd artiCulation. A
large, longterm curriculum project vas moiling more slowly than he
would have liked, but he explainelthat. he.had_been unwilling to
require more time of the teachers-to accomplish this goal.

Principal D said that sometimes his "global" approaches to
leadership had their weaknesses. For instance, he said that it
was frustrating that he could "talk in generalities" about
aspects of teaching, but he could not give teachers the "specific
types of skills they need, if they do need them." He also had
some difficulty communicating aegative feedback to teachers. He
thought that the project, conducted by "outsiders," would support
him in both of these areas, by providing specific and critical
feedback to the teachers about their instruction. "I don't
believe in a complete democracy," he explained, "Sometimes
teachers have to hear things they don't want to hear."

In his opinion, some of the teachers at School D had a
negative set tow rd adminis...rators. He remarked that the veteran
teachers were used to a high rate of principal turnover, and
tended to make their own decisions regardless of changes in
leadership. However, he described himself as "not easy to ignore,
for better or for worse." "The hardest thing I've had to fight
with them," he said "is that I'm an involved administrator, I'm
out there all the time, in the classroom, I'm on the playground,
I'm involved in instruction." From his point of view, some
teachers reacted negatively to this style of leadership. But he
noticed that the recent addition of several new teachers had
changed the staff dynamics at the school in his favor, since the
new teachers were more receptive to his ideas for change.

Principal's School Goals: "The biggest thing I think is
that we've got a number of problems we have to deal with," said
Principal D. The primary problems he named were school growth and
transient students, but he also saw the teachers thgmgaliga as a
problem. He described the veteran teachers at School D as
constituting a barrier to change, because they had "stagnated" in
their jobs and become inwardly focused. Therefore, "The first
thing to get going was to get people to do some communicating
among themselves and to also start examining new ideas and
examining different approaches to doing some things ..0 .that can
be a challenge." At this point, he remarked, "1 feel good about
the feeling we have on the staff. But it still has a way to go."

Principal D expressed more clearcut satisfaction with his
accomplishments in changing the physical and structural features
of the school. Overcrowding and large teacher classloads in grade
5-6 had been a source of stress for both staff and students.
Principal D said that it had been a "real accomplishment" that
they had been able to "plan, design and get the new building
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built in one year. It really made a difference." He had had a
"real problem" with the amount of ,studept,movement he observed at
the school when he first arrtved,,_especiallyCin,thetiprimary
graded. He said he had disCuseedthis wiWthestaff,. and "to
our credit, after some-disciission we:Were4bletcr-get to a
situation that we could both liird,with "Now if you look around
this campus, kids are in clissandAtids-are receiving
istruction." He wanted the struct4re to ,star,j4St about the.way
it was now, except that fourth'grade: still needed-dome work.
"Fourth is the area that we want 'to hit, becauSwyou have the K-3
that is working and, the 5-6 that'le working, and,we need to hit
4, which is that transition, and gec that functioning okay." He
agreed with the fourth grade teachers that the departmentalized
plan was not best for their students, but was not sure,that the
structure they had devised on their own was working, either.

"Now the direction we need to head into is to hit specific
skill areas and specific ourricular areas," Principal D said.
Through inservice workshops, they had done some work in
"holistic" language arts and some in math, with a program
promoting manipulative activities. The district had been
emphasizing cooperative teaching and higher order thinking
skills. But Principal D saw these efforts as "piecemeal" and
expressed a need for a more deliberate effort to address the
skill deficits of certain students. He wanted the teachers to get
into the "mode" of coping with a transient student population
with "varied skill levels." He was addressing some inservice time
to this issue, and hoped that this would be a major focus of the
reading project. The teachers also were asking for more remedial
help for "those kids who fall in the gray area," and that would
be an emphasis for the coming year.

Most efforts were going into the curriculum project. He had
started out his first year thinking the staff were going to write
their own curriculum. But he had to admit, "No, you dork, you
can't do that much all at once." They were working on curriculum
mapping first, trying to get an accurate description of what was
presently being covered at each level. In addition, he said,
"I'm trying to get a little bit more adherence to the district
curriculum, and then some type of overlap between the various
grade levels. That's one area I think is real weak We need a.
less overlap and b. more moving from step to step all the way
through. Right now the steps are real haphazard, not real bad,
just because of noncommunicating." Given limits on available
time for doing this kind of intensive group work, Principal D
thought the curriculum project would last at least two or three
years. He hesitated to ask teachers for after school time, and
was hoping for district approval to meet with some of them over
the summer to tackle the next steps of curriculum articulation
across grade levels.

Principal Remarks on Teachers and Teaching: As for his own
positions on teaching, Principal D referred again to his special
education background, saying that it tended to make him "real
eclectic regarding teaching." He explained that while he
supported the district's promotion of higher order thinking
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skills, he was not really "proactive" himeeli in:pushing,any
particular new trendssor methorWof instructie _ink-there

.is a danger in that...not one-me so 14k/wing-to, wor: ',:eyery
youngster or even-80 or even 50% ot the Acids,.
need to pull and-4o what you needte,\ q:,s bil awl=
you can. I don't know,. Some -peoplegiltt e,e'OrC philosophy
and they're successful w!th it, I 'rn notyputting 1*vir,Own..they
can be real successfUl because thevacoummi4ate a group of:people
that believe philosaphically'llke4hat01, . .

Principal D wanted ieacherstOitOcueoon,developing skills
among students who came to the, schootc4tOut, certain
prerequisites for achievement.. HiS,OWnpreference4 as a tdrmer
special education teacher, Would be, to do an individual diagnosis
for each child and then address dead-its in "skill ieVels,:":.
"throwing in" some holistic ,activities oh the way: oiii110,,aid
not think that theSe teacherd had the time or the,.flipainitiOn"
to adopt such an approach. He hid, also heard same argumentYtrom
the teachers at School'D that a "Skills", 4Mphasis meant.loviering
expectations for students. But, from speCial education he-had.
learned that "your expectations can be high, there. is no reason
that you dilute your expectations, but you need to give a
youngster the skill to allow him to get to those expectations."

He had training and experience with EEI, but Principal D
recognized that mentioning this in some circles would bring on an
argument. He said that he had found it "valuable," especially as
a basis of evaluation: "I'll look for those types of things. I
think most solid teachers, whether you call it that or not, do
those things. They establish a set, they cue the kids, they move
on with the objectives, they reinforce it and they evaluate
whether they've gotten it." He continued, "As a special
educator, I really feel 1 have an advantage, because most of the
things that they're using now are some things that we've been
trying in special education for a number of years. EEI was called
something different by Hunter, but basically the special
educators have taught to the objectives since I was taking
graduate cwrses in the early 70's."

Principal Influence over Instruction and Teacher Change:
Principal D said that he was an "involved" administrator, and
that one of the things he was involved in was instruction.
However, he did not talk about changes he had attempted to make
in individual teachers' instruction. As noted above, he said
that he did not feel competent to mentor teachers on the
"specifics" of their work. He had also met with teacher
resistance to his attempts to be involved in the classroom. In
his opinion, and he said he had told them this, they wanted an
administrator to do their "crap jobs," supervising recesses and
handing irate parents. But Principal D also said at another
point that he thought the School D teachers were really quite
competent in their preferred approaches to instruction. Instead
of changing these approaches in any major ways, he was interested
in augmenting what was already being done with more attention to
skills for certain students, more remedial services, and more
coordination in coverage of the curriculum across teachers.



Principal D evaluated teachers using the standard dig_Ltrict
criteria, checking on "competencies" in the areas of instruction
and professional duties and responsibilities. Since the teachers
had some training in EEI, he looked, for"those types of things."
They had a basic curriculum frowthe district that they,were
"supposed" to follow, but beyond this, teachers were "pretty much
left on their own" to make most deCisionasabout instructions.and
he did not want to "dictate a certain. ittile ,of teaching or a
certain way to teach." If he observed' problems with a teacher's
instruction, he said he was "just u0front and direct with them
about it. Not to overwhelm them with it. I usually prioritize
an area that I think needs to be discussed and hit that
particular area....I probably need to do a better job with that
and get more specific with my recommendations. I tend to be more
general...and I think a more specific approach they would react
to better."

What seemed to concern Principal D much more than the
teachers' work in the classroom were their interpersonal dynamics
and especially their relationships with him as an administrator.
He described the teachers as "real argumentative" when he
arrived, narrowminded and resistant toward any changes he
suggested. He attributed this to the fact that so many teachers
have been at the school so long. He reported that a prwrious
principal had even brought in an outside consultant to :,alp the
teachers "commianicate better," but they had not responded well to
this approach. He had worked on "not tolerating" the teachers'
argumentativeness and on "broadening their horizons a little
bit." As one strategy, he devoted part of each staff meeting to
recognizing good things teachers were doing, in order to
encourage teachers to observe in other classrooms. From his point
of view, the newer teachers had helped him by responding
positively to ideas that the oldtimers were quick to reject.

According to Principal DI when he came teachers were also
holding old grudges and opinions based on old and inaccurate
information. He talked at length about how he had used teacher
participation, in the form of small group discussions and
"braivstorming" strategies, to bring new information to light.
The small group arrangement, he thought, allowed everyone to
participate, rather than just a few vocal teachers who were often
negative and intimidated their peers into silence. The results of
a "school climate survey" he conducted had been one basis of
these discussions. When faced with new information, he said, the
teachers were "professional enough to say, 'Gosh, we were wrong
on that." All in all, "they are a good group of people. You
just have to get them...x.!illing to think a little bit."

The only weakness of this small group approach was that it
was time consuming. "When you're dealing with 35 people at a
throw all the time, it gets bogged down. And I have not felt
that we've made some decisions that we needed to make. I feel
that I get some flack on that, and yet my defense is the fact
that when you do group decisionmaking, it's going to take a
while." His preference would be to meet with a group of grade
level department heads, to whom he could "get information and
then they come back to me with recommendations [from their
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colleagues] and then 4s a group we make some recommendations to
the whole faculty.- Hopefully, we cant YelI and'scream and rant
and rave and get: that o4t:9f the,system:here. lhat waTwe, can
present a unified-approach to, the facultY'. They've all'had. a
part in the decisiOnmaking."

Principal Perceptions of District.Influexce: The district
provided a basic curriculum for eaCh grade lOel, bilt through the
years, Principal D said, teachers,at-0001,4'had-not been held
accountable to this. Since a, decentraIiiition, fhe districtidia
not have a curriculum coordinaiorc incl-sChbols, were doing'their
own curriculum development. "The danier in, allowing tera.Ohers to
do something like that," he remarked, "is that tiley deVelop their
own curriculum, but it may or MaY--not reflect ,the diria
...that's my problem now." He said. that-he would have to;dedide
"is that a battle I want to fight? Is thecurriculum,solOoccr in
reality or is the instruction so poor that the, kidsaten!t,
getting quality instruction? I don't think that hasi haPpened."

The district did influence the school ,by providing
inservices in certain areas they were "Pushing," such as higher
order thinking, cooperative teaching, improving reading skills
and promoting reading through special programs such as Love of
Reading month. The district seemed to take the tack, Principal D
said, of exposing teachers to ideas and then hoping they would
catch on.

Principal D reported that the teachers were "not happy with
the services provided for special education students" by the
district. He said that there was a pattern in the district of
providing the same level of services to schools regardless of
size. He had protested this policy, but "all the other
principals are on my case like I'm some kind of autocrat who
believes you just ought to go with the numbers."

As previously mentioned, this district required both Iowa
tests and the state-sponsored criterion referenced tests each
year. There was some concern on the part of Principal D about the
school's achievement test scores, but he did not explicitly
attribute this concern to district pressure. He observed drops
in scores from third to fourth and fourth to fifth grades, and
noted that these were the years when teachers began teaching
reading in the content areas, rather than skills instruction.
Though this seemed to raise a red flag for him, he was "not sure
there was a real problem with our instruction." If he saw "dips"
this year, he was going to take a closer look. For now, he was
attributing the drop to "different clientele" and now-corrected
problems with the school structure. Though he repeated that test
scores were not a "real area of concern," he continued throughout
the interview to frame our project in terms of examining reading
achievement scores and devising strategies to improve them.

Teachers on the Principal: The participating teachers at
School D mentioned the principal very little in their interviews.
No conclusions uould be drawn from the three very brief comments
that referred to him, almost in passing.
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IV. TaaratujuumAglimajm_gogg.kja
Observations of Teachers:, The observer had contacts only

with the intermediate teachers .at School D, since the primary
classes were located in diffeient buildings. .After observing and
interacting with these teachers, she concluded that the school
was "a great place to teach." She would predict.that a new
teacher at this school woUld be iwelcomed%and would find othei
teachers helpful. In fact, she observed, this kind of interaction
among some of the veteran and beginningteachers.

According to the observer, the levial of 'interaction we
observed at our meeting with the teachers was the norm at School
D. As she described them, "The fourth through sixth grade people
that we're looking at, I've never seen such a group of teachers
that are so together in all my life. They socialize, they pop
into each others' rooms like there's no tomorrow." This pattern
of frequent interaction, which the observer even found disruptive
of instruction at times, seemed to include all but two or three
of the nine teachers in our sample. Certain teachers seemed to
have particularly close relationships, e.g., the fourth grade
teachers who shared a classroom and "talked about everything,
instructional and otherwise," including making negative comments
about certain students in front of the class. Two sixth grade
teachers who taught the same subjects and had neighboring
classrooms also seemed to communicate often.

However, from the observer's impressions, teachers did not
meet regularly and deliberately to plan or coordinate their
instruction. Their decisions about instruction seemed to be
"pretty much up to them" individually. Teachers seemed to make
positive or negative judgments about what others were doing,
based on informal interactions and what they could gather from
student reports. Some even questioned their students about other
teachers' activities. As the students moved about the school,
they acted, as the observer put it, as a "wheel of communication"
among the teachers.

The teachers lounge was also important for teacher
interaction, both social and instructional. Every Friday, the
teachers brought food to the lounge for a weekly "pigout" day,
and there was a weekly football pool. The lounge also had a
magazine rack with education publications and a bulletin board
for sharing teaching ideas. On the bulletin board were reports
from a group of teachers who met about once a month after school
to talk about reading. Group members seemed to include all of
our participating teachers except the two fourth grade team
teach.xs. Teachers seemed to rely on a teacher who was in the
masters program in reading at the university for information and
leadership in this area.

The observer saw the teachers at School D as "pretty well-
informed, and they pretty much know what they're doing now and
like what they're doing." They would probably vary in their
receptivity to the ...i.taff development, since "they're all so
individualistic. I think there is a core that would love some
input [from our project] and would try to make some changes. But
I also see two or three outliers who wouldn't change if you



threatened their fives."

Principal Descr49ns ofTeaChoirs:TrinciOal.6:described
, 7 .the interinediatee 'teachem as. :an:;exper,ienoe :,"competent, "

"opinionate0 and "prOnd" yho felt that they i,*st,a.#40S-i* :Or
their .reasonli for- tiabliing:_the *wow; do.

real good: about theMsel*eri. ,Severa].times 40iiritiOnedeir
"high expectatiOns" tOr,ittident01,44, e. olUid4Otand,i*them
as teachers. Re saidt.4ai.,theY Weil ,i0!4'4:4404Witidand
honest" in their respOnSeito:thgOitait:deirelOpinentandld
likely be conceinelabOut howAiluoiktiiit.#0.prclect'cwOild.re4dire
of them. On hid climate,survey4 Mb4tVOtthek:CbmplaineOthat
they didn't have enough time.to,'tOadh*" -lhektrie*tooffOr a;
well-rounded program, with langiagearts,ahd- math "upfront0. and
science health and other "auitiliary-subjects" in the afternoon,
and he ihought they succeededbetter at,this than teachers in
most "regular" school structure6::.

Most of the teacher6- were ,tatiliar,with "holistic"
education, but there were "philos4hicai" differences between the
fourth and fifth/sixth grade teachers, especially in reading.
Fourth grade teachers, like,the primary teachers, tended to
emphasize individualization and reading skills. Some fifth and
sixth grade teachers seemed entrenched in their position that a
whole-group, literature-based approach was best, even for
students with reading difficulties. "They feel that when you
have those expectations and you expect them to be reading at
those levels...they can come and give you one success story after
another about it. So it's a hard issue to combat." However,
Principal D added, "One thing I will say about this particular
group is, if you sell them on something, if you get past that
initial block that sometimes they put up, they're fantastic.
They'll use the information and they'll do a great iob with it."

Teacher Comments on Teachers and Teaching at School D:
Despite talk about the "team" structure at School D, the teachers
remarked on how there was still a lack of coordination and
communication across grade levels and limited knowledge of what
others were doing. Two mentioned how the students were their
source of information about other teachers' activities. These
barriers seemed most likely to be overcome when teachers shared a
classroom or had nearby classrooms, shared students and talked
about individual student problems, or taught in the same subject
area. Talk about individual students or specific instructional
materials seemed to be more likely than talk about the overall
curriculum. One teacher also mentioned how close the older staff
had become over the years ("we almost know what the others are
thinking"), and how they needed to take care to inteetrate the new
teachers. Another teacher remarked that she felt um. wfortable
with telling new teachers "here we do it this way," since they
might have their own good ideas to contribute. Tta-3 of the
veteran teachers talked about umentoring" one of the new,
beginning teachers through sharing ideas and materials, though
they did not visit her classroom.

On the teacher questionnaires, teachers at School D



responded most negatively of all schools, about tWadeguaCy.of
thi*tilwtheY had tocomplete.theik d4ties: They aIsO.:0q#94ined
abpiit -ik.laa)(1,of COOrdina.tic?Wvt-inStkuctidn at 'SchoOldeSOite
the fact that t4eir-SChObl organizatioh4robably fadilitated this
more than ankothet.

V. READING AV:SCHOOL D

Observations of Reading: The-Classroom observer had,the
impression that' all of the tea000-0*:ObSerVOdconsideted
readin4 to be important, but' :64er**AitsWOUtetainding prdmotion
of teading at the school tbroug4-raiiding:COntests itr priZ6s.
Clasdes had,silent sustainctilyreaditikOctry day. However; **.had
arranged to observe' times- when-teadhersconSidered-thOMSelyes to
be teaching, "reading cdrpkehensiOnind:thit-obServIti-SW.fid
actual "reading" during these, tiMed4 ;Mist partiCipatinadhers
followed a pattern of assigniiiT,a_reading,tdbe,dOnk:ithOlOyor
during SSR, and their lessons' Consisted:44-askingAueStiOnS :about
the reading. "The lessons," the obs446k. said, "go :ziptiltir;.
zippity, zip in that format." Three teicherd did not Ville* this
format. A beginning teacher and a teaher in the,masteri program
in reading used more "interactive" approadhes. One sixth grade
teacher combined history and literature, and primarily used book
reports and worksheets.

Fourth grade seemed to be the "last bastion of basal
readers," the observer noted. Fifth and sixth grade, teachers
taught "English," sometimes using readings from the basal and
sometimes other literature. Fourth grade students were ability-
grouped, while fifth/sixth had heterogeneous groups. The
observer said, "The comment that I've gotten from the upper grade
people is, 'We need a mix, it helps. The lower kids learn and
the more advanced kids get to help, and it's good to mix kids."

While the observer was visiting School DI the librarian was
running a program in which students were given daily clues and
they had to check certain books in the library to find the clues.
The librarian also used the school newsletter to recognize parent
and student contrib_tions to the library, to report on new titles
available and to promote family use of the public library.
However, Le observer also heard from some students that the
"crabby old librarian" was "making them look up things
themselves, and won't help them." She had the sense that the
teachers wanted to use the library, but the students were not
enthusiastic about the librarian. In addition, each class's
library time had been cut due to overcrowding.

The Principal and Reading: Although Principal D had taught
reading as a special education teacher, he said, "I don't
consider that an area of strength for me. That's something I
need to jazz up...when it comes to reading, I've done it and I've
done it well, but I haven't done it for a nuMber of years...I
could talk in generalities. I could talk 'whole language.' I
feel real comfortable with that, because / taught whole language
types of activities and I feel real strongly about doing that,
and I did skills levels to a certain' extent. But that was years
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ago." When he first taught reading, Principal D said, the "basal
texts were much less flexible than they are,now. The reading was
much more stilted." One thing that bothered-him about.the wold
skills based approach, though it wasn't necessarily-wrong," was
the teaching of "skills in isolation." A teacher, wCuld,give a
battery of tests, look at "skill deficit areas":and then "hit
individual skills to cover that. You,reaily, didn't have a
holistic approach to it at all." Novi the philosophy of reading
was more holistic, and reading teNtbooks were improved both in
their reading selections and their treatment of skills. "Language
arts" programs integrated reading and writing.

When Principal D was director of a program for migrant
children in California, he had run a literature-based reading
program. He said, "I really enjoyed it. I saw ma real
pluses." The program was in a "real tagh area.. igh mobility,
90% minority...If you had told me at the beginni. that you'd
have migrant youngsters totally enthralled by Tom Sawyer, I would
nave said, 'You're crazy." But the program worked, because
"good literature motivates kids, if they're in the hands of a
good teacher." As far as he could tell, the research also
supported this position, since "people who read good literature
get better reading scores and they have better reading skills."

However, Principal D added "I still think we need to
retreat occasionally and fill in some of those deficit areas."
He argued for a "combination" or "marriage" of literature and
skills approaches, especially for students who lacked certain
reading skills. "Our people tend to be more holistic, and I'm
not against that. But there's a point where you have to exall,Lne
lpecifically what skill areas the youngster is lacking. Try to
give them a dose of what they need to get that skill level up,
and then bandage it holistically...If you keep expecting a kid to
read literature and he doesn't have those particular skills,
that's not going to do much good."

Principal Descriptions of Reading Instruction: The
philosophical and instructional differences between the fourth
and fifth/sixth grade teachers have already been mentioned.
Principal D seemed to see strengths in both. He agreed with the
skills emphasis of the fourth grade teachers, but also praised
the fifth and sixth grade teachers' emphasis on literature,
saying "Our youngsters read an incredible amount." He had
applied for recognition from the state department of education as
an "A+ School." The research he consulted said that students in
most schools averaged 4-8 minutes of independent reading each
day. At School D, students averaged 20-35 minutes,
"conservatively, not counting what goes on at home."

He saw all fourth-sixth grade teachers as using a variety of
materials to supplement their reading lessons. But fourth grade
teachers used primarily the basal reader, with the addition of
these materials, while the fifth/sixth used the basal very
little. They did "real well at getting kids into the library and
getting their hands on literature and providing them with
opportunities to read that literature." He had heard some
teacher complaints about the basal reading series (Houghton-



Mifflin), but thought that these were due to a typical pattern of
teachers being enthused at first about a series and later
becoming tired of it.

Principal D thought that the librarian was doing a "good job
as far as readim to youngsters, encouraging literature,
encouraging invorvement in reading activities." He said that the
school had a high rate of library use, and since they had
installed the only computerized checkout system in the district,
this was easy for he librarian to manage. The school had a
program called Reading is a Family Affair, to promote taking
books home for parefits and children to read to each other.

Principal Objectives for Reading: Principal D had
"concerns" about the fifth and sixth grade reading program,
especially their nonuse of the basal reader. "With the kids that
historically we have had," he argued, "that has worked real well,
because their skill levels are to a point that giving them
supplementary types of reading is just going to improve their
reading, increase their skills....but with the population that
we're starting to get and with the transiency of this population,
we're going to have some real big holes in those skill levels, in
my opinion. So what you need to do then is, not necessarily go
back to a basal approach, but certainly go back to a skills
approach to a certain degree..." He said that the dilemma of how
to cope with transient students with diverse skill levels might
well be the focus of our staff development. "I think some
assistance on how to use the basal for fifth and sixth grades,
along with a real strong literature-based approach, would
probably be a real effective inservice for them."

However, as mentioned earlier, Principal D thought that the
fifth and sixth grade teachers would be firm in their defense of
the literature-based approach. He seemed to want the staff
developers, as "outsiders," to accomplish this objective.

Teachers on Reading at School D: Most teachers at School D
commented that they really could not say that there was a
"characteristic" way of teaching reading at the school. one
reason given for this was lack of knowledge of what others were
doing ("I haven't the foggiest notion," said one.) Four
teachers, however, did claim knowledge of other teachers'
approaches and said that they knew they were different. Only one
talked about the specifics of these differences: a division
between those who used the basal reader and those who did not.
According to this teacher, the non-basal teachers had reportedly
diverged from the others a few years before. But another teacher
thought that the three brand new teachers were the ones who had
introduced the diversity in reading instruction. One teacher who
emphasized reading as "skills" said it was only "realistic,"
since children were required by the district and state to be
tested on these skills and they should be taught directly.

As far as schoolwide reading activities, one teacher
mentioned both the Young Authors program (her students had
written books) and a Reading Week the school was planning for the
first time.



VI. RESEARCH AND STAFF. DEVEMPHENT _THEMES

Asked about the relationshiP between teachers and research,
Principal D did not express his ióñ .opinien,at.firdt. He
recommended, "I think the route .toc-g0iith this Would be td get
some key communicators among.leArTfaCulty-ind'discuee-that With
them, prior to the staff development., Ikothet-siords, get the
research and say, 'HerOs What weL!re leokingTat doing with the
faculty inservice. What's'yout-reaCtickito. that?" In his
opinion, teachers' response to research might,be tied up with
their attitudes toward "other people's, roles." "Just because it
comes from an administrator doesn't mean-that it's.wrong. Or
comes from 'eggheads' at tha U of A. Hdthing personale-but you
know what I'm saying." Teachers might think, "Well, these guys,
hell, they haven't been in the classr-vim for ten years."
Principal D said that he tried to "keep abreast" of research
himself, but that after all, researchers "haven't actually tried
to implement some of this stuff."

For the staff development, Principal D recommended the
"brainstorming" approach he had found successful. He also
remarked that "I think the situation where you have some
information, techniques, things that you can uee in the
classroom, I think they'll turn on to it...Quick and dirty
methods that help the kids, I think they'll respond to that." He
also hoped that the staff development would address his concerns
about dropping Iowa test scores, transient students, and a return
to skills instruction in fifth and sixth grades.

Before beginning the staff development, Principal D said it
would be a good idea for the staff developers to get the suppor.t
of certain teachers. "You get one or two people who all of a
sudden start with a negative remark and you're dead. So we want
to insure that would not happen. That's not necessarily stacking
the cards, but get some people involved who have some creative
thinking." "The secret to combatting" teacher resistance, he
said, would be to meet with a small group first, win their
approval, and then go to the whole group.

The classroom obsnrver recommended having a big meeting with
the teachers and brair :orming what they thought would improve
their reading instructim and what they w2re interested in, and
"go from there." "You'd have to run it with the idea that
they've got a solid start, how let's see how we an improve it."
Except for one or two "outliers," she saw most of the group as
eager and receptive, as long as no one "talked down" to them.
"The minute you said, 'You're not doing this right, you need to
do this instead,' they'd turn you off and as a group stonewall
you out of the school."
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CASH STUDY: SCHOOL P

I. oligghkagnokarammism
School F was located on a fairly busy mid-town street which

had once been residential, but was lately shifting toward small
businesses, apartments and office buildings. The original
building dated to 1929; a newer wing, to the 50s. There were.13
regular classroom teachers for a school population of 360
students in grades K-6. In addition, the staff included a
curriculum specialist, half-time school counselor, fine arts
resource teacher, speech/hiaring specialist, and teachers for a
special program for multiply handicapped students. All primary
grade and special education classrooms had teacher aides, and
bilingual classrooms (all primary) received additional aide time.
However, the intermediate teachers in our study did not have
aides. Average class size was 27.

The school building, situated on a spacious lot, was a
square of classrooms surrounding a pleasant central courtyard,
with the newer wing jutting out from one side. In the front
hallway a large, brightly-lit and pleasant secretary's office was
situated across from the principal's smaller office and the
curriculum specialist's cramped quarters. This general area was
filled with displays of student artwork, products of the fine
arts program. The classrooms we visited had large wooden windows
and bookshelves, and were potentially attractive, but had a
rather outdated look.

The classroom observer reported that she found people at the
school "not very friendly." The secretary seemed rather annoyed
when the observer asked if she needed to check in each day,
handed her a map and sent her on her way. The hallways were
quiet: "It was like there was a hush over the whole place. People
didn't talk together. You rarely saw anybody out in the hall."
She had trouble making eye contact with teachers she met. The
school had the "ugliest and puniest teacher's lounge" she had
ever encountered, and the lounge seemed rarely used by teachers.

The observer saw "lots of lists of rules" in the classrooms
(characteristic of schools in this district), but classroom
management varied greatly across teachers. The most experienced
teachers had tightly managed classrooms and calm, quiet student ,

but in two classrooms there was commonly disorganization and
noise. On the day of his interview, the principal had two
intermediate boys in his office, sent there by their teacher for
misbehavior. He said that the day before, he had suspended three
students, and complained about the amount of time he spent on
such disciplinary procedures.

Student Population: The student population of School F was
complex. Some students came from the immediate neighborhood,
which the principal described as being in economic decline. This
mostly-Anglo population was changing from "the standard stalwart
of r'-'le America" as he put it, to working class, highly mobile
apartlrent-dwellers. Due to a desegregation arrangement, primary
grade students were 35% Hispanic and Black and 65% kaglo.
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Minority students in these grades were bused to the school from
another neighborhood. After third grade, they returned to their
neighborhood school, and School F's minority population for
grades 4-6 eropped to 10-12%. Fifty-one percent of the primary
students qualified for free/reduced lunches; only 20% of the
intermediates qualified. To complicate things further, a group
of predominantly Anglo students were also bused from u very
affluent neighborhood -- making School F a crossroads for
students and parents who otherwise would have little contact witn
each other in the community.

Iowa Test scores for April of Year 1 showed that School F's
primary students scored at or just above the mean for the
district, while the intermediate students scored 10 or more
percentile points above the mean. According to the principai,
there was very wide variance behind these averages, reflecting
wide socioeconomic variance in the population. In fact, pn..ents
from the affluent neighborhood had complained that despite their
own children's very high scores, lower schoolwide scores were
affecting their property values. Some of these parents had placed
their children in private schools, and the principal was trying
hard to woo them back by improving the school's image. Bilingual
education, a new computer room, and the fine arts program were
his selling points for the school.

Principal F talked at length about the negative consequences
of these arrangements for his school management. There were
linguistic, cultural and class barriers among the parents, and
minority parent participation was low. He said that "because of
the wide diversity of students, we have to monitor student
behavior more closely than some of the other schools. We have a
high incidence of stealing, profanity." Many students came from
homes which he termed "socially bankrupt." Because of the
desegregation arrangement and high student mobility, there was
little continuity in the student population. Principal F reported
at the beginning of Year 2 that only 45% of the intermediate
students we had observed in Year 1 had returned. Students with
limited home backgrounds and high mobility were, he reported,
difficult for his teachers to cope with. But he later added, "We
have very special kids here. They're good kids and we're real
proud of them. It's fun ta work with them, even our problem
kids."

In thf-4;.r interviews, three of the five participating
teachers at School F commented on their students. Two complained
about their students' behavior -- rowdinese ane fighting. They
also remarked that for some of their students, school did not
seem relevant to their home lives. These two teachers also
attributed the difference between good and poor readers to
parents and the "home situation," i.e., whether there was support
for reading at home. The third teacher, on the other hand,
described her group positively, as "kids that come from homes
where they're expected to do well and a lot of emphasis is placed
on education." On the school level questionnaire distributed to
all teachers at the school, School F teachers rated their
students mote negatively than did teachers at any of the other
five participating schoolL.
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In Year 2, the school enrolled several nonEnglish speaking
students. Principal F said that this mas because of a shortagrl of
space in schools with bilingual intermediate programs, and also
because these parents preferred to haVe their stOents immersed
in English. When a project* assistant adMiniSteredthe reading
test to one class, she noted that a nonEnglish speaking siudent
was not receiving adequate assistance' frOm the teacher. The
teacher's reasoning was that "they" should provide her with
"help" for this student.

School History: According to the principal, School F had
been in a "chaotic position" when he had arrived three years
before. From his account, the school had been a place where one
principal after another had been assigned just before retirement
-- he nicknamed it "the farm." Shortly before he came, the
school had "suffered a purge," drastic staff changes under a
principal who wanted to bring in teachers more consistent with
his philosophy. The older section of the building needed
renovation. The principal complained that the old-fashioned
lights and subfloor heating made the school gloomy and
uncomfortable -- a "dungeon." However, due to a recent school
bond failure, needed repairs had been postponed. "So," he said,
"I came to a school that has many open wounds" and that presented
him with "many, many challenges."

When we met with Principal F at the beginning of Year 2, he
said that some repairs to the building had been completed over
the summer, after all. However, there had not been enough money
to complete the new dropped ceilings, so that new lighting
fixtures were hanging from chains. The teachers' assignments and
classes had changed somewhat, due to higher enrollment. One
teacher was assigned a 4-5 combination made up entirely of
students who were new to the school- A fourth grade teacher had
a "wonderful" class, but the fifth grade teacher had an
"immature" class. The sixth grade teacher, however, had the
worst assignment: 36 students, most from a class which had been
"difficult" the year before and which the principal now
characterized as "typical sixth grade obnoxious brats.n This
teacher would have no assistance from a teacher aide until later
in the semester.

II. INITIAL CONTACTS WITH THE SCHOOL AND RESPONSES TO THE PROJECT

School F was the last school contacted for the project.
First contacts were with the curriculuo specialist, who set up a
meeting between the researchers and teachers and sounded very
positive about their participation. However, when the
researchers arrived for the meeting the curriculum specialist was
absent. The principal was prepared to take her place, and
escorted the researchers to a classroom to await the teachers'
arrival. The five intermediate teachers -- all women, one from
each greAc.1 level, one 4-5 combination, and one from special
educatic,.. -- gradually arrived. As they waited for the meeting,
they talked about their students and classroom projects. One had
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complaints about her students' behavior.
The principal seemed to have informed himself somewhat about

the project in advance. He introduced the-researchers by their
first names, and said the teachers-wanted to know_what the-
"carrot" would be for their participation. The teachers, seemed
to have little advance information on the study. 'VRK, handed out
timelines and teacher letters, and briefly ,discussed -the project,
but most of the meeting was taken up with teacher questions about
the design. One teacher frowned.the'entire time, and when she
finally spoke up her question was directed to the principal: "Is
this mandatory?" He said no, it would not be, and then launched
into a "sales talk" for the project. He said participation would
mean more resources for the intermediates, and connections (a
"pipeline" as he called it) with the university. The frowning
teacher asked sourly, "How would that be helpful?"

On a positive note, when VRK read the list of participating
professors, the special education teacher perked up at the
mention of CB, saying "She's wonderful!" Someone wanted to know
how we had heard about their school. VRK responded that BWe a
longtime district teacher and new principal, had recommended
them. The principal recognized BW's name, and seemed pleased.
Finally, the principal thanked us and said that they would talk
more and let us know their response. We left with the sense that
he was going to try to talk the teachers into participation.
Indeed, we were informed later that they had all agreed.

When the observer met with teachers to arrange for her
observations, she said that they were fairly reserved, but
gradually warmed up to her. The "frowning teacher" from the
first meeting, in fact, was the most friendly and helpful. She
and the special education teacher stayed after the meeting to
talk with the observer. At a meeting later in the year for
distributing school questionnaires, the same teacher wanted to
know how soon the staff development would begin. In general, the
observer wrote, "The teachers here are wary of me. They don't
want to talk with me after observations or share worksheet copies
with me." They seemed anxious about being observed.

The principal investigators met with Principal F early in
Year 2. The classroom observer had recommended that the
curriculum specialist be involved in the project, since she
seemed to be more closely involveA with the teachers and also
protective of her own influence over them. Therefore, the plan
was for her to also attend this meeting. Howevsr, when we
arrived she seemed to be busy on another assignment.

After hearing a description of the staff devel,pment,
Principal F suggested that ws conduct a survey of tte teaohers to
find out their preferences for times and compensation for
participation. "Teachers will want to know the bottom line," he
explained. Principal F talked at length about how three of the
teachers would make a "great team" because they had participated
together in a substance abuse workshop over the summer, and
gotten to know each other much better. The workshop had also
greatly improved his relationships with these teachers, he said.
(Later he remembered that a fourth teacher had also attended the
workshop, but he apparently did not include her in the "team"
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feeling.) The fifth teacher, who had not attended the workshop,
might ,be "threatened" by,the. staffl develoOmentr:he thought.
HoweVero he-said. tfiat°,she *needed-to b*thieatenedorder to
change. When Pk saierihattlaWwould,b0-ihe firatatteilat at
this type of staff_develiiiimeiiii Principal said that 'With this
group it would be-a'"trialAioy

When the project assistants'Administered the reading test
during the fall of Year 2, therni4ec1,some negativity in teaCher-
student interactiOnS in three-clagerOoms. In one classroom,
teacher-student relationships seeied to have severely broken
down, and both assistafits who visited this classroom expressed
strong concerns. However, the students on the whole were
cooperative and friendly during testtaking.

III. PRINCIPAL F

A youthful fortyish man, Principal F struck the observer as
being energetic and enthusiastic. Though he greeted her on her
first day, and gave her a tour of the school pointing out its
positive features, she rarely saw him after that. As she put it,
"He was just not visible." She got the impression that his
contacts with teachers were infrequent and his relationships with
them were not close.

Principal Background: Principal F talked extensively about
his background and what he had learned from each job experience.
He had grown up on the east coast, and said that he had always
wanted to be a teacher and a principal. He had come to the local
university to study education. For his student teaching, he had
been placed in a 3-4-5 combination classroom with a group of
"behavior problems -- kids nobody else wanted." As Principal F
put it, "It was a real difficult situation, but because of that
strong challenge, I felt it was a good experience for me." He
then taught in third through sixth grades, first under the wing
of a principal who mentored him toward "bigger and better
things," then for ten years in a school with very affluent, high
achieving students. He contrasted the almost unlimited privileges
of these students' lives with the limited backgrounds of many
students at School F.

After completing an administrative internship, Principal F
was hired as district ombudsman -- a real "hot seat" as he
dewcribed it. "But yet, it's a :aeautiful job in the sense that
you know everything that is going on in the distriL.." In his
opinion, "It was my best training as a principal, because my skin
became a lot tougher Up to that point I was a very sensitive
individual." From there he moved on to an assistant
principalship at a new magnet school which was "in a lot of
turmoil," and from there to School F, where he was in his third
year (though it "felt like 31"). He said that he had been
directed by the district to turn the school around -- another
tough assignment.

Principal on the Principalship: Principal F's view of the
principalship was that it required someone who could deal with
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complaints and adapt to new situations. He also said that he
spent an inordinate amount of time on procedures and paperwork,
much of it related to student discipline: "Every time a child is
suspended it takes 45 to 60 minu/ a to do the paperwork, contact
the parents, and that's...yesteraey there were three kids who
were suspended. That's three hours worth of work.. So the day is
shot." He also had paperwork to complete or the K-3 program,
desegregation, and special education, and parent contacts to
make. He wished that he could spend more time in the classroom,
since he missed teaching and thought his presence "would improve
the support and it would also help the discipline.1 In his
opinion, "I'm not as much the instructional leader as I should
be, I would like to be." However, the principal counted himself
fortunate to have a curriculum specialist at the school who was
"totally immersed" in instruction.

Principal's School Goals: When he first came to School F,
the principal said, his first job was to establish a three year
plan of change. The first-year goal was public relations,
improving the school's "reputation," especially to draw affluent
parents back to the school. In his words: "We had to show them
that we had quality programs, that we had quality personnel, and
that we really cared about the kids." He worked on building
school pride through mottos, a school history project, and
redecoration. The second-year goal had been "curricular
improvement" -- "developing special programs to make us unique."
He described a school garden project, a lunchroom salad bar, the
computer room, and the Line arts program. In the third year,
staff changes were the major goal -- "To weed out those people
who really didn't want to be here or who are not sensitive to the
needs of flle kids." Some teachers had been transferred, some had
left, and the new staff were "creative, talented and highly
motivated."

Principal Remarks on Teachers and Teaching: His New England
upbringing, Principal F felt, gave him a "strong humanities
background" vilich influenced his ideas about teaching. he was
interested in what he called the "cultural aspect" of education.
At the affluent school ehere he had taught before, he had
attended several student Par mitzvahs. The students there also
had "unbelievable" cultural experiences that he could build upon
in his teaching -- experiences most School F students did not
have. "But yet," he argued, "the things that worked at [the
other school] would work in part here and probatly more so, with
the ones who are really capable of dreaming, seeing and feeling
different things."

Principal Influence over Instruction and Teacher Change:
Principal F said he had avoided direct intervention with
teachers: "I've been very careful. When I came in I had my three-
year plan that was totally mine. I was told to come out here and
do a job and hit them over the heads with a two-by-four if I had
to, to get the job done, because the schoel was festering. I've
been very cautious about going into the classroom telling people
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what to do. Gradually, I see them coming around. I give
suggestions but I haven't gone inand mandated-anything." He
gave beginning teachers released time, froithe classroom to
observe veteran teachers, tok.lgarn froA their veers. But he did
not discuss any direct guidanbe-he gave teachers regarding their
instruction. He had been preoccupied more with the overall
climate and organization of the school.

While he had made many of the :major decisions about school
improvement, Principal F bad also involved teachers in direction-
setting. On two occasicns he had held whole-staff meetings for
discussion of school problems and goals. But these meetings, as
far as he described thew, did not involve instructional or
curricular decisions.

Principal F discussed his evaluation of teaching only
briefly, saying: "I do some scripting and I point out many
positives that I see and we talk about the negatives, things that
I would like to see. Pat in suggestions about how to handle
discipline, how to go about handling reading groups. Pass out
literature on successful techniques that have worked for other
people. Peer observation, released time available." I.e., he did
not discuss any specific directions he had for instruction or
teacher change.

Principal Perceptions of District influence: Principal F had
complaints about district politics, especially surrounding
desegregation and bilingual education. For instance, Anglo
parents were attracted to the school with the promise of Spanish
language instruction for their children, but then found that it
ended after third grade. Bilingual education at School F was
merely a function of desegregation in the primary grades -- not a
serious school commitment to the ideal of foreign language
learning. He also complained about district-required paperwork
and inequities in the distribution of resources for primary and
intermediate programs. In his view, the intermediate program at
School F "and also the intermediate programs throughout the state
have suffered because of the K-3 program." He thought that the K-
3 department was pushing whole language instruction, and would
like to see whole language in the intermediate grades. as well.
"You control the purse strings, you can control the power. And
they have thousands and thousands of dollars that they're
spending."

At our initial meeting for Year 2, Principal F again
complained about the district. Lack of funds was the district's
excuse for some recent cuts in bus service which had brought on
numerous parent complaints. At School F, budget shortages meant
that the needed repairs to the building were only half complete.
Principal F said that the "public was getting fed up with the
budget issue" in the district, and that was why a budget override
was likely to fail. He thought there was "fat" in the budget
that the recent cuts were not touching.

As reported above, achievement test scores were a source of
concern for Principal F. Though the school scored respectably in
the top third in the district, he thought that the tests
4nfluenced teaching at the school "probably a great deal."



"There's always the fear that your scores-ftre going to be
published and that youiregoinCto,:be hold to clowscrutiny, and
nobody wants to be em4arrassed by'having the lowest tsoOres of the
schools in the area or thet,distriCtIt 'has.tO bre soilae,:kind of
stigma." And if a school had%veryi'high sOpiewWhiChthen
dropped, the staff would'be-bla;ned. *Then ybutre,in the middle,
that's fine...but when you're at the hättomor the, top,. yod're in
a pressure cooker." On the otherliand4.he'Was attracted to the
competitive aspects of the tests...He thought:the school this year
had a "golden opportunity" for the .sixth grade to score high and
push the school "way up in the standings." He described himself
as a "real competitor. If there's a game to be played, I'd like
to be in the top nine or ten percent...But I don't want to lose
sight of the overall reports of the program. Test scores are just
one part of It."

Teachers on the Principal: The participating teachers at
School F made few comments about their principal in their
interviews. One teacher compared him unfavorably with a former
principal at the school, nho had given her support for trying new
ideas. According to her, Principal F would say, "You have to
teach them the book every day. That's the way it's done."
Howeve-, she did not seem to be complaining that Principal F was
actually constraining her decisions. In fact, she thought that he
had little idea of what she was doing in the classroom. What was
missing was the kind of support for innovation the former
principal had given. The only other teacher comment about
Principal F related to QAnding students to the office to be
suspended.

Another teacher talked about the pressure of the Iowa tests
at this school. IR.r commenis seemed to echo those of Principal F
abm..t the pressures of achievement testing: "Nowadays, we do have
that little noise lurking in the back of our head, reminding us
that we're going to have this Iowa test, and these kids have to
get ready for that test. And yet, here were are with the
curriculum that you can't hurry throug'...do we stop doing some
of the things we yere doing, because we have to teach for that
test, because monies are based on that test, status is based on
that test, parents sending their kids to a school based on that
test. Reputations are based on that test. And it just doesn't
seem right." Principal F contrasted starkly with Principal A in
his position on this teacher dilemma.

On the school level questionnaire, teachers at School F were
the most negative of teachers at all six schools in their ratings
of the principal's leadership, interaction related to
instruction, and teacher evaluations.

III-A. gaRRIOLMM_EMIALLT_Al_ggliggL_E

The curriculum specialist at School F appeared to have
closer and more frequent contacts with teachers, and perhaps more
influence over instruction, than the principal. At her initial
meeting with the teachers, the classroom observer noted that the
npecialist announced repeatedly that she had put materials about
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reading comprehension in teacher mailboxes. She arranged all
special activities at the school: field trips, visiting artists,
athletic events, fundraisers, reading contests, etc. The Observer
did not see her as hiiiing much direat inflUence over the reading
program in the classro6ms, but tfiought she would be a key pSrson
for facilitating access tqLthe teaohers.

Curriculum Specialist Background: The curriculum specialist
was a very soft-spoken, controlled and competent-seeming woman
who had been an elementary classroom teacher in grades K-4. After
a principal internship, she had been hired at School F just this
year. She said she had a tendency to change jobs whenever she
wanted a new challenge. Over the years, She said, she had also
been attracted to each current trend in teaching as it came along
-- team teaching, open classroom, centers -- and of all of these
had decided that teaming was of enduring value. She liked the
idea of teachers teaming in the content areas, and being able to
use good lessons with more than one group.

Curriculum Specialist Remarks on Teachers and Teaching: As a
teacher, the curriculum specialist had had a high sense of her
own efficacy. She had deliberately volunteered to take the
"lowest group" in one school, "because I felt I could build self-
esteem and make them feel very good about what they were doing."
When she was teaching, she said, the district offered her no
guidance -- "They didn't give me anything as far as sequence of
skills or anything." Therefore, she had made up her own
curr:f.culum. When she took a kindergarten assignment after
several years, she found out that students "start out pnrfect. So
it's the system that does something to them." In kindergarten,
she estimated that out of sixty children she had perhaps three
with serioas learning problems.

Throughout her interview, the curriculum specialist
contrasted beginning and experienced, and what she called
"conservative" and "open" teachers. While she had described
herself as a very changeable teacher, she thought that teachers
in general were on a continuum of experience and development
which moved very slowly. When she was teaming with other
teachers, she found that "most of the teachers would still do the
conservative teaching styles," which she characterized as "doing
a little bit of everything" rather than "integrating" all areas.
She thought that it "took a long time" for teachers to learn to
integrate their curriculum, to work together collaboratively, or
even to "change one little thing."

Teachers, she said, were mors open to "add-ons" to their
present way of doing things than to fu^damental, drastic change.
As a result, change sneaked up on them: "What they don't realize
is that if they put on enough add-ons that they've changed their
program." Teachers might need a series of demonstrations and
step-by-step trials in order to adopt a new technique. The true
test of a new idea was whether it worked in their own classroom.

Curriculum specialist Influence over Instruction and Teacher
Change: Her duties did not include teacher evaluation, but the
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curriculum specialist said she was "constantly". _in the clabstoom
demonstrating new teaching ideas:, As4she?.put it, rrm.p.-poeti
do things...and teadhers see: that theilf*e. it and2,!OWN:ittil
respond well, they, ll pilaw; 1.43?- pOntihye-;,", The
teachers, Li faCt, wanted.4er tOco to`-their classroOmii more
often than her other duties woulcValliiiw.

Curriculum Specialist PercePtiOms of District Influence: The
curriculum specialist thought that*hellistriCt'was,really
afraid" to go in any particular-direetiohOpecause.of its size
and diversity. Shezdid not perceive diStrict:personneI as
pushing teachers hard to conform. In* reading., schools° and
teachers were divided, she said, tmtween'ihole language people
and basal people and people iii the "Middle of the road-im ,!!map
district, if you can imagine, has to ,please all of thesp,peotile."
District staff seemed to be thinking that adopting a literature-
based basal series would unifyeveryone; but She thought,this.-was.
wishful thinking. The whole language people were very strong,
especiaiiy in the K-3 department, and they would not be patitfied
with this option. The K-3 department in-her-opinion-provided-
most of the "strength" in the district reading program, and most
of the available teacher training.

According to the curriculum specialist, achievement tests
were not the major concern of the teachers at School F.
Intermediate students especially did very well on the tests,
because the tea-hers were careful not to let anyone "fall through
the cracks." They worked hard to bring their low achievers'
skills up, and as a coasequence "they don't have someone who will
bring the group way down" on the test scores.

Teachers on the Curriculum Specialist: In their interviews,
two teachers commented positively on the curriculum specialist.
One remarked about how "lucky" they were that the specialist
facilitated sharing of materials, ideas, and notes from workshops
among the teachers. Another talked about how the specialist had
come into her classroom to techniquea for building student
writing into the curriculum.

IV. TEACHERS AND TEAcHING AT SCHOOL F

Observations of Teachers: During her visits, the classroom
observer noticed little communication among teachers, though
teachers seemed to quietly observe what others were doing -- to
"keep tabs on each other," as she put it. They were usually able
to tell the observer where to find a teacher she had come to talk
with or observe. The unpleasant teachers lounge was not
conducive to socializIng. The only teachers who regularly
congregated at this school were those who smoked. They sometimes
could be found in a smoking lounge off the cafeteria.
Otherwise, School F teachers did not seem collegial. She did not
see any evidence that the teachers coordinated their instruction
or classroom management with each other. The observer said, "I'd
go at a certain time everyday when they had their breaks and they
were still all in their rooms." She added that she would warn a
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new teacher at the school about "loneliness...I didn't see a
willingness to share...It'd be a real is....ated place."

Principal and:Curriculgm Specialist,Descriptions.of
Teachers: Principal F said that w4emhe first came to the school,
he found teachers who were not working together, mholiere "doing
their own thing." The program hadilo overall "cohesiveness,"
since the primaries and intermediates were split. After a series
of principals who had lasted only a short time, the teachers were
cynica/ about the arrival of a new one. In his opinion, they were
"floundering."

He described the teachers as having an extremely wide
variety of teaching styles -- "rigid," "creative," "integrated."
He estimated that the teachers made most (75%) of their
instructional decisions individually. What they had in common, in
his view, was "the importance of reading, the importance of doing
well on the Iowa Test -- they're very conscious of that.
Differences would come in style of presentation, philosophy,
attitudes, enthusiasm." Some of these differences, he predicted,
would "bring a smile" to the observer's face. However, he did
praise the teachers for having "good hearts."

Principal F saw a "definite break" between primary and
intermediate teachers at the school. Because of desegregation,
there were twice as many primary as intermediate teachers. The
intermediate teachers were isolated and had "grown together" as a
group. The intermediates were also mostly "veterans," with seven
to twenty-plus years of experience, while there were more
beginning teachers among the primaries. The intermediate
teachers, therefore, were less likely to visit each other's
classrooms for peer observations. In addition, the primary
teachers received many more resources and more released time for
training than the intermediates, through the K-3 program. In the
principal's view, though they understood the eventual benefits to
them and had been generally "magnanimous," extra attention to the
primaries had caused some unspoken "jealousy or resentment" among
the intermediates. As he expressed it, "We all need strokes."

The curriculum specialist agreed that the intermediate
teachers had been "left out in the cold" by the district.
Trainings and released time for intermediates were almost
"nonexistent." In her opinion, the intermediate teachers could do
some of the same things the primaries were learning to do --
"they just need motivation." The intermediates wanted to "liven
up their programs and need the means to do that and the knowledge
to do that. They're really willing to try new things and would
like to try some new things, but getting access to those things
is another story." She thought that the principal bore some
responsibility for the primary-intermediate split, for not trying
hard enough to build "continuity" between the two groups.

Rather than working as a team, whi:lh the curricultiv
specialist would have preferred, the intermediate teachers worked
as "a collection of individuals, because no one has helped
foster the group concept. It takes a long time...The teaming is
difficult when personalities are very different." She and the
principal cited only one instance of teaming in the
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intermediates, between the special education teacher and a
regular classroom teacher.

Teacher Comnents on Teachers and Teaching at School P: In
their interviews, four teachers talked about the lack of teacher
collegiality at School F. One described how the school layout
was not conducive to teacher contacts. Teachers from different
wings did not see each other often or know each other well. The
new wing, she said, was "like the;other end of the world." The
teachers lounge was too small for meetings. Another teacher
contrasted School F with a school wheke she had worked before,
where teachers often visited ealh others' rooms and stayed after
school to work together. The third teacher said that she did not
have much contact with other teachers because she had a difficult
class to handle this year. Still another teacher said that it was
hard for teachers to collaborate at School F, because there was
only one teacher at each grade level.

Teachers reported that staff meetings were the only time
that teachers regularly congregated. They had not done
inservices together as a staff, except for those related to
desegregation. One teacher contrasted the limited opportunities
provided to the intermediates with the frequent inservicing
provided for the K-3's. On the positive side, the curriculum
specialist had facilitated some exchange of ideas among teachers
and distribution of ideas from workshops. And the special
education teacher was working with another teacher in reading,
switching students between their classrooms.

Questionnaire responses bore out our observations and the
teachers' comments. Teachers at School F scored lowest on
frequency of staff contacts, a measure of teacher : Jlation.
They consistently rated their school more negatively than the
mean for all schools as a work enviro..ment. Their responses were
also the most negative of all schools on levels of teacher
participation, positive responses to inservices, and the school
as a place where there are opportunities to learn.

V. READING AT SCHOOL F

Observations of Reading: From the classroom observer's point
of view, "there was no concerted effort to do anything with
reading" at School F. For instance, while other schools she
visited really "geared up" for Love of Reading Week, the observer
saw very little going on at this one. The library -- a dark,
narrow room not much bigger than a classroom -- seemed little
used and appeared outdated, drab, and poorly arranged. There was
just a half-time librarian. The observer noted 1.hat only one of
the teachers had many books for students to read in her room.

According to the observer, there was dive-sity in reading
instruction at Sch^ol 7 One commonality was t at students were
not extensively subdivided into reading groups. There were two
reading groups at most or whole class instruction. All teachers
used the basal reader, but thie varied from sole reliance on the
basal for reading to use of only the skill charts by one
teacher. This teacher, wLe stood out as different, assigned
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groups to read various trade books and emplasized reading for
understanding. A few students from one classroom visited the
special education classroom for reading; the teachers called this
"reverse mainstreaming."

The Principal and Reading: Principal F reported that in his
student teaching assignment, he had encountered students who
could not read and who had very low self-concepts. He decided to
try some of the language experience ideas of Roach Van Allen with
his low reading group. They made a film of a story they-had read,
and showed it to their pareeee. Principal F recalled that he "saw
their whole personality change" through this activity, and at
that point realized that the language experience approach was the
way to go. When his first teaching assignment took him to a very
affluent school, the "gifted, mature, sophisticated" children
there could handle even more "challenging" assignments.

Therefore, experience had taught Principal F that "the basal
reader is not the be-all and end-all, and [students] do much
better without it." But when asked if he advocated discarding the
basal in favor of language experience at School F, he replied
that "No, it would have to be a combination. We do have some
youngsters with 1 and 2 stanines, very very low. Socially
deprived at home, socially bankrupt. They don't bring much to the
classroom." Besides, 'he argued, it would be very difficult for
veteran teachers to give up their basal readers, or even to
incorporate something new into their basal-centered program.

The Curriculum Specialist and Reading: The curriculum
specialist said that as a teacher, she had done "pretty much the
reading groups and added creative things to it. I still used the
basal as my skill development." She had made up her own skills
sequence charts and word attack activities, and had considered
phonics to be important. In her opinion, the basal readers could
be made enjoyable and meaningful to children, if a teacher used
them creatively and flexibly. She had also tried the language
experience approach, but as a "literature enrichment type thing
rather than the whole program."

Though whole language was "really catching on" through the
influence of the K-3 program, and she was familiar with its
concepts end strengths, the curriculum specialist did not think
she could "buy into" a whole language reading program.
"Integration is very difficult. It's a wonderful concept and
whole language is a wonderful concept, but until a teacher has
years of experience, it's hard. You have to know your material to
be able to do that." She saw problems with beginning teachers
trying to use the whole language approach, though experieneed
teachers could pull it off successfully since "an experienced
teaeher doesn't need a basal." But some experienced teachers
"could not withstand that type of program because they need
things so disciplined and structured, because their personalities
are so."

In her experience, the curriculum specialist said, reading
was "almost sacred" to teachers, and changes in reading
instruction were difficult to make. Experienced teachers became



defensive at the suggestion that they did not know how to teach
reading. They were more open to new ideas in science, in
contrast, because they did not consider themselyes knowledgeable
about science. The "whole language thing" was attractive to many
of them not as a radical change-in teaching practices, but as an
"add on" or enrichment to their usual practices.

She also thought that switching baCk and forth from "open"
to "conservative" styles of reading instruction was difficult for
children. There should be two strands Of curriculum and
instruction available, and children should be placed in the
strand that would work best for them. She observed that it was a
tremendous waste of money for the district to buy reading books
and workbooks for the "open" teachers who did not want them, and
that having two strands would eliminate this.

The principal had not mentioned any recent influences over
hie position on reading, but the curriculum specialist said that
she went to "every conference I possibly cant whether reading
association or whole language or whatever." She said she was
trying to update herself in reading, after having taught
kindergarten for several years.

Principal and Curriculum Specialist Descriptions of Reading:
Principal F said he bad observed eif'arences in reading
instruction between the primary and Intermediate teachers. The
primaries focused mostly on phonics and the basal reader, and
tended to have three or four read: , groups. (Interesting,
considering the "whole language" 1. 3 program was supposed to be
so intluential.) The intermediates tended not to have so many
reading groups, downplayed phonics, tended to use more outside
reading sources and had "more emphasis perhaps on a whole
language approach." Other than that, there was great variabilxty
in teaching "styles."

The curriculum specialist had also observed differences
among the intermediate teachers, and attributed these to "teacher
personalities." She also had observed some primary-intermediate
differences in reading instruction. Reading was the core of the
entire primary program, "about the only thing Van, want to do all
morning." Intermediates had more content area instruction.

The library at the school presented a "tough situation," the
principal said. He wanted a full-time, bilingual librarian, and
more bilingual books, but these would not be forthcoming from tne
district, given the budget crunch. He did not see the library as
receiving "maximum use" among the intermediate teachers, perhaps
because of scheduling difficulties.

Principal and Curriculum Specialist Objectives for Reading:
The principal was rather sketchy in describing any changes he
would like to see in the reading program. He said that he "would
like to see more emphasis on humanities," on reading and
memorizing classic poems, and on incorporating literature and
history.

The curriculum specialist was much more explicit. She said
that "the approach that we're going with is to ty'y to encourage
more and more writing next year and to try to ir.. rate reading



and writing. Then the ideal thing is to integrate other subjects,
too." She was trying to show the intermediate teachers "that
they can use their social studies book ps a reading tool and tie
that in with writing:" As an example,4410 described:a
demonstration lesson she had done ih. Ohs .4=i-"..istep;iM, tying a
social studies assignment to a- s-writing, assignmewt. In, her
woids, "I think the teachers have to-start sedifighat reading
from nine to ten doesn't mean th4,have tO be, reading literature
or basals." She also wanted to get across-the idea that "true
books" (nonfiction), science and other books besides-the basal,
could be counted as reading. "But it takes a long time."

On her own, the curriculum specialist had begun a reading
incentive program for students. The current program was designed
on the format of a treasure hunt, with each class having a ship
on the cafeteria wall which advanced toward the treasure as they
read more books. The class which was first to reach the
destination would get to participate in a search for prizes in
the neighborhood. She also planned to have a representative of
the public library's summer reading program ,:ome to the school to
talk with students.

Teachers on Reading at School F: Teachers at School F had
little to say about reading as a school level activity. Two of
the teachers explained in their interviews that they were unable
to say if there were commonalities in the teaching of reading at
School F, because they had little contact with other teachers.
The guesses they made about this were that most teachers used the
basal reader, and that most had reading groups. One teacher saw
the principal as pushing them in this direction, and another
thought that the new group of primary teachers had brought more
continuity to reading instruction. Only one teacher mentioned
Love of Reading Week as a schoolwide reading activity, and
another mentioned working closely with the librarian.

VI. RESEARCH AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT THEMES

Asked about the responses of teachers to research, Principal
F said that "if there's a carrot involved, it will go well." He
also advocated a "nonacademic" approach, with lots of
"experiential eviience (and] input from teaciers about how they
want to spend their time." success also depended on "how the
researchers talk to teachers...the rapport has to be there or
else you lose them." He predicted that one or two would respond
with "blank stares" at first. Another factor in their
credibility with teachers would be the recency of the
researchers' classroom experience -- "are they bonafide master
teachers or eggheads who live up in the ivory tower at the
univcdrsity and get their information from books?" Finally, he
thought the currency of the research would make a difference,
since some popular speakers went around citing old research on
the "rubber turkey" (chicken?) circuit.

The curriculum specialist thought "the only way (teacherr]
would actually use research is if they get an inservice and they
don't really realize it's research." In her opinion, teachers did



not want to hear about the "facts behind it, that it's been
proven, it's been tested, and that." She would work from the
angle that something will "actually work with students," and that
this can be demonstrated in the classroom. Teachers would, in
essence, "test the validity" of research. She added, "And I
think business would tell you the same thing -- don't tell me
research, tell me how I can apply it."

For the staff development, the principal's recommendations
had mostly to do with "nonacademic" benefits for the somewhat
neglected intermediate teachers -- getting time off, going off
campus, having lunch. "I'm sure they would be very receptive and
it wouldn't cc t that much. It would be less than $300 for the
whole lay for 've people and lunch." Asked what role he would
take in the stela development, Principal F asked, "What are the
other principals doing?" He said he would most likely coordinate
the lovistics.

The curriculum specialist said that for years staff
developers had just presented information, and "it doesn't work,
because [teachers] will listen and then if they don't buy into
it, nothing happens." She also recommended taking the teachers
away from the building, exposing them to "hands on" activities,
and giving them ample, extended time to talk and share, "rather
than just having to listen." From her experience, the
intermediate teachers would be excited about the staff
development, because they were hungry to know about the latest
"buzz words" and programs. She was going to prepare them by
giving them articles on reading comprehensiou to read over the
summer, so that they could ask "intelligent guestions at the
staff development.

The classroom observer said of the teachers at School F, "I
think if they were once given a chance to come together and do
some talking they'd love it...I get the feeling that no one has
eN, ry attempted to de much with them...Because I think that they
like each other as people. I just don't think they have any
avenues of communication." The most experienced teachers,
however, might be resistant to changing their methods of teaching
reading. They would not respond to someone who said, "Let's
replace everything you're doing and start from scratch." The
curriculum specialist might also be resistant, .!.n hcr opinion, if
she felt her influenced to be "threatened" by the researchers.
But if enlisted by the researchers, she would be the project's
"best advocat.z."
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